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CONTINUING PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY TO
WAIVE FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION PROVISIONS

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m. in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John C. Danforth (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Danforth, and Heinz.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the prepared

statements of Senators Dole, Danforth, and Heinz follow:]
[Pres Release No. 84-1591

FINANCE SUBCOMMITrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE To HOLD HEARING ON CONTINU-
ING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY To WAIVE THE TRADE Acr FREEDOM OF EMIGRA-
TION PROVISIONS

Senator John C. Danforth (R., MO.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Trade, announced today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on con-
tinuing the President's authority to waive application of subsections (a) and (b) of
section 402, the freedom of emigration provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public
Law 93-618).

The hearing will begin at 2:00 p.m., Wednesday, August 8,x1984 in Room SD-215
of the Dirksen Senate Office Buildin.

Chairman Danforth noted that on May 31, 1984, the President transmitted to Con-
gress his recommendation under section 402(dX5) of the Trade Act, that the waiver
authority be extended 12 months to July 3, 1985. This recommendation was based
on his determination under section 402(dX5) of the Trade Act, that the extension of
the waiver authority will substantially promote the objectives of freedom of emigra-
tion in general and, in particular, in cases of the Socialist Republic of Romania, the
Hungarian People's Republic and the People's Republic of China.

The Socialist Republic of Romania, the Hungarian People's Republic and the Peo-
ple's Republic of China are the only nonmarket economy countries which have been
granted nondiscriminatory (most-favored-nation (MFN)) trade treatment under the
authority of the Trade Act of 1974, Chairman Danforth said.

The Chairman said that the President's recommendation on May 31, 1984, set in
motion a schedule of procedures by which the Congress may either terminate, by
adoption of a simple resolution in either House, or permit by inaction the extension
of the authority by which the President may waive the freedom of emigration condi-
tion of MFN treatment. Although the Supreme Court's decision in INS v. Chadha
on June 23, 1983, has effectively altered this procedure, Chairman Danforth empha-
sized the Committee's continued interest in reviewing the President's recommenda-
tion.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE
The Supreme Court's decision in the Chadha case may have invalidated the legis-

lative veto provided for in the Jackson-Vanik amendment, but it has not diminished
(1)
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this committee's interest in the freedom of people to emigrate from Eastern Europe.
The President's decision to continue MFN treatment for Hungary, Romania and
China can still be disapproved, should Congress wish to do so by a bill or ajoiht
resolution, and this committee remains committed to an annual review of the Presi-
dent's decision.

I am pleased that Romania's emigration record has improved over the past year.
Although the situation in Romania is still difficult, we have reason to be encour-
aged.

The Supreme Court's Chadha decision invites review of the Jackson-Vanik
amendment to develop a new mechanism for congressional involvement in the
granting of MFN. Indeed, it seems to me that we should take another look at the
Jackson-Vanik amendment to see if we can improve on the tools available to us in
fostering respect for human rights and better trade relations with the Eastern Bloc
and the Soviet Union. Specifically, we might look at multi-year MFN, fast track con-
gressional procedures and other ideas to enhance the effectiveness of this provision.

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN JOHN C. DANFORTH

Today the Subcommittee on International Trade will receive testimony on the
President's authority to waive application of the freedom of emigration provisios of
Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 with respect to Romania, Hungary and the Peo-
ple's Republic of China.

Since assuming the Chairmanship of this Subcommittee, I have presided over this
hearing on an annual basis. The Committee takes its responsibility for overseeing
this provision of U.S. trade law with the utmost seriousness, and I think it is fair to
say that this year, our perseverance appears to be paying off: The situation with
respect to the People's Republic of China and Hungary remains positive, and signfi-
ciant improvements are evident with respect to Romania's emigration practices.

In the case of Romania, the picture is positive but still rather mixed: In the past
year, we have seen substantial increases in the number of those permitted to emi-
grate. Also, I am pleased that last year's problems with the education tax seem to
have been resolved. However, I am mindful that other procedural obstacles to emi-
gration remain, where prospective emigrants continue to face delays and harass-
ment. Certain longstanding emigration cases which have enjoyed support in the
United States remain unresolved, and I would hope to see these resolved in the
coming year, along with continued improvements on the broader human rights
front. Human rights concerns brought to the attention of the Subcommittee in the
past year include prisoners of conscience, restrictions on freedom of expression, anti-
semitic publications, religious liberty and minority rights problems. It is my hope
and expectation that continued improvements on these fronts will allow future 're-
views of the Section 402 waiver with minimal controversy.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN HEINZ, U.S. SENATOR FROM PENNSYLVANfA

As a member both of the Finance Committee and the Helsinki Commission, I am
convinced that the Jackson-Vanik Amendment has had a positive impact on the
lives of the peoples of Hungary and Romania. The annual Most-Favored-Nation
review has helped to reduce barriers to emigration and has led to limited improve-
ments in the general human rights area. Congress will continue to play a vigorous
role in the MFN review process to ensure that more progress is made.

In regard to Hungary, I am pleased to note that for the second year in a row
there are no unresolved family reunification cases between our two countries and
that Hungary remains the nation in the East Bloc most tolerant of dissent. There-
fore, I support the renewal of MFN status to Hungary for another year in the hope
and expectation that this good performance will continue. Having said that, I must
nevertheless point out that Hungarian emigration laws remain restrictive and that
this may discourage some Hungarian citizens from applying to emigrate or create
new problem cases in the future. Furthermore, I am disturbed by the continued har-
assment of certain Hungarian citizens who, in conformity with the Helsinki Final
Act, speak oul on human rights and other sensitive issues. Harassment has taken
the form of periodic searches, fines, detentions, police reprimands and, unfortunate-
ly, on one occasion, physical violence. It certainly would be a pleasure to note at
next year's MFN hearings that these problems have been favorably resolved as well.

As far as Romania is concerned, some progress has been made sir-.e last year.
1983 year-end emigration totals to the United States and Federal Republic of Ger-
many were the highest ever achieved. Monthly totals for the first six months of



1984 indicate that these high levels are being sustained. From January throu h
June a record 2,413 Romanian citizenfs emigrated to the United States. Although the
1983 emigration total for Israel was less than that of 1982, the levels for the first
half of 1984 are promising. I hope that this trend will persist. Also, according to the
State Department, the average waiting period foe a filed passport-application to be
processed has been shortened, although the processing time remains in excess of the
six months called for in the Madrid Concluding Document of Helsinki signatory
states.

However, these positive developments take place within a grim context. Strong
official opposition to any kind of emigration is manifested in restrictive emigration
laws, regulations, and practices. Prospective emigrants continue to face punitive
sanctions both before and after they obtain passports, including dismissal from jobs,
reduction of Job status and wages, public denunciation, and danger of arrest and im-
prisonment. The majority of those who are permitted to emigrate endure months if
not years of harassment and have to overcome countless procedural impediments
before they receive permission to emigrate. Romanian citizens who attempt to
secure permission to marry a foreigner face an emotionally draining wait for 12-24
months, the longest in the East Bloc. Longstanding emigration case which enjoy the
support of the U.S. and other government remain unresolved.

The overall human rights situation in Romania is bleak. On June 4, the State De-
partment released the President's sixteenth sern"annual report on Helsinki imple-
mentation covering the period December 1, 1983 to March 31, 1984. The report
stated that Romanian observance of the basic human rights (as distinct from emi-
gration) provisions of the Helsinki Final Act has been poor. It indicated that "the
number of incidents of government harassment of Protestants, particularly Baptist
pastors, substantially increased" during the reporting period and noted "the publi-
cation by government-supervised publishing houses of a number of anti-Semitic arti-
cles, poems and a book." Other troubling concerns brought to the attention of both
the Helsinki Commission and Finance Committee include Romania's unresponsive-
ness to the cultural and educational needs of Romania's Hungarian, German and
other national minorities and persecution of minority rights activists. Of particular
concern to me are the welfare of prisoners of conscience, such as Father Gheorghe
Calciu, a dissenting Orthodox priest imprisoned since 1979, and the death under
highly questionable circumstances early this year of Father Geza Palfi, a Roman
Catholic priest of Hungarian descent. Only yesterday& the Helsinki Commission
learned that two activist Baptist pastors from M-eh, Beni Cocar and Ion Steff,
have been called into court for preaching without state permission.

I realize that our deliberations today cannot be divorced from our policies toward
Eastern Europe as a whole. While it is important to recognize Romania's occasional
independence on certain foreign policy issues, our values compel us and the Jack-
son-Vanik amendment commands us to call Romania to account for its continuing
violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Recently, at the Olympic
opening ceremonies, those gathered in the stadium deservedly gave a warm recep-
tion to the athletes from Romania, the only Warsaw Pact nation not to join the
Soviet boycott. But the stirring Olympic drama does not, and should not, draw our
attention away from the desperate human dramas taking place back in Romania.
The anguish of divided families, the persecution of rights activists and the plight of
political prisoners remain the deep and abiding concerns of the Finance Committee
and the Helsinki Commission. N

Senator DANFORTH. Today the Subcommittee on International
Trade will receive testimony on the President's authority to waive
application of the freedom of emigration provisions of section 402
of the Trade Act of 1974 with respect to Romania, Hungary, and
the People's Republic of China.

Since assuming the chairmanship of this subcommittee, I have
presided over this hearing on an annual basis. The committee
takes its responsibility for overseeing this provision of U.S. trade
law with the utmost seriousness, and I think it is fair to say that
this year our perseverence appears to be paying off: The situation
with respect to the People's Republic of China and Hungary re-
mains positive, and significant improvements are evident with re-
spect to Romania's emigration practices.
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In the case of Romania, the picture is positive but still rather
mixed. In the past year we have seen substantial increases in the
number of those permitted to emigrate. Also, I am pleased that last
year's problerfS with the education tax seem to have been resolved.
However, I am mindful that other procedural obstacles to emigra-
tion remain, where prospective emigrants continue to face delays
and harassment. Certain longstanding emigration cases which have
enjoyed support in the United States remain unresolved, and I
would hope to see these resolved in the coming year, along with
continued improvements on the broader human rights front.
Human rights brought to the attention of the subcommittee in the
past year include prisoners of conscience, restrictions on freedom of
expression, anti-Semitic publications, religious liberty, and minori-
ty rights problems. It is my hope and expectation that continued
improvements on these fronts will allow future reviews of the sec-
tion 402 waiver with minimal controversy.

I would like to point out, before we hear from our first witnesses,
that there are a number of witnesses on this list. I think that the
witnesses have been given time limitations by the staff. It is my
hope that the witnesses will observe those limitations, and it is also
a matter of insistence that order be maintained in the hearing
room. Sometimes in these MFN hearings in the past, people have
felt that they are called upon to make speeches from the audience,
and that is not going to be tolerated by the subcommittee.

The first witnesses are Mr. Mark Palmer, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of State, European Bureau; and William A. Brown, Principal
Deputy Assistant Secretary, East Asian and Pacific Affairs Bureau.

Gentlemen, thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF R. MARK PALMER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, EUROPEAN BUREAU, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. PALMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will abbreviate my
statement, which you have in its full form.

With respect to Romania, I would point out a special circum-
stance of some topical interest. As we are meeting here today, Ro-
manian athletes are competing in the Los Angeles Olympic games
as the only team from a Warsaw Pact country. Judging from the
standing ovation which greeted the Romanian team at the Olym-
pics opening ceremony, the decision earned the respect of the
American people.

Over the last year, Romania has taken a numlter of foreign
policy positions different from the Soviet Union's. We appreciate
its efforts to encourage the Soviets to return to the negotiating
table on intermediate nuclear forces and use its situation as the
Warsaw Pact's only country having diplomatic relations with Israel
in efforts to alleviate Mideast tensions.

The Romanian economy remains in a difficult period of structur-
al adjustment and austerity, with painful consequences for the
people. Nevertheless, its trade with the United States is increasing,
and it is to be hoped that hard currency earnings and economic ad-
justments will offer a better future for the Romanian consumer.

The United States remains concerned about Romania's perform-
ance in the area of human rights. We io not pretend that the prob-
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lems are not serious. I want to repeat publicly what we have pri-
vately told Romanian officials for years, that human rights abuses
resulting either from policy or irresponsible acts of local officials
are a serious matter and are harmful to good relations.

We have a dialog with the Rbmanian Government about human
rights, and we have been able to discuss candidly problems such as
the incidents of public anti-Semitism in Romania and reports con-
cerning the situation of ethnic minorities.

The main purpose of today's hearing of course is to review that
country's performance in allowing Romanians to emigrate freely,
provided other countries are willing to receive them.

As you noted, Mr. Chairman, overall emigration from Romania
increased in 1983 from the already-high levels of 1982, and the first
6 months of 1984 show further improvement.

In 1983, 18,787 people received visas to emigrate to the Federal
Republic of Germany, to the United States, and to Israel from
those countries' embassies in Bucharest. Romanian Jewish emigra-
tion to Israel rose sharply in September 1983, and Israeli monthly
visa issuance has been in the range of 125 to 198 since then.

During January through June of this year, 1,000 Romanian Jews,
an increase of 95.7 percent over the first 6 months of last year, re-
ceived visas for Israel. That is more than in all of 1979 and nearly
as many as in the entire years 1981 or 1982. We hope that R'oma-
nian Jewish emigration will increase or at least remain at current
levels. So far in 1984, emigration to the United States and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany has also significantly increased.

Since 1983, the Romanian authorities have approved more emi-
Lyants for the United States than we have been able to accept.

onthly U.S. visa issuance figures have fluctuated, not because of
Romanian cynicism in allowing emigration approvals to decline
after MFN was accomplished but because of the availability of U.S.
refugee processing numbers. There are currently some 800 people
in Romania who have passports in hand with exit visas valid for
the United States, and who are qualified for admission to the
United States as refugees through the Third Country Processing
Program, whom we are unable to process for wint of refugee nim-
bers. In fact, we have had to use means including the Voice of
America's broadcasts to caution Romanians from applying to emi-
grate to the United States unless they have assurance of receiving
an American visa.

On the procedural side, there have been improvements over the
last year within the continuing context of the Romanian authori-
ties' active discouragement-of emigration in principle. Those who
apply for departure face a range of potential sanctions ranging
from loss of jobs to eviction from housing and denial of access to
health and education facilities. We are, therefore, Mr. Chairman,
in agreement with your concern still over procedures.

Over the last year, however, the sanctions and other devices used
by the authorities as disincentives for emigration have become
somewhat less severe and less inhumane. Intending emigrants'
complaints to the American Embassy about official harassment
have continued to decline. Reports of layoffs, demotions, and trans-
fers to distant locations are still received, but less frequently than
in recent years. Those who do complain about loss of jobs or active
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harassment by the policy appear mostly to have suffered this treat-
ment in 1979 or 1980, when they first applied to emigrate.

The Romanian Governmen has respected its understandings with
us to engage in bilateral discussions on emigration. We have had
frequent private exchanges in Bucharest and Washington about
problem cases and procedures.

Thus, we have concerns about human rights in Romania, but we
believe real progress has been made on emigration since the grant-
ing of MFN in 1975, and the underpinnings for further progress
have been firmly established.

Turning now to Hungary, it is clear that the United States-Hun-
garian relationship has continued to develop in a constructive and
positive manner. While recognizing that we both have national in-
terests and international responsibilities which often diverge, we
nevertheless have successfully expanded a frank yet cordial and
useful bilateral dialog.

Among the issues which concern us here today, perhaps the most
positive aspect is the responsible approach which the Government
of Hungary takes in meeting its commitments regarding the emi-
gration of its citizens.

Hungarian law permits permanent departure rights only to those
individuals over 55 years of age. However, in general practice, the
Government has granted the majority of the applications to emi-
grate from people under that age Ceiling. As of this moment, the
Government has resolved all divided-family cases; not one is out-
standing.

Trade is an expanding cornerstone of our relations with Hunga-
ry, and MFN treatment granted since 1978 has been an important
factor in the growth of this sector.

Although Hungary has established certain import restrictions in
1982 on products from hard currency states because of their serious
balance-of-payments problems, the Hungarian Government has re-
laxed those restrictions and plans to eliminate them entirely by the
end of this year.

In sum, MFN has served the economic and political interests of
the United States as well as Romania and Hungary. It has workdd
for the economic well-being of the Romanian and Hungarian
people; it has stimulated freer emigration.

The American people rightly look for respect for human rights in
those nations with which we have friendly relations. MFN for Ro-
mania and Hungary has served that objective well and has worked
to ensure that our relations with those countries have a solid basis.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Palmer, thank you.
[Mr. Palmer's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT FOR R. MARK PALMER,DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
AUGUST 8, 1984

Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to testify for the
Administration concerning the extension of the President's

waiver authority under section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 and

continuation of the specific waivers permitting Most Favored

Nation (MFN) tariff treatment for Romania, Hungary, and China.

My testimony addresses the waivers for Romania and Hungary,

while Mr. Brown, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East

Asian Affairs, will discuss the waiver for China. Our

colleagues at Commerce* Treasury, and USTR are submitting

written testimony.

The continuation of MFN treatment for\Romanla and Hungary

remains an important aspect of our policies toward Eastern

Europe and the Soviet Union. Despite the imposition of

political and economic systems from the outside after World

War II and common membership in the Warsaw Pact, the countries

of Eastern Europe have increasingly found means to express

their historic diversity. Over time and within widening

limits, these countries have been able to signal their

differences from the Soviet ideal imposed in 1945. To be sure,

some of the differences are more important and more positive

than others, but the overall pattern is significant.



o There are wide differences among East European countries

-- and with the Soviets -- in respect to emigration, human

rights, and treatment of dissent.

co Some East European countries have taken major steps

toward market-economy systems which put a premium on

efficiency, and thereby stimulate need for incentives such as

better working conditions, housing, access to consumer goods,

and overall respect for human rights.

o There are significant differences in the East European

countries' contributions to the Warsaw Pact's military outlays

and in their political readiness to support a Soviet military

challenge to NATO.

o Some East European countries have expressed foreign

policy disagreements with the Soviets, in some cases exercising

restraint on hard-line Soviet positions.

MFN treatment for Romania and Hungary is important because

it demonstrates our respect and encouragement for Eastern

Europe's diversity, for its efforts to push back the limit of

Soviet control. Successive administrations have recognized the

need to deal with Eastern European countries as separate and

distinct entities. MFN treatment is tangible proof of that
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recognition. It also demonstrates that, while we have not

shirked on our commitments to speak out against the violations

and abuses of human rights in the area, we are willing to

improve political and economic relations with countries which

are conscious of their need to respect norms of conduct in the

human rights area and play a responsible role in international

affairs.

That is the overall context for theadministration's view,

as conveyed in President Reagan's May 31 determination and

report to Congress, that renewal of Most Favored Nation status

for Hungary and Romania is appropriate and desirable.

In respect to Romania, I should point out a special

circumstance of topical interest. As we are meeting here

today, Romanian athletes are competing in the Los Angeles

Olympic games as the only team from a Warsaw Pact country. We

know that most other East European countries were unimpressed

by Soviet arguments for staying away from the Olympics, but

felt compelled to swallow their disappointment. Romania's

decision to ignore the Soviet-sponsored boycott was courageous

and principled. Judging from the standing ovation which

greeted the Romanian team at the Olympics opening ceremonies,

the decision earned the respect of the American people.

Over the last year, Romania has taken a number of foreign

policy positions different from the Soviet Union's. We

appreciate its efforts to encourage the Soviets to return to
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the negotiating table on intermediate nuclear forces, and to

use its situation as the Warsaw Pact"s only country having

diplomatic relations with Israel in efforts to alleviate

Mid-East tensions. The Romanian economy remains in a difficult

period of structural adjustment and austerity with painful

consequences for the people. Romania has significantly redtyced

its foreign indebtedness, from around $10.1 billion in 1981 to

about $8.8 billion at the end of 1983. At the same time, its

trade with the U.S. is increasing, and it is to be hoped that

hard-currency earnings and economic adjustments will offer a

better future for Romanian consumers.

The United States remains concerned about Romania's

performance on human rights. We do not pretend that the

problems are not serious. We understand that Romania's level

of economic development and current economic difficulties

contribute to some of the problems. But we do not accept that

respect for basic human rights -- including freedom from

arbitrary sanctions for unauthorized political or religious

expression, and physical abuse of individuals by police

authorities -- are a luxury for Western developed societies.

There should be no misunderstanding -- either in this room or

in Bucharest -- that extension of Romania's MFN status somehow

constitutes tacit U.S. acceptance of the negative side of

Romania's human rights record. That is not so: we are in

earnest about human rights. I want to repeat publicly what
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we have-privately told Romanian officials for years -- that

human rights abuses resulting either from policy or

irresponsible acts of local officials are a serious matter and

are harmful to good relations.

We .have a dialogue with tic Romanian Government about human

rights. Earlier this year in Washington, we hosted a human

rights roundtable which brought Romanian Govornment officials

together with U.S. public figures and government officials who

deal with Romania. There was considerable informal follow-up

to the meeting in respect to specific cases and concerns. Over

the years, the scope of our human rights discussions with the

Romanian Government has broadened. We have been able to

discuss candidly problems such as incidence of public

anti-Semitism in Romania and reports concerning the situation

of ethnic minorities. The Romanian authorities have agreed to

visits to the country by U.S. officials and religious leaders

to review the situation of the Romanian Jewish community, the

status of the Hungarian minority, and treatment of religion.

We look forward to more formal meetings with the Romanians next

year and in 1986 on human rights and human contacts.

The main purpose of today's hearings with respect to

Romania is to review that country's performance in allowing

Romanians to emigrate freely, provided other countries are
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willing to receive them. Emigration performance has two major

aspects: emigration statistics, which are a measure of the

Rosanian authorities' willingness to let their citizens depart

for reasons including family reunification, and emigration

procedures, which are an indicator of hardships inflicted on

those Romanians who wish to leave. I am pleased to report very

considerable progress with respect to statistics, and notable

progress on procedures. First let me talk about statistics.

Overall emigration from Romania increased in 1983 from the

high levels of 1982, and the first six months of 1984 show

further improvement. In 1983, 18,787 people received visas to

emigrate to the FRG, U.S. and Israel from those countries'

embassies in Bucharest. That total includes 3,499 people

departing for the U.S., an increase of 47 percent over 1982;

13,957 people departing for the FRG, an increase of 20.9

percent, and 1,331 people departing for Israel, a reduction of

9.7 percent from the relatively high figure in 1982. However,

Romanian Jewish emigration to Israel rose sharply in September

1983, and Israeli monthly visa issuance has been in the range

of 125-198 since then. During January through June of this

year, 1,000 Romanian Jews -- an increase of 95.7 percent over

the first six months of last year -- received visas for

Israel. That is more than in all of 1979, and nearly as many

as in the entire years 1981 or 1982. We hope that Romanian

Jewish emigration will increase or at least remain at current

levels. So far in 1984, emigration to the U.S. and FRO has
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also significantly increased. Since 1982, the Romanian

authorities have approved more emigrants for the U.S. than we

have been able to accept. Monthly U.S. visa issuance figures

have fluctuated not because of Romanian cynicism in allowing

emigration approvals to decline after MFN renewal is

accomplished, but because of the availability of U.S. refugee

processing numbers. There are currently some 800 people in

Romania who have passports in hand with exit visas valid for

the U.S. -- and who are qualified for admission to the U.S. as

refugees through the Third Country Processing program -- whom

we are currently unable to process for want of refugee

numbers. In fact, we have had to use means including VOA

broadcasts to caution Romanians from applying to emigrate to

the U.S. unless they have assurance of receiving an American

visa.

On the procedural side, there have been improvements over

the last year within the continuing context of the Romanian

authorities' active discouragement of emigration in principle.

Those who apply for departure face a range of potential

sanctions ranging from loss of jobs to eviction from housing

and denial of access to health and educational facilities.

Over the last year, however, the sanctions and other devices

used by the authorities as disincentives for emigration have

become somewhat less severe and less inhumane. Intending

emigrants' complaints to the American Embassy about

40-844 0 - 85 - 2
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official harrassment have continued to decline. Reports of

layoffs, demotions, and transfers to distant locations are

still received, but less frequently than in recent years.

Those who do complain about loss of jobs or active harassment

by the police appear mostly to have suffered this treatment in

1979 or 1980, when they first applied to emigrate. We believe

that our cautions to Romanians not qualified to receive

American visas may have resulted in a decline in new

applications for emigration to the U.S., and that with fewer

applications, the authorities have felt less inclined to

harrass those who have applied.

The Romanian Government has respected its understandings

with us to engage in bilateral discussions on emigration. We

have had frequent private exchanges in Bucharest and Washington

about problem cases and procedures.

I should also point out that the education tax problem is

now well behind us, and we have had no indication that the

Romanian Government is violating its undertakings not to apply

the education tax provisions of Decree 402, through which

emigrants would have had to pay in convertible currency the

cost of their education beyond compulsory level. Thus, we have

concerns about human rights in Romania, but we believe real

progress has been made on emigration since the granting of MFN

in 1975 and the underpinnings for further progress -- confident

and candid bilateral dialogue -- have been firmly established.
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Turning now to Hungary, it is clear that the U.S.-Hungarian

relationship has continued to develop in a constructive and

positive manner. While recognizingthat we both have national

interests and international responsibilities which often

diverge, we nevertheless have successfully expanded a frank yet

cordial and useful bilateral dialogue. This broad framework

enables each side to better understand and appreciate the

points of view and approaches which we each take to our

national as well as our common interests and goals.

Among the issues which concern us here today, perhaps the

most positive aspect is the responsible approach which the

Government of Hungary takes in meeting its commitments

regarding the emigration of its citizens. Hungarian law

permits permanent departure rights only to those individuals

over 55 years of age. However, in general practice, the

government has granted the majority of the applications to

emigrate from people under that age ceiling. As of this

moment, the government has resolved all divided family cases:

not one is outstanding.

Trade is an expanding cornerstone of our relations with

Hungaryl and MFN treatment, granted since 1978, has been an

important factor in the growth of this sector.

\
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Although Hungary had established certain import

restrictions in 1982 on products from hard currency states

because of serious balance of payments problems, the Hungarian

Government has relaxed those restrictions' and plans to

eliminate them entirely by the end of this year.

We believe that the continuation of HFN treatment toward

Hungary is fully justified by our national interests and by the

present state of Hungary's performance under the criteria

relevant to this procedure.

MFN has served the economic and political interests of the

United States as well as Romania and Hungary. It has worked

for the economic well-being of the Romanian and Hungarian

people; it has stimulated freer emigration. The American

people rightly look for respect for human rights in those

nations with which we have friendly relations. MFN for Romania

and Hungary has served that objective as well, and has worked

to insure that our relations with those countries have a solid

basis.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Brown, before you begin, Senator Heinz
is here. He has a statement which he would like to read, and it will
be included immediately after my statement and before Mr. Palm-
er's testimony.

Senator Heinz has another appointment which he must keep.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I thank you and our witnesses for

their courtesy, and I would ask unanimous consent that my full
statement be made a part of the record.

I just wanted to say, as a member of this committee and\also as a
member of the Helsinki Commission, that I feel very strongly that
the Jackson-Vanik amendment has had a very positive impact on
the lives of people in Hungary and Romania, and thApt our annual
review has led to significant-if limited-improvements in the
human rights area.

Two of the countries we are looking at specifically today are
Hungary and Romania, and I would like to make a brief comment
about each.

With regard to the former, Hungary, I think it is fair to say that
for the second year in a row there are no unresolved family reunifi-
cation cases between our two countries and that Hungary remains
the nation in the East most tolerant-relatively speaking-of dis-
sent. Therefore, I support the renewal of MFN status to Hungary
for another year, in the hope and expectation that this good per-
formance will continue.
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Having said that, I would nonetheless point out that Hungarian
emigration laws remain restrictive and that this may discourage
some Hungarian citizens from applying to emigrate, or create new
problem cases in the future.

Furthermore, I am disturbed by the continuation of harassment
of certain Hungarian citizens who, in conformity with the Helsinki
Final Act, speak out on human rights and other sensitive issues.
And that harassment has taken the form of searches, fines, deten-
tions, police reprimands, and in one case physical violence.

It would be a great pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to note at next
year's MFN hearings that those particular problems have been fa-
vorably resolved.

As far as Romania is concerned, some progress has been made in
the last year with respect, in particular, to the United States and
the Federal Republic of Germany emigration. However, what posi-
tive developments there are, they take place, I must say, within a
very grim context. Strong official opposition to any kind of emigra-
tion is manifested in restrictive emigration laws, regulations, and
practices; prospective emigrants continue to face punitive sanctions
both before and after they obtain passports, including dismissal
from jobs, reduction of job status and wages, public denunciation,
and danger of arrest and imprisonment.I-The majority of those who
are permitted to emigrate endure months if not years of harass-
ment and have to overcome countless procedural impediments
before they receive permission to emigrate.

Romanian citizens who attempt to secure permission to marry a
foreigner face an emotionally draining wait of 12 to 24 months--
the longest in the Eastern bloc. And longstanding emigration cases,
which en*oy the support of the United States and other govern-
ments, still remain unresolved.

The overall human rights situation in Romania must be charac-
terized as "very bleak." On June 4, the State Department released
the President's 16th semiannual report on Helsinki implementa-
tion, covering the period December 1, 1983, through March 31,
1984. The report stated that "Romanian observance of the basic
human rights, as distinct ftom emigration provisions of the Helsin-
ki Final Act, has been poor. It indicated that the number of inci-
dents of Government harassment of Protestants, particular Baptist
pastors, substantially increased during the reporting period, and
noted, "the publication by Government-supervised publishing
houses of a number of anti-Semitic articles, poems, and abook."

Other troubling concerns brought to the attention both of the
Helsinki Commission and of the Finance Committee include Roma-
nia's unresponsiveness to the cultural and educational needs of Ro-
manians, Hungarians, Germans, and other national minorities, and
persecution of minority-rights activists.

Of particular concern to me is the welfare of many prisoners of
conscience, such as Father Calciu, a dissenting orthodox priest im.
prisoned since 1979, and the death under highly questionable cir-
cumstances early this year of Father Geza Palfi, a Roman Catholic
priest of Hungarian descent.

Only yesterday, the Helsinki Commission learned that two activ-
ist Baptist preachers from Medias-Beni Cocar and Ion Steff-have
been called into coi~rt for "preaching without state permission."
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Mr. Chairman, I realize that our deliberations today can't be di-
vorced from our policies toward Eastern Europe as a whole. And
while it is important to recognize Romania's occasional independ-
ence on certain foreign-policy issues, I believe our values compel
us, and the Jackson-Vanik amendment commands us, to call Roma-
nia to account for its continuing violations of human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

Recently, at the Olympic games' opening ceremonies, those gath-
ering in the stadium deservedly gave a warm reception to the ath-
letes from Romania, the only Warsaw Pact nation not to join the
Soviet boycott. But the stirring Olympic drama does not and should
not draw our attention away from the desperate human dramas
taking place back in Romania. The anguish of divided families, the
persecution of rights activists, and the plight of political prisoners
remain the deep and abiding concerns of this committee and of the
Helsinki Commission.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
Mr. Brown, thank you.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. BROWN, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY, EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS BUREAU,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also will underscore a few highlights and then submit my state-

ment for the- record, my full statement.
The development of strong, stable, and enduring relations wVith

China has been a foreign policy objective for four consecutive ad-
ministrations. President Reagan has reiterated that such a rela-
tionship is vital to our long-term national security interests and
contributes to stability in East Asia.

Economic development has become China's top priority, and
China has opened the door to foreign trade and investment. Ac-
cordingly, our bilateral economic relationship has moved to the
forefront of our developing ties with China.

Bilateral trade has increased dramatically in recent years. Over-
all, China ranks 22d among our world trading partners, while we
are China's third largest trading partner after Japan and Hong
Kong. The United States stands as China's No. 1 source of foreign
investment in equity joint ventures and commitments to explore
for offshore oil and gas. The prospects are excellent that invest-
ment and trade opportunities for U.S firms will continue to expand
as China seeks to develop foreign help in modernizing existing in-
dustries and developing new ones, in fields such as telecommunica-
tions, electronics, instrumentation, and electric power generation.

China's decision to speed up the pace of development by greater
reliance on foreign goods and technology has been accompanied by
some liberalization in the area of emigration. Travel restrictions
have been relaxed and simplified for both emigrants and short-
term travelers. There are currently more than 10,000 Chinese stu-
dents and scholars in this country. In addition, last year some
11,000 business visas were issued to Chinese citizens. At the same
time, our China posts-that is our two issuing posts on the main-
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land, Beijing and Guangzhou issued nearly 10,000 emigrant visas.
There are over 60,000 with approved visa petitions awaiting their
turn to emigrate to the United States, most of whom have close
family members already living here.

China's commitment to more liberal emigration practices is re-
flected in the bilateral United States-China Consular Convention,
which has been in effect for 2 years.

The principal obstacle to emigration from China remains the lim-
ited ability or willingness of other countries to receive the large
numbers of people able and willing to emigrate. In the case of the
United States, our numerical limitation on immigrants from each
country cannot keep up with the Chinese demand. For example,
applications for fifth preference immigration-that is, siblings of
U.S. citizens-stretch back to 1979, implying at least a 5-year wait
for applicants in this category.

Mr. Chairman, trade is a fundamental component of China's
modernization effort and an avenue for China's further integration
into the community of nations. China's advancement to a greater
modernization and integration is clearly in the American interest,
and MFN treatment contributes to this.

The administration strongly believes that the continuation of
MFN status for China is vital to our foreign policy interests.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Brown's written testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY WILLIAM A. BROWN
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

BEFORE THE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
AUGUST 8, 1984

Mr. Chairman:

I welcome this opportunity to testify before this

subcommittee as part of an Administration panel concerning the

extension of the President's general waiver authority under

Section 402(c) of the Trade Act and the continuation of the

specific waivers permitting most favored nation (MFN) treatment

for China, Hungary, and Romania. My colleague, Mr. Palmer, has

already addressed the waivers for Hungary and Romania. My

testimony will address the waiver for China.

Development of strong, stable, and enduring relations with

China has been a foreign policy objective of four consecutive

Administrations. President Reagan has r,4iterated that "such a

relationship is vital to our long-term national security

interests and contributes to stability in East Asia." Economic

development has become China's top priority, and China has

opened the door to foreign trade and investment. Accordingly,

our'bilateral economic relationship has moved to the forefront

of our developing ties with China. As this relationship has

grown, disagreements have naturally arisen in some a:eaa. We

can expect that other problems will come up in a trading
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relationship which is dynamic and which involves two very

different trade and legal systems. Nevertheless, we believe

the prospects are good for further growth of our economic

ties.

Bilateral trade has increased dramatically in recent

years. Overall, China ranks 22nd among our world trading

partners, while we are China's third largest trading partner,

after Japan and Hong Kong. Last year. two-way trade totaled

$4.4 billion, a four-fold increase over 1978 but 20 percent

less than 1981's $5.5 billion. In most years, the US has

maintained a trade surplus. Sales of US agricultural products

declined last year, and we are concerned about the slow pace of

Chinese grain purchases under the US-China Grain Agreement so

far this year. At the same time, however, the volume of

"high-tech manufactured products exported to China has grown

steadily, reflecting China's development needs and our own

liberalized export guidelines. Last year, the dollar value of

export licenses approved for high-technology shipments to China

was about $1 billion, and will probably exceed $1.5 billion in

1984.

American business has not hesitated to take advantage of

the opportunities for investment in China. The US stands as

China's number one source of foreign investment in equity joint

ventures and commitments to explore for offshore oil and gas.



Twenty US firms account for 25% of China's total direct foreign

investment. ($85 million out of $340 million). Twelve US. oil

companies have mad2 commitments to spend $500-600 million in

exploring for oil off China's coast. U.S. firms are also

expected to participate in a major coal mining project in

China's Shanxi Province, which could involve U.S. equipment

exports amounting to over $300 million. The prospects are

excellent that investment and trade opportunities for U.S.

firms will continue to expand as China seeks foreign help in

modernizing existing industries and in developing new ones, in

fields such as telecommunications, electronics,

instrumentation, and electrical power generation.

The opportunities for US trade and investment with China

are enhanced by the series of government-to-government economic

agreements that we have concluded and will conclude with

China. Agreements on trade, civil aviation, grain, textiles,

and claims & assets, among others, now form the basis for the

expansion of economic relations. Work programs under our

Science and Technology Agreement and our Industrial and

Technological Cooperation Accord contribute to China's

development and create opportunities for American business.

During President Reagan's visit to China in April, a new tax

agreement was signed which will promote further commercial

relationships with China. We will hold further discussions on

an investment agreement with the Chinese.
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As the economic relationship has grown, so have official

and unofficial exchanges which promote stronger bilateral

relations. For example, there are 21 US media organizations

with offices in Beijing, nearly 200 US firms with offices in

China, more than 80 US universities that maintain affiliations

with about 120 Chinese schools, and'iore than 20 US states and

cities that have sister relationships with their Chinese

counterparts. At the same time, over 200 Chinese delegations

visit the US each month, and American tourists to China

numbered more than 168,000 last year.

China's decision to speed up the pace of development by

greater reliance on foreign goods and technology has been

accompanied by some liberalization in the area of emigration.

Travel restrictions have been relaxed and simplified for both

immigrants and short-term travelers. There are currently more

than 10,000 Chinese students and scholars in this country. In

addition, last year some 11,000 business visas were issued to

Chinese citizens. At the same time, our China posts issued

nearly 10,000 immigrant visas. There are over 60,000 Chinese

with approved visa petitions waiting for their turn to

immigrate to the US, most of whom have close family members

already living here.

China's commitment to more liberal emigration practices is

reflected in the bilateral US-China Consular Convention, which
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has been in effect for two years. In diplomatic notes

accompanying the Convention, both sides agreed to facilitate

travel for the purpose of family reunification and, also, to

facilitate travel between the two countries cf persons with

simultaneous claims to the nationality of the US and of China.

This is not to say that Chinese emigration is

problem-free. China, like many developing countries, is

concerned about potential brain drain. Current Chinese

regulations restrict foreign study by Chinese university

students until they complete their Chinese education and work

for two years. In addition, local work units may be slow to

approve departure, and officials are sometimes reluctant to

issue passports and exit permits to persons whose emigration

might create gaps in modernization efforts. There is no

evidence, however, of any policy aimed at inhibiting the

emigration of those with legitimate family ties abroad,

although many encounter bureaucratic delays in obtaining

passports and exit permits.

The principal obstacle to emigration from China remains the

limited ability or willingness of other countries to receive

the large numbers of people able and willing to immigrate. In

the case of the US, our numerical limitation on immigrants from

each country cannot keep up with the Chinese demand. For
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example, applications for fifth preference immigration

(siblings of US citizens) stretch back to 1979, implying at

least a five-year wait for applicants in this category.

Trade is a fundamental component of China's modernization

effort and an avenue for China's further integration into the

community of nations. China's advancement toward greater

modernization and integration is clearly in the American

interest, and MFN treatment contributes to this. The

Administration strongly believes that the continuation of MFN

status for China is vital to our foreign policy interests.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Mr. Palmer, you and Mr. Brown made very similar points with

respect to Romania and China; that is, that those countries are
more willing to let people leave than we are to let people in. Do
you have any recommendation to make in that respect?

Mr. PALMER. With regard to Romania, I think it is very impor-
tant that we try to have the highest possible level of refugee num-
bers. There is an ongoing discussion about that within the adminis-
tration and between the administration and the Congress.

From the point of view of my job and of the issue that we are
addressing today, I think the level of refugee numbers is very im-
portant; otherwise, we are going to be in a situation in which we
are pushing the Romanian Government to let people go, and we
can't take people.

Senator DANFORTH. That would be a terrible situation. It would
be a trap for the individuals involved, especially if they live in a
country where they are treated differently once they apply for per-
mission to leave. They are granted permission to leave in the hopes
that they will be coming to the United States, and then we have
restrictions which prevent them from leaving.

Mr. PALMER. It's a catch-22 situation, and we have been acutely
aware of it. Therefore, as I mention in my statement, we have en-
couraged broadcasts by the Voice of America and Radio Free
Europe that people should first ascertain whether in fact they qual-
ify for American immigration before they go to Romanian authori-
ties and indicate that they want to leave; otherwise, as you elo-
quently noted, they are in trouble.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, shouldn't we be dealing with this ques-
tion forthwith?

Mr. PALMER. We have been dealing with it. We are going to have
to continue dealing with it. I am not sure what the time sequence
is now in terms of the Hill's consideration of numbers for the next
fiscal year, but we would be happy to work with your staff on that
question.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Brown.
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Mr. BROWN. I have nothing really to add. I feel that, all things
considered, I'm fairly comfortable with our position at this stage on
the China issue.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, in Romania it is what? About a thou-
sand, or more? Somewhere between 1,000 and 2,000 people who
have been granted permission to leave, and they do not have a U.S.
visa? Therefore, they, for all practical purposes, can't leave.

Mr. PALMER. Yes. We have 800 currently on the doorstep, but
there are more coming, in addition to that.

Senator DANFORTH. What would be the number with respect to
China? You say you have cases pending from 1979 who are siblings
of U.S. citizens?

Mr. BROWN. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Is it just a very large number of people who

would like to leave China?
Mr. BROWN. Well, I would say that, matched against a popula-

tion of 1.1 billion, it's not that pressing.
Senator DANFORTH. No, but I mean matched against the reasona-

ble ability of the United States to accopimodate them?
Mr. BROWN. Certainly. And those people have been on the--
Senator DANFORTH. Is it a very large number?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. And it's one thing to change our numbers to

accommodate, say, an additional 1,000 or 2,000 Romanians. I don't
know the situation on China though. Is it 1,000 or 2,000?

Mr. BROWN. I don't have the specific figure, Mr. Chairman. I'll
get it for you.

[The information follows:]
There are over 60,000 Chinese citizens with approved U.S. visa petitions currently

awaiting the availability of visas in order to emigrate to the United States.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Mr. BROWN. But it does stretch back into that category to 1979'
Senator DANFORTH. Do we have this problem with other coun-

tries as well? Or is this just Romania and China alone?
Mr. PALMFR. In my area of the world, in Eastern Europe, it's

most serious with Romania.
Senator DANFORTH. As far as people who want to leave, who

have applied to leave, who have been granted permission to leave,
and who have not been able to come here?

Mr. PALMER. Yes. We wish we had that problem-with the Soviet
Union, for example. There, of course, not many people are being
allowed to leave, so we don't have the problem.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes.
Mr. PALMER. The numbers in the other countries-Poland, for

example-we're able to manage.
Senator DANFORTH. So, as far as your area is concerned, Roma-

nia stands alone?
Mr. PALMER. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. No questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much. The next

witnesses are a panel: Holly Burkhalter, Washington representa-
tive, Helsinki Watch; Jack Spitzer, immediate past president, B'nai
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B'rith International; Felice Gaer, executive director, International
League of Human Rights; George Crisan, Romanian-Baptist Fellow-
ship; and Joseph A. Torsani, Jr., vice president, Prudential Lines.

Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman, while they are gathering there, I
do have a statement that I would like to put in the record. I am
not going to read it, except to indicate that perhaps sometime we
can take another look at the Jackson-Vanik amendment to see if
we can improve on the tools available to us in fostering respect for
human rights and better trade relations with the Eastern bloc and
the Soviet'Union.

It seems to me there are some indications that that provision
may be counterproductive, so I would hope that is an area we
might address some time in the future. And I would just ask that
my statement be made a part of the record.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Thank you.
Ms. Burkhalter.

STATEMENT OF HOLLY BURKHALTER, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, HELSINKI WATCH, NEW YORK, NY

Ms. BURKHALTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Helsinki Watch has prepared a large document that you

probably have before you, and I am not going to take the commit-
tee's time to read through it. I will keep my testimony very short.

I wanted to thank you for holding the hearings and to reiterate
our concern that the Congress retain this involvement.

We appreciate your yearly extensive oversight, and I think that
the Congress' involvement has really played a very helpful role in
improving human rights conditions I think that it is very clear
that the improvements that have been made in emigration are di-
rectly related to the involvement of the Congress. And I would ex-
press the hope that the Supreme Court decision will not diminish
in any way the Congress' oversight role on most-favored-nation
status on Romania.

I would just draw attention to the problem that others will also
mention of some improvements being made right on the eve of the
MFN review process, only to have them pulled back later. The Hel-
sinki Watch was invited to visit Romania, which we had hoped to
do for some time, just before the 1983 MFN process, and the Roma-
nians asked us to withhold our human rights report until after the
MFN process was completed. We went ahead and produced a
report and testified before you last year. Shortly after the review
process was over the invitation was revoked, and the Helsinki
Watch has not been permitted to return, though we have asked to
several times.

I think this points up the need for continued oversight, because
it is just that oversight that really has had an effect on the in-
creased numbers of potential emigrees as well as some other
human rights issues, such as Mr. Heinz mentioned, the fact that
the education tax has not been invoked.

I would just call your attention to some of the other items that
we cover in the report you have before you and hope that the
entire written report could be included with the written hearing
record.
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In addition to the emigration issue which has been discussed by
the other witnesses, we also discuss freedom of religion, freedom of
expression, workers' rights, political prisoners, minority rights, and
threats to lomanian emigrants abroad.

I think, with that, I'll just conclude. Thank you again for having
these hearings.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Spitzer?
[Ms. Burkhalter's written testimony follows:]
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HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIAs

A REPORT PREPARED FOR

THE MOST FAVORED NATION HEARINGS

IN THE U.S. CONGRESS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Romanian government's relative independence in

foreign policy matters is not paralleled by liberal domestic

practices. To the contrary, internationally recognized human

rights aru severely abridged in Romania.

Romania is considered one of the most egregious offenders

ot human rights in Eastern Europe. Nicolae Ceausescu,

President of Romania and General Secretary of the Romanian

Communist Party, has created a repressive society that is -

virtually impenetrable and a personality cult that is

omnipresent. Nor does Romania live up to its. international

commitments. Independent human rights monitoring groups are

not permitted in Romania, and information is tightly

controlled.

As is true in other East European countries, Romanian

authorities are fearful of what has been termed the "Polish

virus' and have etfectively suppressed any form of organized

dissent. According to one Romanian dissident, OEveryone talks,

but nobody does anything. For even the smallest kind of

opposition, you are arrested. Everyone is afraid. There is

no martial law in Romania but we live as if we were under

it..*

The Ceausescu regime orchestrates every aspect of

Quoted by Jeri Laber, Memo For The Record: Visit to Romania,
October 1982.

• 40-844 0 - 85 - 3
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Romanian society -- the flow of information, religious

activities, cultural affairs, the unions, and foreign and

domestic policies in general. An extensive network of security

police, known as the Securitate, maintain tight control over the

populace. The Securitate, which by some estimates is the largest

per capita security police force anywhere, ensures that even

slightest stirrings of organized opposition are crushed.

The rampant political and social problems that plague

Romania, together with its severely deteriorating economy, make

life in Romania increasingly difficult. In 1983, food prices

shot up 35 percent. At the same time, according to the

International Monetary Fund, the standard of living dropped

considerably. All of this adds up to enormous hardships for

Romanian citizens. (It is thus not surprising that a 1979 U.N.

demographic study reported that Romania has one of Europe's

highest suicide rates.)*

Romania, fraught with misery, injustice and corruption, is

a far cry from President Ceausescu's workers' paradise. The

harsh realities of Romanian life are causing more and more

Romanian citizens to seek to emigrate. Emigration, in turn, is

tied to the yearly Most-Favored-Nation hearings in the U.S.

Congress which have become a forum at which human rights

violations are exposed. Such exposure has caused the

foundations of President Ceausescu's "liberal" facade to

crumble. It remains to be seen whether the Romanian government

will take real steps to alleviate the oppression of its

citizens.

*Juliana G. Pilon, "The Harsh Reality Bohind Romania's Olympic
Move," Wall Street Journal, June 4, 1984.
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1. ROMANIA AND MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS

Romania was granted Most-Favored-Natiop tariff status (MFN)

by the United states in 1975. Romania and Hungary are presently

the only Warsaw Pact nations that have this special status which

means in essence that tariffs on imports from Romania and

Hungary are the same as tariffs imposed on goods imported from

our Western allies.

Section 402 of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the 1974

Trade Act directly links the preferential tariff policies of MFN

to the emigration policies of the recipient country. The

amendment was introduced in 1974 in a successful effort to

prevent enforcement of a Soviet education tax. According to

this amendment, countries that prevent emigration or tux their

emigrants more than a "nominal sum" do not qualify for MFN.

Romania's MFN status is renewed annually. Each year, 30

days before the expiration of MFN, the President must certify to

Congress that Romania is practicing a humanitarian emigration

policy in order for MFN to continue. Congress may veto the

President's recommendation for MFN by House Resolution. If the

President recommends against MFN, Congress would have to enact

special legislation to grant the status. In previous years the

President and Congress have agreed that, despite Romania's poor

emigration practices, continuation of MFN best serves

humanitarian objectives in Romania, and they have voted to waive

the Jackson-Vanik stipulation.

Although the Jackson-Vanik Amendment refers specifically to

a country's emigration practices, the spirit of the amendment
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has been interpreted to include the human rights situation as a

whole. The Congressional hearings for Romania have become a

forum in which Romania's human rights record is reviewed. Eager

to see MFN continue, Romania often makes concessions with regard

to human rights during MFN review periods. Unfortunately, a

pattern has developed in which Romania may make some small humarn

rights gestures just before the MFN review period and then,

after NFN is renewed, lapse back into its previous disregard

for human rights and for any assurances it may have made to the

U.S. government.

Last year's NFN hearings were held in the House of

Representatives by the Subcommittee on Trade on July 14, 1983.

Senate hearings were held by the Subcommittee on International

Trade on August 29, 1983. During these hearings, members of

Congress and of nongovernmental organizations criticized

Romania's emigration and human rights record and called for

credible assurances that Romania would improve its practices.

Nevertheless, Congress affirmed President Reagan's

recommendation that NFN be renewed for another year.

Several months before the 1983 MFN review, officials from

the Romanian Embassy contacted officers of the U.S. Helsinki

Watch Committee, inviting the Committee to send a fact-finding

delegation to Romania and urging the Committee to withhold

publication of a report on human rights in Romania. The

Helsinki watch issued the report and also testified at the

CongreSsional MFN hearings, pointing to continuing violations
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of human rights in Romania. After the hearings, i4hen the U.S.

., elsinki Watch Committee accepted the invitation to send a

delegation to Romania in the spring of 1984, it was informed by

the Romanian Embassy that it was no longer welcome. The

Romanian government's refusal to follow through on its

invitation to the Helsinki Watch Committee was raised during

bilateral meetings between Romanian government officials and the

U.S. State Department in February, 1984. However, despite

repeated requests from the Helsinki Watch, no new invitation

from the Romanian government has been forthcoming.
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1II. EMIGRATION

The Romanian government does not recognize the right of its

citizens, guaranteed by the Helsinki Final Act, to live and

leave as they choose. The government strongly opposes

emigration, recognizing as the only grounds for emigration cases

ot family reunification. (Exceptions to this rule involve those

who are deemed *undesirable" -- usually political dissidents or

militant religious activists.)

Nevertheless, there are many thousands of requests to

emigrate. Such requests constitute what appears to be the only

large-scale independent activity carried on by Romanian citizens

that the authorities have proved unable to halt.

Applicants for Emigration

Although the exact number of applicants for emigration is

not known, it is apparent that, due to worsening economic and

political conditions in Romania, the number of applicants for

emigration continues to be very high. Applicants include not

only persons seeking family reunification, but also those

seeking religious, political, artistic and ethnic freedom. While

we do not know the exact number of Romanians who have been

refused permission to emigrate, there are some 10,000 registered

under U.S. Embassy programs awaiting passports.

From 1977 to 1982, 62,500 ethnic Germens left Romania. The

Jewish community, which was numbered over 400,000 after World

War II, has dwindled to approximately 30,000.' Government

*Juliana G. Pilon, 0. cit.
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figures indicate that the number of emigrants has doubled since

1972. According to the U.S. State Department, in 1983 alone,

approximately 1,300 Romanians emigrated to Israel, 14,000

emigrated to the Federal Republic of Germany, and 3,400

emigrated to the United States. The numbers, however, do not

tell the whole story. They do not reveal the continuing

harassment and abuse of would-be emigrants, nor do they explain

the factors which cause them to apply for permission to emigrate

in the first place.

For Romanian citizens, there are many obstacles along the

road to emigration. The application proces is long,

complicated and arbitrary. Would-be emigrants are sometimes

prevented from applying to emigrate for ukonth3 or years on

procedural grounds constructed by\the state. More important,

would-be emigrants face almost certain hardships: official

harassment, public denunciation, demotion, loss of job, loss

of housing, loss of public services and sometimes even arrest

are among the risks. Delays of two to three years in obtaining

a passport are not uncommon. Moreover, Helsinki Watch has

received numerous reports of Romanians who have been trying to

get permission to leave for substantially longer periods of

time. Wilhelm kausch, for example, a 45-year-old agricultural

worker from brasov, has been trying unsuccessfully to join his

family in West Germany for the past 14 years.* His case is

'Information supplied by Ligue pour la Defense des Droits de
l'Homme en Roumanie (LDHR), Paris, France, May 1984.
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but one of hundreds of instances of extraordinary delays --

even for emigration on so-called "legitimate" grounds.

There are thousands of documented examples of unresolved

family reunification cases. While it would be impossible to

list them all, the following are illustrations of the

problem:*

-- Michael and Adriana Lang (str. Plaveti 2, Timisoara),
have sought permission to e:iigrate to West Germany to
join their parents since 1976.

-- Frans Metzenrath (Nitzkydorf 117, Timis), has sought
to emigrate to West Germany with his family since 1979.
One of his sons lives there, and his wife is very ill.

-- leremia Trif and hi family have sought to emigrate to
the U.S. since 1976. His brother and brother-in-law are
in the U.S., but his requests have been repeatedly
rejected.

-- Matei Simionescu Ramniceanu and his family (str.
Schitul Darvari 2, Bucharest), have sought to join their
mother and sister in France since 1980. In the interim,
they have been threatened by the authorities, and Metei's
salary has been reduced. They are also having
difficulties in obtaining a French visa.

-- Freidrich de Selimbar Schuller (str. 30 Decembrie 404,
Jud. Sibiu), has sought since 1970 to join his father in
West Germany. He and his family have been repeatedly
refused permission.

-- Regina Grommes, 35-years-old, has sought to emigrate
to West Germany to join her parents since 1974. Each of
her 23 requests has been refused.

-- Barbara Muller, her mother Gertrude and her brother
Michael Hellebrandt, all from Timisoara, have sought to
join their family in West Germany since 1961. Gertrude
managed to seAd a petition to President Ceausescu, and
she was beaten in her factory immediately thereafter.

*Information supplied by LDHR, 2k. cit.
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-- Gheorghe Nicolas and his family (str. Postavarului 19,
Bucharest), have sought to leave for the U.S. to join
their brother. They have submitted 65 requesto, which
have to date resulted only in threats of loss of work and
imprisonment.

Reprisals and Sanct.ions Against Applicants

Romanian authorities employ a variety of measures to

impede emigration -- some official, others unofficial.

Sanctions are imposed on would-be emigrants both before and

after they obtain their passports. Although it appears that

the Education Tax Act of February 1983 is no longer being

implemented, incidents of bribes and forced payments -- often

in.hard currency -- have been reported. Generally, however,

tie authorities rely on other methods to discourage

emigration.

Would-be emigrants are often subjected to official

harassment, which may include deprivation of employment and,

thus, means of survival. After a person has been fired from

his or her job, charges of "parasitical" or "anarchic" conduct

can be brought under decree 153/1970. Conviction under this

decree can result in six months' imprisonment or 'corrective

labor without deprivation of liberty." The latter penalty

means that the person is assigned to a particular place of

work, often far away from his or her home, with greatly

reduced wages. In addition, he or she cannot leave the

assigned area without permission from the local militia.

Instances of individuals sentenced to prison for their
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efforts to emigrate include the following*

-- Paul and Polina Drague from Tirgu Jui, were sentenced
to 6 and 4 months, respectively, in January 1983 after
they and their daughters went on hunger strike in protest
over official harassment and the government's refusal to
allow them to emigrate.

-- 12 would-be emigrants were sentenced in July 1983 to
three years' imprisonment by a court in Bucharest. They
had allegedly written joint letters to the authorities
protesting the fact that their applications for
emigration had been rejected. They also applied to the
Procurator's office for permission to hold a public
demonstration in support of their demands. All 12 were
convicted under Article 323 of the Romanian criminal code
ot "association with intention to commit offence."

-- Mihai Baba, from Bucharest, was allegedly arrested and
forcibly confined in a psychiatric unit of hospital No. 9
in bercini on February 6, 1983, after he and four friends
went on hunger strike in support of their demands to
emigrate. It has been reported that they have since been
allowed to emigrate.

The state punishes those who try to leave the country

illegally under Article 245 of the Criminal Code -- "fraudulent

crossing of the border" -- an offence punishable by imprisonment

or corrective labor for periods from six months to three years.

Amnesty International reported that two couples from

Caransebes -- Luca and Varsavia Arnaut, and Nicolae and Maria

Olaru -- were sentenced to 14 months' imprisonment for this

oftence last June.

There are many reported attempts to depart illegally,

including:

-- Ilie Savu, a 32-year-old mechanic from Bucharest, had
requested permission to join his brother in France, but
received instead rejections and demotions a* his job. He

*Amnesty International, Annual Report 1983, pp. 271-272.
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jumped from a tourist boat on the Danube and entered
Yugoslavia. Before being extradicted to Romania, where he
was immediately imprisoned, he had spent 25 days in prison
in Yugoslavia. In Romania, he was sentenced to 3 years'
imprisonment. His lawyer was allowed to see him only in
the courtroom.*

-- Martial Deliman (Comlosul Mare 903, Timis), has sought
to emigrate to the U.S. since 1979. He tried to cross
the Yugoslav border but was arrested and sentenced to 1-1/2
years' imprisonment for illegal crossing of the border.

-- loan Tiberius Vladin and his mother are seeking
permission to emigrate to join their family in the U.S.
They were evicted from their home after Vladin's father
illegally left the country.

-- Waldemar Fode (str. Mihai Viteazu 69, Brasov),
disappeared after having tried to cross the border on May
31, 1980. As of this writing, there is no furtherinformation on his case.

In addition to specific reprisals against individuals who

express a desire to emigrate, the authorities have devised yet

another set of hurdles to discourage emigration: would-be

emigrants must sell all real property at fixed, and

substantially lower, government rates, and they are not

permitted to take any funds out of the country. Romanian

emigrants thus leave in an impoverished state. After months or

years of harassment and abuse, the state takes away their

material goods in exchange for permission to emigrate.

The cost of Romanian exit visas and passports remains

high. A passport and exit visa together are 1,165 lei ($93.20),

'North-Atlantic Assembly, The Bulletin, No. 29, July-September
1983, p. 12.
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and the cost of extending the visa is 965 1.1 ($77.20).

Renunciation of Romanian citizenship costs 3,000 lei ($240).*

It applicants, faced with all these obstacles to

emigration, are unsuccessful in securing the necessary visas,

they then face the dismal prospect of reintegration into

Romanian society, in itself a discouragement to would-be

applicants.

Problems in Entering the United States

Despite U.S. pressure on the Romanian government to allow

free emigration, prospective emigrants are often hard-pressed

to find a country that will accept them. U.S. immigration

regulations make it impossible for all emigrants to be

admitted to this country, and these regulations have gradually

become stricter.

In the mid-197Us, a special Third Country Processing

program (TCP) was.started for Romania. Under this program,

Romanians with exit visas who did not qualify for admission to

the U.S. as immigrants were permitted to travel to Rome for

processing as "refugees" by the U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service. At the time there was no limit on

refugee admissions to the United States. The 1980 Refugee

'Act, however, established a quota of 2,300 for Romanian TCP

*U.S. Department of State, Fifteenth Semiannual Report,
Implementation of Helsinki Final Act, June 1, 1983-November
30, 1983, Washington D.C.# Bureau of Public Affairs, p. 27.
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admissions in 1982, and of 1,200 to 1,300 for 1983. A huge

backlog of cases has developed. Ultimately, in September

1982. the Third Country Processing program was suspended.

The United States now operates on a quota system which

cannot possibly accomodate the thousands of Romanian

applicants. According to the State Department, from January

to April, 1984, 133 immigrant visas to the United States were

granted to Romanians, as compared to 149 over the same period

in 1983. Of the TCP backlog cases, 1,235 were processed from

January to April 1984, as compared to 555 over the same period

in 1983. These cases all date back to before TCP was

suspended.
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IV. FREEDOM OF RELIGION

Church attendafnoe in Romania is considered the largest in

Eastern Europe after Poland and may very well reflect a

disaffection from Party ideology. Vrojident Ceausescu has

sought, to capitaP!!n cn the fact that church attendance is

high by claiming that this proves there is religious freedom

in Romania. In fact, restrictions on religious freedom in

Romania are among the most severe in all of Eastern Europe.

Of the 60 denominations that existed in Romania before

World War II, only 14 are currently recognized by the

government. Romanian Orthodox# Roman Catholic, Lutheran,

Calvinist, Unitarian, Baptist, Pentecostal, Seventh Day

Adventist, Jewish and Muslim groups are among the officially

recognized sects.*

State Control of Religious Activities

The government agency that monitors religious activity

-- ano reports directly to the Central Committee -- is known

as the Department of Cults. This Department works closely

with the Rorn 'n ...- police -- the infamous Securitate.

The Department of Cults not only controls the activities of

the recognized religions; it also effectively controls church

finances, to the point of paying the salaries of the clergy.

Since th: .... o...orced to rely on the state for

*U.S. Department of State, Country Reports on Human Rights
Practices for 1983, U.S. Government Printing Offices
Washington, D.C., p. 1082.
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financial survival, the regime maintains crucial financial

leverage over them, thereby ensuring their docility and

cooperation. This arrangement has resulted in instances of

embezzlement of church funds by officials of the Department of

Cults and by corrupt members of the clergy.

The churches are manipulated to such an extent that some of

the clergy are used as policemen by the regime. As an article in

Freedom at Issue points out:

Church leaders are utilized to police and discipline
the rest of the clergy they may unfrock or subject to
appalling treatment any priest who dares to challenge
the carefully constructed facade of church-state
relations or criticize the subservience of the
Orthodox hierarchy t2 the state. This has proved an
effective deterrent.

This forced collaboration helps President Ceausescu in his

efforts to project an impression of religious freedom in

Romania.

Not all the clergy have been "co-opted" by the state,

however. InOeed, many of Romania's most famous and outspoken

dissidents come from the ranks of the clergy. Many of these

individuals have also received the harshest punishments,

including the following two celebrated cases:

-- Father Gheorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa is considered to be
Romania's most important dissident. An Orthodox
lecturer, he gained international attention as a
crusader for religious rights. In 1978, he was
dismissed from the seminary where he lectured for
denouncixrk ae..int, materialism and the demolition of
churches. On March 10, 1979, Father Calciu was arrested
and sentenced to 10 years imprisonment, apparently for his

Janice'A. Broun, *Religion in Romania: The Truth behind the
Image," Freedom at Issue, March-April, 1984, p. 12.
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support of the free trade union, SLOMR, and the Romanian
Christian Committee for the Defense of Freedom of Religion
and Conscience, ALRC, a renewal movement within the
Orthodox Church. The charges against him were never made
public. Clearly, the regime felt threatened by his
influence and his criticism of religious conditions in
Romania. It has been reported that Calciu's wife has been
allowed to visit him in prison recently, but she has given
only brief accounts of his condition. Rumors have been
circulating concerning an amnesty for Calciu this summer,
but nothing has been confirmed.

-- Traian Dorz is a 70-year-old writer, poet, hymn-composer
and popular figure in Romania. As a leader of the
banned Army of the Lord, his works are banned in Romania.
He has spent a total of 17 years in prison, his last arrest
being in 1982 when he was imprisoned for possession of
*illegal contraband -- copies of his Christian songbook
for children. He was released after six months due to
extremely poor health. Dorz is now under constant police
surveillance and cannot leave the town of Nizies.

Officially, Romania is an atheistic state. Religious

observance is actively discouraged and is actually forbidden for

Party members. The regime considers even the most important

religious holidays -- Christmas, for example -- working days

like any other. If, as many believe, the campaign against

religion has intensified over the past year, it is due to the

fact that the state fears the mounting evidence that young

people are being drawn in growing numbers to the church --

notably the Baptist, Pentecostalist and Adventist Churches. It

is likely that young people are attracted to these churches for

the very reason that the authorities fear them -- for their

independence as opposed to the "regime-accomodating" Romanian

Orthodox Church. This situation has given rise to a drive by

*Christian Response International, Pray For Traian, Rockville,
Maryland.
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President Ceaucescu for more effective atheistic instruction in

the schools.*

Religious instruction is strongly discouraged in Romania,

and the role of priests and pastors is strictly defined. Only the

Department of Cults is authorized to print and distribute Bibles,

and it does so in very inadequate numbers. The result is that

religious literature is virtually inaccessible to believers in

Romania. Distribution of such literature by unauthorized

individuals is punishable by severe prison terms.

The government's tight control over the distribution of

religious materials has led to a number of cases of *Bible-

smuggling." Those arrested for 'his offence are imprisoned for -

violating official restrictions. For examples

-- Dr. Silvia Cioata is a preacher of Brethren Church and a
member of the Romanian Christian Committee for the Defense
of Freedom of Religion and Conscience (ALRC). In March
1983, a court in Plolesti sentenced Cioata and seven others
to five to six years' imprisonment for having violated
customs and press laws by distributing Bibles smuggled into
the country. All eight were released in August 1983.

-- Piru Virgil, loan Viasu and Stan Apostol, the Captain
and crew members of a Romanian commercial vessel, were
arrested for bringing "illegal" Christian literature
into the country. The Captain, Piru Virgil, is serving a
seven-year sentence. The crew members were released in
July 1982.

-- Maria Delapeta and her sister Fibia, 25 and 28 years old,
respectively Father Andrei Bach, minister at Sighisoara;
Alexandru Pop and Augustin Pop, 34 and 22 years old,
respectively, from Cluj; V. Roseanu from Sibitt Lucian
Rus from Alba lulia Constantin Caraman, 71, a Pentecostalt

*Eric Bourne, "Romania Tightens Grip on Churches Despite New US

Trade Status," The Christian Science Monitor, Oct. 13, 1983.
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Daniel and Mircea Chibici, and Pere Sinitean from Belus,
Baptisti and Nicolae Moldoveanu -- these are but a few of
the many people who have been arrested for distributing
religious literature.

In the fall of 1982, 66 Baptist ministers petitioned

President Ceausescu for permission to print and import Bibles,

to train more ministers and to manage church funds without

state control.* By Western standards, these were hardly

unreasonable requests, yet the Department of Cults denounced

the petition as an antistate provocation. No formal reply was

ever issued.

The Recognized Churches

The Romanian Orthodox Church does not suffer from the sort

of persecution that the state inflicts on other denominations.

This is due, in part, to its traditional role throughout Romanian

history, but mainly to the accomodations it has made to the

regime. The Orthodox Church has by far the largest following in

Romania, with approximately 16 million members or 70 percent of

the population.* It avoids confrontations with the government

over religious autonomy, often at the expense of its members;

The chur:'': t5cc with both the Department of Cults and the

Securitate are a measure of its lack of independence with regard

to religious affairs.

'Eric Bourne, op. cit.

**Vladimir Socor, "Romaniat Conformism and New Ferment,' Radio
Free Europe Research, June 1984, p. 33.
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The Roman Catholic Church is officially recognized by the

state and has some 1,200,000 members, largely ethnic Hungarians

and Germans.* A major factor in the continued strength of these

congregations is their ethnic identities, for religious

observance and ethnic identity have become almost inextricably

intertwined.

. The following is an example of the persecution of Roman

Catholics by the authorities:

-- Peter Nastase and his family are Catholics and have been
subjected to growing official harassment because of their
attempts to emigrate for religious reasons. Mr. Nastase
has already served two prison terms for religious
activities, although he was charged under political
articles of the criminal code. Their telephone was
disconnected last summer, and their house is under constant
surveillance. Recent, unconfirmed reports indicate that
Mr. Nastase has been arrested and his wife interned in a
psychiatric hospital. For the past two years, the couple
has been denied work existing on the charity of the
Catholic community.'

1

Perhaps the largest minority church in Romania is the

Reformed Church in Transylvania, composed principally of ethnic

Hungarians and officially numbered at 700,000. Other

estimates, however, indicate that the number is closer to

one million.*** Like the Roman Catholics, ethnic identity plays

a large part in the Reformed Church.

'Ibid, p. 35.

"North Atlantic Assembly, op. cit.# p. 5.

lbid, p. 4.
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The following are illustrations of persecution of members

of the minority churches:

-- Minister Laszlo Tokes is the son of Dr. Istvan Tokes,
who was involved with a Hungarian samizdat publication that
discussed the problem of minority churches. First the
father and then the son were subjected to official
harassment. Minister Tokes has been transferred out of
Transylvania.

-- Fr. Gaza Palfi, 43, a Hungarian priest who worked in
Odorhei, Transylvania, was allegedly murdered by the
Security police. Fr. Palfi gave a sermon at a midnight
mass on Christmas eve opposing the government's decision to
declare Christmas a work day. He reminded his congregation
that in Hungary, Christmas was an official holiday. The
following day, he was arrested and severely beaten,
particularly around his liver. He was taken to a clinic in
Tigru-Mures, where he died two months later in late
February after not responding to treatment. The autopsy
was not made public, and the death certificate stated that
he died of liver cancer. Two hundred and six priests
gathered in protest at his funeral.

The Evangelical Christian churches -- Baptists,

Pentecostalists and Seventh Day Adventists -- have been singled

out among the recognized religions for especially harsh

treatment, although the situation of the Baptists has been

improving recently. Church buildings have been demolished for

exceeding the dimensions set forth in the building permit by as

little as one meter, or for other petty infractions. Families

have been evicted from their homes for holding "unauthorized*

or *illegal" services.** Entire congregations have been fined,

and religious activists have been imprisoned.

*Le Honde, May 9, 1984; La Croix, May 4, 1984; Du Matin, May 6,
19841 Reforme, May 12, 1984.
0*Country Reports, R. cit., p. 1082.
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-- Pastor Nicolae Gheorghita of the Second Baptist Church in
Oradea, has been under house arrest and is under constant
surveillance. As his identification papers have been
confiscated, he is in danger of being stopped if he goes
out. His state licence to preach was taken away, so he is
also in danger of being arrested for parasitismm" as he is
unemployed.

-- Dr. Lucian Turlea and his family have sought to leave
Romania for several years. At the beginning of 1983, they
were summoned and told to pay $20,000 for Turlea's
education, which gave them no choice but to remain in
Romania. As a Seventh Ddy Adventist, Turlea cannot work on
Saturdays. He therefore receives only two thirds of his
salary and works every Sunday. He was reported to have
begun a hunger strike. *

The Turlea family was issued passports in June 1984, and
Dr. Turlea subsequently lost his citizenship, his job a29,
his I-xne. Their situation is reported to be desperate.

Despite persecution, these denominations have witnessed

substantial increases in membership over the past few years.

They have been actively involved in proselytzing and in

distributing religious literature. Accordingly, they have had to

cope with nearly constant pressure and harassment from the

authorities.

It has been reported that in September, four Baptists
-- Dinu Gadea, Corneliu Refec, Ovidiu Podbosrschi and

Petru Marianec -- were arrested and sentenced to 6 months'
imprisonment after a poster campaign calling on the
government to stop repression and enter into dialogue with
the Baptists. The four were signatories of a petition to
the Baptist Union of Romania (March 2, 1983) in which they
asked the Church representatives to support attempts to
reform the League of Young Baptists which was dissolved in
1950. They and others announced that if this was not'
possible, they intended to form an independent youth
organization. They ultimately formed the Organizational
Committee of the League of Young Baptists, calling for

Index on Censorship, June 1984, p. 48.

**LDHRo

***Intormation supplied by the Committee of Concerned Scientists.
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theological education at the university level, an
independent press organ, organizations to provide legal
aid for persecuted Baptists and for prisoners, and the
right to regular religious broadcasts on radio and
television. Apparently all signatories of this document
were arrested and threatened with prison unless they
renounced their demands.*.

There have been some recent positive developments in the

situation of the Baptists, due in part to their growing

membership (now estimated at some 300,000, and therefore the

largest Baptist following in Eastern Europe). Evidence of this

change was lony overdue Baptist Congress which took place on

April 12, 1984, in Bucharest. Surprisingly enough, the

regime-accomodating President and General Secretary of the

Baptists Union were replaced by two apparently independent men,

Rev. Nihai Husan, trom Cluj# as President and Dr. Vasil Talpos,

from Bucharest, as General Secretary. The officers were

installed at a service on May 27 at a church in Bucharest.

In addition, the Baptists have been assured by the

government that their seminary will remain open, and that new

students will be allowed to enter. They have also received

assurances that the Baptist church in Bucharest, Mihai Bravu,

will be permitted to expand.

Since the state maintains rigid controls over the precise

number of clergy that may be trained, these promises are

*North Atla-itic Assembly, 2. cit., p. 4-5.
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somewhat reassuring. In 1983, the Baptist Church, which has over

a thousand congregations and an annual growth rate of 13

percent,* had a mere five students in its seminaries with no new

students having been admitted in two years, despite the fact

that 100 of its 174 pastors are due to retire before 1990. (The

Pentecostal Church has only six students. The number of

churches, priests and students of the Orthodox church, on the

other hand, has remained constant.)"

These developments with regard to the Baptist Church may,

of course, be linked to the Most-Favored-Nation hearings in the

U.S. Congress. The Romanians have an interest in appeasing the

Baptist lobby. Nevertheless, any improvements should be

applauded and encouraged.

The situation of the Jews caused concern during the past

year, when several articles with anti-Semitic passages appeared

in the Romanian press and a book of poetry was published which

included-anti-Semitic sentiments. The book of poetry, written by

Corneliu Valerian Tudor, described Jews as *thieves and

corrupters, people with no conscience and no sense of loyalty,

who have no patriotic links whatsoever to their country and only

think of how to exploit it.***

broun, pp. cit., p. 12.

"Country Reports, 2k. cit., p. 1082.

***Jewish Telegraphic Agency, Daily News Bulletin, No. 89.
May 10, 1984.
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Given the fact that all publications are controlled by

the government, it is inconceivable that these were printed

without the knowledge and consent of the state. Groups in the

United States and elsewhere expressed concern, but the

incident was essentially glossed over by all parties

concerned -- including the Israeli government, which enjoys

good relations with the Romanians. (Romania is the only

Eastern bloc country that maintains diplomatic relations with

Israel.)

On the other hand, the Romanian government allowed a

Jewish conference to take place in Bucharest in early June

1984 in commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the

deportation of Jews from Transylvania. Such eminent American

Jewish leaders as writer Elie Wiesel and World Jewish Congress

Executive Director Israel Singer attended, as well as several

Israeli otticials who brought messages from Yitzhak Shamir and

Shimon Peres. Rabbi Moses Rosen, the Chief Rabbi of Romania,

reported to the conference that the situation of Jews has

*considerably improved."*

Rabbi Rosen also stated that President Ceausescu had

assured him that such anti-Semitic attacks would not recur.

President Ceausescu had not tried to deny the anti-Semitic

nature of the attacks. He said that the author of the book,

*Jewish Telegraphic Agency, op. cit., June 20, 1984.
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Mr. Tudor, was being reprimanded *within the Party framework

as was the editor in charge of the book's publication."

President Ceausescu insisted that the publication of the book

and the articles was an *accident.O*

Non-recognized Sects

As bad as things may .be for the recognized churches in

Romania, they are far worse for those who belong to the

non-recognized denominations. Two major churches -- the Uniate

Church and the Army of the Lora -- are officially banned.

Other banned groups include smaller sects such as the Jehovahs

Witnesses, Mormons and Christian Scientists. Unlike the

recognized sects, the nonrecognized faiths are not allowed to

hold services and are subject to severe penalties if they do.**

"Illegal" services are suppressed whenever possible by the

regime.

It is estimated that 10 percent of Romanian believers have

been OunchurchedO by the government. The Uniate Church, for

example, had a membership of 1,700,000 when the Communists took

power in Romania. In 1948, it was Ire-integrated" into the

National Orthodox Church. The Army of the Lord, an evangelical

revival movement within the Orthodox Church that has

'Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 22. cit., may 10, 1984.

**Country Reports, 2. cit., p. 1082.
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approximately 500,000 followers, has been officially banned. Both

of these sects are known to have secret priests and hold secret

services.'

*broun, 92. cit., p. 11.
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V. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

The Ceausescu regime closely monitors and tightly controls

all forms of expression in Romania, including the spoken word,

the mails, the press, and contact with foreigners.

Publications

The Council for Culture and Education is the Romanian

office for book censorship.* Books that are deemed critical

of certain aspects of Romanian life never reach the printing

press. The works of some of the best known Romanian writers,

artists and musicians can be found only on the black market,

imported from abroad. An example is Eugene Ionesco who, despite

his international reputation, has barely been heard of in his

native land.

Publications are controlled so effectively by the

government that Romania appears to be one of the very few East

European countries in which samizdat periodicals are virtually

nonexistent. A dramatic illustration of the regime's fear of

"unofficial" literature is an April 1983 decree that requires

all typewriters and typefaces to be registered with the police,

a decree designed to prevent the writing or duplicating of

samizdat literature.

Western publications are generally not available to the

Romanian public. All USIA publications are reviewed by the

*George Stanica, "Buried Alive," Index on Censorship, February
19U4, p. 33.
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs before they are distributed. On the

other hand, Romania does not jam the Voice of America or Radio

Free Europe, radio stations that are often jammed by other East

European governments.* (For a discussion of the government's

control over religious literature, see religion, p. 20.)

Cultural Acti'ities

Independent cultural activities and artistic expression are

strongly discouraged. Instead, the state encourages a mass

culture that is intended to promote the interests of the

political system. Art is seen as an instrument of propaganda.

In President Ceausescu's words:

Art must serve Communist education, it must reflect
what is good and full ot dignity in our society, it
must exalt patriotic feelings, sing of the glorious
past of our country, drink from the springs of its own
traditions and not the poisoned wells of foreign
decadence."*

Among Romanian intellectuals there are a few, isolated

voices that have spoken out in protest. The poet Dorin Tudoran,

for example, has expressed his fear that, because of the state's

suppression of independent culture; Romania may lose its status

as a Luropean nation. In a land where cultural freedom is

considered ideologically and economically frivolous, the struggle

for cultural independence is unlikely to gain much momentum. As

George Stanica, a Romanian teacher, wrote:

'Implementation of the Helsinki Final Act, 22. cit., p. 32.

"Quoted by George Stanica, 22. cit., p. 33.
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It is difficult to spot the intellectual among the new
social strata -- bureaucrats and technocrats, or
doctors enriched by bribery. As powerless as Kafka's
insect, the intellectual is denied any leading
position within the system as he does not belong to
the social base but is part of the superstructure.
For the same reason a teacher, a musician performing
in a philharmonic orchestra, a writer or a painter
will earn perhaps half the wages of a skilled welder.
Intellectuals are 'unproductive', producing abstrac-
tions, theories, sounds, images that cannot be eaten,
ideas that cannot be exported in exchange for foreign
currency. Moreover, some of them dare to think
otherwise than is laid down by the general line of the
Party, or in contradiction to the guidelines of its
General Secretary .... All who dare think otherwise are
considered immature, mentally disturbed, stray dogs,
enemies of the working class... But the majority of
intellectuals are meek, docile, humble -; probably the
most obedient in the whole Eastern bloc.'

The official cultural policy in Romania is embodied in a

festival known as OSinging Romania."' By all accounts, this

festival is a mockery of culture, a degrading and amateurish

spectacle designed to promote socialist realism.

In the past few years, the state has closed a number of

cultural and scientific institutions. The Institutes of

Mathematics, Chemistry and History are among the now defunct

institutions.

Contact.-,

Citizens who have attempted to organize monitoring groups

in Romania or to gather and disseminate to the West information

on human rights violations have been exiled or imprisoned.

*Ibid, p. 32.

**Speech by Sanda Stolojan at International Helsinki Federation
for Human Rights Conference, LDHR, March 1984.
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Efforts to form a Helsinki group in 1977 by the writer Paul

Goma, for example, ended in his expulsion from Romenia and the

arrest and imprisonment of his associates.

The Romanian security police actively discourage contact

with Westerners and even with other East Europeans, especially

Hungarians. London Sunday Times reporter Michael Dobbs gave a

humorous account of his 10-day trip to Romania in 1980, where he

calculated that at least 150 plainclothesmen and 75 cars, with

back-up from uniformed militia, were employed to keep track of

his movements.

Romanians who have sent petitions to the West, in

particular to the Helsinki review talks in Belgrade and Madrid,

have been detained, interrogated, imprisoned, and exiled.

International telephone calls are also closely monitored, and

mail between Romania and the West is confiscated, read, and

sometimes destroyed. In 1982, the Romanian government initiated

a tax equivalent to 20 percent of an average monthly salary on

citizens' telephone bills when more than one call was made to a

destination outside Romania.*

'U.S. Department of State, Country Reports on Human Rights
Practices for 1982, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., p. 986.
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VI. WORKERS RIGHTS

The Ceausescu regime boasts of full employment, full

housing and contented workers. In reality, however, working

conditions and the rights of workers are quite pitiable in

Romania.

Article 27 of the Romanian Constitution guarantees the

right to associate in trade unions, but Article 7 restricts

such associations by establishing that the *leading political

force in society is the Romanian Communist Party." Section 164

of the Labor Code states that official General Trade Union

Confederation bylaws are the-only legitimate basis for all trade

union activity. (Romanian law does not mention strikes, since

presumably they would not occur in a socialist state.)'

Labor Unrest

In August 1977, 35,000 coal miners went on strike in the

Jiu Valley, site of Romania's largest coalfield. They were

protesting insufficient food, poor housing conditions, unpaid

overtime, and a new, unsatisfactory pension law. President

Ceausescu himself went to the Jiu Valley, where he met with a

hostile reception. He promised that no reprisals would be taken

against the strikers, and that immediate improvements would be

made with regard to providing food, a shorter work week, and

improved housing.

*Adrian Karatnycky, Alexander 3. Motyl, Adolph Sturmthal,
Workers Rights, East and West. New York: Transaction Books,

,98UO pp. 78-79, 81-82.
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Despite President Ceausescu's promise, the area was

surrounded by Securitate troops and declared off limits. At

least 4,000 miners were dismissed from their jobs or transferred

to other mines. Some were put into a work camp on the Danube-

Black Sea Canal. Members of a 20-person delegation that

presented grievances to the Central Committee in Bucharest were

arrested atter they returned to the Jiu Valley. They were

demoted, sent without trial to work in other districts, and put

under police surveillance.

Two strike leaders, Ian Dobre and an engineer named Jurica,

died shortly after the strike under circumstances that were

never thoroughly investigated by the police. The Paris-based

League for the Defense of Human Rights in Romania reports that

2b miners from the 1977 Jiu Valley strike, including the two

workers mentionned above, have died or disappeared.

Not much is known about another subsequent miners' strike

in the Motru region of Banat that took place in the spring of

1981. The area was said to be sealed off, and repression of

workers was reportedly brutal. There are unconfirmed reports

that two strike leaders were abducted and murdered.

There are other unconfirmed reports about the disappear-

ances of workers in Romania. According to the State Department,

reports of politically motivated disappearances in Romania have

occasionally appeared in the West. Such reports, however, have

neither been confirmed nor refuted by the Romanian authorities,
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who have discouraged all efforts to investigate them.*

The Washington Post reported in November 1983 that Titus

Costachet the director of Romania's largest coal mining

operation (the Lupeni mine), claimed that the conditions that

provoke strikes were inconceivable" in Romaniat

As a measure of Romania's regard for workers' rights.
Lupeni mine union president Aurel Anghelus, asked if
the current miners' contract contains the right to
strike, said: "I can't understand the need for a
rights to strike if all conditions are fulfilled.0
But what if-they aren't? "Such a situallon,= replied
the union official, "is inconceivable."

Free Trade Union Organizing

In March 1979, a group of intellectuals and workers formed

the Free Trade Union of Workers in Romania, known as SLOMR. The

SLOMK founding document was signed by 20 individuals, including

16 workers from Turnu-Severin. It asserted the right to form

free trade unions guaranteed under Article 22 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and

Article 8 ot the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights signed by the Romanian government in 1974. The SLOKR

document stated that unemployment in Romania was widespread,

and asked for the lowerfno of work quotas, provision of food,

safety precautions and adequate working conditions, and an end

to unpaid compulsory "patriotic" work.

SLOV.R eventually attracted some 2,000 supporters. These

*Country Reports for 1982, 2_. cit., p. 983.
**Bradley Graham, 'Climate of Intimidation Is Evident in

Romania," The Washington Post, November 24, 1983.

40-844 0 - 85 - 5
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included about 1,500 workers from Tirgu Mures, an industrial

city chiefly populated by Hungarians, where a clandestine free

trade union movement had been founded in 1978 by workers,

peasants, and soldiers.

The Romanian authorities rapidly suppressed the fledgling

labor movement.

-- Dr. lona Cana, the founder, was sentenced to
5-1/2 years imprisonment for "conspiracy and anti-
government propaganda." Cana was eventually amnestied,
but his request to emigrate has not been granted.

-- By the end of April 1979, 15 SLOMR workers were
given prison sentences from three to six months under
Decree No. 153 which prohibits *parasitism."

-- Carmen Popsecu, 40, co-founder of SLOIMR, was imprisoned
and released, then re-arrested in 1981 and sentenced to
six years imprisonment. She is still in prison and is
in bad health.

-- Vasile Paraschiv, a chemical worker from Ploiesti, was
detained and beaten in Bucharest in February 1979 for his
support of SLOIR. Paraschiv had previously been interned
three times in psychiatric hospitals for political reasons.
In 197e he had spent six months in France, where he held
press conferences about his experiences of psychiatric
abuse. After the break-up of SLOHR, Paraschiv disappeared
for some time, and when he was seen in 1982, he appeared to
have been the victim of police brutality. He and his wife
are seeking exit visas.

New Labor Legislation

The sad plight of Romanian workers is illustrated by a

teccit lat law, known as the "Global Agreement,"* which was

enacted o1 September 1, 1983. This law, in effect, has

eliminated a minimum wage for Romanian workers. Workers are no

longer entitled to fixed and guaranteed wages, but must sign a

*LDHC, from IhF conference.
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contract which amounts to a pledge of productivity. If a worker

is deemed to have reneged on his or her contract# the pledge

itself is used as the legal grounds for punishment. Workers'

salaries are tied to the enterprise's production; accordingly,

salaries are decreased if the enterprise's production figures

are not met.

In addition, a five-year training period has been

instituted. During this time, the worker is considered an

=associate" (what some have called Osecond-class") employee with

only limited rights.* Among other things, an associate worker

receives only half of his or her salary, while the other halt is

deposited in a state savings bank -- without interest. If the

worker leaves the enterprise to which he or she has been assigned

betore the end of the five-year period, he or she loses the

withheld money.**

Agricultural workers' rights are affected by a program

announced on January 16, 1984, which is designed to offset the

inefficiency of the socialized agricultural sector by squeezing

private agriculture. Private agriculture, consisting of private

plots ot land that belong to members of agricultural cooperatives

and to private farmers, has long supplied the country with

significant quantities of food, accounting for a large proportion

ot Romania's total national production. The new program requires

'Help & Action Newsletter, November-December 1983.

"*North Atlantic Assembly, p. 17.
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every private plot to produce strictly specified minimum quotas

ot agricultural products. While these quotas are replacing the

previous system of compulsory delivery to the state, failure to

comply with them will result either in the loss of ownership of

the land, or in its transfer to the socialized sector.* In all

likelihood, this program will cause a drop in private production,

which, in turn, will increase the already serious food shortages

that have existed in Romania for the last several years.

*Paul Gafton and Patrick Moore, =Milking Private Agriculturem
Radio Free Europe Research, January 30, 1984.
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VII. POLITICAL PRISONERS

The number of political prisoners in Romania is not

known. Although many of those who are incarcerated are being

punished for seeking to leave Romania illegally or for

protesting the d=!z! of exit permission, others have been

imprisoned because of their religious or human rights

activities. While information is scarce, there is reason to

believe that forcible confinement in psychiatric hospitals is

frequently used to punish people for the legitimate exercise

ot their rights.

Romanian law does not provide for habeas corpus or the

rights to counsel. The concept of due process does not exist,

and individuals may be detained without charges for periods

ranging from two to four days, with no legal recourse. When

people are summoned or taken to the local security offices,

they are often subjected to long periods of interrogation

under rigorous conditions, threatened with a variety of

penalities, and sometimes physically abused.

The jt dcizr,- : .bordlnate to the Party and the

government. Trials may legally be held behind closed

doors -- a practice used most often when a trial is likely to

attract undue attention and the Ceausescu regime wishes to

prevent [L=Ciw.I uL.V and diplomats from attending.*

*Country Reports for 1983, o . cit., p. 1080.
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Reports of poor prison conditions -- inadequate food

and medical care, overcrowding, unsanitary conditions and long

working hours -- are frequent.

Abuse of Former Political Prisoners

The Securitate has been engaged in a campaign of

repression and intimidation against former political

prisoners, often involving repeated and prolonged

interrogations, threats, isolation, surveillance and physical

abuse. The campaign appears to be aimed at preventing former

political prisoners from creating any form of organized

resistance.* Most of these former prisoners have been

persecuted since their release from prison in the 1960s and,

due to years spent under the deplorable conditions of Romanian

prisons or camps, are now old and ill. They barely manage to

maintain a subsistance level existence. Nonetheless, the

regime singles them out for this harsh treatment.

On February 15, 1979, four such former prisoners sent an

open letter to President Ceausescu demanding rehabilitation

and an end to police persecution. In addition, they asked

that they be allowed to pursue their professional careers and

not be force into menial jobs.**

Among such former political prisoners are:

-- Aurel State, professor, 12 years imprisonment in the
Ubbk, iioerateo in 1955 and returned to Romania. Arrested

*North'.Atlantic Assembly, p. 17.

**LDHR.
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in 1958 by the Securitate, he tried to commit suicide by
jumping from the roof of the Uranus prison in Bucharest
ano sustained multiple fractures. Since his release in
1964, he has been under constant police surveillance and
subjected to numerous searches, detentions and
interrogations. He was severely beaten in a March 1983
interrogation.

-- Florin Fonea, former officer, retired technician.
Detained in the =camp of death" of the Danube-Black Sea
Canal from 1949-1954. Imprisoned again from 1958-1964.
He suffers from a severe heart condition. In March 1983,
he was hospitalized, after allegedly being tortured
during an interrogation.

-- Dumitru Mircescu, retired worker, spent 10 years in a
camp in Siberia from 1937-1947. After his return to
Romania in 1949, he was put under strict surveillance by
the Securitate. In 1980, at his request, several parts of
his memoirs about the camps in Siberia were distributed
in the West. Since then, he has been constantly harassed
by the Securitate -- beaten and threatened with various
charges. He was violently beaten by the Securitate during
the summer of 1983.

-- Marcel Petrisor, a writer who spent 12 years in prison
before 1964; Petre Tutea, a philosopher and essayist who
spent 18 years in prison before 1964| and Vlad Dragoescu,
a doctor, have been harassed by the Securitate with
searches, interrogations, detentions and the like.
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VIII. MINORITY RIGHTS

Romania is a country of about 21 million people in which

ethnic minorities constitute 12 percent of the population.

Romania is second only to the Soviet Union in the percentage of

minority groups that make up its population. The largest

minority is Hungarian, officially tabulated at 1.7 million

people, but closer to 2.5 million, according to emigre sources.

In addition to Hungarians, Romania has a large number of ethnic

Germans, Bohemians, Gypsies and numerous smaller groups.

The Romanian Constitution and legislation provide for

minority rights, and there is a wealth of regulations

stipulating the use of minority languages in the courts, the

proportion of deputies in the Grand National Assembly and so on.

But public statements provide a clue to the authorities' real

attitude toward the national minorities:

Our party and state are faced with the duty to take
conscientious action to provide every one of our citizens
with the sort of conditions, under which the nation and the
nationalities can fulfill themselves and, at the same time,
make it possible for national differences to diminish and
gradually to disappear under communism....

The minority groups in Romania often say that they live

under a double burden: the burden of repression in a

totalitarian state, and the burden of discrimination stemming

from Romanian chauvinism and "romanianization."

'George Schopflin, The Hungarians of Romania, Minority Rights
Group, August 1978, p. 10.
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"Romanianization"

The minority question in Romania is as delicate as it is

important. The drive for "Romanianization", i.e., the forced

assimilation of minority groups into the Romanian population,

has caused serious concern to those who try to retain their

ethnic heritage and identity. Incidents of discrimination and

persecution against minorities --particularly the Hungarians --

are constantly being reported.

Hungarian Minority

The Hungarian minority, centered mainly in the section of

Romania known as Transylvania, claims that the Ceausescu regime

is engaged in a deliberate policy of cultural extinction, or

'cultural genocide." Hungarian schools, churches, traditions,

activists, and even the Hungarian language are being

systematically eliminated from Romanian society. The forced

assimilation to which the ethnic Hungarians are being subjected

increasingly takes the form of discriminatory and sometimes

brutal practices.

The treatment of the Hungarian minority is sometimes a

source of friction between the Hungarian and Romanian

governments. The Hungarian party paper Nepszabadsa has even

satirized komania's minority policy, a hint of the underlying

*Eric Bourne, OTwo East-bloc Allies at Odds over Ethnic Rights

in Transylvania," The Christian Science Monitor, March 13, 1984.
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tension that this issue is causing between the two countries.

As distinct from other minority groups, emigration for the

Hungarians is tantamount to surrendering their ties with and

territorial claims to Transylvania. Hegemony over Transylvania

has historically been disputed by Hungary and Romania.

Governmental repression of the Hungarian minority has

recently accelerated. The London Times reported on June 6 that

a new, discriminatory decree has been passed designed to limit

the number of Hungarian speaking students at the University of

Cluj to 5 percent. Prior to this decree, Hungarian students

made up 65 percent of the student body.* The government has

also decreed that all geography and history teachers in all

schools in Transylvania must be Romanians."

Despite official pressure, an underground Hungarian

samizdat publication, Ellenpontok (Counterpoints), managed to

appear regularly in'Romania. Ten issues were published in

Transylvania between December 1981 and January 1983. After

November 1982, however, the editors of Ellenpontok were

systematically arrested, beaten and harassed.*** Three editors

ot Ellenpontok (Counterpoints) -- Attila Ara-Kovacs, a

philosopher, Karoly Toth, organizer of the Endre Ady Literary

Circle, a Hungarian cultural organization, and Geza Szocs, one

'Richard Basset, "Romania Turns Screw on its Magyars,' The

London Times, June 6, 1984.

"Ibid.

***Committee for Human Rights in Rumania.
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of the best-known Hungarian poets and thinkers in Romania --

were detained and interrogated, together with about a

dozen other ethnic Hungarians. Their detention may have been

connected with an unsigned memorandum dated September 1982 which

had been sent by Ellenpontok editors to the Helsinki review

conference in Madrid.

Karoly Toth, his wife, Szocs, and others were reportedly

beaten and insulted. Attila Ara-Kovacs was released from

custody on condition that he leave the town of Oradea, and he has

since emigrated to Hungary; Toth was kept under house arrest.

They all continue to experience official harassment.

On May 20, 1983, a new samizdat publication was formed, the

Hunyarian Press of Transylvania (HPT). In its founding

statement, the editors declared that "the well-known, brutal

methods of the Romanian authorities constrain the editors of the

news agency to conduct their activities anonymously, responsibly

and with the greatest degree of caution as regards their news

sources."*

There are other examples Qf persecution faced by the

Hunyarian minority:

-- Arpad Visky, an actor with the Hungarian Theaters of
Marosvasarhely (known as Tigru Mures in Romanian) and of
Sepsiszentgyorgy (Sfintul Gheorghe), was sentenced on
August 7, 1983, to five years' imprisonment for Oslandering
Romania, the Romanian people and the socialist system,' and
*disseminating hostile propaganda.0 Visky was known to
identity with the Hungarian minority. He was arrested on
February 24, 1983 after an incident at the cafe of the

*Committee for Human Rights ir Rumania.
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Hungarian Theater in Sfintul Gheorghe, when two strangers
tried to enter a private gathering after a performance.
Visky asked the two men to leave, they took offense,
revealed themselves as members of the Securitate, and took
him for questioning. After his arrest, his whereabouts
were unknown for six months, until the summer of 1983.
He is now in prison in Bucharest.

-- Bela Pall, teacher of mathematics at the liceum of
Ditro, has been subjected to official harassment since the
1950s because of his criticism of official attempts to
prevent education in the Hungarian language. He was
eventually forced to retire. He was arrested after
traveling abroad in 1983. His present whereabouts are
unknown. Unofficial sources believe he is being held in the
psychiatric ward of the political prison in Bucharest.

-- The Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party is
reported to have ordered an investigation into the
Kriterion Publishing House in Bucharest. This is the only
publisher of books for national minorities. The stated
objections to Kriterion were 1) "degenerate activities
which have strayed from the principles of Marxism
Leninismi* 2) falsification of history 3) "foT1ring the
publication of writings of no literary value."

-- On November 5, 1983, Romanian border guards allegedly
closed the Romanian-Hungarian border at two different
points for several hours. This occurred at the start of a
3-day holiday when many Hungarians would have crossed the
border to visit relatives in Transylvtnia. The intent was
to discourage visits from Hungarians.

-- Several Hungarian theater directors were fired in May
1984 for their plans to put on a play about Karolyl Kos, a
Hungarian architect. The authorities banned the play as a
fascist provocation. Since January 1984, a wave of
dismissals of Hungarians from positions in the cultural
sphere has been reported, including editors of Hungarian
newspapers and journals.

Committee for Human Rights in Rumania, February 28, 1984, and
the Hungarian Press of Transylvania (HPT), September 1, 1983,
Release No. 5/1983.

*HPT, p. cit., March 30, 1984, Release No. 11/1984.

''HPT, March 10, 1984, Release No. 6/1984.

****HPT, November 7, 1983, Release No. 13/1983.
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Contacts Between Romanians and Hungarians

Censorship in Hungary is far less stringent than in

Romania, and the Hungarian people have more freedom to express

their views in print and in public. In addition to their desire

to suppress Hungarian nationalism, Romanian authorities may fear

exposing their citizens to the relative freedom and modest

political activism that exists in Hungary.

In a March 1983 report to the International Helsinki

Federation for Human Rights,* Budapest intellectual Gaspar

Miklos Tamas, himself a Transylvanian Hungarian, states that

the Hungarian-language press in Romania is forced to treat

Hungary as if it were a foreign country

,,.they are allowed to publish as much information
about Hungary as they are of a Western country of
secondary importance -- Denmark, for example.

Romania does not import contemporary Hungarian literature

from Hungary, with the exception of children's books. Most book

imports from Hungary are actually the works of Romanian writers

that have been translated into Hungarian.

Publications sent from Hungary are often confiscated by the

Romanian authorities. It is virtually impossible to subscribe

to newspapers or periodicals from Hungary, which are not for

sale in Romania. The free exchange of magazines between

institutions in Romania and Hungary has decreased and Romanian

*Gaspar Miklos Tamas, "The Position of Hungarian Minorities in
the Neighboring Countries," Violations of the Helsinki Accords1
Report From Hungary, International Helsinki Federation for Human
Rights, May 1983, p. 30.
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libraries are compelled to refuse gifts from Hungary.

The Romanian authorities have also placed restrictions on

sending some ethnic Hungarian-language publications printed in

Romania to Hungary. This makes it more difficult for people in

Hungary to get reliable information about the Hungarian minority

in Romania.

Romanian authorities have increasingly restricted the flow

of travellers between Hungary and Romania. This has been

accomplished in large part by Decree 225/1974 which states that

relatives of Romanian citizens who are not themselves Romanian

citizens cannot lodge in Romanian homes, with the exception of

members of the immediate family. Amnesty International has

received reports that after this law was enacted, hundreds of

members of the Hungarian minority, the group which has the

greatest number of relatives abroad, were fined up tc 15,000

leis for allowing relatives from Hungary to-stay in their

homes. Gaspar Miklos Tamas reports that such fines range from

5,000 to 30,000 leis and that this regulation has completely

done away with youth tourism from Hungary to Romania, which

formerly flourished.

Those tourists from Hungary who do manage to travel to

Romania are discouraged from visiting Hungarians in

Transylvania, particularly outspoken minority leaders. On

several occasions, Hungarians have been detained and

interrogated at the border upon leaving Romania, and the ethnic

Hungarians they visited have also been questioned. The

Csangos -- ethnic Hungarians living in the Moldavian part of
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Romania -- are said to be severely persecuted and frequently

assaulted by the police, merely for speaking Hungarian. They

have no Hungarian schools nor may they use the Hungarian

versions of their names or declare themselves to be Hungarian.

Their church services in Hungarian are forbidden. Travellers

from Hungary are not allowed to go to Moldavia. Those who

attempt it have been sent back to Hungary by the Romanian

authorities and their hosts have been fined and threatened with

forcible relocation to other areas. Ethnic Hungarians from

Transylvania have also been banished from Moldavia.

Visits to Hungary by Hungarians from Romania are also

discouraged, although by law Romanian citizens are permitted to

visit any Warsaw Pact country every two years. Nor are

Hungarians from Romania allowed to travel to Hungary to study#

even on student scholarships. Amnesty International has

reported that Romania has an official quota of ethnic Hungarians

who can travel to Hungary for prolonged visits. Some who have

applied have been questioned, intimidated, or assaulted in

public places by unidentified persons and in this way pressured

to withdraw their applications. Sometimes Hungarians are unable

to obtain the appropriate application forms from officials who

claim they are out of print.

Hungarian authorities accept only a small number of those

who want to emigrate from Romania. Thus, even if Romanian

authorities were to grant ethnic Hungarians permission to leave

Romania, they would face difficulties in entering Hungary.
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IX, THREATS TO RO4ANIAN EMIGRANTS ABROAD

A number of Romanian emigres who have spoken out against

President Ceausescu's regime have been the target of Romanian

secret police harassment abroad. Paul Goma, a Romanian writer

who was expelled from Budapest in 1977 and now lives in exile in

Paris, has received death threats in Romanian by mail and by

phone. In February 1981, two mail bombs postmarked from Spain

exploded in the homes of Goma and Nicolas Penescu, a former

Romanian minister of the Interior. Both Penescu and an

explosives expert who detonated the bomb were seriously injured

Goma was not harmed.

In May 1982, Virgil Tanase, an exiled Romanian writer

living in Paris, disappeared after leaving his home to meet an

associate. Several weeks earlier# Tanat.e had published a highly

critical account of President Ceausescu's personality cult and

repressive reign in Romania. Romanian emigres in Paris feared

that Tanase had angered the Romanian authorities and had been

kidnapped or even murdered by the Romanian secret police.

President Francois Mitterand expressed grave concern over

Tanase's disapperar..-.. and postponed a planned state visit to

Romania for the fall.

By the end of August. however, it emerged that a Romanian

spy operating in France had defected to French counter-

intelligence ano revealed that he had been ordered to

assassinate both Goma and Tanase. The agent then cooperated

with Tanase and the French intelligence authorities to fake

Tanasel kidnapping, enabling the agent to return to Romania to
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bring out his family to France. Tanase reappeared at a press

conference on August 31, 1983, and announced that the

assassination plot had been foiled.

French authorities later disclosed another alleged plot by

the Romanian secret police to kill exiled Romanian writer Virgil

Ierunca. In April 1983, Virgil Tanase, Paul Goma, Virgil

Kerunca, and another Romanian emigre, Monica Lovinescu, appeared

on a French television broadcast and discussed the harassment to

which they had been subjected by the Romanian secret police,

culminating in the three asssassination attempts. President

Ceausescu7Adescribed the program as 'tendentious' and registered

his protest with the French government for failing to stop the

broadcast.

40-844 0 - 85 - 6
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STATEMENT BY JACK J. SPITZER, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT,
B'NAI B'RITH INTERNATIONAL, WAEHINGTON, DC

Mr. SPITZER. Mr. Chairman, I'm grateful, too, for the opportunity
to again testify before this committee on the matter of Romanian
most-favored-nation trade status on behalf of B'nai B'rith Interna-
tional, which has been very deeply involved in this matter. As a
matter of fact, our history of interest in this concern goes back to
1870, when the then-President Ulysses S. Grant appointed one of
my distinguished predecessors as the first American consul to Ro-
mania. That deep interest has been concerned with the right of
Jews to emigrate as well as with the viability of a Jewish commu-
nity in Romania.

I can report to you that there is a viable Jewish community in
Romania; under Chief Rabbi Rosen's leadership, the Jewish com-
munity survives and is vital and active and effective, and worships
with great freedom.

The emigration process has been chancey. Over a period of time,
differing problems, different pressures; but it is our feeling that
most of the problems either have been worked out or are able to be
worked out with negotiation.

I myself have been to Romania five different times, each time
meeting, among others, with President Ceaucescu, and the last
meeting was as recent as last May. We were particularly disturbed
then by the anti-Semitic attack on the community, Rabbi Rosen
and I have been assured by the Government, specifically by Presi-
dent Ceaucescu, that that will not be repeated so long as it is
within their control.

It is our judgment that most-favored-nation trade status should
be again granted to Romania, because we feel that we are able,
with the benefit of this review and this annual evaluation of the
process of emigration, able to negotiate and resolve most of the
problems which may arise.

Fortunately, the problem that you referred to in your conversa-
tion with Assistant Secretary Palmer, Senator Danforth with refer-
.ence to the limitation of admittance into this country of refugees,
Israel, with its policy of accepting persons of Jewish faith without
limitation, has .itself accepted most of the Jews emigrating from
Romania. They do go to Israel, rather than the United States, and
the numbers are very satisfactory in terms of the size of the popu-
lation.

I can suggest to you as a member of the Joint Distribution Com-
mittee Executive Committee that the American Jewish communi-
ty's assistance to aged Romanians-and they are 60 percent of the
population of the Romanian Jewish community today-goes on con-
structively and with the complete cooperation of the Romanian
Government.

It is a pleasure to recommend this process of approval of most-
favored-nation trade status for Romania.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Ms. Gaer.
[Mr. Spitzer's written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JACK J. SPITZER,
ON BEHALF OF

B'NAI B'RITH INTERNATIONAL
TO

THE SENATE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
AUGUST " 1984

Mr. Chairman:

I as grateful for this opportunity to state the position of B'nai B'rith
International regarding a continuation of Most-Favored-Nation status for
Romania. B'nai B'rith has been deeply involved in the welfare of Romanian
Jewry since 1870. As the immediate past President of B'nai 8'rith Inter-
national, I continue to be personally involved in this matter and have held a
number of constructive exchanges with key Romanian leaders, including five
co-ferences with President Ceaucescu, the most recent of which was this past
May.

B'nai B'rith haes membership in some 48 countries including approximately
500,000 members in the United States. B'nai B'rith is actively concerned
with the welfare of all Jewish communities in the world. We have had a
particularly sustained interest in zhe condition of the Jewish community in
Romania both as to its freedom of worship and the right of Romanian Jews to
emigrate to Israel, or for family reunification in other countries.

B'nsi B'rith's Involvement in the question of Romanian Jewish emigration
heightened following the signing in 1975 of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement
calling for each nation to grant the other Most-Fevored-Nation treatment with
regard to customs, duties and charges. In waiving the application of
subsections (a) and (b) of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 for Romania,
President Ford notified the Congress that he had received assurances that the
emigration practices of Romania will henceforth lead substantially to the
achievement of the objectives of Section 402. In this regard. President Ford
cited the Declaration of the Presidents of the United States and Romania,
signed in 1973, wherein it was stated, "they will contribute to the solution
of humanitarian problems on the basis of mutual confidence and good will."

Although B'nai B'rith has consistently supported a renewal of Most-
Favored-Nation status with Romania each year since 1975, we have also
indicated some measure of dissatisfaction with the numbers of Romanian Jews
allowed to go to Israel. In previous years' testimony to this Subcommittee,
ve have noted that emigration to Israel has gone from 3,729 in 1974 -- the
last full year before 14TH -- to 2,372 in 1975, 1,982 in 1976, 1,347 in 1977,
1,141 in 1978. 991 in 1979, 1,043 in 1980 and 973 in 1981. In 1982.
emigration climbed to 1,513, falling back to 1,283 in 1983. The first six
months of 1984, however, represent a 95 percent increase in visas approved
over the same period last year, during which time the education tax was in
effect, depressing emigration.

We have recognized that the general decline in Romanian Jewish emigration
can be attributed in part to the aging character of the Romanian Jewish
community and the resulting decline in the pool of prospective emigrants.
Unfortunately, the rate of Jewish emigration is also influenced by the
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Romanian government's general policy of discouraging emigration.

Despite our belief that there was always room for improvement in
Romania's emigration performance, we have felt that preserving Romania's MFN
status was important for several reasons. A significant number of Jes have
been allowed to leave, and MFN provided leverage for increasing those numbers
and resolving some of the stubborn cases. Moreover, keeping the treaty made
good diplomatic sense since Romania's foreign policy is the most independent
of any Warsaw Pact country, demonstrated most recently by its decision not to
participate in the Soviet-inspired boycott of the Los Angeles Olympics. where,
as you all knov, their athletes have acquited themselves with great success.
Romania has also expressed that independence by being the only Pact country to
maintain formal diplomatic and commercial ties with Israel. Indeed, the very
fact that Romania enjoys good relations with both sides in the Middle East
conflict has enabled it to play a constructive role in furthering peace in
that region.

Over the years, B'nai B'rith and other responsible American Jewish
organizations have encouraged the Romanians to relax and expedite their
emigration procedures and allow greater numbers of Jews to go to Israel.

Our dialogue with Romanian government representatives in 1982 helped
produce the best year for emigration to Israel since 1967, with.1,513 Jews
going to Israel. We were also given assurances that the often onerous
emigration process would be shortened to six months, with no punitive action
taken against those who would apply to leave.

With this improvement in the emigration picture came growing Romanian
concern about the "brain drain" -- the loss of skilled and educated people to
the West. Thus, in November 1982 the Romanian government announced that each
person wishing to emigrate vould be required to reimburse the government, in
hard currency, for the cost of his or her education.

Fortunately for Romania and for the United States, Romania's President
Ceaucescu decided not to implement the tax, and President Reagan was therefore
free to recommend another renewal of MFN to Congress. We were also pleased
with Romanian assurances that it would not create economic and procedural
barriers to emigration. In letters to the Chairmen of the Senate Inter-
national Trade Subcommittee and the House Trade Subcommittee, Romania also
gave indications that it will adh-re to a six month processing period for
emigration applicants. .

The record on Romanian Jewish emigration to Israel since then suggests
that the Romanian government has been sincere in attempting to fulfill its
assurances. Not only have some difficult cases been resolved, but the
emigration rate has been running at satisfactory levels and there has been a
marked decline in the number of complaints about harassment of visa applicants
and the unavailability of visa applications.

B'nai B'rith was concerned several months ago over the publication of an
anti-semitic poem which included a personal attack on Chief Rabbi Moses David
Rosen. My discussions with President Ceaucescit and other Romanian officials
during my last visit to Romania helped sensitize them to the need to prevent
such writings from being circulated. The President himself and the Romanian
government have taken steps to see to it that there is no recurrence of this
calumny. We believe strongly there Is a continuing responsibility to prevent
such defamation.

We believe that while Romania's citizens are not as free to leave as
Americans, its emigration record has improved and will continue to improve.
Romania's willingness to deal with this issue in a cooperative manner,
together with Romania's relatively independent foreign policy, are compelling
reasons to continue Most-Favored-Nation treaty status.

B'nai B'rith therefore endorses another one-year extension of Most-
Favored-Nation status for Romania. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this oppor-
tunity to present the views of B'nai B'rith.
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STATEMENT OF FELICE D. GAER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE OF HUMAN RIGHTS, NEW YORK, NY
Ms. GAER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The late-Senator Henry Jackson, who was of course a principal

author of the Jackson-Vanik amendment, had described the right
to leave as the touchstone of all human rights, and the traditional
final lifeline for victims of racial, religious, and political persecu-
tions.

Mr. Chairman, the International League in its family reunifica-
tion project casework has found all too poignantly that Senator
Jackson's comments were precisely on point, as they were so often.

This conviction, this finding, has spurred us to monitor the right
to leave in many countries throughout the world including Roma-
nia, and led us to bring appeals privately before numerous Govern-
ment authorities and the United Nations and now again this year
to this subcommittee, in the hope that it would benefit not only the
1,000 Romanian families who are in our current case load but all
Romanian citizens who are seeking permission to emigrate.

We have prepared testimony for the committee with extensive
appendices, outlining the individuals and the circumstances affect-
ing them.

Many of these reveal particular hardship, and we have found
that merely for trying to leave some of these families continue to
face punishment under the Romanian criminal code. Some have
suffered de facto reprisals; many have been forced to endure inter-
minable delays in the processing of their exit applications, despite
the various assurances and letters of which you have heard earlier
and which are described in some of the earlier testimony.

The urgency of the present circumstances prompts us to draw
them to the subcommittee's attention. Romania has various obliga-
tions under international law, and treaties which it has signed, in-
cluding the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
which is binding, but also under the Helsinki Agreement. We have
found, unfortunately, that the Romanian Government has not been
carrying out its obligations under that, or under the Madrid Con-
cluding Document, and we urge the subcommittee to urge the Ro-
manian Government to stop those reprisals, to provide information
on the outstanding cases, and to give priority treatment to elderly,
sick and infirm applicants whose younger relatives are abroad, who
are not permitted to leave as outlined extensively in our testimony.

Finally, we ask that the subcommittee ask the Romanian Gov-
ernment to undertake efforts to simplify emigration procedures
and ensure the uniform application of the emigration procedure.

One last comment: The League has appreciated the Romanian
Ambassador's willingness to discuss many of the League's humani-
tarian appeals, and we wanted to acknowledge that point in our
testimony.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. Crisan.
[The written testimony of Ms. Gaer follows:]
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ROCON"R Q DHIQA 2BAflI.Q 211 COMMITTEEE £f INANCE
or y SENAT 1#2

August 8, 1984
jak~nand Raeommandatinn

The late Senator Henry Jackson, a principal author of the
Jackson-Vanik Aendenti described the right to leave as *the
touchstone of all human rights and Othe traditional final
lifeline for Vctims of racial, religious, and political
persecutions.* Our Family Reunification casevork has revealed
all too poignantly that this Is so. This conviction has spurred
us to monitor the right to leave in many countries throughout the
world* including Romania. It has led us to bring appeals
privately before numerous government authorities and in the
United Nations. It is prompting us nov to present our findings
to this Subcommittee in the hope it will benefit not only the
1000 Romanian families in our caseload but all Romanian citizens
seeking permission to emigrate.

Many of our cases, noted in Appendices to our testimony,
reveal instances of particular hardship. Merely for trying to
leave, some of these families have faced punishment under the
Romanian criminal code some have suffered Ae LdgL2 reprisals
and a number have been forced to endure interminable delays in
the processing of their exit applications. The urgency of the
circumstances in each of the cases prompts us to draw then to the
Subcommittee's attention.

Guaranteeing the right to emigrate freely. is explicitly
required by the Jackson-Vanik amendmentl it I also guaranteed in
basic international human rights instruments. In addition,
family reunification is an important provision of the Helsinki
Accordst and the Madrid Concluding Document.

Unfortunately, the League has found that the Romanian
emigration process is characterized by arbitrariness, long delay
and reprisals. Instead of serving to remedy the plight of the
kinds of victims Senator Jackson spoke of, this process is all
too often being employed to maintain injustice.

We, therefore, recommend that before acting on the
Presidential waiver of Section 402, this Subcomittee urge the
Romanian Government to take the following stepst
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(1) Stop all reprisals and abusive practices against those -

who seek to emigrate.

(2) Provide information regarding progress on the pending
emigration cases described in today's hearing and facilitate
their prompt resolution;

(3) Give priority treatment to applicants who are elderly
and sick since their cases reveal compelling circumstances, and
present no justification for denying emigration permission.

(4) Undertake efforts to simplify, publish domestically and
ensure the uniform application of emigration procedures

Romanian L&a Conernino Emrtion

The right to leave is not safeguarded in Romanian law: it is
not mentioned in the current Romanian Constitution of 1965, as
amended, and there are no specific domestic laws guaranteeing the
right to leave. On the contrary, various provisions stipulate
lengthy and complex conditions for acquiring exit visas and
passports. In the absence of legal guarantees to protect
citizens' rights to leave, the State's claim of the right to
control the movement of Its citizens goes unchallenged. Under
provisions of passport decrees, criminal codes, and civil laws
which legislate movement across the country's borders, the State
exercises unharnessed power to determine who may leave, when, and
under what circumstances.

The Goverment of Romania frequently assures the
International community that it uses these powers in a manner
which fully comports with its obligations under international
human rights law. It has even gone so far as to state publicly
and unequivocally that Romanian citizens are also able to travel
to any country in the world for personal reasons or as
tourists, 0

At best this is misleading. The following examination of
Romanian domestic law reveals that the right to leave is severely
qualified even on the face of the legislation. A review of the
League's extensive caseload demonstrates that these laws are
indeed applied in such a way that an alarming curtailment of
emigration rights results.

Article 12 of the Romanian Decree on Passports provides for
complete government discretion in the issuance of documents for
foreign travel. It empowers Romanian authorities to deny or
withdraw a passport when *by going abroad# (a Romanian citizen)
could prejudice the interests of the Romanian State or affect the
good relationship thereof with other states.0 The vague wording
of this decree permits arbitrary denials of passports and
contemplates restrictions on the right to leave far exceeding
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those permitteO under international law, namely *those necessary
to protect national security public order, public health or
morals or the rights and freedoms of others.'

Other legal provisions ensure strict State regulation of
movement from the country

--One decree governing travel limits the validity of exit
visas to only six months from the date of issue. v

-- Another stipulates that personal travel is permitted only
once every two years, with certain exceptions regarding family
reunification or obtaining medical care.

-- Yet another makes State permission for personal travel
contingent on 'the limits of available foreign currencies as
established for this purpose through the annual State Plan and in
accordance with the criteria and axfo l order established
by the Resolution of Council of Ministers.""

-Before being permitted to leave to marry a foreign
national, citizens must also seek anoreceive separate permission
to wed from the Romanian Parliament. 3

There is no possibility for independent judicial review of
State denials of permission to travel. Under the Passport
Decree, a commission of the Council of Ministers has final say
concerning *all activities of Issuing passports and visase
including,,resolving the complaints against the decisions taken
by the othef 4authorities charged with the issuance of passports
and visas.'

Those who peacefully try to exercise their right to leave
against Government wishes face harsh criminal penalties, An
unauthorized crossing of the State border, or an attempt to do
sot is punishable by imprisonment from six months to three years.
Nihai Petrescur whose case has been documented by the League, was
sentenced to eight months imprisonment after his attempt in 1972
to cross the Romanian border without official authorization
although he has fully served the sentence, he continues to be
denied permission to leave. Peter Lunge also among the League's
caseload, was apprehended while attempting to cross the Romanian
border Into Yugoslavia and sentenced to a six-month prison term
which ended on June 3, 1982. At that time, because of a hearing
problem, he was trying to go abroad for medical treatment which
he could not obtain in his country.
Selective plnto

As noted above, Romanian law exempts travel for purposes of
family reunification and tor obtaining medical care from certain
restrictions applicable in other cases of personal travel
(Rqsolution No. 424 of 1970). We have found, nevertheless that
in practice travel from Romania Is severely and routinely limited
irrespective of the would-be traveler's purpose.
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Many of the League's cases involve family members who wish
to emigrate to rejoin relatives abroad. As a result of travel
denials, husbands are separated from wives, and children from
parents. Even in the most compelling circumstances denials are
common.

The Petruscu family wishes to go to the assistance of their
grandfather, who is gravely ill. They are not permitted to
leave. Elisabeth Reiger has been trying for five years to
receive permission to go abroad to visit her father who is
ailing, yet she has not even been able to obtain the forms
necessary to begin the application procedure.

In other cases documented by the League, the applicant needs
to travel to receive medical care unobtainable in Romania.
Cristina Ionescu, herself a medical doctor, has been denied
permission to go to the U.S., the only place where she can
receive treatment for the disfiguring disease of the adrenal
glands fromwhich she suffers. Mihai Demeny has applied to go to
West Germany for adequate medical attention for diabetes and
partial paralysis from which he has been suffering. His
daughter, who lives there, would care for him. Edith Schuller
requires corrective treatment currently unavailable in Romania
for a congenital back disorder. Her sister, Elisabeth Roth, also
sought medical care outside Romania. She suffers from paralysis,
heart disease, asthma, ulcers, and arthritis.

A L angkbX Aad 2SMJt P

The inordinate delays in Romania's emigration application
process, noted in last year's League testimony, continue.

Partly responsible are the cumbersome and obscure procedures
of the process coupled with the bureaucratic indifference of
officials. Applying to emigrate is a two-level process in which
applicants must acquire, submit and receive decisions on both a
*shortO and Olongm application form. A number of individuals
have reported to us that even obtaining the forms can be a
frustrating and patience-testing process. On more than one
occasion it has ben reported to us that after filing the
applications, one or both of the forms have been Olostw or filled
out incorrectly--such as containing a minor misspelling--giving
officials an excuse for requiring the entire process to begin
&new.

However, the length of the delays in many cases is so
extended that simple bureaucratic Inefficiency cannot be blamed.
The League has documented 29 cases of families who first applied
to leave more than 20 years ago; 17 other families who applied
between 20 and 15 years agol and another 13 famil ies who appl ied
between 15 and 10 years ago. Some of these families have
submitted as many as twenty applications without success
(Schmidt, Weiss, Muller, Wenzel, Kreuter). Many have never
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received any response to their applications, while others have
received flat denials without explanation. There can be no doubt
that such inaction reflects an intent by the authorities to deny
citizens their right to leave.

.tThe 9ducationax

in November 1982, Romania passed its 'Education Repayment
Decree', which requires emigration applicants, except those above
retirement age, to repay in "hard currency' the cost of education
received beyond the compulsory level. (10 years of schooling).
Since Romanian citizens are not permitted to own foreign
currency, and their own is not convertible even a well-to-do
Romanian family which wants to leave cannot buy its way out
without help from abroad. This taxwas clearly designed to be a
virtually insurmountable obstacle to emigration. Although we
reported lastyear on some 30 instances where this tax had been
assessed (and in some cases paid), we have received no reports
during the past year of its Imposition upon would-be emigrants
who have appealed to us. We believe the non-enforcement of this
tax is due to the concern shown by this Subcomm1ttee, its
counterpart in the House of Representatives, and the
Administration. If this Subcommittee were to pay concerted
attention to other restrictive measures inhabiting the right to
leave Romania, such as those outlined in this testimony, we
believe there could be similar positive results.

Priority AVU ia n JL41 Thg Elderly And Infirm

The League wishes to draw the Subcommittee's attention to a
group of cases involving elderly and often ill applicants whose
children are already in the West. There can be no justification
for withholding emigration permission in these cases. The
Individuals concerned are pension, and it has been many years
since they were members of the work forcel in addition, these
cases do not involve issues of state security.

The League has documented twenty-five such cases In the past
year. They range in age from 62 to 90 years (See Appendix IV for
these old people's names, ages, and addresses).

Some are seriouslyu ill, such ass

Margarita Weiss, who is paralyzedl Nihail Teleki, who has
heart disease and high blood pressure; Theresia michelbach, who
suffers from hardening of the arteries as well as stomach
problems; Andreas and Anna Binder, who have, respectively,
rheumatism and phlebLtist Nikolaus Tomansky, who has circulatory
problems. Many of these people need medicinal treatment in the
West, and all badly need care.

Every one of these elderly people wishes to rejoin family
members in the West. Some of them are utterly alone! none of
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their relatives remains In Romania. Others may have one child in
Romania, but at -the same time have several other children in the
West whom they fear they will never see again unless they are
allowed to leave soon, since they are of such advanced age.

Hardship in some families is particularly acute in view of
the very meager pensions on which they must subsist. In several
cases, these are as low as six or ten dollars a month.

A large number of these persons have been applying for
permission to leave Romania for many years, in some cases vell
over twenty years:

Since 1961:

Johann and Ana Becker (71 yrs. old and 63 yrs. old)y
Peter and Johanna Mutsch (90 and 82)1
Nikolaus and Johanna Tomansky (68 and 65)l

Since 1962e

Mihai and Ecaterina Bodendorfer (66 and 62);

Since 19631

Ignatz and Katharina Schmidt (81 and 77)1
Petru Procker (89),

Since 1965:

Sebastian and Anna Schneider (77 and 78)
Peter and Ecaterina Schweininger (75 and 71).

In some of these long-standing cases, younger family members
were allowed to leave, while their parents -- and sometimes one
sibling - were denied that permission. Separating families in
this manner seems unnecessarily cruel.

As such examples make all too plain, the arbitrary nature of
decisions denying the exercise of one of the most basic human
rights is especially harsh and unjustifiable for this group of
people, who must live every day with very little hope of ever
being with their families again.

Reisa1 ATZj riLeLnan by Awq;Ian a

In previous hearings before this Subcommittee, The League
noted that in addition to the problems encountered during the
application process itself, a large number of applicants are
forced to suffer other reprisals and forms of harasme.t. The
International League regrets to report that a variety of
reprisals against would-be emigrants continue to be reported by
the families represented in our caseload. For some, these
practices signify a continued campaign of intimidation against
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them--the same factors which initially prompted their desire toleaves for others this treatment may mark the beginning of a long
and torturous ordeal.

The forms of abuse found in our documentation includearbitrary arrest and detention police beatings, surveillance andother types of intimidationi discrimination in employment#educations, and housing, confiscation of property the denial ofmedical treatment and, threats of imprisonment or involuntaryinterment in psychiatric institutions. These reprisals are inthemselves violations of the fundamental human rights enshrinedin the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and theInternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
At least fifteen of the League-documented cases report thatthey have suffered harassment at the hands of the pol ice inconnection with their desire to emigrate.
One of the most severe cases of reprisals reported to theLeague concerns the Galalae family. After the head of thehousehold, Dr. Costel Galalae, applied for permission to join hiswife and three of his children in West Germany, he was subjectedto arrest and imprisonment on two occasions--in February andagain in June 1982. in addition there were police searches ofhis home, and threats and denials of medical care. His patients,colleagues, and friends were repeatedly summoned to the SecurityPolice office where they were forced to sign declarations that hepolitically opposed the Government. His niece, ParuschivaGalalae, was reprotedly beaten by police for refusing to signsuch a declaration. During his second period of detente,beginning on June 14, 1982, Dr. Galalas was taken to Potta-Albaprison, where he was forced to do heavy labor. Despite adiseased liver, for which he has twice undergone surgery, adangerous heart condition, an abdominal rupture, a brain spasmand fainting spells, he reportedly has received no medicaltreatment. On October 22, 1982, in Dr. Galalae's absence, anAppeals Court in Constansa sentenced him to four years in prison,reportedly for opposing the Goverment. Aftet visiting Dr.Galalae in November, his sister has averred that he is between*life and death." On humanitarian grounds, the League urges thatDr. Galalae be permitted to receive competent medical care, aswell as allowed to exercise his right to leave the country.

Zn another case involving reports of police brutality, theapplicant, Vasile Tolan Jr., reports being beaten by the localpolice after applying for permission to leave. Another example,Margaret Nemann, was sunoned three times to the police stationat night for interrogation about her desire to leave, duringwhich time her young children were forced to stay at home alone.The Koos and Wester families report that after applying toemigrate their telephones have been monitored and their mailintercepted. The Ionescu and Banu families report beingthreatened by authorities after seeking permission to emigrate.
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Disrinination In EMNpIy3*fl And Educatin

In Romania, the unemployed are often treated as second-class
citizens and may even be criminally prosecuted for "parasitism.
Therefore, dismissal from employment can be a severe sanction for
an emigration application and an effective deterrent for others
who might like to apply. A number of individuals in League-
documented cases were fired from their jobs soon after requesting
permission to emigrate. According to our case files, twelve
persons, apparently blacklisted from employment, have yet to find
other work although they are skilled in their professions.
Included in the League's group are an aerospace engineer
(Bogdan)# a hydropower expert (Gane), and teachers (Banhegyi,
Glesz, Dengel, Diitrescu, Kahles, Neumann). The case of
Alexander Bogdan is part'-.ularly disturbing an aerospace
engineer fired almost two years ago, he reports being shut out of
ten jobs in his field, and remains unemployed today.

In other cases, emigration applicans have been demoted to
lower-paying positions far beneath their capabilities: for
example, professors are being forced to work as unskilled
laborers in fr;.tories (lerugan, Ionescu, Schuller) and a factory
foreman has been obliged to perform the tasks of a common laborer
(Sollner).

Another work-related reprisal constitutes the transferral of
some family members to work-sites located a great distance away
from their homes, resulting in the forced separation of families
and friends even within the country. Decebal Dimitrescu, an
enginE , has been transferred to a job 300 kilometers away from
his family and home of 25 years and Mihail Vrabie was demoted to
a lower-paying job 150 kilometers from his family.

Students in families applying to emigrate have reported
discrimination with regard to education. A number of families
report that their children have not been permitted by authorities
to enroll in school (Gan, Dengel, Sauer). Gertrude Deffert was
informed, after she applied to leave, that she would not receive
the academic degree she had earned.

In addition to the economic hardships resulting from job
dismissals and demotions, emigration applicants sometimes suffer
other economic sanctions which aggravate their position.

These measures include eviction from homes (Galalae) and
confiscation of personal property (Nester). Many emigration
applicants are deemed ineligible to receive State benefits such
as medical and dental care, hospitalization and pensions.

In addition, some applicants, on the basis of Government
assurances that permission to leave is imminent, have sold their
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possessions and resigned from their jobs, only to face long yaits
before the permission is granted.

Conclusion

The right to leave is not secured in Romania. Although a
number of Romanian citizens are allowed to emigrate each year,
there are many who cannot. The League has documented the cases
of 1000 families who currently are being denied permission to
leave Romania.

Romanian procedures concerning emigration are cumbersome and
arbitrary. After applying for permission to leave, Romanian
citizens face long delays, discrimination and harsh reprisals.
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FOOTNOTES
1 The International League for Human Rights is one of the oldest,
non-governmental international human rights organizations.
Pounded in 1942, and based in New York City, it works on a broad
range of human rights issues concerning countries in all regions
of the world. Some current League projects address human rights
violations in such diverse countries as Nicaragua, Iraq, Chile,
ast Germany, South Africa, Taiwan, E1 Salvador and Northern

Ireland. The League also works closely with a network of forty
affiliates in some thirty countries throughout the world.
2 The invaluable assistance of Barbara Appel, Sandra Bleniek,
Amanda noretti, Sharon Shreders, and Robert Tarrab in the
preparation of this testimony is gratefully acknowledged.
3 Congressional Record, December 10, 1975, and June 14, 1977,
Senator Jackson.
4 Since the 1975 signing of the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (Othe Helsinki Accords'), the
International League for Human Rights began receiving a steady
stream of personal appeals on behalf of Romanians who were denied
the right to emigrate to rejoin family members abroad. Out of
this has grown the League's "Family Reunification Project.*
Today the project works on behalf of over 1000 Romanian families
who are unable to leave to rejoin relatives living in the West.

This testimony is based on data concerning nearly 400 of
these 1000 cases who have appealed again to the League within the
past year. (See Appendices I through IV). Each case has been
systematically documented by the League through continuing
correspondence with close family members in the West and, where
possible, with the victims themselves.
5Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, to which Romania is a party, provides that 'Everyone
shall be free to leave any country including his own."
6As one of signers of the Madrid Concluding Document, Romania has
agreed to the following conditions contained in that document:

1. The participating states will favorably deal with
application relating to contacts and regular meeting on the basis
of family ties , reunification of families, and marriage between
citizens of different states and will decide upon them in the
same spirit.

2. They will decide upon these applications in emergency
cases for family meetings as expeditiously as possible, fot
family reunifibation and for marriage between citizens of
different states in normal practice within six months and for
other family meetings with gradually decreasing time limits.

3. They confirm that the presentation or renewal of.
applications in these cases will not modify the rights and
obligations of the applicants or of members of their families
concerning Latr alia, employment, housing, residence status,

40-844 0 - 85 - 7
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family support , access to social, economic, or economic
benefits, as well as any other rights and obligations flowing
from the laws and regulations of the respective participating
states.

4. The participating states will provide the necessary
information on the procedures to be followed by the applicants in
these cases and on the regul ations to be observed, as wel 1 as,
upon the applicant's request, provide the relevant forms.

5. They will, where necessary, gradually reduce fees charged
in conncection with these applications, including those for visas
and passports, in order to bring them to a moderate level in
relation to the average monthly income in the respective
participating states.

6. Applicants will be informed as expeditiously as possible
of the decision that has been reached. In case of refusal,
applicants will also be informed of their right to renew
applications after reasonably short intervals.
7 See e.g., UN document CCPR/C/l/Add. 33, pp. 12 and 13, 31 August
1978, Report of the Government of Romania to the UN Human Rights
Committee under Article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.
8 Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 12 c.
9 See, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
Article 12 (3).
1 0Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 27.

llResolution No. 424/1970, Article 10d, e.
12Passport Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 15.
(Emphasis added.)
1 3Civil Code, Article 134.
14Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 8b.
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Kurt, 8/21/31 vTahuca 7 2/70 11/8/70 1o Ro"Wtha
talers, 1112/39 32400 3/19/77 11/61 prolhlte,
Juartamo 2/7/62 Sibiu 7/60 9/26/61 sLster

11/SI

SCH E SebatLan • larmeta 9 tines 9 tie" . 3 00401t14
9/24/07.. Scr. betmm dates. AMe Schmit
Am& Vio3Lr 594. 1953 4 unn
ut /06 judetul 1982

12/22/33Ue14ara
2/21/40
Walter
1/17/63
xich2/10/64

SCat.Li lesate 2463 Salca dates dates irM Aunt. Uncle
3/13/57 Kare 122 unksma unknown CouSJtS
dlm .ed Siblu

12/4/61
SOLLD Kxta*SA./16/34 Comma Sic- 1/14/79 12/3/81 M30 war"

Matio,2/22/30 martn er. 2/17/79 Crej., Fckt.-lMA,
Aooinria 11, :rdec 5/27/02 43092) other

51S3 Aaad, 7/u/79
Maafrad'11/8/69 9/20/ 7

2/10/7
2/25/8o
8/19/8O
10/7/80
11/7/81
2/17/62
7/27/82
2/1/63
4/19/83
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& mw m ... E
is

VUSILUCU 96,4061/25/32 oev

ar
at. S37"

o376
oftym.t

1/4/39
C0lmdl a4A0/74

6/7/44

3/27/44

6/1/8/71

2/28/60

1o.2. SLf
U27 A.39
4 DLasrLt
shambast

ULvd.Lt1a
8 apt.7
1-2200

7/5/82
2/16/83

3/6/Ui

§~/U
9/28/811/5/82
8/e

1970 1l70,,
ama11y, 1963' 6
lat in 10 Uem
1983 In betvom

1944Caommtl 6/8o
Lw 1.26 26 so-
20d-Timis squest

otluma

"g.

o" .

date@ mvom

kc

'A

s8

oQ1sw
a3, .1.*64114

Vr~bLe,
atl.

bn
vietai

so

IMbd
5.19 20,0(
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PIUOt1"

CASEUS

TAN DamXs

L-AST NJ-Z Mwno

AI Anne-Marle 8195S
Ad" 7/4/49
Zarin 5/14/76
DletlIne 8/3/81

ADDRESS •A1pr - to UsTu- . . nXI
*TZON 9IIlfL-

Glaeseta 275 1961 1964 1o twa
Judetul Tints 1967 T'yotsia,

1981 a1atec
.1982

1043

SAndrel. 10/28/37 Johamtaife4 262
o agdaea-3ratharLsa Jude. TiUds 1972

1/10/33

7AZYWW Casm 3/31/56
As 5/20158
emanhord

Nikolaus 4/14/29 .
Am 11/29/32

nWH

comnaa Volunt~,44 1972

judstul Timis

Couma voltesa
44 1972'
Judetul IIXInt

Seven
refuals;
datesraknow

$eves
efusela.

dates
Unkow.

A -no

refusals,
date*

no iklausa
80le0s Asoenn~

PRO Mar.
u.1otb1slates

)byte
nufflots.
daushtge

leter 2/10/29
Eva 416/9
Zaarid 12/10/68

GA3?kZ-L .Adam 12/24/36
Charloce 8/5/41
Wo 3/9/64
Freak 3/15/68
Nikolause 2/26/1897

C11Z?.A

191 iana

judetul Tlmis

Juditul Timis

rules 3/21/22 Frasioulul 3
slena Maria 4/3/28 So Sep.20

Lucian 5/11/51 1900 Tiaisoara
Agaeta IlctrIra 3/15/55

Tiberlu 5/4/5
OlLopla 2/20/56
Robar: b. 1980

1962 no, dauihte:
and &Later,
Katherina
Xeltor

4/15/66 11/20/80 FRO

1962 1969
1973
1978

Scr.3arnutiv 46 1962 1969
1900 Tialsoara 1973

1978
1982

datee
Valdatr

* lr0 Father and
brother,
Konscantnl
Oaarda

20 Father-
Nonstantim
Cherda '
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"W MUSS mZLL'mm- "mr i

Josef 12/19/31
Z14beh 11/18/38
Josef 4/10/59
twel 2/4162

. Slndred I 523.1964 1965
Jut. Tld W"/70 1972

'1977 1979
7/80

Kara pa 1981 Giareats
Vi. 843

.no Ape
lftssbif at

199 & refusass M
S dates U&-1Moe

teSsa 7/10/30 ,larmat YInil 1965 7 rgfu,. no
Varara 4/17/34 Jud. Tile •
Torleit 5/30/54 dates uknow

Perter leost
Natha Resoler

has.e
ILL-

Kates 10/2/29
luas 4/20/32
,AnL& S 9/8/01

Giarmta. Str. lveral
W6r1LL.30o. 739 appUcltioea
Jld. MSa since 1962

1M0 ldrm

Lor'is
n4

teL Mema"

also 11 tefusals o a touizt passport to viLsit relatives

NSolaus 8/21/28
Zflsbeta 1/13/32
Alba, AMa
12/11/09

CLanr s 215 1962
Judetul Tits and

rear
subse-
quest

OW.,E31CERl ?etru b.1893
Xagdaleus 7/5/54
Sable 71/3/75
ihazald 3/31/80

p I 
2-/A

"1981 Gtarmaa
21.5 judetul
Tils

Communa

Str. I No 38
Jud .TLLs

1964
refusals
ethasunknown

no0

1964 1965 5 1
and
several

subsequently

g~rko3lu8
Veldi,
brother

HO Nallen
Thlerlust
mother

aThores 10/10/15 Cove 2t1 4S
Katharine 11/24/12 Ju. TiMa

LAS ?A

COSCIST

CUESS

RZ=TU Tvelve 11
timesi
three
between
1980 and
1983. dates
unknwn

U0tlsabetA .

Schoser.Mack,

tO

1964 Ives FRO Slter
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UST X- ma nRST WIN WI 9 Emm
IM&

At.o 3/22/36 1#1 cltu,t 1970 wi. .Wi'sabes 3/26/17 '104 se rafusal.
Judetul Tlag quietly dates

data$ va&Od Ae . g

dHaelI 3/02/;.5
•ma 6/8/34 "

fasd /10/844
Alrted 3/20/59

~vlse 9/s/44

1181 GL&tus 1172
203 1977

1978
1380
1382

?1.1, S/23/13 ISSSLaehaato 1%47
19 Jatul TeAS d .

1ee
1/83

Or"sCof wagLanlm

liklaus 419/31 •
IRlsebeth 12/30/32
Ilin.th 11/19/40

dates

refusals.

.Amoe

dtu
reuls,

Kathavina
totsrlU.r

other

dmegbtar

155 iammbet 199 elht r,. M10 " ase194 fusals, dates iog,Judetl Tim.s mlkmm dmgther
Cal"a Toesalulal
27 Timisoara 1972 1973 B arbra

3u 4mSOOv~rYsister
amath*
subsequently

Julius 21/8/22 aong 1962Bartara 10/19/29 aftLeherecul 1971
laafred 12/23/52 HIc-Satul 1977

Ecaceri,, 2/12/357 Dudesti OL 1978
239

UIld4 6/18/79 judetuliTLs 1982

1963
1973
1977
1/1983

VIX 4E 2 Se:. Nova 98 1941
1ri~~b,3 = = /I/$4 largestEleanora Eva 6/25/75 Jud. Thii

Ceara

haton 3/11/10
t Eva 1/27/29
Barbara 9/23/02

1981 GlUruata 1963 13 refuwasSc:. Xonsv.42 dates
Judec TUs

19611 SLetra
tec Xr70

Juditul Tlas
1960 Sa"esth6o s,'

dates
t. *iVin

"A Julius

ais,

nlo Marlanna
Mother

am Susanna

no alter3
5ese1,

LOUIS

mRu

xfja

UK=

MLVIDC

VZZSS

k-"41L
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4ST sx Z2UE Rl.
flE o

1963 13 refTual
dates
kown

Str.ma 98 '1941

927M Peter 3/11/11 1t CLaea 1941
Mrti10/28/20 $cr.Prictpaa

443
jutdtul2La m

IC1Z1ca i,os4 6/20/09 coma 1983 '1972
Samoa do Sus
218 Judetul Tsia

392
1963
1960
1981
1982

1974
1977
1978
1980
19821

no wa-.ama,

no Inta. Sy,
daughter

no. ortwda
Schk,
wife

StL2 "a 12/8/27Nazgarata 1/23/12

SCxPMn Johama 2/11/27.
larbata 1/29/21
Urbara 11/10/01 o
Vilaut 2/8/66

otarmta in
judatul Timis

1961 1944
1967
197S
1981
1982
1983

C.Bled r.)l 1970
013h. 1980
.udst.Tiai

SCZ.0Sm Jakob 5/29/13 GLaramsa 753 1962
larbare 9/141S judecul Tiis 1966

1969
1972

SCW1VT trald 10/7/54 $Sr.lco1Ue
lif.. 10/19/7 Androescu 150
mt 8/21/62 I900.TULsoara

viz
judeal Timis

1071

dates
unknow

1961 Holt
1/7i80 recent
*very 5/82

reek
eAsequently

no Ivra.
davehter

no Z*Bs
aug htsr

no Loopo~t na
Nartuan

4n-844 () - O- - 0

onon JIms

Mailed14i-ld judetal Tms

70 Sran
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SCICUT gm 7/5/56 Stt. litolas Ard- 196$ 7 refusaa,73 LoU d
Traacuc 5/10/53 teG4c. 150 dat. g- sult-,

1900 Iuteoa m YU b sadnh
scW nmzl Adm 2/4/26 1961 QLUaM NW.5

Utters 12/14/27 Jud. TWO.1 1943 9 TO"- TIC IaIMam,
matel. 419/59 "ais Amamawtdates (d uh

Imakams

SCIWIDER Ammari 2/26/55 Cimea 9o. 950 192 .1 Joef
.xcha4I 6/1/50 JUd. Timis Ai me " h
lvs3Sa 12/2/74

SCMCM mates 7/15/16
leeS.. 7/22/20
Jloe 11116144,.

araeuta 5/31/54
0A8 g Zrr 4/19/I
lamuld grub 7/3/73

sm loe 11/1/24
HUAil. 4/22/11
User 6/17/72
SIlk 4/28/76

SUAS tom 3/12/28
IcataIts 3/30/29
Uters= 8/24/07
Iva Jism 4/20/57
Jdas Jasch 1/15/57

S EA ., JW"b S/28/1890
Metel 2/16/15
Zeaterm m 7/22/22

Ins$. /tiop 6/29/05
wargarsm. 4/15/09

1LD1

adireS 5l.9lsoo
W'*

3 6
m
1 .

am 1964

lIp Clermec $54"
Judetul T1.ls M99 I.

2981 larmat go.1$7 1961
JId.TLi s

GSA r a 5o.572 1961
Jud. Timis

CosvLc 71 1972 1973
Judetul Talas a amer 1979

/80

moth
subsoquently

Francisc 9/2/33 1981 GLarmnt.
An-Xart. 8/16/33 Jrdecul huls
Geer b. 1914

fried,tu"
tells

273
1964 Light

refusals.
dates
unki*m

Seealia

A&
Iw Uss"

lno Hath(s.
Staphm C.(a.)

no" Jakob •
Stephen (sa)

710 *: 1arbvar
daohtaic

Nikolaus
V.141,

Etalca 10/17/34 St. Nicolas An-
101f 4/11/32 dreescu., 15 1961
Ramona 10/20/67 1900 Tbaso-

at l 1/17/80
ludetul Timis every week

ubseaquently

7TG Leopoldine
Natam,

no



ill

1665 S Ltcoa@
Vare-SmatJ glectrl"*

1%60 Sevn no
Jiaiti* TlaU9 tie"

clanota N.934 196

11111/22/29 Jud. lisle

wlte

aoq,

b*14r' av*

VOL?

zinc

Matrod 7/21;0
•Uwlede 11/20/52
Wecbl" 321174
Moika 6/27f

7/s/29
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OTM APPEAL

UcM~ fI TU

LST 90 DAYS

(An-NZ 1983)

ADDU.SS

9 VA1 St. 24
Sibia ehmsoatadtUCuiaa.

DADE Cott" - s

HAMU VLUWI

Iadolf

NM , Kharimn

GT0UDI

USIZMZAZU

TuTmuIa

AdaH14

Alcodra

9 Xal St. 24 5/31177
Sibiu gereamatadt

Stv. larlpial No. 6 bate oown
Sea.a A p. Z.1.
1900 Tilsoara Colea/Sagultl
Jud. Tids

Sp1.T Yladsm.vacw 32
1900 TILmoar

Plats 3omeallor 8
Tlalaoca

Jakob Zortlor 12
1800 LugoJ
Jud. Tius

Ralarich Str. 23 August 8
Ada 2473 Apdaa
Gerbard Jud. Sibin

Nl1al' Stf. Narcieelor 4
4300 T6 Hures

Elsoa-La1loara Str. Hata Ssavab 100
Unlmicu-Saat
jud. Bluzau

Coa Faurel Set. 5
Bloc C ap. 143
Budwaest

Ane Str. TrIumfu1Ul 3
TSimsoare

1468 Ttreala-Nica 18
Jude. Timis

Attella Stw. GZ. Lazar 21
Frederic Bloc Scae A ap.15
Alolsia Tiolsoara

10/s/78

ings

1981

11/80

8/82-a on forms

10/80

3/20/80

'/77

10/79

1/211/71
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PA= Loris
Mlhasla

~Peter

pZy s$Usbeth
Jobs=

LU1MMScg LOU

STOZUDIN iultar
ARMAlfre d
Assits,1.evta

MUIR Isri

-, NaO a

14S, Joban

04GUM35 Gwor$

vZICSiKA

CataliaCar~m

Ilisabots
Jakob
1xiaxtz

Balbara

Urban

St. ioctauralul 7
se. 5
Imchae.c

1935 LRVAOU No. 433
Jud. Timi

8/80

Sit. Snapor 23 1944

St. Coma m. 19 1980
Tia14oata

CL&Ma, st.. SLfoanulor 1941
Ir, 339
judatul TIMIS

C&1.4 SaPIuL 74
op. 26low0 TILLSOM

Sir. saOr 23
Tlamsoara

iSt. J V2adlalrasca 4
1933 JlUbol"a
jud. vials

clarmata so. 586
Judetul Timis

Stt. 10, No. 310
Kcs1a Uestannadt
croesa, Sibiu

Sit. Radu Critscan Nr. 4
It. 1 Ap. 7
Duchaat

curms.
tr. Johans 1107

Timis

Glarmata
Stt. Jobann 1107
Timis

1/13/

1964

4/26/81

8/14/81

81

3/23/81

1975

1975
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S=., Am&a

Suaze

Zolus
Tk3AU

FOIZSCD Zoan
Vlottcal

Ina
An

flAm Gerlind.
Hse

aoin &*Land

Arso

SAUIWtI Josef
gecarina

zscmn

MACISCU Crlstlaa

Franz

MOTO Frans
Marinans

Glariata 318
judetul Timis-

Comm FecLul Nov 436
judettl T5ims

2442 Surn-ica 94

1'dUl LeAW4 25Olvi-Wpoca

Str. aduaxal Cazaat 17
Bucharest Sect. 1

Coinaa Tomatic nl3,judeo ul Timi

St. Abatoru l 8
1-3125 Medtmech
jud. Sibiu

222 Uana strd
71etltoc 62
jud. Brasov
District Krouaeade

Stc. CI.DOJA INr.1
1900 Ti toa

Bul. 8 mat 139
Or. Sacele
Jud. rasov

Str. Serdatulut 13
Bloc 48, ap. 211
Bucharest sector 1

OrswLza Str. Nitc" 3
jud. severin

Lu$orsh stv.
VnisI 1.

.1939

9/81

Smew 1980

6/7/10

1978

Unknown

1/16/79

10/4/82

11/2/81

Unknowa
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DEnI

nm

Adol

3.unte-AlLce

Haraeta

Joam

3-ate

Idda

Joham

Satn
Johom, Jr.

ZLLIAAndrel

Hatgantha

L0Werner

scamK 7Lae RolfDowAnelie

$O&IZI Auele,

1985 Ilfo:C 279
jud. Timis

1965 isiioc 279
jud. Tiis

S¢t. Dem, 31
9-2400 Sibiu

12/4/73

12/4/75

U/22/80

Sitr. 13 Decmbr-e rt. 30 4/80 '
ap. 17
1900 TiULSoa.8

3042 Tifust 457 U/7/78
juderta |asov

Itt. J.J. Rluseau 5 1981
Op. 3
3400 Cluj

1963 Per. 553 10/14/1.2
Judet Tiis

Stf. Jusltlttl. 14. 8/78
jud. Sibis

Sir. jusaitel 14 8/78
jud. Sibis

3050 SIShisoora 2/79
irc. VlopIIot 24,

at. 3. ap. 14

1-2458 Apoldul -
do ne It. 32

judetul Sibiu
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,iPST

LAS T1 mg 15? imS ADDRESS f LIM

ADOlRa Sofia
Gabrela
Ylqilstems

IMEWf Amal &

VA = do

Odo
Ralf

COCIO 2lUbetA

ST£T.VI Richard
Marian"
Christi"
Soe

SMlITXATIEZ Carol

LI3AN

S .Michael

Johann
Charlotte
Tho as
Johann
Maria

Maerapreba
Schvarz. Anna

Nikolaus •
no1"berthaKnobI , WLlctaud

196074655 AI~ea
sl1cT5.r1os 4
Bl0c. X 42 Zt.4
AV. 17 SeOA

StrLabirfLut /61
12 Apt. 59
Cixcumvale.Lmil
3 1900 lamisoara

3261 Sar3eal 198 2/24/77
Keels Braov

Comusa ToamatS4 . 197S'
.693

Judatul Tinls

Str. Scoas
do Io 18
2400 Sibiu

Str. Brincovtanu
12 Lujoj

atr. Cohov 17
1900 Tlalsoara

Str. Snagov 25
1900 TLUsoarsa

11/19/79

1979

1965
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IM Ladres

bs

iulaue
Irmo

MaLame

"Mm garbarin

inaga

bi0r0 d -ak

1900 Tlasoara

Ste, Tom"n
l aesc 4
Medt.

JC40tta 318I

1938 7ioSd2-
lou Or.175
Juetul TimLi
1954 Grabatl
Xr. 226
Jud-Timis

/2/U-

1959

6/1981

Mlkolaus Str. TLsrulLu 3/79
Kataima 45 1qOO Til.soara
IvaldAmaJ.llesa

Joban Dlueu ~ 11/17/76
Jobson D&Ln:cu Colucu 1177

Harts Str.4
Dletmar 2400 S~blu

Judecul SLbiu
.m&oTheresia Suceavs 14 1/29/82AUbeau Offic. Post 8

190 TLalsoara
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FIRSTMa ENS rMRr am A 'APME

TUsa Vlf atsPeter
Amelese

aHkfred

CalugarcAd
Stt.5
2400 Sibiu

1/78

nDr.liedrich

CAM Michael

unknown unkno

Str. Canines
44 1-222
Jed. Drao

Inge Roculuta Str.14 3/81
DittmarUdo 2400 Sibiu

1938 lucid-
you 175
Judet. Timis

SCr. Carries
19 1-2221

iupodroZZ
bloc 89 apt.
32 24Q0 Sibiu

is8o

10/12/79

1979

Set. Prof- Span 2/78
Yr. I Sibiu

Ser. Aperaril 1981
3 2437 Cionadie

Tirnavloara 120 unknova
3158 Copes Mica
Judetul Sibiu

11/4/1

Karla

)xUSS

Nun
XU£LLUI

NuLLn

MSAen

Andrese' hidega~rd

Fries
Sigfrii

UtHoeelde

Wilhelm
Zlsabeth

LUsbeth
Ditwer
An~sta

Martin
Katharina
Hildemarie
.ichael
Garlinde
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AS IST

POLLING

amT

ROTE

Lotte
Ealmtt
lettIma
Marti"

Nicolae
Iont

Pralase
Magdalena

ROTE URda

$CEO= SofL

SCM= Christina
ar areta •

JakobgIsa~bets,
Barbara

SC GT EHldegdrd

f Peter
Nargareca
Relmath
Hartv Lg
Maria

SCRVpz .. . . Dl6tar

SKMEK Walter
Dora
Cudrun

comea Tbmati 1969
199 Judetul Tisis

comima Totic
Judetul Tiis

com TomtUc
232 judetulTial

Oruen 29
Judetul

3088

2417 Hlercurea-
Sibiu Xv.16
judetul Sibiu

1911 Clarmac
Str. Johann
1107 Judetul
Tir1

Calugareall
Str.5 2400
Sibiu

tcosno Tons tic
Judetul TLI2l -

Set. TLlpescu
5 1900 Tlalsoaar

Str. Mova 208
Ghimbav 2251
Brasov

1969

1969

9180

1975

12/80

1976

9/82

7/18/82
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APPENDIZ III

APPEALS RBXC(VED

IN 1984

EMIGRATION A

ACKERMANN, Josef, Susana, Evald,

ALBINGER, Ecaterina

ALBINGER, Matei, Ecaterina

ALBINGER, Mathias, Suzanne,
Edeltraud, Elisabeth (Buch),
Mathias (Buch), Christoph (Buch).

ALTMAYER, Petru, Elisabeth,
Walter, Eva.

ANHEUR, Ecaterina, Johann, Rita

ANDRESCU, Mihal

ARZ, Johann, Kurt

ARE, Karl, Karin
AUDERMANN, Ecaterina, Matei, Erwin.

AUDI, Nicolae, Rozalia

BARNA, Viorel

BARTH, Waldtraud, Franz,
Thomas, Andrea

BASTING, Nicolas, Eva

BAUER, Claudia, Werner

BECKER, Elisabeth, Josef,
Katharina, Adelheit, Arthur

BECKER, Hans, Helmute, Anna, Harta,
Gerlinde, Marianne, Bruno, Astrid.

BEISSMAN, Stefan, Gerlinde, Bettina

BEISSMARN, Stefan, Anna,
Elisabeth (Jost)

BEIEDEK, Pavel, Tatiana

BERENZ, Nicolas, Katharina,
Nicolas, Jr.

BIEBER, Stefan, Anna, Stefan, Elke

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Pishcia

Lenauheim

Peciul Nou

Bucharest

edias

Agnetheln

Peciul Nou

Jimbolia

Oradea

Timisoara

Glarmata

Masloc

Peciul Nou

Vulcan

Pischia

Timi soara

Colentina

Smpetro

Peciul Nou
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ZEMZLQTN APLCAN

BINDER, Stefan, Veronika, Anton# lecea Mare
Elisabeth, Elvine, Brunehilde.

BOCK, Paul, ReginaKarol, Paul Renate Communa Selimberg

BRANDL, Veronika, Klaus Ulrich, lecea Hare
Claudia, Karla, Horat, Gunter.

BRANDLe Victoria, Otto, Bike, Bruno Teraina Kare

BRANDL, Werner, Renate, Ralf, owe Peciul Nou

BRAUN, Dieter, Rita, Karl

BEIWERMEISTER, Gerlinde, Hans Moravita

CAPOTA, Petre Buchares4t

CHERCIU, Mirella Timisoara

CHRISTIAN, Matthias, Susanna, Matthias Peciu Nou

COCRON, Elisabeth Tomnatic

CZ2VAY, Nikolaus, Elisabeth, Anna, Peciu Nou
Elisabeth (Stain) Mathias (Stain).

DAIBEL, Helmut, Gertrud. Mediasch

DANCE, Margareta, Eugenia. Arad

DENEEL, Elisabeth, Dieter, Edith Strada Ogorului

DEAN, Pranciac, Anna, Annemarie (Seeger) Peciu Nou
Herbert (Seeger), Silvia (Seeger),
Elisabeth (Anheuer).
DOBRESCU, Prarwiska, Johann, Dietmar Timisoara
Darius.

EBINGER, Peter, Eva. Bulgarus

irNER, Josif, Katharina, Josif, Giarmata
Anne Marie (Tasch).
EICHINGER, Petru, Barbara, Anna Giarmata
(Poyte), Ion (Poyte) Eva (Poyte)

ENGELMAN, Ecaterina Peciu Nou

ESPERSCHIDT, Andreas, Annaliese, Sinpetru Mare
Berta.
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ENTGB&ZZON AUI&HT
ESPERSCHIDT, Nikolaus, HNlde,
Gundolf, Egbert.

PANDER, Anton, Katherina,
AntonJr., Elisabetha, Werner.

FARCAS, Paul, Franziska.

PERCH, Margareta.
Elisabeth, Johann, Sigelhind,
Angela, Nikolaus Lux.

FIGUL!, Martin, Agneta, Martin, Anna.

FORTLER, Valentino Katherina, Walter,
Gerhard.

PRANK, Ecaterina, Teresia.

FRANK, Rosalia.

FRANZEN, Mathias, Barbara

PREKOT, Andreas, Eva, Ernst,
Annemarie, Sonja.

FREY, Margareta

PRO WACR, Renate, Herbert, Alexandra.

GADELMEIER, Hermine, Josef, Heinz,
Christa, Margarete (Schemnel) Hark.

GARTNER, loan, Susanna, Eduard.

GA'G, Edith, Werner, Alfied.

GEHL, Horst, Maria, Helga, Volker
(Mehrbrot), Dagmar (Mehrbrot).

GEIER, Blisabeta, Josif, Ecaterina,
Hildegard, Anita.

GEXER, Peter, Elisabeth, Freddy,
Gunther.

GERBER, Francisc, Hella, Josif
(Csaftary), Magdalena (Ceaftary).

GERING, Josef, Katharina.

GIRSCHTo Friedrich, Johannap Sofia.

Tornatic

Maeloc

Peciu

Jud. Tini

Con Slimnic

Sanihaiul

Timisoara

Janova

Jimbol ia/Banat

Tilnisoara

Maeloc

Sanandre

Giamata

Sagu

Sibiu

Giarmata

Glamata

Nichidorf

Giamata

Median
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ENMORATIO APPLICANT

GLASS, Eva. Hedvig, Adam,
elitta, Barald (Ganger).

GOTZ, Elisabeth, Elisabeth.

GOTZ, Eva, Francisc.

GRIFFATON, Josif, Ecaterina,
Jacob (Bastien), Francisca (Bastien)-

GRIFFATON, Mariana, Ralf

GRE!p, Petru, Magdalena, Petru,
Elfrlede, Armin, Arnold.

GRIESS, Mariana, Ignatz.

GROSS, Peter, Magdalena.

GUNI, Andreas, Ilse, Adolf, Andreas

GUSAN, Ion, Zitta, Carol, Elena.

HARRAR, Manfred, Elvine, Magdalena.

HEIDENFELDER, Michael, Ecaterina,
Egmont, Brigitte.

HENNING, Gerlinde, Wilhslm.

HERMANN, Petru, Elisabeta.

HERMANN, Petru Jr., Marianna,
Andrea.

HERS, Petru, Magdalena.

HIRTH, Walter, Ana, Heribert, Heike..

HOCHST, Kargareta, Matei.

HOLS, Bertha, Peter.

HUBER, Elisabeta, Hans, Horst.

HUBERT, Anna, Eugen.

HUGEL, Nihail Margareta, Alfred.

HUGEL, Elisabetha.

HUMMEL, loan, Redwiga.

Varias

Plachia

Pishcia

Tomnatic

Timisoara

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Tirnaveni

Giarmata

Tomnatic

Timi soara

Media

Benecul de Sus

TLmisoara

Giarmata

TimLsoara

Com. Sacalas

Timisoara

Ion Slavici

Suceava

Giarmata

Giarmata

Jud. Timis
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WNOMIO APE&=AW

JER(HER, Leonhard, Margareta

JOST, Erna, Walter.

JoST, Emil, Ella.

KAISER, Franz, Eva, Matel.

KARL, Rosemarie.

KARSAI, oltan.

KASNEL, Marianne, Katarina (Schjider),
Annemarie (Warres), Johann (Warres).

KASNEL, Johan, Elisabeth, Josef.

KASSA, erbert, Maria, Brunhilde,
Siegfried, Helga..

KASZNEL, Eva, Josif.

KELETIv Anton, Sidonia, Herman,
Anton Erich, Franz Friedrich, Sedwig,.
Aria Sebastian, Eduard.

KELTER, Ana, Ion, thrista.

KERN, Laurentius, Katherina,
loan (Schmidt).

KrLCHER, Johann, Eva# Fredy.

KILIAN, ateiu, Varvara, Norbert.

KILZER, Erna# Mathias.

KIRTZ, Franz, Waltraud.

ELEER, Antonia Ecatorina, Gerlinde.

KLEMENS, Walter, Annemaria, Barald,
Heine.

KILEENS, Herbert, Elisabeth,
Elisabeth.

KLEIN, Elisabeth, Mihal, Robert,
Rodica.

Timiaoara

Giarmata

Timiaoara

Giarmata

Arad

Cl u~j

Giarmata

Giarmata

Timi soara

Giarmata

Chizatau

Giarmata

Giarmata

Jud. Timis

Jud. Timis

Jud. Timis

Timi soara

Lovrin

Timiaoara

Jud. Timis

Jud. Timis
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EMIGRATION AL=2AIX
KLEITSCH, Peter, Elisabeth, Robi, Tomnatic
Kathalin, Melinda, aria Elisabetha
(Harrar).

KONIG, Matei, Anna. Pischia

KRACHTUS, Josef, Christine. TeremLa

KRAMCZYNSKI, Adeltiraub, Katharina, Giamatra
Peter, Renate, Detlef.

KRAMER, Ecaterina, Petru, Maria, Giarmata
Adriana, Christian.

KRAUS, Erich-Johann, Nathilde, Jud. Sibiu
Elke, Bans Erich.

KREISS, Katharina, Nioolae. Biled

KRENCILEIN, Helena Masloc

KRUG, Josef, Rosalia. Janova

KUMAUS, Petru, Ecaterina. GLamatra

KUMAUS, Marianne, Johann, Erwin, Hans. Jud. Timis

KUMAUSZ, Peter, Barbara. Giamatra

KUNZ, Anna, loan, Gerda, Hermine, PiachLa
Elizabeth (Gotz).

LAFLWUR, Anna, Nicolae, Nicola*, Jr. Jimbolia

LANGER, Johann, Sofia. Jud. Brosov

LAUB, Hans, lena, Ewald. Jimbolia

LAUBR, Ion, Elisabeta. GLzela.

LAUER, Malvine, Erwin. Timisoara

LIKHAUB, Eva. Eva, Ignatz (KLrth). Giarmata

LINZ, MateL# Ana. GLarmata

WUCZAY, Ottilie, Elisabeth, Sven-Markus. Timisoara

LUIGI, Teodorescu, Pellegrino. Bucharest

LUPOIAN, Adela, Mircea, MihaL Radu Timisoara

LUSTIG, Georg# Marta, Gertrude.

40-844 0 - 85 - 9
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Z1RATION AULL=A
LUX, Nicolas, Susana, Anna, Barbara.

MARX, Anna, Ecaterina.

MAURER, Zrica, Frao, Oswald, Arlette.

MAUS, Elieabeta.

MAYER, Barbara, Nikolaus, Ferdinand,
Helmut, Ilse.

MAYER, Ecaterina, Peter, Magdalena,

MELMER, Hannelore, Nikolaus, Richard,
Karin.

MICHELS, Francise Nicola&, Anna Teresia.

MOLITOR, Jakob, Michai, MateL, loan,
Hedviga.

HUHLBACK, Walter, Erika, Robert, Monika.

MULLER, Christof, Magdalena.

NEIDENBACH, Hlldegard, Johann, Horst
Hans, Brigitte.

NIES, Johann, Magdalena, Anna.

NIKLAS, Anneliese.

NIMKLAS, Norbert, Elisabeth, Regine,
Martina.

NIX, Johann, Katharina, Elisabeth,
Christians, Ulrike, GLarmata.

NOLL, Margareta, Anton, DLetmar,
Christine, Elisabeta.

NOVAK, loan, Barbara, Norbert,
Sepp, Rosal ia.

NOVER, Adam, Elisabetha, Horst,
Denied, Agatha.

ONGHERTH, Johann, Else Renato, Lulse
Waltraut, lfrted. Ilse, Heide Lore,
Edo uard Hans.

ORTINAJ, loan, Mariana, IngrLd, Hans,
Eva (Jost)

Glarmata

Peciul Nou

Pischia

Tomnatic

Jimbol Ia

Glarmata

Timisoara

Giarnata

Comuna Sacala:

Jimbol ia

Giarmata

Jimbol ia

Arad

Peciul Nou

Peciul Nou

Giarmata

Tomnatic

Arad

Siebenburgen

Sacal ax
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EMIGATIO APLIANT

ORTI, Anna, deorg. C

PALIMARIU, Angela, Viorel, kobert, Claudia.

PEWER, Susanne.

PETRI, Goorg, Margareta.

PFLANkER, Josef, Barbar.

PiRItE, Nicolas, tranziska,
Elisabeta (Xelsch).

POL # , Eaa Helena, Jacob.
Melitta, lerbert (krachtus).

PRINS# loan, tcaterina, derhard,
Melitta, Patrick.

PROBST, Peter, Ros6marie, Nicolae (Lego)
Ana (Lego), Annemarie (logo), Gertrude
(Loser), Ana (angel).

RAW, Simion, Didi, Catalin, Cathlin.

MEDL, Sldegard, Horst, ieidelinde Jamine.

RE3ENT, Josef, Anna.

REISS, Cristof, Mariana.

REMMEL, Anton, Eva# Barbara.

RENINON, Prancisc, Scaterina, Hicolae,
Monica, Elke, Edeltraud.

RITER, Anna, Karl, Erike, Margareta.

RENOTE, Eva, Franz, onika, Frans.

ROSENAUER, Barbara, loan, Christina
Karin, Barbara Huimerl.

ROSNERp Erna, Josef, Manfred, Lothar.

ROTE, Heidrun, Erich.

ROTH, Maria, Jakob, Annemarie.

RUCKERT, SUsanna, Josef, Maria, Eelmut.

RUNES&, Andreas, Elisabeth, Roland.

iarm&ta

Sura-Mica

Giarmata

Grancier

Tomnatic

Masloc

Glarata

Bucharest

lcea Mare

Giarmata

Giarmata

Siapetru-Mic

Tomnatic

lacea Mare

Ciamata

Stelel or

Peciul Nou

Giarmata

Sanandrei

Giamata

Recas
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EM flRRATIO AUPLIC

SCHAWILJE, Bans, Erna.

SCHELL, Peter, Victoria.

SCHEMMEL, Petra, Manfred.

SCHILLER, Margarete, Rheinhold,
Woltgand, Henriette.

SC IROEMANN, --Anna.

SCHLAUCH, Nikolae, Anna, Peter, Beate.

:SCHMIDT, Anton, Wlhelmine, Erich Roland

SCMIDT, Elisabetha.

SCHMIDT, Erna, Francisc, Cristine.

SCMIDT, Johann, Barbara.

SCXMIDT, Josif, Ecaterina.

SCHMIDT, Martin, Valeria, Ernst.

SCHMIDT, Susana, Anton

SCHMIDTZ, loan, Eva.

SCHNEIDERp Adam, Matel, Ecaterina.

SCHNEIDER, PrancLsc, Charlotta, Edith.

SCHNEIDER, Pavel, Barbara.

SCHTRThAL, Elisabeta, Johann, Ewald.

SCHUBREGEL, Andreas, Katharina, Andreas,
Maria, Adelheid.

SCHUCH, Jakob, Maria.

SCHUH, Marian.

SCHUMER, Gerlinde, Nicolae, Dieter
Klaus, Iolanda (Repp).

SCHUMMER, Matei, Rosina, Josef, Margareta.

SCHMEITZER, Werner, Annanarie, Erich.

SCHWE2DER, Anna, Wilhelm.

Giarmata

Sannicolaul Mare

Viz ej di a

Timisoara

Benecul

Giarmata

Jijubolia

Timisoara

Jimbolia

Giarmata

Simpetru Ric

Glaruata

Timi soara

Giarmata

Giamata

Semi ac

Simpetru Mare

Con. Secuaigiu

Zaharina

Timisoara

Peciul Nou

Giarmata
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EMIGRATION APELICATTON

SCEWIGERAT9, Nicolas, Eva.

SEEGER, Ion, caterina Horst.

SEBLER, MihaL, Susana.

SEIBERT, Renate,

SONN, Steffen, Susanna.

STEINER, Frans, Elisabeta, RLta, Monika.

SOREG, Josef, Anna-Katherina.

SPECK, Elisabeth.

SPITz, Franz, Elisabetha, elitta,
Jutta.

STAMP, Ilse, Gerhard.

STRAUB, Josef, Margaret, Roland, Anita.

STREITNATTSR, Carol, Cxelger, Lugoj.

STRICKER, Anna, Lchael, Erika, Richard.

STROMER, Anna, Josef, Anna Seeler.

STUHL, Elisabeth, Petru, Helga, Gerlinde.

STUTLER, Nicolae, Katherina.

SJICA, Gertrude, Stefan, Daniel, Anita.

SEZX, Brika, Johann, Brunhard.

SSATRON, Karliese, Josef, Gunther,
Reinhold.

SITARON, Charlotte, Stefan, Harald.

TANASE, Anca.

TELEKI, Nihaly.

THERNES, Elisabeta, Anton.

TILL, Ana.

TILL, Katherine, Ion, Arnold, Bruno.

Ionel

Peci ul Nou

GiAurmata

Strada Islaz

Peclul Nou

Arad

Zone

Glarata

Jimbolia

Sibiu

Oradea

Lugoy

Giamata

Peciul Nou

Peciul Nou

Noravita

TiLisoara-Freidorf.

Janova

Timi soar a

Timisoara

Bucharest

Mures

Giarmata

Giarmata

Glarmata
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ENMRATION APLICAN

TJOSCHITZ, Anna, Franz, Peter.

TOROK, Vasile, Maria, Maria.

TRENDLER, Michael, Maria, Johann,
Charlotte, Thamas, Maria, Ignatz,
Margaretha, Anna Schwarz.

UMSTATTER, Georg, orat, Elena,
Benhard, Hudugar.

VASCAN, Vladimir, Etel.

VIGH, Maria, Alexander, Paul.

WAGNER# Maria, Willhelm, Gabriel.

WEER, Michael, Elisabeta, Josef, Irina.

WEBER. Elisabeth, Nicolae, Erika, Reinhold.

WEGENDT, Georg

WEILAND, Sebastian, Anna.

WBISMANDL, Nicolae, Ana.

WEISS, Robert, Susana, Ralph.

WEISZ, Pavel, Christina, Franiec,
Elisabeta, Eduard, Anita.

WETZER, Andreas, Katharina.

,IESSENS, Franciac, Francisca,
Anna (Csaftary).

WILD, Nicolae, Ekaterina, Gertrude
(Schuch), Franciec (Schuch), Hannelore
(S,:huch), Frank (Schuch).

WILHELM, Elisabeth, Johann, Werner,
Waltraud, Mathias, Margareta.

WILLING, Ekaterina.

WILLING, Johann, Franziska, loan.

WILWERTH, Walter, Johann, Theresia.

WINDRICE, Petru, Hannelorep ronna,
Oswald, Robert.

Giarmata

Aleea Carpati

Timisoara

Peciul Nou

Ma sl oc

Timi soara

Glarmata

Giamata

Sinnicolaul Mare

Giarmata

Comuna Tomnatic

Timisoara

Voiteni

Sineptru Mare

Nitchidorf

Masloc

Biled

Jimbolia

Jimbolia

Satul-Fruiuseni

Giarmata
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EMIGRATION~ AR2LICAN

WINKLER, Magdalena.

WOJTEK, Josif, Anna, Arthur, Ralf.

WOLF, Manfred, Elfriede, Michael, Monika.

WOLP Johann, Margareta.

ZAPPE, argareta, athiam, Peter.

ZEMIES, Magdalena, Walter Franz, Susanna,
Christine, Hermine, Walter.

ZIMMER, Gertrauds

ZIMMERMAN, osif, Margareta.

ZIMMERMANN, Hermann, Anna, Norbert.

ZIPPEL, Karl, Anna, Alfred, Melitta.

ZIPPEL, Karl, Susanna.

ZOLTON, Karsa.

Giarmata

GLarmata

Judetal Timis

Sanpetru-Mic

Jimbol ia

Giarmata

Timisoara

Glaruata

Tii soara

Timisoara

Sanandre1

Cluj
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APPENDIX IV

PRIORITY APPEALS IN 1984s

THE ELDERLY AND INPIRN

BACKER,
Franz Josef
Elisabeth

BECKER
Johann
Ana

BINDER
Andrea
Anna

BODENDORFER
ihai

Ecaterina

EBERLE.
Josef
Anna

FRANK
Nicolae
argareta

FROMBACB
Gheorghe
Ger trude

GAL
Margarete

HELLSTERN
Nihai
Barbara

JOST
Marianne

KAHLES
Anna
Michael

KLECKER
Eva
Ana Lung (daughter)

LESSL
Varvara
loan
Petru

XMB oU BIRTB

1903
1924

1913
1921

1916
1911

1918
1922

1903
1909

1917
1919

1905
1910

1910

1919
1924

1934

1914
1908

1900
1926

1928
1927
1899

Jimbol ia

Peciul Nou

Jud. Brasov

asloc

Jud. Timis

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Carnal

Giarmata

Lunga

TiMisoara

Chegl ev Lci
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NICBELBACK
Theresia 1911 Deta

MUTSCH
Peter 1894 Giarmata
Johana 1902

O8ERTEN
Nikolaus 1917 Tomnatec

PICKLOR
Margareta 1910 Timisoara
loan 1910

PROCKER
Petru 1895 Giarmata

SCHAFFER
loan 1912 Giarmata
Ana 1915

SCHMIDT
Ignatz 1903 Giarmata
Katherina 1907

SCHMIDT
Mathias 3910 Giarmata
Ekaterina 1917

SCHNEIDER
Sebastian 1907 GLarmata
Anna 1906

SCHWEININGER
Peter 1909 Lovrin
Ecaterina 1912

TOMANSKY
Nikolaus 1916 Giarmata
Johana 1919

TELEKI
Mihail 1908 Mutes

TYOSITS
Kahe rina 1912 Giarizata

WEISS
Fulop 1905 Couaci
Margareta 1909
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE CRISAN, ROMANIAN-BAPTIST
FELLOWSHIP, FARMINGTON HILLS, MI

Mr. CRISAN. My name is George Crisan. I am an attorney at law
in Maryland and the District of Columbia. Here in America, my
new homeland, I studied divinity, history, and again back to law. I
was a lawyer with the Federal Government for 23 years. I had the
special privilege to hear you, Mr. Chairman, in our church, the
First Baptist Church of Washington, DC, when we celebrated the
anniversary of 100 years since Truman's birthday.

We have submitted a statement, not too long, about two pages.
And here are some other things that I want to submit to you, and
to take this opportunity to tell something about freedom of wor-
ship, in Romania.

Romania-as a historian and as a Romanian-borne-was always
a stumbling block to Russia in her drive for open seas. Romania is
an island of Romance language in a Slavonic sea. She was occupied
many times by the Russians for one reason or another. Today, the
Russians still hold, after the Second World War, two provinces, Bu-
covina and Bessarabia.

The Communist regime in Romania has to walk a very tight
rope, looking with heart and mind toward the West for understand-
ing and yet being fully aware of her neighbor the Soviet Russia co-
lossus which somehow embraces practically the whole of Romania.

Romania was the only country of the Socialist bloc to express
again and again, independence from the socialistic bloc. Romania
was the only country who did not break their relations with Israel:
the only country who protested, and did not send armies to occupy
Czechoslovakia. These days, it is the only country from the socialis-
tic bloc who sent a very fine athletic group to the Olympic games.
Today, the Washington Post makes a very pertinent and worth-
while comment regarding Romania.

We were able to establish ties with the Romanian Baptists in Ro-
mania. We traveled quite a few times and visited Romanian-Baptist
churches. We were free to speak to thousands in their congrega-
tions. Today, in Romania the Baptists enjoy more freedom than
they have ever had; because before the Communists they were con-
sidered sectarians and persecuted badly.

I have with me Rev. D. Pascu, the director of the Romanian
Radio Hour of Cleveland, OH. Before World War II he was a
preacher in Romania and often was put in jail for preaching with-
out authorization. Today, such things do not happen.

The Romanian Communist Government treats the Baptists equal
with other denominations and enjoy the same treatment under
their laws. The Communist Government lets us communicate
freely with our Baptist Brethren in Romania, and the Romanian
Baptist leaders are allowed to come to the United States and visit
our churches.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Torsani.
[Mr. Crisan's written testimony follows:]
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GEORGE CRISAN
Atnq 05aio 341-4W168

6726 Firwood Road
HIynsmtvlle, Mayhland 20784

Home/O f-e: 301.773423 August 7s1984

Roderick A.DeArment, !sq.
Chief Counsel

Flnano committee
Room ; 219 Dirkseon Bldg.

U.S.Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. fleAruent,
nolosed please find five copies of a Statement by Rev.A.S.Lucaolu,

Rev.D.Pasou and myself,aa counsel of two religious organizations.
We submit the Statemrnt for the Inclusion in the ubcom ittee on
International Trade of the U.S.Senate Committee on Financepprooeedingu,
regarding the extension of %M4 clause to Romania.
We do appreolate the opportunity of having our Statement included
in the Senate record of proceedings.

Thank you very much.

inccrely,

c eorge roan

nclosures
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STAT"MR*T
By Rev. D.Pascu, Director-Founder of the Romanian Radio Hour of Cleveland,Ohio;
Rev. A.3. Luaciu ,President,Romania. -American Baptist Fellowshipland George Crisan,
Editor of the Christian,Legal Counsel.

For the benefit of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the U,.1.Senate Finance
Comittee,on the Presidential Recomendation to continue the waiver applicable to
the Socialist publicc of RUWAIA, and to extend the waiver authority under the
TRADE ACT OF 1974.
OUR ORGANIZATI, 13 R XC(*M?4! APPROVAL OF PRFSYNTIAL RMIC EDATI0I
The religious organizations we represent comprise .omanian-English speaking Baptist
believers, with a membership of about 2500, throughout the (nited States. We believe
that by the extension of the MFN clause to Romania the United States would benefit,
both,tradevise and politically.

The Christian,a quarterly, is the mouthpiece of the Romanian-American Baptist
Fellowship. It is read by more than 2500 members and it is also sailed in 26
countries in F)rope,inolusive 'omania.

We have traveled extensively in Romania and have personal knowledge that the
Romanian Government honestly tries hard to comply with the Trade Act and also
with the Helsinki Statements.

We have experienced obstacles and even hardship in securing authorization for
persons who were approved by the bS.Innigration Services to come to the United
States and join their families. We have asked for explanations.The officials
of the Romanian Hbassy told us that the local authorities are reluctant to
aprove the passports.But, we were persuaded, that eventually, the cases will be
cleared. After years of waiting, most of the cases were solved favorably.

In our trips we had the opportunity to meet our Romanian Baptist "brothers in faith"
attend their church services,always packed with worshipers and having most wonderful
choral music and bras bands,and also baptisas.Romanian Baptist leaders were slowed
to come to the United States and attend our yearly conventions and other church
gathering. At least one of the church leaders is a graduate of Southern Baptist
Seminary with a degree of Doctor in TPhylosophy. He was attending the Seminary
here for three years.
We have attended some other churches,like Romanian Orthodox church.6 and Hungarian
Catholic churches,the churches were packed with worshipers. All denominations
enjoy the same treatment under the comunist laws of Romania. Under ]{omanian
law,we must conoludepthat they enjoy thz freedom of worship.Of course, at certain
hours and days as :the schedules of worship are made by the Government in conjunction
with the denominational leadership.

The editor of the Christian has traveled through the Hungarian speaking populace
in Transylvania. It was my impression that the Hungarian communities are treated
even better than the Romanian ethnics.I had not heard of anykind of discrimination
among the Hungarian ethnics.Thc Baptists leaders of Hungarian community I have met
and talked withstold me that there is no discrimination against the Hungarian group
whatsoevere;they have their churches, opera,theatre,newparers and a lot of publica-
tions in Hungarian language printed in Romania.

The Romanian nation , since down of its historylooked toward est,because they
are of French and German culture and civilize.tion.Their neighborSoviet Russia has
been and probably for ever shall be their greatest threat. Russia looks for and always
wanted open seas. tomania was a stumbling block against their expansion to the
Mediteranian Sea. After the Yalta "agreement" the Romanians wore left in the"sphere
of influence" of the Soviet Russia.
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In the First World War Romania sided with the Ullied ForcesFranceGreat Britain

and the United States. She was overwhelmed by the Central Powers,the Germans and
Austro-Hungarians.When the Russia fell under Lenin and Trotsky, and when the Austro-
Hungarian Ehpire desintegrated, it was the Romanian Army that eliberated Hungary
and Budapest from the Bolsheviks of Bela Kuhn. In 1918 the populace of Transylvania
in great majority Romanian ethniopalfc the small minority of Hungarians and Gcrmans,
expressed their will to become a part of Romania. At that time YugoalaviaPoland
and Cheohoslovakia were born together with the Baltic Republic.All these because
of President Wilson"Dolarations" that all nations should be free to Join their
own ethnic groups and determine their own destiny.

A mall group of Hungarian nobilitylivng abroad,agitated for a long period of time
and filed complaint at the 'International Court of Justice in Haag,to be compensated
for their lost of land, which the Romanian government distributed to the peasantry
regardles of their ethnicity.

Same type of agitation it hapens these day in the United States by some Hungarians
who dream of the Old Glory,vhen Transylvania was under their domination and for most
of the time under Austrian Pinpire.It is this group of Hungarians in the United States
that claims that the Hungarian ethnic group in Transylvania is deprived of it cultural
heritage.Their is not a single voice from Transylvania to claim such a thing.

Romania was and still is considered a Romance Island in a Slavonic Sea.

Today Russia detains two of Romanian provinces*Besearabla, and Bukovina. The
communistic government in Romania was impossed by Russia.This government, it is
my best insight,is constantly aware,that a small mistake of it may cause the
Big Brother,Soviet Russia , to occupy Romania under one or other golse.However,
the Romanian President proved to express quite often independence in thinking
and action. Romania was against the occupation of CzeokoslovakiaRomanian did not
break the diplomatic relations with Israel. Roman-a even today maintains quite
friendly relations with Israel and the Jewish people who want to emigrate to Israel
are allowed to do so.

Because of Romanian independence in many occasions, from the Socialistic Block,
President Nixon paid a visit to Romania in 1968 and was welcomed with tremenduous
enthusiasm. President Carter invited the President of !Fomania in 1978 again because
of freindly relations with that unfortunate country "2omania".These days,only
Romania did not withdraW from the Olympic Games,from the communistic block.All in
all Romania wants to be a sincere friend of the United States,yct to have in view
the big brotherlSoviet Union which embraces somehow Romania in its claws.

We believe that extending the FZ; olaue is a sign of friendshipof help too,and
is beneficial to the United States.

We thank you for this opportunity in submitting the Statoment and for its considera-
tion and its inclusion in the Committee's Proceedings.
August 76a984
Auus "'e'y Rev.A.S.Lueaciu Rev.D.Pascu

eoAe Ctl ea al Counsel 30115 Mayfair Road 9410 Clifton Blvd.
Editor of the Chrietian Farmington Hills,MI 40024 Cleveland,Ohio 44102

6726 Fairwood Road (313)661--4542 (216) 961-5013
Hyattsville,ItD 20784
( 301 773-233

301) 459-168
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. TORSANI, JR., VICE PRESIDENT,
PRUDENTIAL LINES, INC., NEW YORK, NY

Mr. TORSANI. Mr. Chairman, I have been asked to be here today
as an interested member of the business community engaged in
commerce in the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Prudential Lines is a U.S-flag ocean shipping company which
carries U.S. exports to and from the Mediterranean and Black Sea
ports. We serve many countries in those areas, to include Romania.

Over the past 10 years we have established a very cooperative
professional relationship with Romania, which has been enhanced
by continued growth in the service that we provide to them.

During the past 12 months, Prudential has carried the major por-
tion of trade between the United States and Romania. In that
period, the value of goods carried, both import and export, have ex-
ceeded $540 million. This significant trade between our two coun-
tries represents 23 percent of Prudential's annual ocean freight
revenue. The loss of this revenue would adversely affect Pruden-
tial's operation as a U.S.-flag Carrier and our participation in the
American Merchant Marine, which as we all know is a vital part of
the national defense.

In addition, we employ over a thousand direct employees, steve-
dores, and maritime service personnel through the United States to
support our vessel and cargo operations. The loss or significant re-
duction of trade between our two countries would likely have an
adverse impact upon U.S. labor as well.

The mutually beneficial trade established between our two coun-
tries, we believe, is in the best interests of the United States and in
the interest of the U.S. business community. Therefore, Prudential
strongly supports and urges your approval to continue most-fa-
vored-nation status granted to Romania.

I am grateful to have the opportunity to present this review to
you, and I hope that it will assist you in your deliberations.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[Mr. Torsani's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT

OF

JOSEPH A. TORSANI, JR.

VICE PRESIDENT, PRUDENTIAL LINES, INC.

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Members of the Subcomittee my name

is Joseph A. Torsani, Jr. I am a Vice President of Prudential Lines, Inc.

I have asked to be present today as a member of The United States Business

Community engaged in Commerce with the Socialist Republic of Romania.

Prudential Lines is a U. S. Flag Ocean Shipping Company which carries

U. S. exports and imports to and from the Mediterranean and Black Sea ports.

We provide both container and Lash (lighter aboard ship) barge service to

Spain, Italy, Egypt, Israel, Greece, Lebanon, Turkey and Romania.

Over the past 10 years we have established a very cooperative, profes-

sional working relationship with Romania enhanced by continued growth in the

service we provide to them. During the past 12 months Prudential Lines has

carried the major portion of trade between the U. S. and Romania. The value

of goods carried both import and export totalled $540 million. This

significant trade between our two countries represented 23% of Prudential's

annual ocean freight revenue. The loss of this revenue would adversely'

affect Prudential's operation as a U. S. Flag Carrier and our participation

In the American Merchant Marine, which Is a vital part of our National Defense.

In addition we employ over 1000 direct employees, stevedores, and

maritime service personnel throughout the United States to support our vessel

and cargo operations. The loss or significant reduction of trade between

our two countries would likely have an adverse impact upon U. S. Labor.
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The mutually beneficial trade between our two countries we believe
is In the best interest of the United States and the U. S. Business

Community. Therefore Prudential Lines strongly supports and urges your

approval to continue the Most Favored Nation status granted to the

Socialist Republic of Romania.

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the opportunity to present Prudential's

views on this important Issue.

In addition to my brief statement I have attached for the record a

recent letter written to Senator Danforth by Spyros S. Skouras, President

and Chief Executive Officer of Prudential Lines, Inc. I hope that both

will assist you in your deliberations.
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FR= U]JE NTIAJL LINES. zc.

SP~fOS S SKOURAS
'et sa...'

z.4 I-64..I o•P46 Nay 8, 1 4

Senator John Danforth
Chairman of the international Trade

8kb-Oomittee of the Finance Coaittee
460 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danfortha

This letter is written to urge your support for the continuance
of mbet Favored Nation tariff status for the Socialist Republic
of Rmania.

Prudential Lines, Inc. is a U.S. Flag steamship company
operating regular freight liner services between ports on the
U.S. East Coast and ports in the Eastern Mediterranean and
Black Sea, includihg Reania. During the last twelve months,
Prudential has carried approximately $540 million in Romanian
argo. The revenue from this cargo represents approximately

231 of Prudential's total revenues, Continued carriage of this
cargo is important to Prudential's operation as a U. S. Flag
carrier and Prudential's participation in the U. 8. Flag
maritime Fleet as part of the U. S. National Defense.

Furthermore, this cargo is vital to U.S./homanian trade and the
viability of many U. S. businesses involved in that trade. It
also provides employment for not only Prudential employees, but
for many dockworker& and employees of U. S. trading firms as
well.

Normal commercial relations with the Socialist Republic of
Romania are essential and advantageous to the United States and
we urge your support in the continuance of the Most Favored
Nation tariff status for the Socialist Republic of Maania.

We thank you for your consideration.

Very truly,-yours,

Spyrp 'S. skoura:-
Prestent,.

/

40-844 0 - 85 - 10
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Senator DANFORTH. Does anyone disagree with extending MFN
status to Romania?

o response.]
nator DANFORTH. And Mr. Spitzer and Ms. Burkhalter and Mr.

Crisan and Ms. Gaer, do you think that the review process-do you
all believe that the review process is worthwhile?

Mr. SPrrZER. Absolutely.
Mr. CRISAN. I believe so.
Senator DANFORTH. The general impression I get from your testi-

mony is that you think, while there may be problems in Romania,
the situation is improving rather than getting worse. Is that a fair
statement?

Mr. SPITZER. Correct.
Senator DANFORTH. You don't agree with that?
Ms. GARR. No.
Mr. CRISAN. More delay in some cases of emigration. Maybe the

delays are because of what the Under Secretary just said, that they
don't have visa numbers for entering the United States.

Senator DANFORTH. Ms. Gaer?
Ms. GARR. Well, for example, there is no question in the case of

the education tax that the interest and intervention of this subcom-
mittee and the Congress through this review process has had an
important positive impact: it has seen that the tax is not applied.
But the review process hasn't had any impact on the structural sit-
uation in Romania with regard to such fundamental matters as dis-
couraging applications for emigration and with regard to reprisals
against persons who apply.

Senator DANFORTH. What happens to people who apply?
Ms. GAER. Well, that is extensively outlined in my testimony.

Some applicants are dismissed from jobs; some are unable to find
other jobs; some are imprisoned; some are given extended bureau-
cratic runarounds; some suffer economically; some are forced to
work in other cities. We have really documented an extraordinary
range of reprisals taking place-even during the last year-repre-
senting the continuation of former repressive practices against ap-
plicants.

What the league has also found, however, is that there has been
improvement in some specific cases; in particular, as I mentioned,
the intervention of the Romanian Ambassador has led to certain
cases being resolved, notably those coming to the United States.
But the league is deeply troubled by the overall structural issues
that remain essentially unchanged.

Even in the case of the education tax, for example, it remains on
the books, but it is not assessed in practice. While such nonassess-
ment is unquestionably a positive development, the Government
still maintains the arbitrary legal power to act as it pleases and to
reimpose the tax at any moment.

Should the Romanian Government take other steps, some of
which are outlined specifically in our written testimony, to stop re-
prisals or to simplify the emigration process in specific ways, then,
in ourjudgment that would represent considerable improvement.

Mr. SPrrZER. Senator Danforth, I think the record should reflect
that we have found that, while the 6 months processing agreement
is not being adhered to in every instance, which would be vastly
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shorter than the previous practice, that over a period of time we
have been able to work out a number of very difficult problems.

I can report, for example, that four persons who were convicted
of economic crimes and still had substantial indebtedness to the
Government, that indebtedness was waived so that three of the
four were able to leave, and have left.

What I am saying is that, thanks to the relationship which does
exist, most problems have been able to work out constructively so
that there is freedom of emigration for those who seek it. I think
the record should so reflect.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you all very much for your testimony.
The final panel: Lucian Orasel, chairman, American-Romanian

Relations Committee; Jacob Birnbaum, Center for Russian and
East European Jewry; Laszlo Hamos, chairman, Committee for
Human Rights of Rumania; Reverend Jeffrey A. Collins, executive
director of the Christian Response International; and Istvan B. Ger-
eben, Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in
North America.

Mr. Orasel.

STATEMENT OF LUCIAN V. ORASEL, CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN.
ROMANIAN RELATIONS COMMITTEE, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. ORASEL. Mr. Chairman, I know we have an uphill battle de-
clining the granting of most-favored-nation status to Romania, es-
pecially in the light of all the excitement the Romanians are gener-
ating today with their participation in the international Olympics
currently underway in Los Angeles. After all, they are the only
Eastern European Communist country to send their athletic team,
not joining the boycott called by the Soviet Union.

However, this does not in any way diminish the Romanian
record of abuse against its people. The Romanian jails are over-
crowded with thousands of victims of the Communist government
politburo pressure. The government continues to persecute the pop
ulation and suppress civil rights. Freedom does not exist at all.

The Romanians also continue to be the victims of the Govern-
ment's disastrous economic policies, suffering food and fuel short-
ages. The United States will also be affected by the Romanian poor
economy; the Communist government's $14 billion debt to the free
world will never be paid. As a matter of fact, the Romanian deci-
sion to attend the Olympics was made after Presidei.- Ceaucescu
met with Chairman Chernenko in Moscow. So the so-called inde-
pendence of Romania from the Soviet Union does not exist, and we
are only fooling ourselves if we believe otherwise.

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before you and your com-
mittee this afternoon.

I am Lucian Orasel, chairman of the American-Romanian Rela-
tions Committee, and this committee was established in 1981 by
U.S. citizens of Romanian descent, Romanians who have recently
come to America, and Romanians who are still living in Romania.
Its aim is to provide a channel of communication and information
between the grass roots of the Romanian population and the lead-
ers of the United States who are concerned with "freedom and jus-
tice for all."
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I was surprised that most of the speakers are speaking regarding
the welfare and well-being of Romanian families, government, and
regarding their relations with the government. Not one of them is
free to know or to say anything about what happened among the
population of Romanians, over 26 million.

I want to correct Mr. Spitzer regarding the percent of the Jewish
population. It is under 0.3, not 16 percent.

I want to quote from the Washington Post and the New York
Times, that the Romanians at the end of the year will have over a
$16-billion debt that they cannot pay.

The people working in Romania are forced to work for the gov-
ernment to pay this debt, and in Romania in every single factory,
on the walls, in public places, there are slogans that "The United
States is Our Biggest Enemy, and, The Soviet Union is our biggest
ally."

In 1984 the world has a clear history of documented Communist
terror: fomentation of unrest, crises, conflicts, and aggression,
deceit, lies, oppression, the detention of innocent people that are
committed by the Romanian Communist government.

Therefore, we ask you, Mr. Chairman, to deny the most-favored-
nation status to the Romanian Communist government.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Birnbaum.
[Mr. Orasel's written testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before your

subcommittee this morning. I am Lucian V. Orasel, chairman of

the American-Romanian Relations Committee.

The Committee was established in 1981 by U. S. citizens

of Romanian descent, Romanians who have recently come to America

and Romanians who are still living in Romania. Its aim Is to

provide a channel of communication and information between -the

grass roots of the Romanian population and the leaders of the

United States who are concerned with "freedom and justice for

all."

I appear this morning on behalf of this Committee to

ask you to deny a renewal of the most favored nation trade

status to the Romanian Communist Government.

The United States government wants to improve its

relations with communist Romania because of Ceausescu's so-called

"independent foreign policy." However, in spite of Romania's

seeming independence from Moscow, it remains one of the most

tightly controlled countries in the Soviet bloc, with strict

curbs on political dissent and a cumbersome, highly centralized

economic apparatus. In Romania, all citizens are required to

report within 24 hours any contact they may have with foreigners.

Domestically, the country faces severe shortages of meat, milk,

sugar and other commodities, which is partially caused by the

government's emphasis on a crash industrialization program at the

expense of agricultural development.
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Earlier this year, Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu

conceded for the first time that the emphasis on industrial

expansion had "negatively influenced the population's standard of

living."

Providing economic assistance to the Romanian govern-

ment has been defended on the grounds that It will "soften" the

communists and induce the regime to relax its totalitarianism.

This has been the argument for ovet 40 years. In reality,

however, there have never been any signs of a fundamental change.

The Romanian communist government has maintained Its policy of

repression.

I was born and raised in Romania, a country which fell

to communism during the Soviet invasion in 1944. 1 lived in that

country for over 30 years and can testify to the harsh realities

of communist oppression. I was imprisoned for eight years while

I was still a young man. My "crime" was advocating the restora-

tion of basic human rights and plurality in the political party

system.

The communist repression in Romania takes many furns.

Religious groups are brutally oppressed for nothing more than

defending their right to worship.

The Rev. George Calciu Dumitreasa has been sentenced

to ten years in prison for his strong religious convictions. He

has already served five years of this sentence and thus far the

Romanian communist government has ignored all pleas to release

him. His case has aroused considerable interest in Europe.
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In Romania, concentration camps still exist. Jails

and mental hospitals are crowded far beyond their capacities.

Persecution of religious groups continues. Freedom and liberty

have been taken away for 40 years and it has resulted in the

deprivation of human rights for millions of people. After World

War 1[, the Romanian communist government ordered the incorpora-

tion of the nearly 2.3 million Eastern-Rite Romanian Catholics

into the state-controlled Orthodox Church. The communist govern-

ment arrested hundreds of Latin-Rite and Eastern-Rite Catholic

priests and laymen. More than 50 priests were executed and 200

died in prison, wrote John Maher in "Provista-Enlightenaent," a

newspaper well-documented in church affairs.

Meanwhile, Ceausescu enjoys a luxurious life, which

is in sharp contrast to the austere life-style of most Romanians

and in total contradiction to what the communist doctrine itself

dictates. Ceausescu shares this lavish living with other top

Romanian officials.

On a recent visit to Romania, Libyan strongman Colonel

Muammar Kadaffl was entertained at one of the luxurious villas

maintained by government officials outside Bucharest. It is a

well-known fact that Ceausescu is a staunch defender of Kadaffi's

policies, including his terrorist activities.

The New York Times, which is not considered to be

a conservative newspaper, said recently in an article by John B.

Oakes:
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"Mr. Ceausescu has been running this
country (Romania) as a virtual dictator under
tight reign for almost 20 years. He has been
widely condemned by Westerners for mismanage-
ment of the economy and for the repressive
nature of the regime, widely considered to be
one of the most repressive in Eastern Europe.
Under President Ceausescu's watchful eye, one
out of every three adults is said to report on
the other two in what Is believed to be the
most efficient secret police network in
Communist Europe. Mr. Ceausescu dismisses the
Solidarity movement in Poland as an anti-
socialist creature of the Roman Catholic
Church."

The Washington Post recently headlined an article

"Debt-Ridden Romania Could Be Next Poland. Study Warns." This

article reports on an analysis by Warton Econometric Forecasting

Associates, a Washington-based consulting firm. The analysis

takes a dim view of the International Monetary Fund's decision to

approve a $1.46 billion loan package for Romania, whose overall

performance last year was the worst since World War II. By the

end of last year, Romania's hard-currency debt had reached $12.5

billion, including a $7 billion loan owed to Western commercial

banks, $1.3 billion to the International Monetary Fund and the

World Bank, and $4.2 billion to Western governments and Mideast

lenders.

The Wharton organization forecasts that if the current

trends continue, the Balkan nations' net external debt will climb

to about $15.9 billion by the end of this year and to $19.1 bil-

lion by the end of 1985.
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The hard-currency trade balance of Romania has been

.roded considerably In recent years due to its shift from a

long-time exporter to a net importer of oil. "Oligarchic leader-

ship has persisted In pursuing rigid and inappropriate economic

policies," the analysis said.

Daniel Bond, a Wharton economist, said the multilateral

financial institutions have exerted "virtually no pressure on

Romania to change Its policies" in the economic sphere. He

states that Romania has generally been accorded "very special

treatment" on loans since it joined the International Monetary

Fund in 1972.

The well-documented Washington- based newspaper The

Washington Times wrote:

"During the decade of detente, commu-
nist Poland and Stalinist Romania expressed a
desire to purchase vast amounts of American
grain and food. Having, hoverer, no hard
currency, they asked to buy on credit. The
American Big Banks agreed to lend the money--
if the Commodity Credit Corporation, a federal
agency, would guarantee 98 percent of the
principal of the loan, and an 8 percent
profit. It's called no-fault banking.

"Having consumed the grain, Warsaw
and Bucharest walked away from the loans.
With neither principal nor interest coming in,
the Big Banks went to the Commodity Credit
Corporation to get paid off. For two years
they have been paid off with the tax dollars
of the American people.

"So, the grocery bill of the Warsaw Pact,
from the decade of detente is being handed by
the Communist capitals of Eastern Europe to
the American people."
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Mr. Chairman, the problem is that there are many in the

State Department and elsewhere who believe that if we treat

.selected Eastern European countries better than the Soviet Union,

these countries can be weaned away from Moscow. This is simply

not true. In Romania, in every single factory and on walls in

public places there are slogans such as "United States is our

biggest enemy and the Soviet Union is our biggest ally." The

apologists for the communist states in Eastern Europe have been

proven wrong during the last 50 years. So-called "peaceful

trade" is a myth. To the communist countries, trade with the West

is a weapon too. The truth is that the American trade policies

in the past have helped the Soviet Union and its allies to build

up a huge military force which has become so formidable that the

United States has to spend over $200 billion annually to defend

itself against this force.

In 1984 the world has before it a clear history of

documented communist terror: formation of unrest, crises,

conflict and aggression; deceit; lies; oppression; the detention

of innocent people in Jails and mental institutions; murders;

discrimination against non-communists; the cruel suppression of

governments; the unjust confiscation of property; the pitting of

children against parents, encouraging one to inform on the other;

the separation of families; the suppression of monasteries and

convents; the closing of churches and church-related schools; the

execution of bishops, opponents and countless others; and the

enslavement of millions.
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Restricting--rather than promoting--trade with Eastern

bloc countries is the least violent weapon that can be conceived

to stop the evil of communism.

Our policy of subsidizing self-declared enemieq is

neither rational nor moral. The purpose of detente, in the eyes

of the Soviets, is to give them the opportunity to build up their

forces in view of a renewed assault on the West.

This country today faces the gravest danger to its

existence since the outbreak of World War II. Therefore. we

have to act now.

We can atop the Soviets and Soviet-directed puppet

governments without using a single gun by simply denying them

economic support and halting trade with them.

I am here today on behalf of all Romanian nationals

who suffered under the most terror-filled system in the world,

to ask you, indeed to beg you, to deny extension of the moat

favored nation status to the Romanian communist government.

We should take the Soviet Union and its puppet govern-

ments seriously, before itis too late.

Thank you.

John Coclu Lucian V. Orasel
Sec rety Chairman

Attachment
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STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAUM, CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND
EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. BIRNBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today's hearings should be in honor of and as a tribute to the

name and memory of Senator Henry Jackson, who passed away a
few months ago.

I remember very distinctly what he said in reference to the
Chadha decision: He felt that the committee's work was more than
ever essential in providing and continuing a year-round monitoring
process. His caution is very much in order in relation to Romania.

Anyone who has read the latest Country Report of the State De-
partment, which shows Romania as having the most repressive
regime, apart from the Soviet Union, in the whole East bloc, will
see there is reason for caution. In all these years we have seen ups
and downs, and the downs have been due, in a sense, to our failure
to monitor sufficiently and to pressure sufficiently. The ups are due
to the fact that this annual process of hearings, continue.

I would confirm, from daily experience, that there is still plenty
of harassment, particularly in the areas of jobs, removal from jobs,
and eviction from apartments, and many other matters which I
don't have time to go into now. I have listed some of the evidence
in my testimony.

It seems to me that the point of these hearings is not so much
the question of "Are we going to grant MFN to Romania or not this
year." I think the question ought to be more to: "To what extent
are we utilizing the leverage which we have with the Romanians to
keep them up to par?"

There have been some over-enthusiastic statements made today
about Romanian human rights conditions which don't jibe with our
experiences. In view of the most recent one, the imposition of the
education tax last year, I would suggest that we take notice of re-
ports such as I heard last week from a responsible individual who
had just returned from Romania. She told me that there was a
report which sounded exactly like the reports before the putting on
of the education tax, saying that emigration would be virtually
shut down as of January 1, 1985.

Now, I am not saying that this will happen, but all I am urging
is great caution in monitoring the Romanian human rights situa-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, I would be very happy to answer the same kinds
of questions which were addressed to the previous panel.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Hamos.
[Mr. Birnbaum's written testimony follows:
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SUGARY OF STATEMENT BY JACOB BIRNBAUM NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRYo BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE
JUBNITTEE OF THE SENATE FINANCE CO*IITTEE, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Tabute to the Late Senato HeaAV hSck4on - His unique
role in embodying human rights concerns into legislative
committment, and linking thea to economic leverage.

ReApoa6e4 to Chada Ptea4Lon RegaAdng Cmon94ttioxat
Veto - Jackson believed that last summr's Supreme Court decision
made Congreesonal trade committees more than ever responsible for
Congressional oversight, namely a year-round monitoring, capped by
annual public hearings.

Arnold and Porter's Robert Herastein and others assert
that Washington can maintain control over the extension of NIH
status through annual legislation plus a 'fast-trak" mechanism.
Rep. Elliott Levitas and Deputy Attorney General Sch mlts suggest
that Congress can devise a host of mechanisms that will reassert
Congressional authority on Presidential and executive agency decisions.

Apart from MFN, the U.S. has additional leverage, actual
and potential, on account of Ruania's need for crdit loans and
grants from national and international agencies and their need for
technological knowhow, e.g,, Bucharest s current application for
satellite monitoring equipment.

State vepaatmext'a Co.nt-g Repoat J0 195S - This report
makes a comprehensive survey of continued human rights abuses by
the Ruanian authorities.

Rea ugenee ol AnZt-SemitLe W4itUiga - These include an
attack on Rumanian Chief Rabbi Hoses Rosen, and have shocked
Ruman ian Jews.

Congue6Lons2 Human Right. Caueu LetteuA to Reagan d
Ceauae4cu - The Hay 14th letters protested serious Rumanian human
rights violations, including emigration.

EqAa ga.Uox P-tobt ms - Despite minor improvements,
enorvous problems remain, including harassment such as removal
from jobs and apartments.

Emg4t.eon Rat4 - 1903, compared with 1962 is up for
U.S. and West Germany, down for Israel. Despite the difficulties,
2500 Jews are registered at any one tims, yet annual departures are
nearer to 1000 than 2000. Potential annual Jewish emigration is

.000. During the first quarter of 1984, the rate averaged almost
200 a month in anticipation of the President's recommendation to
Congress. As Israel has no clout in Bucharest persistent Congress-
ional monitoring essential to maintain these nimal rates for 1984.

Pe4aimt4m About Futute o En9ga&Uon - A recent visitor's
report speaks of new plans to virtually shut down emigration as of
January 1. 115.

Rtgd U.S. mmgxatton Poicv Re~ut. ng in HeAd Famai
Rewi icatiox Cdae4 - We suggest the principle of "humanitarian
parole" be interpreted more flexibly in c4u80 of close relatives
needing care, such as old, sick and young persons.
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STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAU, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR RUSSIAN
AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY. BEFORE. THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 198w.

T4i&uIt to the Late SenotoA Hen y )acakont Hi4 Unique Rote Linking
Human Rights to Economic Levecage

This is the tenth year that this committee is
considering the extension of the waiver of the "freedom of
emigration" provision (Section 402) of the 1974 Trade Act. This
year, however, is different because of the untimely passing of
Senator Henry Jackson. A decade of hearings is the product of
Senator Jackson's unique drive to translate oft-proclaimed but
ineffective platitudes about American moral leadership into
protical effect. He understood the importance of relating human
rights to economic leverage, and of embodying this linkage into
legislative comittment. Few realize that his name became a beacon
of hope to the oppressed in the Soviet bloc. (See Dr. William
Norey's article, 'Jackson-Vanik: It Has Worked Well", Chrietian
Soisenoe Nonitor, 10/28183.)

When Bucharest introduced the education "ransom" tax
on October 22, 1982, it was Jackson's Amendment which successfully
blunted its effect and caused Secretary of State Shultz to say in
June 1983 that he had changed his mind about its effectiveness.

ReapoA6e to the Chdh0a ecJ4on'4 Ellett on Cong4t&Aionat Lev#4age

We were therefore most unhappy when it appeared that
the unbroken momentum of almost a decade of hearings might be
interrupted by the lack of such in 1984. There was talk of
Congress' busy schedule, preoccupation with the elections, and the
diminution of Congressiona. leverage produced by the Supreme
Court's Chadha decision of June 22, 1983, inhibiting Congressional
vetos of Executive action. There have been, of course, other busy
years, but the Chadha decision has clearly been a discouragement,
though to some extent, it seems that Congress has been continuing
as if it does not exist. (See "In Spite of the Court, the
Legislative Ysto Lives On", Pow York fie, Dec. 21, 1983.)

On July 20, 1983, Deputy Attorney General Edward
Schmultz told the Foreign Affairs Comittee that there remained
"many effective and fully constitutional mechanisms whereby Congress
can carry out its constitutional oversight function". Writing to
President Reagan on July 9, 1983, Rep. Elliott Levitas stated,
"Obviously, Congress can devise a host of mechanisms within the
scope of the Court's decision that will reassert Congressional
authority over decisions of the President, executive agencies and
independent agencies." Such devices could include "stripping away
all or most of the delegated discretionary powers" or requiring
"Congressional approval for all major activities or regulations".

During the Jul 29 1983 hearings of this committee,
the distinguished Washington cc.astltutional attorney Robert Herastein
concluded, "I believe that Cong.es8 can effectively maintain its
current control over the extension of MFN status through the annual
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legislation approach, coupled with a fast track' mechanism." He
suggested that under the system of annual legislation, "authorization
for MHF status will expire each year, as it does currently. To
extend MFN another year however, the President would have to
secure implementing legislation from Congress. .e. . This system
would maintain the control over Executive actions Congress possesses
with the legislative veto."

Earlier, Herzstein maintained that there are
"respectible grounds for arguing that the Chadha decision did not
invalidate the legislative veto contained in the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment. The extremely broad holding of the Chadha decision rests
upon an extremely narrow factual basis." He points out that
Jackson-Vanik differs in a number of major ways from Chadha; for
example, Chadha involves the rights of an individual, while here we
are concerned with the conduct of foreign nations.

Underlining the importance of year-round Congressional
monitoring, culminating in public hearings, the late Senator Henry
Jackson told this committee last year, "The Chadha decision has
obviously made the annual review and annual report procedure more
indispensable than ever to encourage the countries involved to
continue to take with due seriousness Congressional concern
regarding their emigration policies and practices. . a . Many
emigration cases -- especially the difficult ones -- are resolved
in a reasonable time just because of the annual review and
anticipation of the Congressional hearings". He recomended that
Congress should continue "to exercise its legislative authority
through oversight, and that the Finance Committee specifically will
exercise that right as necessary and appropriate, not limited only
to consideration of the annual report."

Congress has additional points of leverage with
Bucharest which receives a number of loans from the United States.
and will in the future require substantial credit, grants and loans
from America and international agencies in which the U.S. plays a
role. The Rumanians have this year sought important satellite
monitoring equipment.

Ruoadmi'a Hu;&n Rights Abua6w The Stde Pepd ¢t MCe'4 CouAta-Y
Repoat 1o 1993

This report, published in February 1984, paints a
dismal picture of the human rights situation in Rumania, and shows
once more the importance of Congress utili ing the means it p
to assist the oppressed when it is in a position to do so. The
report contains considerable discussion of Rumanian conditions under
hearings such as "Torture and Cruel Punishment (Including the Hisuse
of Psychiatric Hospitals)" "Arbitrary Arrests, Ddention and Exile";
"Denial of Correspondence (Including Harassment of Those in Contact
with Foreigners and of the Foreigners Themselves, Removing People
from their Jobs and Apartments for Religious, Political or Social
Nonconformity)"I "Freedom of Speech and Press (Including the
Registration of Typewriter, Fines and Imprisonment for People
Possessing Foreign Bibles)"; "Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and
Association (Including Those for Religious and Trade Union Purposes)";
"Religious Persecution (Especially of Christian Evangelicals,
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Adventists, Witnesses, Etc.)"; "Freedom of Movement Within the
Country, Foreign Travel and Emigration"; "Policies of Cultural
Extinction of Ethnic Minorities (Such as Hungarians)".

Res4qguae o Anti-Semt.ic LU Aea UAe in Ru(L4id

1983/4 sawu the resurgence -- though on a larger
scale -- of the rash of anti-se itic writings of 1980. There were
reprints of stories by tho 19th century writer Vasile Alecsandi
about "the filthy kikes". Particularly noticeable were works by
Corneliu Vadim Tudor, published in journals such as the literary
magazine Septmana, the organ of the Committee for Cultural and
Socialist Education of the Bucharest Municipality on July 29, 1983.
In a poem, "A Martyr's rpistie to the Traitors of the Country," he
speaks of the "foul foreigners," a known derogatory term for Jews.
In a book dated December 1983, he goes so far as to attack Rumanian
Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen, himself a leading member of Rumania's power
elite. Despite certain assurances and withdrawals, Rosen does not
believe that these are sufficient, and remains despondent, clearly
not having recovered from the shock.

A long, insidious article in the Communist Ycuth
League newspaper Soientsia Tineret6k.ut in April 1983 discusses a
Jewish "plot against the specificity of the Rumanian spirit" and
quotes a number of well-known Jewish intellectuals whom it calls
dogmatists" whose stated goal is "the liquidation of the historical

roots of the authentic native Rumanian culture".

Hou4e Human RightA CaueuA WJittA to Reagan and Ceauecu on Uaq 14,
1954

Following the publication of the country report and
these anti-s .nitic revelations, Reps. Tom Lantos and John Porter, co-
chairmen of the Houce Human Rights Caucus, sent letters on May 14,
1984 to President Reagan and Rumanian President Nicolai Ceausescu on
behalf of nearly 200 Congressmen to "voice our distress over the
many serious hurian rights violations still being perpetrated by the
Rumanian authorities".

Rumaniazn Emigprtion P.~obtemps Stitt Eno&moua PeA pie Smatt rupaovemett

In an article in the Vat Street Jowrnal of June 4,
1984, "The Hirsh Reality Behind Rumania's Olympic Move", Dr. Juliona
Pilon conclvdcd, "It is not surprising, therefore, that the urge to
emigrate has reached pandemic proportions."

It tras Senator Jackson's practical genius to select
emigration as the first lino of human rights defense, and link it
with MFN as part of the 1974 Trade Act. Following our major
campaign in 1982 involving the White House and Congress, the
Rumanians were forced for the first time to give written promises
to "consistently improve emigration procedures, eliminate bureaucratic
delays and abuses", I-) remove "discriminations", and shorten the
time period (see letter of Rumanian Ambassador Malitza to the
Congressional trade committees and selected legislators, Aug. 1982).

While there have been minor improvements, especially
in time procedures, emigration difficulties continue to be enormous,
with plenty of instances of harassment such as eviction from jobs and

40-844 0 - 85 - 11
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apartments. Here are some extracts from June 1984 letters to me:

Since they applied to emigrate, my brother and his wife
have been denied their jobs. . . The barks make difficulties
in cashing the international money orders I send them,
sometimes making them wait as long as 8 or 9 months for the
money.

Mrs. X and her young daughter were forced out of their
apartment on their application to leave, and must live by
going from one relation to another.

Last year, my old aunt and her two married daughters with
their husbands and children applied to rejoin her son in
Israel. The Rumanian authorities fired both daughters and
their husbands from their jobs. They live off my aunt's
meager pension. Then the authorities indicated that the old
lady could go alone without the famy, but this is impossible.
They've had to sell everything to provide for the necessities
of life. My cousin in Israel can hardly smuggle enough food
for them through Israeli tourists. Their phone is continuously
tapped, their correspondence censored, and the apartment has
been frequently broken into. They are often visited by
officials on various p-vtexts.

19S3 Emigaatton Rate to the U.S. and Ve6t Oekmang Upt To laaaet,
Down. Rumdnidn PAomiZe4 Not Kept

Let us look at the rate of emigration from Rumania.
Though the rates to the Western powers most importan to Bucharest,
the U.S. and West Germany, increased substantially in 1983 over
1982, the flow to Israel declined. The Rumanian authorities
claimed that 1606 Rumanian Jews left in 1982; the Israelis stated
that only 1283 reached Israel in 1983.

In the latter part of May 1983, just before the
Presidential announcement of HFN to Rumania, a White House official
informed me that the Presidential announcement was being delayed
so Mr. Begin's office in Israel would receive appropriate
assurances from Bh--.harest that the 1983 figures would go beyond
those of 1982. The promises were made but not kept, and the rate
dropped once more toward the absurdly low figure of a little above
1000 of earlier years, instead of rising toward the 2000 mark. --he
first quarter of 1984 showed a rate of almost 200 a month, then
dropped again in April to 146 and in May to 123.

The United States and West Germany have plenty of
clout in Bucharest, but Israel has little or none. The Israeli
authorities see Rumanian Jewry as a hostage group, and for this and
other reasons are following an appeasement policy. Consequently,
these survivors of the Nazi Holocaust depend so much on the
humanitarian effort of the United States through economic and
political channels. It is essential that the Congressional trade
committees do their share in maintaining continuous pressure on
Buahgret to hold to these minimal emigration rates for the Jews,
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in order to bring them to par with the substantial increase to
-the U.S. and West Germany.

Annual EmiqA.Uox Potentiat of Ru-manian Jews 4 - So$

In previous years, the attorney Ira Kleiman and I,
independently collating several lists both came to the
conclusion that as many as 2500 Rummian Jews have been in some
stage of the emigration process in recent years. Consequently,
a monthly rate of 200 is a minimal number. This is indeed a rate
the Rumanians pemit when they are trying to impress the White
House. Based on daily contacts with relatives of Rumanian Jews,
we repeat our express conviction of previous testimonies that 4 -
5000 Rmanian Jews would leave every year if given the opportunity.

In the light of this, an annual figure hovering
around the 1000 mark is clearly unacceptable, and we are obviously
unhappy when Washington officials describe a little above 1400 as
"relatively high".

V4ittJoa Pe aie,6ttc on Outtook Joa Futuae EmtgtaaUo

A few days ago, a just-retunned visitor to Rumania
told me of persistent reports within that country of renewed
attempts to severely cut down and even terminate future emigration-
as of January 1, 1985.

16 the U.S. an Opponent ol Faday ReunL *aetiont

The Un~ed States is regarded as the greatest champion
of emigration in history. The recent severe curtailment of
emigration by the Immigration and Naturalization Service has
resulted in some hard family reunification cases in this country.

I refer in particular to the transformation of the
principle of humanitarian parole into so narrow a concept that
only in extreme cases is it applied. Even two old ladies in their
80s trying to rejoin their children here have been categorically
refused. We suggest a more flexible interpretation in cases of
close relatives needing care, such as elderly, sick or young
persons.

STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAMOS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS OF RUMANIA, NEW YORK, NY

Mr. HAMOS. Mr. Chairman, the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania thanks you and the subcommittee for holding these hear-rags.The events of the past year have given particular urgency to con-

tinuing public scrutiny of Romania's gross violations of humarnrights.In previous years our organization has presented detailed evi-

dence of a systematic campaign by the Romanian Government to
destroy the cultural identity of that country's Hungarian minority,
numbering 2.5 million people, through curtailing its opportunities
to preserve its language, its culture, its traditions, and its religious
life. Despite police brutality against those citizens of Romania en-
gaged in monitoring and reporting that country's human rights
abuses, one group, the Hungarian Press of Transylvania, has suc-
ceeded in regularly issuing reliable and detailed reports over the
past year which document the terror that runs rampant there
today.

Attached to our written statement, Mr. Chairman, are selected
English translations of these documents. We commend them to
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your attention as offering the most eloquent and authentic direct
testimony to the ruthless antiminority practices instituted by the
Ceaucescu regime during the past year alone.

One year ago at these hearings we raised several cases to illus-
trate how the Romanian Government, beyond using its pervasive
control over every facet of community life, increasingly resorts to
sheer terror tactics against individual victims.

The situation over the past 12 months has taken a sharp turn for
the worse, with capricious detentions, beatings by the secret police,
and unexplained disappearances becoming a depressing day-to-day
commonplace reality in Romania. More important, Mr. Chairman,
for the first time in our 9 years of testifying at these hearings, we
have the grim task of reporting several deaths which are either un-
explained or occurred as a result of beatings and torture by the
secret police.

One such case is that of Geza Palfi, already mentioned by Sena-
tor Heinz. Reverend Palfi had delivered a Christmas Eve sermon
which was mildly critical of the fact that in Romania even Christ-
mas is a compulsory workday. For this he was beaten and kicked
for several hours. As a consequence, his liver burst apart, he suf-
fered broken ribs, and died 2 months later of his injuries.

Similar instances of such brutality abound. I will not go into list-
ing them here.

I would simply say in sum, Mr. Chairman, that the Romanian
Government's intensified efforts over the past year to forcibly as-
similate the Hungarian nationality in Transylvania more than jus-
tifies termination of its most-favored-nation status. We believe a
clear and unequivocal signal must be sent to that repressive gov-
ernment that this subcommittee, this Congress, and this country
will not tolerate such violations of basic human decency.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Collins.
[Mr. Hamos' written testimony follows:]
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, the Committee for Human Rights in Rumania thanks this

distinguished Subcommittee for holding these hearings, thereby keeping public
attention focused on the human rights performance of the government of Rumania.

The events of the past year have given particular urgency to continued public
scrutiny of that country's gross violations of human rights.

This Is the ninth consecutive year In which the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania is submitting a statement to this Subcommittee, and in which I am
representing that Committee here as a witness. In previous years we presented
detailed evidence of a systematic campaign by the Rumanian government to destroy
the cultural identity of that country's Hungarian minority, numbering 2.3 million,
through curtailment of its opportunities to preserve Its language, culture, traditions
and religious life. This intensive process is aimed at denationalizing the minority
population and forcing its assimilation into the majority population.

One year ago at these hearings, we raised several alarming, specific examples to
illustrate how the Rumanian government, beyond using its pervasive control over
every facet of community life - its monopoly over every kind of organized activity
- has, in recent years, increasingly resorted to sheer terror tactics: arrests, savage
beatings, imprisonment, interrogations, mysterious disappearances, exile and forced
psychiatric treatment, in order to intimidate an increasingly resentful minority
population. Over the past twelve months, Mr. Chairman, such occurrences have
sharply intensified, with capricious detentions, beatings by the secret police and
unexplained disappearances becoming a depressing, commonplace reality for
Hungarians - especially their intellectual and religious leaders - in Rumania. More
important, Mr. Chairman, for the first time in our nine years of testifying at these
hearings, we have the grim task of reporting several deaths which are either
"unexplained" or occurred as a result of beatings and torture by the secret police.
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Internal Underground Publications
Monitor and Report Human Rixhts Abuses

Last year we reported on a Hungarian-language "samizdat" periodical entitled
Ellenpontok (Counterpoints) which had been prepared and disseminated in Rumania in
a total of 10 Issues between December 1981 and January 193. We also described
the forcible dismantling of this periodical, with vicious beatings and other acts of
revenge perpetrated by the Rumanian authorities against its youthful editors.
Although the authorities were successful In disbanding this courageous publication,
they were ultimately unable to prevent its vital function from continuing in another
form.

On May 20, 1983, four months after Counterpoints had published Its last issue,
another group announced Its formation. In its first release (see: Appendix, p. A-i),
the group declared "the creation in Transylvania of the Transylvanian Hungarians'
unofficial news agency, the jungarian Press of Transylvania (HPT)," and further
stated that "the well-known brutality of the Rumanian authorities constrains the
editors of the news agency to conduct their activities anonymously and responsibly,
and to exercise the utmost caution in protecting the safety of their news sources."

The Hungarian Press of Transylvania has fully lived up to Its stated purpose of
providing "reliable and detailed information concerning the unrestrained terror now
prevailing in Rumania" (ibid.). From its formation until 3uly 12, 1984, the group has
issued 62 numbered and dated releases containing Internal reports, often by
first-hand observers, of the Ceausescu regime's newest repressive measures
affecting the country's 3.5 million minority inhabitants (who include, aside from the
Hungarians, sizeable numbers of Germans, Ukranians, Jews, Serbs, Greeks and
others), as well as the general populace.

Attached to this statement as Appendices "A" through "F" are selected English
translations, categorized by subject matter, of these revealing documents. We
commend them to your attention, Mr. Chairman, as offering the most eloquent and
authentic direct testimony to the ruthless, anti-minority practices Instituted by the
Ceausescu regime during the past year alone.
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Continued Discrimination In the Educational System

One of the major lines of attack In Rumanian mistreatment of national
minorities is Institutionalized discrimination in the educational system. As we have
shown In prior testimony before this Subcommittee, official Rumanian statistics
indicate an alarming decline over the last three decades in the number of students
allowed to attend Hungarian classes. The process by which the Rumanian
government eliminates Hungarian schools began In 1939. Since that year,
Independent Hungarian schools have been systematically attached to Rumanian
schools as mere sections, which, in turn, have been gradually phased out. The same
process has been applied to Institutions of higher education, beginning in March 1959
with the forced takeover of the Independent Hungarian Bolyal University in
Kolozsv~r (CluJ-Napoca) by its Rumarian counterpart the Babes University.

Today the Indications are that the Rumanian authorities are about to bring the
process to Its culmination. According to Hungarian Press of Transylvania
(hereinafter cited as OHPTO) Release No. 14. 19849, by order dated April 4l 1984 of
the Rumanian Ministry of Education, even the half-Hungarian designation of the
"Babes-Bolyal University" has been abolished (Appendix, p. A-5). The authors of the
HPT report conclude that based on past experience, this measure constitutes Man
unmistakable sign that the Rumanian authorities intend to terminate once and for all
higher education in the Hungarian language In Kolozsvir" (iid.) .

This assessment Is supported by other recent measures. In 3uly of 1983, the
Ministry of Education reduced the already discriminatory quota of students allowed
to major in Hungarian at the University of Kolozsvdr from 25 to l5 (HPT Release
No. 2/3uly 13, 1983; Appendix, p. A-2). Furthermore, the 23 graduates who had
majored In Hungarian at that university this year "were forced to accept teaching
positions outside of Transylvania, far from those territories where the Hungarian
language is spoken. Instead of teaching their native Hungarian to native Hungarian
speakers, their positions require them to teach various foreign languages to
Rumanian speakers. The authorities instituted this measure despite the fact that

there Is a grave deficiency In the number of Hungarian teachers In Transylvania"
OIld).
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The practice of routinely assigning Hungarian graduates of universities and

trade schools to jobs outside their native communities, has long been used to break
up compact Hungarian communities. Hungarians are sent into Rumanian areas and
Rumanians Into Hungarian districts. As a result, the displaced Hungarians are cut
off from their ethnic roots, and their children have no opportunity to attend
Hungarian schools. More important, the Hungarian minority Is deprived of doctors,

lawyers and other professionals who speak their own language.

The latest manifestation of this practice - sending Hungarian schoolteachers to
teach In Rumanian schools - not only violates the Individual rights of the
schoolteachers affected, but ties in directly with efforts to destroy those schools and

classes still teaching in the Hungarian language. According to the HPT editors, this
new measure "constitutes a departure in method. Whereas previously the authorities
had tried to limit Hungarian-language Instruction through the manipulation of class
size at local schools, now the authorities are accelerating the process of forced
assimilation by restricting the number of Hungarian teachers available "(Appendix,
p. A-2).

Even in those cases where Hungarian students are able to gain admission to.
Institutions of higher education, the fact of their national origin Is a source of
constant danger and potentially grave consequences for them. A recent case will

Illustrate this point: Ten students from the Academy of Fine Arts in Koozsvdr
(Cluj-Napoca) were interrogated by the secret police, and two of them were

expelled, after the interrogations had determined that they were "maintaining
contact with citizens of Hungary,' and.., allowing Western, Hungarian ideals to

influence their work, thus 'denying the values of Socialist Rumanian culture' "(HPT
Release No. 2$/June 6, 1984; Appendix, p. A-6).

The Stirring of Ethnic Animosities and Chauvinistic Sentiments

In keeping with the tradition of tyrannies which feed the people on nationalism
In order to divert their attention from immediate hardships, Rumania's deepening
economic crisis has brought on an ever more virulent appeal to the basest kind of
national chauvinism and to sentiments of hatred against the "barbarian Intruders,"
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the Hungarian minority. Such labeling of Hungarians has been appearing in officlaily
sanctioned publications with increasing regularity and openness. 'Scholarly* works -
written by such obviously well-qualified authorities as the Rumanian dictator's own
brother (see: Appendix, p. A-I 2) - struggle to prove the superiority of Rumania's
history over that of the Hungarians. The odiousness of such efforts, aside from their
lack of intellectual Integrity, lies primarily In the fact that they are used to
deliberately malign and denigrate the inferior beings (the national minorities),
thereby directing the hostility of the public and the force of official policy against
them.

Recent examples of such primitive diatribes are simply too numerous and
convoluted to analyse here In any detail. It is important to recognize however, that
they are not the isolated works of individual extremists, but are directly
representative of the views of the Communist Party leadership. Referring to one
particularly virulent exponent of this school, a report by the Hungarian Press of
Transylvania pointed out that

"the ultra-nationalistic views expressed by [ion) Lancranjan constitute the
virtually unanimously held political creed of the Rumanian Communist
Party leadership. That such is the case Is also suggested by the fact that
the Party subsequently made it possible for Lancranjan to publish an even
more extremist article which labels the entire Hungarian people as
fascistic." (HPT Release No. 3/August 3, 19831 Appendix, p. A-&)

The same release reported on a book published in March 1983, entitled

Elucidation of Facts (Fapte Dir Umbra, Bucharest: The Political Press):

"The book constitutes a shocking step forward in the fashioning of an
ideological rationale for the deprivation of the human rights of Hungarians
living in Rumania. Individual case descriptions are woven into the fabric
of the book in order to make Transyivanian Hungarians emerge, to
unsuspecting readers, as an alien and hostile body, a kind of fifth column
of Hungary, which is the arch enemy... The book depicts a past in which
Hungarians were the perpetual warmongers. Projecting this analysis into
the future, it portrays Hungarians - who demand the righting of their
wrongs - as threats to world peace and stability (pp. 141-142). As absurd
or insane as this line of reasoning may appear, it must be taken very
seriously, because it expresses the ideological needs of a regime engaged
in the physical and spiritual humiliation of millions, an oppression of a
magnitude which has no equal in Europe today." (Appendix, p. A-S)
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Another recent book, this time a novel entitled Deception (Ademenirea,
Cluj-Napocat Dacia Press, 1983) by Romulus Zaharia,

"bears tell-tale signs identifying it with the regime which afflicts Rumania
today. That the signs are recognizeable is not surprising, since it was the
Party which ordered several rewrltings to intensify the innuendos, and
since it was a commissioned work In the first place. For we can have
many doubts concerning this volume, but of one thing we can be certain:
that those at the very top, those most responsible (if such words can be
used to describe the leaders of the RCP) commissioned the writing of this
roman a clef. The book represents a new milestone in the effort to
generate hostility toward the Hungarians of Transylvania, and in the
endeavor to lay the ideological foundations for their eventual
annihilation." (HPT Release No. 23/November 24, 1983; Appendix, p.
A-1l)

beatings, Imprisonment, Disappearances
and Murders of Minority Individuals

In order to implement more effectively its campaign of forced assimilation, the

Rumanian government regularly subjects minority individuals to personal
harassment, intimidation and other coercive techniques. Hungarians are made to
live under the perpetual threat of persecution, which they know can be instituted
against them for the slightest assertion of their cultural rights, for their refusal to

agree to and participate actively in the curtailment of those rights, or even for the
mere fact that they happen to be Hungarian. These strong-arm tactics are carried

out by the notorious Rumanian secret police, the Securitate.

Several recent cases are summarized below:

* Gza Pilfi. parish priest from Szkelyudvarhely (Odorheiu Secuiesc)p was
arrested on December 23, i983 by the Securitate after delivering a Christmas Eve

sermon mildly critical of the fact that in Rumania even Christmas is a compulsory
work day. "He was beaten and kicked for several hours as a consequence of which

his liver burst, he suffered broken ribs, and his kidneys were damaged" (HPT Release
No. 10/March 21, 1984; Appendix, p. A-17). As a result of these injuries he was

hospitalized until his death in February. He was 43 years old. His death certificate,
issued by the Securitate, named "cancer of the liver" as the official cause of death.

Of course, legal recourse against the aggressors is unthinkable. Rev. P&lfi was
buried on March 13, 1984.
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* Ard Visky. a 44 year-old actor with the Hungarian Theater In
SepsIszentgy~rgy (Sfintul Gheorghe), was arrested for no apparent reason on
February 24, 1983 (Appendix, pp. A-I S to A-22). He was reportedly charged with
"slandering Rumania, the Rumanian people and the socialist system." and of

"disseminating hostile propaganda" (HPT Release No. 3/September 1, 1933). On
August 7, 1983, Visky was tried and sentenced to 5 years Imprisonment by a
Bucharest military court. To date, he has spent in excess of IS months in a
Bucharest prison.

e ErnO Borb6ly, a 32 year old secondary school teacher, and Katalin Bfr6, a

building engineer in her 20's, were arrested on November 23, 1982 after extensive
house-searches at their homes in Csikszereda (Miercurea Ciuc) (Appendix, pp. A-23
to A-27). It cannot be known what charges were brought against them, only that
they were tried In secret court in Bucharest sometime in February or March of
1983. Borbtly was, according to unconfirmed reports, sentenced to six years
imprisonment for "treason," while it is not known whether Blr6 was convicted or
received a suspended sentence. In any case, nothing was known of their whereabouts
for six months after their arrest. All that can be determined about what may have
precipitated their fate is that they were suspected of smuggling copies of
anti-Hungarian filers (see Appendix, p. A-7) out of the country, that they "had
expressed indignation at the official reaction to the fliers as one bordering on
solidarity with the authors of the filers.. . and that the two had expressed their
belief that the fliers had been prepared with the active participation of the
Rumanian state security apparatus" (HPT Release No. 6/September 2, 1983;

Appendix, p. A-24).

* L1szl6 Buzs, a draftsman from Cskszereda (Miercurea Ciuc), was arrested on
March 23, 1983 after a series of police L-iterrogations commencing on November 22,
1983, the day before the arrests of Err& Borb6ly and Katain Br6 (Appendix, pp.
A-24 to A-27). He Is a friend of theirs, and his case is believed to be connected with
the charges brought against them. He was sentenced to six years Imprisonment for

"treason." During his interrogation, he was severely tortured, "his nails were ripped
out" (Appendix, p. A-27).
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U Ila PQI, a teacher of mathematics at the high school In Dltr6 (Dltrau) was
arrested on or about April 30, 1983, upon his return from a perfectly legal visit to
Hungary (Appendix, pp. A-28 and A-40). It Is known that In November 1983 he was
sentenced, but not on what charges. It Is also known that he is being held In
Bucharest, presumably In the psychiatric ward of a prison hospital. In the 1930'st
Pill had written memoranda criticizing the elimination of Hungarian educational
opportunities. Since that time he has been continually harassed, committed to

psychiatric institutions on several occasions and eventually forced Into early
retirement.

* According to a Hungarian Press of Transylvania report, (HPT Release No.

13/Aprl 12, 1984; Appendix p. A-29), five more Hungarians have disappeared In
CsIkszereda (Miercurea Ciuc). House searches were held in MarosvL&Wrhely (TIrgu
Mures) on October 23 and 26, 1983 (Appendix, p. A-30). Among the victims was
Zsolt G&falvl. an editor of a Hungarian literary periodical. The apparent reason was
to find incriminating evidence and information concerning the editors of the
Hungarian Press of Transylvania.

* Rev. lstvAn TOkds was dismissed as Professor of Theology at the Protestant
Theological Seminary in November 1983 (Appendix, p. A-31). On May 24, 1984 he
was also relieved of his position as Assistant Bishop In Kolozsvhr (Cluj-Napoca), and
of his editorship of Reformitus Szemle (Reformed Review) (Appendix, p. A-3).
These moves are believed to have been made as part of a drive oy Rumanian

authorities to rid the Hungarian Reformed Church in Transylvania of Its more
Independent-thinking leaders. Rev. Istv~n T6k6s Is a highly renowned and respected

teacher and man of the cloth. He holds several honorary doctorates from
distinguished universities abroad.

* Rev. Liszl6 T6k6s, a son of Istvdn T~kds, and also a minister of the Hungarian
Reformed Church was, In May 1984, banished from his congregation in Dis (Dej) to
the isolated village of Mez6szentp6ter (Appendix, p. A-32 to A-33). The reason
given was that he was guilty of damaging relations between the Reformed Church
and the Rumanian state. The real reason is that he was emerging as one of the most
well-loved and effective ministers In Transylvania.
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9 Gdza Sz~cs, renowned poet and editor of the disbanded samizdat periodical
Ellenpontok (Counterpoints), continues to be harassed (Appendix, pp. A-36 to A-)7).
The latest Incident occurred on December 31,1983 in Nagyvirad (Oradea)# where he
went by train from his home In Kolozsvr (Cluj-Napoca) to visit a friend. Both he
and his friend, Lorlnd Kertfsz, were taken into custody at the train station by the
Securitate. After a three hour detention, Sz s was placed on a train to Kolozsvir
and told he was "banished forever from the territory of Nagyvirad" (HPT Release
No. I/January 8, 1984; Appendix, p. A-36).

* ibolya Szab6, mother of the above-mentioned Lorind Kertisz, died of a heart
attack following several brutal interrogations by the Securitate (Appendix, p. A-36).
Her younger son, Attila Kertfsz, a resident of Budapest, was taken Into custody at
her funeral and underwent several hours of police interrogation (Appendix, p. A-37).

* G~za Lposi, schoolteacher and Hungarian cultural leader from the village of
Magyardcse, disappeared three years ago, about three weeks after he was

interviewed for the Hungarian-language broadcast of Rumanian National Television
(Appendix, p. A-39 to A-40). The occasion which prompted the interview was that

one of the village's performing arts groups had won an award at a countrywide
cultural festival. LUposi, who was the director of the local cultural center, played a
leading role in the village's lively cultural life. He vanished In early winter, and his
?*mins turned up the following summer inca dried-up swamp outside the village.
There is little doubt among Transylvanian-Hungarians that he would be alive today
had his exemplary leadership in Hungarian cultural life not received so much
attention.

* Ferenc Wisky, a former pastor of the Hungarian Reformed Church was
forcibly retired and banished from his church and home in April 1983 (Appendix, p.
A-38). "He was popular among the young people but had refused to cooperate with
the authorities and would not complete the form giving information about his work.
300 books belonging to Rev. Wisky and a friend were confiscated in May and he is
regularly being interrogated" (ibid.). Rev. Wsky has already served many years in
prison, and there are fears of his Imminent arrest.
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* On February 7, 1983, Sndor Dienes a 21 year-old Reformed minister, was
sentenced to two years ImprIonment for his Involvement with the Hungarian-
language samlzdat periodical Ellenpontok (Counterpoints) (Appendix, p. A-38).

New Official Measures Curt"]! Opportunities
for Minority Cultural Expression

In view of the already discussed decline in Hungarian educational opportunities
and the Increasing denationalization of Hungarian communities, It is hardly
surprising that the same policy of curtailment and elimination permeates minority
cultural life as well. The following are some recent examples of this discriminatory
process:

* "The authorities are systematically dismissing those journalists who In their
estimation are not willing to serve the Party leadership fully and without
reservation" (HPT Release No. 20/November 21, 1983; Appendix, p. A-42). Sindor
Husz6r editor, and Andor Horv&th assistant editor of the Hungarian-language
cultural weekly A Ht (The Week) have been fired on a trumped-up, flimsy excuse.
The real reason is to undermine the one periodical "which had not only been most
consistent in Its defense of minority Interests, but from time to time even found the
means to give expression, albeit veiled, to the population's mood of increasing
desperation and defiance In the face of terror" (HPT Release No. I I/November 5,
19A41 Appendix, p. A-4 ). Needless to say, A Hit has undergone a total cultural and
moral decline.

* The Central Committee of the Rumanian Communist Party has ordered an
investigation Into the activities of Kriterion Press, Rumania's publisher of books in
the languages of the national minorities. The measure ominously portends the
demise of "one of the primary institutions providing actual protection for the
Interests of Rumania's minorities" (HPT Release No. 6/March 10, 1954; Appendix, p.
A-44).

* Reports abound of imminent job dismissals aimed against Rumania's minority
intellectual community. One such report is of a "double list" compiled by the Party,
of Hungarian intellectuals. The list's criteria are "ideological reliability and loyalty
toward the Rumanian people" (HPT Release No. 12/November 3, 1983; Appendix,
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p. A-49). For every important job there will be two names kept on record, one from
the 'list of rellables' who could at any moment replace his counterpart appearing on
the "list of unrellables." it Is believed In Hungarian Intellectual circles that the
firing of the two chief editors of the periodical A Hit (The Week) was but the first
manifestation of this policy.

* According to another report, the number of persons employed as InteUectuals,
especially in the arts, will be cut by 40% In all of Rumania. "News of this decision
was greeted with anxiety among the national minorltles, who expect that Hungarian
and German minority Intellectuals will be the first to lose their jobs" (HPT Release
No. 27/December 15, 1983; Appendix, p. A-3I).

* Ceremonies and publications marking the centennial of the birth of Kiroll
K6s. a leading Twentieth Century cultural and spiritual figure of Transylvanian
Hungarians have been prohibited (Appendix, p. A-32). Apparently, the Rumanian
authorities are Involved In manufacturing a campaign against the memory of Kroly
K6s - whom all Hungarians regard as a great architect, writer and humanist - on
the slanderous charge that he was an agent of Mikl6s Horthy (Regent of Hungary
when that country was an ally of Nazi Germany). In this regard, Istvin Csurka, a
leading writer in Hungary had the following to say In a letter written in the fall of
1983:

" l]f K6s can be taken out of circulation on grounds of being a
nationalist and an accomplice of Horthy, then the rug is effectively pulled
out from under Hungarian culture In Rumania. If K6s can be labeled a
fascist ... then... no Hungarian writer can feel safe. With his entire
life, with his every action and with every line he wrote, K6s served the
purest, most enlightened and noblest ideals of the equality, fraternity and
harmony amoung the peoples living side by side In Transylvania. He did
this as a Hungarian. I It Is forbidden to print K6s's name in Rumania,
then It Is forbidden to be Hungarian." (Appendix, p. A-33)

* Another great Hungarian cultural figure has received this treatment in
Rumania. All ceremonies and publications commemorating the two hundreth
anniversary of the birth of Sindor Kdrtsi Csoma, the Transylvanian Hungarian
scholar, explorer and author of the first Tibetan-English dictionary, have been
prohibited (Appendix, p. A-34). in April 19894, the Securitate detained and physically
abused residents of Csomakdros (Chiurus), KdrUsl-Csoma's birthplace, in an effort to
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Intimidate them Into not welcoming visitors to the village on the occasion of the
anniversary. As a result, won April 12 and the days which followed, Csomaklrs gave
the Impression of being an uninhabited place, the locals not daring to step out of
their houses" (HPT Release No. 20/AprU 189 19841 Appendix, p. A-33).

* One of the tactics the Ceausescu regime uses In Its assimilationist efforts
against the Hungarians of Rumania Is to Isolate them from their ethnic kin In
Hungary. This Isolation takes several forms. The Hungarian minority Is
Intellectually and spiritually Isolated in part through severe restrictions on the
number of books and periodicals imported from Hungary, and through the routine
confiscation of Hungarian books from those entering Rumania, both visitors and
citizens returning home. Victims of the more and more frequent house searches
usually have all their Hungarian books confiscated by the secret police, even If no
Incriminating evidence Is found. Another way in which the Hungarians of Rumania
are isolated is physically. The Rumanian authorities are increasingly lmiting the
possibility of contact between the Hungarians of Transylvania and those living in
Hungary. Decree/!.aw 213 (1974), which prohibits the accomodation of
non-Rumanian citizens in private homes with the exception of closest relatives, Is
obviously designed for this purpose. Of all citizens of Rumania, the Hungarians have
by far the most friends and relatives abroad (i.e. n Hungary).

A new development Is that such contacts, however legal, are being routinely
labeled as manifestations of an;.oRumanian nationalism. These contacts therefore
bring on Intervention by the Securitate. One recent example: A program of bicycle
tours by young people to points of interest in Transylvania was arbitrarily halted and
dispersed by secret police agents because "the presence In the group of four citizens
of Hungary ... could give rise to 'chauvinist agitation' "(HPT Release No.
9/October 1, 19831 Appendix, p. A-36).

* Another recent example was an arbitrary closing of border crossings between
Rumania and Hungary during peak traffic hours at the start of holidays (HPT Release
No. 13/November 7, 1983; Appendix, p. A-37).
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* Once In Rumania, citizens of Hungary are made to feel unwelcome by the
authorities. Rumania maintains certain stores where, upon presentation of a
passport, citizens of other countries may purchase foodstuffs unavailable to
Rumanian citizens. "On November 1, 1983 a new, secret directive was issued which

forbids the sale of the merchandise in question to persons bearing Hungarian
passports" (HPT Release No. 14/November 8, 1983; Appendix, p. A-58).

Administrative Measures Relegate Members of National Minorities
to the Status of Second Class Citizens

* Since the late 1930's, the Rumanian state hiLs continuously focused its efforts
on diminishing the significance of the presence of large numbers of Hungarians living
within its borders. The latest instance of this process is the contemplated
redistricting of the largely Hungarian-inhabited county of Koviszna (Covasna). By
assigning its various portions to the surrounding counties, the compact ethnic
character of Koviszna County will be lost, and "the city of Sepsiszentgyurgy (Sfintul
Gheorghe), the majority of whose inhabitants are Hungarian, would lose its standing
as the county seat" (HPT Release No. 19/AprU 15, 19941 Appendix, p. A-59).

* The forcible suppression of bilingualism is a major blight afflicting the
Hungarian minority of Rumania. Though that country is a multi-national state with
large national minority groups - a fact which has undeniable consequences according
to international law applicable to such minorities - Rumanian is the only language
tolerated at all levels of governmental bureaucracy, in the courts, in marriage
ceremonies, even on traffic safety signs. The list could go on and on without even
mentioning the grievous lack of Hungarian-language educational opportunities. The

latest measure in depriving the Hungarian minority of the use of its native tongue
Involves those working in Transylvanian cities in the service capacities, as taxi

drivers, salespersons and hotel attendants. They "have been ordered 'not to use the
Hungarian lanzuaite' "(HPT Release No. 23/April 269 1984; Appendix, p. A-39).
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Conclusion

In closing, Mr. Chairmang let me say that the Rumanian government's

Intensified efforts over the past year to forcibly assimilate the Hungarian nationality
In Transylvanla, through the gross human rights abuses outlined above, more than

justifies termination of Its Most Favored Nation status. A clear and unequivocal
signal must once and for all be sent to that repressive government that this
Subcommittee, this Congress, this country will not tolerate such violations of

International agreements and basic human decency.
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APPENDICES:

Selected First-Hand Reports Documenting
Rumania's Human Rights Record during the Past Twelve Months

APPENDIX A

Hungarians in Rumania Create the "Hungarian Press of Transylvania"
to Regularly Monitor and Report Internal Human Rights Abuses

[Translation from Hungarians]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 1/1983 May 20, 1983
On May 20, 1983, the creation In Transylvania of the Transylvanian Hungarians'

unofficial news agency, the Hungarian Press of Transylvania (HPT), was announced.
The well-known brutality of the Rumanian authorities constrains the editors of the
news agency to conduct their activities anonymously and responsibly and to exercise
the utmost caution In protecting the safety of their news sources.

The work of the news agency is not linked with any domestic or foreign
opposition group, underground publication or publisher. Its contacts abroad are
restricted to the transmission of Information through informal channels, in
accordance with international custom.

The sole purpose of the news agency is to provide reliable and detailed
information concerning the unrestrained terror now prevailing in Rumania to all
concerned, and to all who are rendered concerned by their sympathy for the fate of
Transylvania's Hungarians.
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APPENDIX B

Rumanian Authorities Impose New Discriminatory Measures
in the Educational System

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 211983 3uly 1 511983
It is compulsory for students graduating from universities In Rumania to accept

the jobs which are assigned to them.

This year the 23 graduates who had majored in Hungarian at the University of
Babes-Bolyal In Kolozsv~r were forced to accept teaching positions outside of
Transylvania, far from those territories where the Hungarian language is spoken.
Instead of teaching their native Hungarian to native Hungarian speakers, their
positions require them to teach various foreign languages to Rumanian speakers.
The authorities instituted this measure despite the fact that there Is a grave
deficiency in the number of Hungarian teachers in Transylvania. The measure is
unprecedented even when measured against the highly discriminatory nationality
policies already being carried out by the Rumanian Communist Party.

At the same time, the Ministry of Education reduced the numerical quota of
students allowed to major in Hungarian at the Babes-Bolyal University from 23 to 15.

The obvious goal of these measures Is to gradually eliminate Hungarian-language
instruction in schools throughout the country. The measures however constitute a
departure in method. Whereas previously the authorities had tried to limit
Hungarian-language instruction through the manipulation of class size at local
schools, now the authorities are accelerating the process of forced assimilation by
restricting the number of Hungarian teachers available and by assigning them to
work in remote areas.
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These measures, moreover, were instituted in 3uly of 1983, when Rumania had
once again attained renewal of its Most Favored Nation status from the United
States.

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 19/1983 November 21, 1983
At the beginning of November, department chairmen at the-babes-Bolyal

University in Kolozsvhr received an official announcement from the Minister of
Education. The document stated that henceforth university employees may travel
abroad, even as tourists, only with special permission from the Ministry.

Since for years faculty members had only rarely been allowed to travel to the
West, observers are of the opinion that this new measure can only be directed
against Hungarian faculty members, for whom permission to travel "abroad" usually
meant travel to Hungary.
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(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 2611983 December 10, 1983
The Rumanian authorities have begun liquidating the Hungarian sections of the

POPULAR UNIVERSITIES (Hungarian: Ndpi Egyetemek, Rumanian: Unlversitati
Populare).

At the popular university In Ds (Dej) all Hungarian-language courses which had
Abeen started five years ago, were summarily terminated.

In Kolozsvir (Cluj-Napoca), the courses entitled "Language Cultivation" and
"The World of the Beautiful" were abolished and replaced with courses on the history
of Rumania and the Rumanian Communist Party, to be taught In the Hungarian
language.
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[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 14/1984 April 3. 1984
On April 4, 1984 (yesterday), the name "Babes-Bolyal University" was abolished

by order of the Ministry of Education. From now on, the university will be called
Kolozsvir University (UnlversItatea din Cluj-Napoca).

It should be recalled that in 1959p the first step immediately prior to the
elimination of the Bolyai University In KolozsvAr (then functioning as an Independent
Hungarian Institution), was to change its name. Within the institutional structure of
the new "Babes-Bolya University$" reductions in Hungarian as a language of
Instruction went on for decades, paralleling severe cut-backs In the number of
Hungarian students admitted to the university. The present measure is an
unmistakable sign that the Rumanian authorities Intend to terminate once and for all
higher education In the Hungarian language In Kolozsvhr.
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(Translation from Hungarian:)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 2819 .,. 3une 6. 1984
Ten students from the ion Andrescu Academy of Fine Arts in Kolozwar

(Cluj-Napoca) were Interrogated for several days without Interruption by the
Rumanian state security apparatus, the Securitate. Two of the students were

expelled from the school.

During the Interrogation, the students were accused of "maintaining contact
with citizens of Hungary," and of allowing Western, Hungarian ideals to Influence
their work, thus "denying the values of Socialist Rumanian culture."
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APPENDIX C
The Rumanian Regime Seeks to Direct the People's Attention Away From

Their Everyday Economic Misery by Kitdling Chauvinistic
Sentiments, Stirring Ethnic Animosities and
Shifting the Blame for Economic Hardshl

Onto the Minrities

APPENDIX C/I
Flyers Posted In Trunsylvanla

Openly Incite Rummians Agalnst Hungarians

(Translation from Rumanlan:)

4r.
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RUMANIAN BROTHERS!

THE HUNGARIANS ARE TRAITORS,

THEY WANT TO GIVE TRANSYLVANIA AWAY.

STOP THEM!

BEAT THEM!

TEAR THEM ASUNDER!

FPAAETO~ 101G 0 SI A
-.FIl STAPIN! AkrVAAT

RUMANIAN BROTHERS:

RID THE COUNTRY

OF THE HUNGARIAN PARASITES

SO THAT WE CAN BE ITS TRUE POSSESSORS
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APPENDIX C12

Off icially-Sanctioned Publications Defame and Stigmatize
the Hungarian Population

[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 3/1983 August 1. 1983
For many years now, with the consent - Indeed, the encouragement - of the

Rumanian Party leadership, publications have appeared in Rumania which strive
directly, on the one hand, to provoke hostility against ethnic minorities and
indirectly, on the other hand, to provide an Ideological framework for the Rumanian
Communist Party's discriminatory, anti-minority policies. The best-known example
of this genre Is the book Cuvint despre Transilvania (A Word About Transylvania) by
Ion Lancranjan, which provoked the indignation of the Hungarian minority In
Transylvania and led to diplomatic tensions between Hungary and Rumania.

The Rumanian authorities, taken aback somewhat by public opinion in Hungary
and the West - which universally condemned the book - attempted to create the
impression that publication of the book was a mere accident, and that Its contents
were only the author's private opinions. To close observers of Rumania however, It

is clear that the ultra-nationalistic views expressed by Lancranjan constitute the
virtually unanimous political creed of the Rumanian Communist Party leadership.
That such Is the case Is also suggested by the fact that the Party subsequently made
It possible for Lancranjan to publish an even more extremist article which labels the
entire Hungarian people as fascistic. The title of the article Is This Is the Absolutely
Pure Truth: On the Horthylst Cruelty In the Northern Part of Transylvania in August
1940, After the Vienna Diktat Was Forced upon Rumania. The article was not
publIshed in an official Rumanian organ, but in a periodical published by an Italian
company which Is financed by the Ceausescu regime. In addition, the article was
Immediately reissued n several languages, and the Rumanian embassies In the West
made every effort to send it to all persons and organizations deemed Important to
them.
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At the same time, In March of this year, The Political Press of Bucharest
published a book by Cosma Neagu and Dr. Dumitru Marinescu entitled Fapte Dir
Umbra (Elucidation of Facts). The book is the fourth volume In a series which deals
with the different periods in Rumania's history, summarizing, taking stock, judging
and, at times, "documenting."

[...]
The book constitutes a shocking step forward in the fashioning of an ideological

rationale for the deprivation of the human rights of Hungarians living in Rumania.
Individual case descriptions are woven Into the fabric of the book in order to make
Transylvanian Hungarians emerge, to unsuspecting readers, as an alien and hostile
body, a kind of a fifth column of Hungary, which is the arch enemy. (The description
of an alleged Hungarian conspiracy in Transylvania In the 1940's Is a good example of
this device.) The book differs from Lancranjan's in that It contains no criticism of
the Communist Party or state leadership of Hungary. Instead, It constitutes a
general, across the board indictment of Hungary and all Hungarians. The authors
present World War I in terms of a Rumanian-Hungarian conflict in which - in line
with the views of the Ceausescu regime - the Rumanians always exerted themselves
on the side of defending of democracy, while the Hungarians always fought on the
other side. The book depicts a past in which Hungarians are the perpetual
warmongers. Projecting this analysis into the future, it portrays Hungarians - who
demand the righting of their wrongs - as threats to world peace and stability (pp.
141-142). As absurd or Insane as this line of reasoning may appear, It must be taken
very seriously, because It expresses the ideological needs of a regime engaged In the
physical and spiritual humiliation of millions, an oppression of a magnitude which has
no equal In Europe today.
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[Translation from Hungarlant]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 2311983 November 2*. 1983
The Dacia Press in Kolozsvir (Cluj-Napoca) this year published a novel by

ROMULUS ZAHARIA entitled Ademenlrea (Deception). We have been informed that
the Kolozs (Cluj) County Committee of the Rumanian Communist Party had serious
objections in connection with the tactical role the book would play, as well as Its
uncertain political consequences. They had the author rewrite the work several
times, and word has It that one of the local Party activists inserted those changes
which, while toning down the novel's fundamentally chauvinist tenor, nevertheless
left intact Its tendentious character.

Zaharla's novel is one of a series of works inspired by an effort to re-evaluate
Rumanian history by stressing a new Ideology of national consciousness. It differs
from Lancranjan's "essay" only in that It Is a roman a clef, the characters being
easily Identifiable as several, still-living Transylvanlan public figures. It Is precisely
the "intangible nature" of the novel as a literary form which allowed the writer to
express his opinion not only in general, but in concrete terms about questions which,
until now, the region's nationality antagonisms and political makeup would not have
tolerated. The novel's ambiguity made it possible for the author to engage In
political provocation, distortion of historical facts and libel against individuals.

The historical conception of the novel is based on the conviction that centuries
of Hungarian presence in the region made the Rumanians an oppressed, servile
people. Indeed, according to the novel, the same applies to the Immediate past, the
recent "revolutionary transformation." The Hungarians - with Soviet assistance, of
course - became the vassals of the Party apparatus and directed the course of social
development in such a way as to threaten the country with denationalization. Based
on this reasoning, Zaharla concludes that In order to assert the country's national
identity, It is the primary and indIspensible duty of the present leader of the
Rumanian Communist Party - whom he naturally deifies beyond measure, and at
whose behest, presumably, the novel was ultimately published - to maintain a
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certain tactical anti-Soviet stance, grounded in nationalism. Moreover, according to
the novel it Is also the Ceausescu regime's rightful duty to revise the history of the
Communist movement, and to disavow the Hungarian-3ewish-Communist Party

leadership of the past, whose activities and mischiefs Invoived the cultivation of
links to - suprising development! - fascism.

I[...]I

Zaharia's book has no literary merit. Its plot structure Is glaringly primitive, its

language lacks refinement, and, It is full of syncretic mistakes. The novel is a
self-portrait of a person observing history from the outside and from below -

especially in terms of its moral perspective. It bears tell-tale signs Identifying It
with the regime which afflicts Rumania today. That the signs are recognizable is
not surprising, since it was the Party which ordered several rewritings to intensify
the Innuendoss and since It was a commissioned work in the first place. Foe we can
have many doubts concerning this volume, but of one thing we can be certain: that
those at the very top, those most responsible (if such words can be used to describe

the leaders of the RCP) commissioned the writing of this roman a clef. The book
represents a new milestone in the effort to generate hostility toward the Hungarians
of Transylvania, and in the endeavor to lay the ideological foundations for their
eventual annihilation.
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(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 11/1984 April 12, 1984
One of the Rumanian chief of state's younger brothers, Colonel-General ILIE

CEAUSESCU, Assistant Minister of Defense, has published a book entitled
Transylvania, an Ancient Rumanian Land (Bucharest: Military Press), 1983.

The volume is an attempt to sum up those political arguments which seek to
justify the formation and perpetuation of the "unitary Rumanian national state" on
historical, geographic and racial grounds alike. It contains nothing which has not
already been enumerated in previous propagandistic diatribes, which try to prove the
followings

I.) In Europe, the Rumanian people are the only rightful heirs to the cultural
legacy left behind by the Roman empire.

2.) Die Ceausescu also introduces a new element into the official view of
history concerning Rumania's behavior during the Second World War. The
book surpasses the previous historical distortions by minimizing or
summarily omitting mention of Rumania's connections with the Axis
Powers, while grotesquely turning Rumania's switching of sides in 1944
into virtually the decisive factor in the outcome of the entire war.

3.) A new element in this propagandistic slant on events is the emphasis on
the "anti-Imperialist" nature of Rumania's August 23, 1944 withdrawal
from the Axis alliance. In this way, the book seeks to give historical
legitimacy to Its openly avowed anti-Huniarianism.

With regard to the last point, it Is commonly known that in 1940 the so-called
Second Vienna Arbitration restored Northern Transylvania to Hungary, thereby
somewhat rectifying the injustices committed against the Hungarians after the First
World War. in every major analysis since that time, these injustices have been
classified as "imperialist", with Rumania named as an "imperialist aggressor". Now,
Rumanian propaganda is endeavoring to shift the burdensome consequences of this
analysis onto the Hungarians. Die Ceausescu's book moves this effort one step
further by characterizing the thousand-year presence of Hungarians not only in
Transylvania, but in the entire Carpathian Basin, as Imperialist aggression.
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APPENDIX C/3
Rabbi Rosen Is Mobilized To Make Defamatory.

Anti-Hungarian Statements

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 17/1984 April I Ij 1984

A speech by ..,OSES ROSEN, chief Rabbi of Bucharest, made in Kolozsv r

(Cluj-Napoca) during the celebration of Chanukah, has provoked a great deal of

controversy among Transylvanian 3ews.

5i antJyzlng the behavior of the Rumanian and Hungarian peoples during the

war, the Rabbi concluded that while the Rumanians did everything possible to save
the 3ews, the Hungarians handed them over to Hitler's occupation forces.

Transylvanian Jewish circles have pointed out that "Rosen wanted to perform a

service for Ceausescu by making this anti-Hungarian and completely false

accusation." The members of these circles consider themselves "3ewish In terms of

relligon, and Hungarian by nationality." By reason of the latter affiliation, they

reject the Rabbi's attempt to malign their native language, culture and those unique
characteristics to which they adhere even In the practice of their religion.

They further noted, "the 3ews of Transylvania have not forgotten that while

more than a hundred thousand 3ews were murdered in Rumania during the early

1940'st no atrocities were committed in Transylvania until the Germans invaded, and

even after that there were no mass murders."

The 3ewish circles quoted above also remarked that Rabbi Rosen has apparently

forgotten to apply the lesson of our century - that after Auschwitz, all

anti-Semitism is fascism -to current conditions in Rumania. In their opinion,
flare-ups of anti-Semitism In Rumania occurred not only in the past, but are an

ever-increasing characteristic of the present as well. Thus, Rabbi Rosen's
irresponsible political concessions will serve only to provide the state leadership with

further excu,$s for its anti-Semitism, placing the 3ews even more at Its mercy.
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(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 24/1994 April 30, 1984
There are growing signs that the Rumanian Party leadership Is endeavoring to

incite the country's oppressed minorities against each other.

Part of this policy is the anti-Hungarian campaign of Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen,
who - acting on what are commonly known as the wishes of the Party leadership -

strives from time to time to arouse feelings of anti-Semitism among the Hungarians
of Transylvania. As pointed out In one of our earlier reports (No. 17 dated April U1,
1984), Jews In Transylvania consider themselves to be Hungarian by nationality# and
therefore many of them are outraged by Rabbi Rosen's servile statements, which
will ultimately prove harmful to the Jews in particular.

We have just been informed that certain officers of the Rumanian state security

forces (the notorious Securitate) have, in the course of Interrogations, urged
Transylvanian Hungarians to form some kind of "Rumanian-Hungarian alliance
against the Jewish and Transylvanian German traitors," who supposedly "are
prepared to do anything for the Securitate just to be allowed to leave Rumania."

Hungarian opposition circles in Transylvania have responded by noting that they,
too, urge a joining of forces among Rumania's peoples, but reject even the

suggestion that it be accomplished under the aegis of the Securitate or any similar
terrorist organization. They also pointed out that the most harmful thing for the
peoples of Rumania would be their naive and uncritical acceptance of the Party
leadership's divisive propagandistic phraseology, whose only purpose is to pit these
peoples against one another in order to maintain the present social injustices and the
Party's reign under Ceausescu.

40-844 0 - 85 - 13
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APPENDIX C/4

Explosion at Statue of Rumanian National Heroin Sepsiszentiydriy
(Sfintul Gheorghe) Is Apparently an Officially-Inspired Provocation

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 29/1984 June 8. 1984
According to several independently confirmed reports, on June 7 (yesterday), an

explosion occurred at the statue of MIHA! VITEAZUL, located in a public square of
Sepsiszehtgyorgy (Sfintul Gheorghe). According to eyewitnesses, the monumen*
suffered damages.

Erection of the statue in 1980 aroused widespread indignation in this mostly
Hungarian-inhabited city. Under the personality cult and extreme nationalism
maintained by the Ceausescu regime, the figure of Mihai Viteazul plays a key
symbolic role as Ceausescu's political ideal. Thus, installation of the monument was
considered a humiliating provocation not only by the residents of Sepsiszentgyorgy,
but by all Transylvanian Hungarians.

Nevertheless, our sources are all of the opinion that the explosion was the work
of the Rumanian authorities themselves, who sought in this way to shift
responsibility for the ever-increasing terror in Transylvania onto the Hungarians.
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APPENDIX D
Harassment, Intimidation, Beatings and Imprisonment of Minority

Persons Grows More Severe, Results in Several Known Deaths

APPENDIX D/l

The Case of Gza P&lfi, Hungarian Priest from Sz6kelyudvarhely
(Odorheiu Secuiesc), Beaten to Death

Report on the Death of Rev. G6za Pilfi
Received from Sources in Rumania,

April 1984

GtZA PALFI, (Roman Catholic] parish priest from Szikelyudvarhely (Odorheiu
Secuiesc), was killed at the age of 43 by the Rumanian Secret Police (Securitate)
because of a statement he made. At the 1983 Christmas Eve mass he dared to
mention to the congregation that while in Hungary Christmas Sunday was declared a
public holiday, in Rumania even Christmas Sunday was declared a work day
throughout the country. The next morning, the Sz6kelyudvarhely secret police
dragged him off and beat him half to death. The blows were aimed with particular
care at his liver, which as a result, literally split apart. He was taken to
Marosv~s~rhely (Tirgu Mures), where after two months of unsuccessful treatment, he
died - at 43 years of age'! The autopsy, the forensic report and so on were kept
completely secret, and the official cause of death identified in his death certificate
was "cancer of the liver". As an act of public demonstration, 206 priests attended
his funeral.
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(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 1011984 March 21, 1984

On March IS, 1984p Giza PAfi, the parish priest murdered by the Rumanian state

security forces, was burled in Szfkelyudvarhely (Odorheiu Secuiesc) in the presence
of 206 clergymen, whot together with the attending faithful, comprised what could
be called a mass demonstration.

Pilfiq who was 43 years old at the time of his death, had delivered a sermon on

Christmas In which he voiced his objection to the fact that while "in Hungaryt in

deference to God and the centuries old traditions of the people, Christmas is a

national holiday during which there Is no work, in Rumania at the same time It is a
countrywide workday." Pilfi also noted that this was only one of the restrictions
placed on freedom of religion in Rumania.

The very next day the Securitate dragged the clergyman out of his parish

church, located in the upper part of town. According to very reliable sources, he
was beaten and kicked for several hours as a consequence of which his liver burst, he

suffered broken ribs, and his kidneys were damaged. The seriously injured Pfilfi was
taken to the prison hospital in Marosv/sArhely (Tirgu Mures), where he was treated

until his death at the end of February. His death certificate, along with the
attached medical report, were filled out by the local Secueitate. The documents
named cancer as the cause of death, and also contained a falsified date of death.

Based on the full force (including photographers, etc.) with which the Securitate

attended the funeral, it is safe to assume that there will be further arrests. Those
likely to be affected by these measures ask that world public opinion "follow the

upcoming events with close attention, and protest whenever possible the increasingly
brutal manifestations of Rumanian fascism today."
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APPENDIX D/2

The Case of Arpid Visky, Imprisoned Actor
From Sepsiszentitydrgy (Sfintul Gheorghe)

[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 5/1983 September 1, 1983
ARPAD VISKY, a member of the Hungarian Theater in Sepsiszentgygrgy

(Rumanian: Sfintul Gheorghe) was sentenced by a Bucharest military court to five
years of penal servitude, according to reliable sources. In reaching its verdict, the
military court found Mr. Visky guilty of "slandering Rumania, the Rumanian people
and the socialist system," and of "disseminating hostile propaganda."

Prior to his arrest, Mr. Visky had on several occasions publicly criticized the
arbitrary conduct of Rumanian state security personnel as well as the general terror
prevailing in Rumania.

The initial intent of the Rumanian authorities was to institute a civil suit

against Mr. Visky. It became apparent however, that the testimony of 6 witnesses,
who had been summoned and intimidated by the authorities to appear against him,
would be insufficient to sustain a finding of guilt. His case was then transferred to a
military court which found him guilty on the basis of written statements by 21
"witnesses," most of them state security personnel. The procedures followed in Mr.
Visky's case are not provided for under the rules of court procedure currently in
effect In Rumania.

The sources also noted that, contrary to information disseminated by the
Rumanian police, the actor Arpad Visky was not granted a pardon and his petition for
amnesty was rejected through to the highest level.
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Report on the Arrest and Imprisonment of Arphd Visky

Prepared by Two Dissident Sources in Hungary, January 11, 1984

(Supplemental information in brackets is taken from
Hungarian Press of Transylvania Release No. 3/1984,
dated January 20, 1984, which otherwise corroborates

the details contained in this report.]

Arpfd VISKY (male)

Imprisoned in Rumania

1. BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS

o Date/Place of Birth:
1940, in the village of Szekelyvkcke (Vetca), Rumania.

o Address before arrest:
Alea Sanatatii, bloc 15, scara B, apart. 11
4000 Sepsiszentgyorgy (Sfintul Gheorghe), RUMANIA

Marital Status:
Visky was divorced from his wife (Zita BUKSA, born 1950 in Glodeni,
Rumania) before his arrest, but they were living together in the above
apartment.

* Children:
Two daughters, in the custody of Visky's former wife: Anna-MArta Visky
(age 9) and Virig Visky (age 5).

* Education /Em loyment:
After completing elementary school (eight years), Arp~d Visky had to work,
for financial reasons, as an unskilled laborer, but was able to take evening
courses at the Lycee Unirea in the town of Marosvishrhely (Tirgu Mures).
He graduated from the same high school in 1960.

From 1960 Visky studied at the Drama Academy in Marosv~srhely (Tirgu
Mures), graduating in 1964. Between 1962 and 1964 he was secretary of the
Communist Youth Organization at the school, but he did not join the
Communist Party.
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After graduation, Visky was i¢nployed briefly at a community cultural center
before becoming an actor with the Hungarian Theater of Marosvisrhely
(Tirgu Mures). He later joined the Hungarian Theater of Sepslszentgy~rgy
(Sflntul Gheorghe). He was considered one of the best actors at both places.

(Arpfd Visky Is widely known not only In Transylvania, but In Hungary as
well. Sindor Cso6ri, one of Hungary's greatest poets, for example,
dedicated a poem to Mr. Visky. See Virakozis a tavaszban (Waiting In the
Springtime, Collected Poems by Sindor Csobri), Budapest, 1983, p. 201. Mr.
Visky was also known to openly identify with plight of the Hungarian
minority in Rumania.]

" Citizenship/Nationality:
Rumanian citizen, member of the Hungarian minority.

" Religion:
Roman Catholic.

2. ARREST

On February 24, 1983 at 6:30 p.m., an unknown man rang the doorbell to
Visky's apartment and ordered him to appear at the police station. The man did
not identify himself, and he produced no summons or other paper. Visky did not
object to this procedure (to do so would have been extraordinary under
Rumanian circumstances), but he did ask the man to introduce himself to his
ex-wife, so that she would know whom to turn to for Information In the event
her ex-husband failed to return home. The unknown Securitate (secret police)
man complied with this request, but, as it later turned out, the name and
address he had given were false.

There are no other arrests known to be related to Visky's case, but others
[according to some sources, up to 150 individuals throughout Transylvania] were
interrogated during the investigation.

Visky's family and friends could not specify the section of the Criminal Code
under which he was arrested. -They spoke only in general terms of nationalist
agitation. (According to the Hungarian Press of Transylvania Release No.
3/1984, dated January 20, 19894, "the verdict against Visky recited charges of
'nationalism' and 'offending the state security organs.' "]

Some days before Visky's arrest, two unknown men (presumably Securitate
agents) entered the cafeteria of the Hungarian Theater in Sepsiszentgy~rgy
(Sfintul Gheorghe). It is important to note that this small place is reserved for
the actors and staff of the theater. The two agents behaved quite provocatively
which led, at the very least, to a sharp exchange of words between them and
Visky. There are different versions of the story. Those who are less friendly to
Visky assume that hi was drunk and physically attacked the agents. Othel s,
including some who were actually present during the incident, deny these
allegations. It has been impossible to obtain a clear picture. What seems more
important, however, is that all the informants, even the less friendly ones, are
unable to provide any specific reason, other than the incident at the theater, for
Visky's arrest and subsequent trial.
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For the next three months, Vlsky's family was unable to obtain any
information about his fate. Eventually, using the connections of two
highly-placed Hungarian minority intellectuals, Visky's mother succeeded In
meeting an official from the Ministry of the Interior. The official told her
where her son was being held, but nothing about the charges against him. Some
time later, Mrs. Visky was allowed to visit her son for a few minutes and
question him about his physical condition, but only In Rumanian.

We are not authorized to use the names of the above-mentioned Hungarian
minority Intellectuals, but they are well-known public figures, moderate in their
political views and cautious in their behavior. Consequently, the mere fact that
they intervened on Visky's behalf, which is no small matter in present-day
Rumania, can be taken as evidence for his case being the kind that deserves all
possible assistance by Amnesty international and similar organizations. We felt
It important to note this aspect of the case, to show that the reasons for Visky's
trial are especially difficult to determine.

During the investigation, one actor and the director of the Hungarian
Theater in Sepsiszentgy~rgy (Sfintul Gheorghe) were interrogated. Both of
them, Levente NEMES (actor] and Lajos SZILVESZTER (theater director], gave
courageous and positive testimony about Visky.

It should be mentioned that some years before his arrest, Visky wrote a
petition to the authorities about the worsening political condition of the
Hungarian minority. The occasion for this petition was the suicide of the
minority poet Khlm&n Sz~cs (not related to Gaza Szcs). We have no further
information about this incident.

It should also be noted that recently a recital, directed by Visky, of works by
the Hungarian poet Attila J6zsef was canceled by the authorities, but this is not
so exceptional an event in Rumania.

The above are all the possible reasons we know of for the harsh sentence of
five years imprisonment.

3. DEFENSE

Visky had a lawyer assigned to his case by the court. This officiall" lawyer
was not even allowed to speak with the defendant before the trial. The lawyer
was not permitted to read his client's file until ten minutes before the
proceedings began, and he was not allowed to call any witnesses. He was,
understandably, pessimistic about the outcome of the case and behaved in a
despondent manner.

4. TRIAL

Visky was tried before a military court in Bucharest on August 7, 1983. He
was sentenced to five years Imprisonment. Although the lawyer considered it
hopeless to appeal the verdict, at the insistence of the defendant's mother, he
did appeal - and lost. A higher military court simply affirmed the sentence.
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5. CONDITIONS OF IMPRISONMENT

As a political prisoner, Visky is subjected to an especially severe regimen.
His food and cigarette rations are only half those of other prisoners, and the
number of visits, parcels and communications he can receive is limited in
contrast to that of ordinary prisoners. '

We have ro Information concerning any Ill-treatment, solitary confinement,
or the like.

The prison conditions are, in general, terrible. This winter, even "free"
citizens of Rumania have been unable to obtain adequate heat in their own
homes, so the prisoners suffer especially badly from the cold.

Visky is in poor physical condition. A chronic kidney ailment causes him
constant pain, and he needs medical treatment.

Visky's friends and relatives fel! that it would be too dangerous to attempt
to correspond with the prisoner.

The address of the prison Is: Penitenciarul Prahova
Soseaua Alexandria, no. 15
Bucuresti, ROMANIA

6. PREVIOUS ARRESTS

None.

[Signature]

Report completed on January 1i, 1984.

[Signature]
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APPENDIX D/3

The Cases of Ern6 Borbkly, Katalin B1r6 and Lhszl6 Buzhs,
Three Prominent Hungarians from Csikszereda (Miercurea Ciuc),

Arrested and Imprisoned

(Translation from Hungarian:]

Excerpt from the "Special Edition" of the
Transylvanian Hungarian Samizdat Periodical Ellenpontok (Counterpoints),

Dated 3anuary 13, 1983

... Beyond these three people (Attila Ara-Kovics, Giza Szocs and Ktroly
Tbth], many more individuals were subjected to harassment [during the first weeks of
November 1982]. Most of these - persons with whom Sz6cs had met frequently in

the three weeks preceeding his first interrogation - had to endure house searches,
and practically all were interrogated. Among others, the following were subjected

to house searches:
(Listing of 15 names omitted.]

On November 23, after house searches in their apartments in Cslkszereda
(Miercurea Ciuc), Ern5 Borbily, secondary school teacher, and Katalin Bir6,
architect, were taken away. No one has seen them since, and no news has emerged
regarding their whereabouts. In the house searches, books from Hungary (primarily
historical, ethnographical and cultural works), older Hungarian publications (such as
books and periodicals published in Transylvania between the two World Wars),
personal correspondence, typewriters, and groceries from Hungary were
confiscated. The number of those interrogated was much higher, and In each case
the authorities attempted to demostrate as many ties to Hungary as possible, as well
as trying to extract compromising statements concerning the better known
Hungarian cultural figures in Rumania.
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[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 6/1983 September 2, 1983
In the Fall of 1982, inflammatory anti-Hungarian fliers written in Rumanian

appeared in the Sz6kely region [Southeastern portion of Transylvania, heavily
populated by a subgroup of ethnic Hungarians, the Szikelys]. During November, the
police detained 3 persons of Rumanian nationality who admitted to having prepared
the fliers. After making their statements, all three were allowed to go free. (The
existence of the defamatory fliers, independently reported by other sources, was
confirmed by two actual samples received by the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania and reproduced in this Appendix, at page A-7.I

Parallel to the investigation into the anti-Hungarian fliers case, on November
23rd the authorities took ERNd BORBELY, history teacher, and his fiance
KATALIN BIR6, architect, into custody. The charges against them were that they

had smuggled the texts of the anti-Hungarian fliers out of the country; that in
several places - as, for example, at the editorial offices of the journal lgaz Sz6
(True Wordl in MarosvisArhely (Rumanian: Tirgu Mures] - they had expressed
indignation at the official reaction to the fliers as one bordering on solidarity with
the authors of the fliers, with the authorities themselves nearly involved in the
hostile provocations; and that the two had expressed their belief that the fliers had
been prepared with the active participation of the Rumanian state security
apparatus.

In March 1983, LASZLO BUZAS, draftsman, who belonged to the Borbily-Blr6

circle of friends, was taken into custody on similar charges. In 3une 1983, expedited
procedures were employed to convict all three of them. Ern6 Borbily and L&szl6
Buzas were each sentenced to 6 years imprisonment, while Katalin Bfr6 also received
a 6 year suspended sentence. She, on the other hand, has not been seen since; she

has been replaced at her place of employment, and her food ration coupons are no
longer being forwarded to her family. For these reasons, certain Hungarian sources

in Transylvania are treating the news concerning the fate of Katalin Bfr6 with
caution, saying that the information reported above was fabricated and disseminated

by Rumanian state security in order to cover up a truth of far more serious
proportions.
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[Translation from Hungarian.]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 18/1983 November 20, 1983

The editors received new information concerning the fate of ERN6

BORBELY, LASZL6 BUZAS and KATALIN BIR6 arrested in November 1982 In

Csikszereda (Rumanian: Miercurea Ciuc). In making available this summary of facts,
we hope to assist the efforts and protests occurring on their behalf:

Ern Borbily

* Bor.

* Address (prior to arrest):

* Education:
High School:

University:

" Employment (prior to arrest):

" Employer:

(Prior employer:

" Nationality:

" Citizenship:

" Religion:

" Union:

1952

str. Tudor Vladimirescu nr. 17, et. IV, ap. 17
Miercurea Ciuc, RUMANIA

Graduated in 1971 from the "Imre Mik6" Lyceum in
Sepsiszentgyorgy (Rumanian: Sfintul Gheorghe).

Completed studies in 1978 at the History/Philosophy
Faculty of the Babes-Bolyai University in Kotozsvir
(Rumanian: Cluj).

Teacher

Trade and Industry Lyceum No. 2, in Miercurea
Ciuc.
Trade and Industry Lyceum, Szentegyhfzasfaij
(Rumanian: Vlahita].)

Hungarian

Rumanian

Roman Catholic

Member of General Association of Trade Unions
(the "of f.cial" and, of course, the only trade union
currently functioning in Rumania).
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* Circumstances of Arrest:
On November 23, 1982 at 6:30 a.m., detectives from the Securitate

(Rumanian secret police] appeared at Borbily's home with a search warrant.
The house-search lasted until 3:00 o'clock in the afternoon, at which time they
took him into custody and carried him away. At his place of employment his

locker was also searched; the responses to inquiries by his colleagues were
that: () "he made and sold pornographic pictures;" and (2) "he smuggled gold."
Since that time, no one at his place of employment knows anything about him.

His indirect supervisor, the County Chief Inspector of Schools, was told to look
for a replacement for Borblly and that if any news concerning Borbily develops,
the Inspector will be notified.

It is not known whether anything was found during the house search.

* Trial and Conviction:
Our sources were unable to describe the precise laws under which Borb~ly

continues to be held, or pursuant to which he was convicted. The trial took

place in Bucharest, closed to out'ders, in February-March of 1983.

* Sentence:
Seven (7) years, for treason, but this has never been officially confirmed.

* Imprisonment:
Borb~ly is held at the prison for political prisoners in 3ilava (near

Bucharest), in an underground cell. Letters and packages cannot be sent to him,

or, in other words, it cannot be determined whether he actually recei,,es them.
Nevertheless, our sources believe that expressions of concern (in the f:..' of

letters sent to his former address, telegrams, etc.) could help in many respects

tb improve the situation of the prisoner, and that protest messages sent to the
political leadership of Rumania could be of equal importance.

His mother visited him during the Fall of 1983. His parents, relatives and
friends are under surveillance by the Securitate, and anyone who visits them is

Immediately taken away and questioned.
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o Health:
Before his arrest, he had a bleeding stomach ulce which was exacerbated

during the time of this detention, making hospitalization necessary.

Lhszi6 Buzis

On November 22, 1982 Lhszl6 Buzas was summoned by the Securitate,

interrogated for several days, then released. Thereafter, on several occasions, he
was taken from his apartment and later released. In March 1983, at his place of

employment, he was ordered by telephone to appear at Securitate headquarters and

he has since failed to return home. He was a good friend of Ern6" Borbily. His older

brother, BalJzs Buzhs, was fired from his job as mayor of Csikszefeda (Rumanian:
Miercurea Ciuc) because of his younger brother. At the meeting where his dismissal

was announced, the County First Party Secretary said, "His brother fantasized about

things which will never become reality."

L~szi6 Buz~s was sentenced to six (6) years for treason. He is reportedly being

held together with Errv" Borbily. He was severely tortured during the Interrogation;
his nails were ripped out.

Buz&b is married, the father of two children. His studies were in economics, and

he was employed by the Tractor Factory of Csikszereda.

Katalin Bir6

Katalin Bfr6, the fiancee of Ern6 Borbily, was arrested in November 1982. She

was held in custody only during the period of her investigation, and she was not

convicted.[*] Her profession: building engineer. She was employed by the county

Building and Maintenance Trust as a white-collar official. She is presently employed

at the same place, as a blue-collar worker.

[*( (The apparent contradiction between this report and the news of Katalin Bfr6's
suspended sentence, as reported in the Freceding Hungarian Press of
Transylvania Release No. 6/1984, remains unresolved. The fact remains that she
disappeared for a period in excess of six months from the time of her arrest in
November 1982. According to an oral report received from another source, on
3uly 28, 1983, Katalin B!r6 was conditionally released with strict orders
forbidding her to disclose the facts surrounding her case to anyone. Katalin Bfr6
is In her 20's.]
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APPENDIX D/4

The Case of B61a Pill, Imprisoned Mathematics Teacher
From Ditr6 (Ditrau)

[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 11/1984 March 30, 1984
BELA PALL, a mathematics teacher at the high school in Ditr6 (Dltrau), has

been arrested and convicted.

Beginning in the 1950's, Pi1 had already been active in writing protest letters

critical of the restrictions placed on Hungarian-language educational opportunities in

Rumania. He had protested the the elimination in 1959 of Bolyal University in
Kolozsvir (Cluj), and the elimination of Hungarian-language instruction in technical

schools.

Over the years, Pill was frequently harassed, and on a few occasions he was

committed to psychiatric institutions. Eventually he was forced to retire.

In the beginning of 1983, he traveled abroad. Upon his return, he was arrested.

The probable date of his arrest was April 30, 1983. He was picked up during the night

and taken away in his pajamas, without a word of explanation to his family.

Recently, it become known through semi-official sources, that he is being held

in Bucharest, presumably in the psychiatric ward of the political prison. He was

convicted after a formal trial, his lawyer having been officially assigned. For the
moment there are no details regarding the terms of his sentence.
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APPENDIX D/S

Five Disappearances In Csikszereda (Miercurea Ciuc)

[Translation from Hungarian:)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 13/1984 April 2, 1984
According to as yet unconfirmed reports, five persons of Hungarian nationality

have disappeared in Csikszereda (Miercurea-Ciuc). Tensions are high in this mostly
Hungarian inhabited city located in the Sz~kely region. It Is widely believed that the
Rumanian state security forces are responsible for the disappearances.
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APPENDIX D/6

House Searches In Marosv&shurhely (Tirgu Mures)

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. I( -q.3 November 4, 1983
On October 25 and 26 of this year, the Rumanian state security organs held

several house searches In Marosvhs~rhely (Tirgu Mures). All that can be known for
certain Is that they were trying to find incriminating documents in the possession of
some of the editors, especially Zsolt Ghilfalvy, of the Hungarian language literary
periodical Igaz Sz6 (True Word). At the Interrogations following the house searches,
those taken into custody were questioned about MIKL6S DURAY'S book
Kutyaszorrt6 (Choke Collar) published In New York, and about the editors of the
Hungarian Press of Transylvania. According to our sources, the state security organs
found no Incriminating evidence, and released everyone after interrogation.

40-844 0 - 85 - 14
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APPENDIX D/7

Dismissal of Rev. Istvhn Tokes, Senior Official of the
Hungarian Reformed Church, from All Positions of Leadership;

Intimidation and Banishment of His Son, Rev. Lfszl6 T6kes

[Translation from Hungarian-]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 25/1983 December 1, 1983

In November, usurping the autonomy and decision-making right of universities in
such matters the Rumanian authorities dismissed 1STVAN TOKES, professor at the
Protestant Theological Seminary, from his position. Professor T~kes has been

awarded honorary doctorates by several world-reknowned universities, and his name
is well known throughout Europe for the studies and articles he has published.

According to our sources, the Professor was only three years away from,

retirement, making the reprisal against him - unprecedented in form - all the more

unusual and suspect. There can be no doubt, the sources point out, that T6kes'
dismissal by the authorities was motivated by political considerations.

The friends of Istvhn T6kes, his former students and a group of Transylvanian

Hungarian Protestant faithful, call upon the public to protest this latest attack

against Transylvanian Hungarian intellectual life.
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Excerpt from a Letter, Dated January 9, 1994. Reporting on the
Cases of btvin and Liszl6 Tiks Written by a Former Inhabitant

of Transylvania, Now Living in Budapest

Rev. LUszl6 T~k6s Is one of the finest Reformed ministers in Transylvania. The
Rumanian authorities are trying to force the church to remove T6k~s from Dds (Dej),
where he enjoys the trust of his congregation, and by way of punishment to relocate
him to a remote village. There, during some dark night when there is no electricity,
he could be delivered a fatal blow, as so often happens these days to Transylvanian
Hungarian Intellectuals.

It Is worth mentioning that as a result of similar moves against him, Lszl6

Tdk6s' predecessor, the 53 year-old Reformed minister Piter Andris, took his own
life In a dreadful manner after serving only nine months In Dds. Aside from this
case, suicides among Reformed ministers in Transylvania are generally on the rise,
which may serve to illustrate the seriousness of Rev. TMkes' situation.

Report from Rumania, dated April, 1984:

"New Developments In the Tdkds Case"

Hungarian news organs in the West have already reported on the plight of Liszl6
T k s, the assistant minister at Dds (De)) in Transylvania. It is known that the

attack against T8k6s was executed, using the Church as the instrument, on the bogus
grounds that he had damaged the so-called good relations between the Rumanian

state and the Reformed Church. On Instructions from the Rumanian political police
(the Securitate), the 74 year-old Reformed Bishop Gyula Nagy instituted an

ecclesiastical disciplinary proceeding against T8k~s. The details of the campaign
against Tdk~s were discussed at a secret meeting held In Ds by Gyula Nagy, and
attended by 36zsef L~posi, the current dean, Ferenc BinyaI, the retired dean (who,
because of a temporary moral lapse, was compromised Into serving the political

police), and Inspector Hoinarescu, head of the Kolozs (Cluj) County office of
ecclesiastical affairs.

Gyula Nagy is the kind of Reformed Church leader who serves the Rumanian

political police in every way. In Brass6 (Brasov), for examples the Reformed Church
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building was torn down, supposedly for reasons of urban renewal, and a fountain was
erected in its place. The real purpose was to remove one more reminder of
Hungarian ecclesiastical presence in the region. Bishop Gyula Nagy's only
observation, delivered before a stunned congregation at the last service held In the
church, was that "a true Protestant can pray even under a walnut tree." This Is how
Nagy serves the Transylvanian Reformed Church and represents Its interests.

One of the events leading to the T8kds case is an incident involving the other
Reformed Church Bishop, Lhszl6 Papp of NagyvArad (Oradea). At a meeting of
Reformed ministers, Papp accused Gyula Illyis [universally recognized as Hungary's
greatest poet ani intellectual, who died in 1983) of irredentism because of the poet's
outcry against the mistreatment of Hungarians in Transylvania. Tdkds wrote a letter
to Papp, asking that in future he speak in his own name. LAszl6 Papp turned the
letter over to the Securitate. It came as no surprise then, that the diligent work of
the pastor, which had already produced increases in the number of churchgoers and
youth seeking religious instruction, elicited the wrath of the Rumanian authorities.

The prior report we issued contained the-news that a five member disciplinary
committee had been created at the initiative of Gyula Nagy for the purpose of
punishing Tdkds. The first hearing had been postponed, because the outcome
appeared uncertain: of the five members, only two - the committee's president,
Gyula P/il, a 58 year old minister from Disakna (T6kds's enemy, for personal
reasons), and Ferenc Tarrp minister at DIscichegy - seemed willing to decide in
accordance with the authorities' wishes. Since that time, the authorities began the
process of "softening up" the other members of the committee. Blackmail, bribery,
Intimidation and the offer of "rewards" were alternatively employed to make them
come around. Some members were pressured through threats of a job transfer.
Others were told that they would be suspended or dismissed outright from their jobs,
or that their children would encounter great difficulties in their further education,
or that, in the reverse, they would receive certain benefits if they complied.
Finally, the authorities succeeded in winning over bela OlteAnyq church elder at
Disakna, and the adjourned meeting was held with a 3-2 outcome in favor of
removing T6"k6s from Ds. In spite of the tremendous pressure exerted, the proposal
was not supported by the Reformed minister of Bonchida (Bontida), and by the
churchwarden of Magyarnemegye, B"Jint Gorginyi.
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The main organizer of the campaign against Tdkds was 36zsef Ungv~ri,

lieutenant-colonel of the Securitate, who has worked at undermining the Hungarian
churches and Intelligentsia in Dds for over a quarter of a century. In the sixties it

was Ungvfuri who had carried out the measures directed against the Franciscan friars
Interned at Dds. It was primarily he who prepared the cases against them, as a
consequence of which so many of them died in prison, or spent many years there.
Father 3Unos EFrssy, then head of the order# died under highly questionable
circumstances in an auto accident near Segesvir (Sighisoara) following his release.
In official circles, Ungv~ri is considered an "expert" not only in ecclesiastical
matters, but also in blackmail, and he knows DUs inside out. In the fall of 1983, it
was he who performed the house search in T&k6s's apartment.

Following the decision of the five-member committee, T6k1s submitted an

appeal, and a delegation of 20 church members visited the KolozsvJr offices of
Gyula Nagy to deliver a protest memorandum signed by 1,680 others, demanding an
end to the harassment of T6k~s. The Bishop tried to reject the petition, saying that
the, matter was now in the hands of ecclesiastical appeals committee of Kolozs

County. A simple majority of this seven-member committee is sufficient to affirm
the previous decision. Knowing the techniques employed in such cases -

Intimidation, blackmail, bribery - there can be little doubt that sooner or later four
committee members can be convinced to ignore any sense of personal responsibility

or pangs of conscience, and to vote the decision urged by the authorities.

At the beginning of March, the several hundred year-old Gothic church of Ds

filled to overflowing for its annual general assembly. One after another, the faithful
raised their voices on behalf of T&k6s, and the church dean, 36zsef Lposi was unable
to provide satisfactory answers to the many questions raised. Subversive elements

tried to disrupt the orderly unified front presented by the congregation, and the
meeting almost ended in upheaval.

In the meantime, the political police have changed tactics. They are now trying
to convince the people one by one that it is dangerous to side with Tdkks, because he
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supposedly committed serious political crimes, which could have negative
consequences vis a vis his supporters as well. Some of the faithful have been visited
at their homes by the political police, others have been subjected to house searches.
In the schools, agitation against religion and the Church has been stepped up, with
new impediments imposed on religious instruction, and all efforts have been made to
isolate T6kds until a final decision is reached.

April, 1984

[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 27/1984 June 5, 1984

On May 24, 1984, the General Assembly of the Reformed church, district of
KolozsvJr (Cluj), dismissed Dr. ISTVAN T6KPS, internationally respected professor
of theology, from his post as Assistant Bishop. At the same meeting, he was also
excused from his position as editor-in-chief of Reformitus Szemle (Reformed
Review).

Professor T6k~s has long been the subject of persecution by the Rumanian state
security organs. (In this regard, see the news contained in our Release No. 25/1983t
dated December I, 1983.) in May, his son, Ltszl6 Tdk&s, was suspended from his
position as minister in Dis (Dej), and eventually banished to a remote little village
called Mezgszentplter, where he must live in isolation not only from his family, but
also from his followers whom even threats by the Securitate have been unable to
daunt in their adherence to him.
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APPENDIX D/S

Continued Harassment of Gdza Sz6cs, Lorhnt Kert6sz and others
Associated with the Disbanded Transylvanian-Hungarian Samizdat

Periodical Ellenpontok (Counterpoints)

[Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No.!i 11984 January 8, 1984

On December 31, 1983, GEZA SZ6CS traveled to Nagyvirad (Oradea) to visit

friends living there. At the railroad station he was greeted by a four-member detail
of the local political police under the command of ION SALAJAN, who heads the
interrogation section.

SZOCS and LORAND KERTESZ, who had been waiting for him, were taken into

custody and detained for three hours. SZ(5CS was then Informed that he is "banished
forever from the territory of Nagyvrad," and he was placed on a train to Kolozsvir

(Cluj).

It should be mentioned that LORAND KERT6SZ is a Canadian citizen living in

Nagyv~rad (str. Mihal Viteazul nr. 13. tel.: 36 2 93). On one occasion at the end of

November, the political police kidnapped him together with his wife as they were on

their way to the commercial section of the Canadian legation In Bucharest to take
care of some business. They were released only after it became apparent that tome
of the employees at the Canadian consulate had witnessed their being shoved into an

automobile.

LORAND KERTESZ's mother, IBOLYA SZAB6, died of a heart attack In

October, 1983, after the political police (Securitate) had subjected her to unheard-of
brutality and psychological terror during a series of interrogations.
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LORAND KERTiSZ's younger brother ATTILA KERTESZ, who presently lives in
Budapest, was taken into custody at his mother's funeral. During several hours of
interrogation, the police endeavored to extract from him information relating to

conditions in Hungary. They were especially Interested in where ATTILA
ARA-KOVACS - one of the editors of Ellenpontok (Counterpoints), expelled from

Rumania in May 1983 - lives whom he maintains contact with, whether he intends
to attend the funeral, and if so, where he intends to cross the border.

According to eyewitnesses, the political police filmed the entire funeral, then
interrogated most of those who had attended, and took from them the documents
with which they had previously been able to travel to Hungary, within the framework

of the unrestricted travel zone [a zone within a certain number of kilometers on
either side of the border].
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APPENDIX D/9

Persecution of Rev. Ferenc Wisky and Sindor Dienes,

Members of the Hungarian Reformed Church in Rumania

NORTH ATLAN'IC ASSEMBLY

THE BULLETIN

REPORT ON DEVELOPMENTS RELATIVE TO THE HUMANITARIAN PROVISIONS

OF THE FINAL ACT OF THE CONFERENCE ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

I October to 31 December 1983

I December
Two members of the Hungarian Reformed Church in Romania have been under
severe pressure, according to reports received by ieston College.
Reverend Ferenc Wisky, a former pastor of the Hungarian Reformed Church,
was forcibly retired by his bishop in April and forced to leave his home
and church. He was popular among the young people but had refused to
cooperate with the authorities and would not complete the form giving
information about his work (a regular requirement). 300 books belonging
to Reverend Wisky and a friend were confiscated in May and he is regularly
being Interrogated. He has served many years in prison and his far~il,
and friends feared he would be arrested again. The second person under-
going persecution is Sandor Dienes, who Is 28 years old and was sentenced
on 7 February 1983 to 2 years' imprisonment. The charges were unknown.
Amnesty International has received reports alleging Hr. Dienes was
arrested for his involvement with Ellenpontok", a Hungarian language
journal which criticises the destructive policies practised against the
Hungarian minority. This is Mr. Dienes' second arrest, the first being
for religious activities. (KNS)
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APPENDIX D/10

Unexplained Death of Gaza LA posi, Schoolteacher

and Hungarian Cultural Leader from Magyard~cse

Exerpts from a Letter, Dated January 9, 1984
Written in Budapest by a Former Resident of Transylvania

It Is clear that the situation of Hungarians In Rumania is growing worse. Only

those whose cases are known In the West can be assured some degree of protection.

Thus, K&roly Kirkly and Andrds SUtb are free, but under constant surveillance.

Although the Kolozsvcr (Cluj) poet Gza Szocs was released - thanks to pressure

from the West - everyone he had visited In MarosvisArhely (Tirgu Mures) was

subjected to nighttime house searches.

It may be of interest If I reported a specific case. Magyard6cse, a village in

Beszterce-Nasz6d (Bistrita-Nasaud) County, is Inhabited exclusively by Hungarians.

The village has something atypical: an active cultural life, Including a theater

troupe, an orchestra, a dance ensemble, etc. About three years ago, one of these
groups won an award at the annual "Hymn to Rumania" cultural festival. On this

occasion, the Hungarian-language section of Rumanian National Television filmed a

story about the village. Giza Lposi, a schoolteacher and director of tiie village

cultural center, was interviewed about his cultural activites. This was in the fall. A

few weeks later, after the first snowfall, G6za L&posi disappeared. Various

explanations made the rounds in the village. According to some people, he had

drowned in the Szamos (Somesul) River, others claimed to have last seen him
climbing Into a jeep. The drought during the past summer (1983] caused many of the

rivers and lakes to dry out In that area. Some 8-10 kilometers from the village,

between the villages of Retteg (Reteag) and Arphst6, there Is a marshy area which

also dried up. WhiUe playing soccer there, some children noticed something shining in

the ground. They began picking at It, and a set of teeth emerged. It turned out that

G~za L~posi's corpse had ended up in the swamp, and It was his gold tooth that was

shining. He was burled on October 10, 1983 by his wife, also a schoolteacher, and his

daughter. GCza LUposi would be 53 years old today.
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Occurrences such as this one are unfortunately all too frequent. Only the
methods vary. There are those who die of carbon monoxide poisoning, and others
who are run over by cars. Those for whom such techniques cannot be utilized, can
always be sent to prison. This is how the actor Arpid Visky, three teachers from
Csikszereda, and not long ago BMla PSI], teacher from Ditr6 in Hargita County ended

up In jail. The latter was on a legal visit in Hungary when Gyula Uily~s (the most
revered Hungarian writer and intellectual] died. Pill attended the funeral. Upon
returning homes he disappeared. For months no one could find out what had

happened to him. Finally, in November, a court in Bucharest sentenced him to six
years imprisonment, based on trumped-up political charges.
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APPENDIX E
New Official Measures are Instituted To Curtail or

Eliminate the Minorities' Opportunities for Cultural Expression

APPENDIX E/I

Editors of Leading Hungarian-Language Periodicals
Fired from Their 3obs

[Translation from Hungarian:)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 111 1983 November 5. 1983

The top editors of A H6t (The Week), the Hungarian language cultural weekly
published in bucharestp have been fired from their jobs.

This measure on the part of the authorities did not come as a complete surprise.

It is widely known among the Hungarians of Rumania that this was the one
publication which had not only been the most consistent in its defense c:
minority interests, but from time to time even found the means to give expression,
albeit veiled, to the population's mood of increasing desperation and defiance in the
face of terror.

The authorities justified the dismissal of the editors as a disciplinary measure.

The reason cited was that in this year's 43rd issue of the paper, a reproduction of the
artist CELLA GRIGORAS NEAMTU's tapestry paying tribute to the union of
Transylvania with historic Rumania was printed backwards. That the authorities'
true purpose was revenge is supported by the fact that they resorted to such a

fifth-rate excuse to justify the dismissals. Indeed, supposedly - and in
Transylvanian Hungarian circles there is no doubt of this - the reproduction was
reversed on special instructions from the Party itself, without the knowledge of the
editors, after the paper had already been typeset and was out of their hands.
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According to Informed reports, the dismissed editor-in-chief, SANDOR HUSZAR

(a reknowned writer of prose, several of whose novels and short stories have been
published) was reassigned to work at the Council of Socialist Culture and Education.
ANDOR HORVATH, assistant editor-n-chief, was assigned a job at the radio. The
newly appointed editor-in-chief is EDIT LAZAR.

[Translation from Hungarian:)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 20/1983 November 21, 1983
We have already reported that the authorities are systematically dismissing

those journalists who In their estimation are not willing to serve the Party leadership
fully and without reservation. The manner in which these measures are being carried

out reveals that the Rumanian Communist Party has at its disposal only one
"perfectly reliable" organ with a loyal editorial staff, and that is El6re (Forward),
the Hungarian-language version of the official Party daily, published in Bucharest.
The positions being vacated by the dismissed journalists are being filled, one after

the other, from the ranks of this newspaper. Accordingly, the head of the
Hungarian-language section of Rumanian National Television has been replaced by

3ANOS GYARMATHY, formerly a sports (!) reporter with E6re. EDITH LAZAR was
appointed editor-in-chief of the cultural weekly, A Ht (The Week), who, according

to objective and well Lr !ormed sources is "the shadiest little journalist of El6re."
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Those who have remained from the old staff of A Hit according to reports, are

allowed Into Its editorial offices, iuc-ted in the Scintela House, only once a week,
and then only to submit manuscripts for approval by the newly appointed supervising
editors. One of the members of the editorial staff made the despondent remark to
our reporter that A H6t "has become a weekly version of El6re, which uneqjlvocally
characterizes the cultural and especially the moral decline of the paper."

In addition, whereas until now A H4t has had a circulation of over 10,000, from
now on only 2,800 copies will be sent to subscribers, and 3,000 will be sold at

newsstands. Following the 1971 cultural turning point, the Rumanian authorities,
citing economic considerations, limited in more or less Lqual measure the Rumanian,

Hungarian and German papers, and only after public opinion had "reconciled itself"
to the Idea of these curtailments was the circulation of the Rumanian papers

restored to its previous size. These days however, it appears that the regime
considers the time ripe for openly cutting down the size of the output of the
Hungarian language press, thus violating one of the fundamental rights of the
nationalities. There has been no example of this kind of behavior since Antonescu's

fascist laws.
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(Translation from Hungarian:

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 2311984 March 29, 1984
In addition to, but also as a con.oequence of the economic and political

deterioration which afflicts the life of every Inhabitant of Rumania, the oppression
of the Hungarians, whose numbers Include a considerable proportion of intellectuals,
is growing more and more severe. Newer and newer limitations are being placed on
the Hungarians' cultural Institutions, which are already too few and In practice
incapable of independent action. The sense of malaise among Hungarian
intellectuals can be measured by the simple fact that voluntary resignations from
leading positions are increasing, generally under the guise of retirement for reasons
of health.

J nos Kovhcs, literary historian and editor-in-chief of the monthly Mivel6d6s

(Culture), which is edited in Bucharest and is supposed to deal with popularizing
Hungarian culture, requested his own retirement four years ago. To this day, no one

has been appointed to take his place; the periodical simply lists no one as
editor-in-chief, nor does it list an editorial board.

Zotin Bartha, editor of the children's magazine, 36barit (Good Friend), also
edited in Bucharest, was reassigned a job in a remote region. Since that time, the
magazine has been edited by the editor of of its Rumanian counterpart.

SAndor Huszir, editor of A H t (The Week) - also published in Bucharest - as
well as his assistant Andor Horvhth, were summarily fired from their jobs, and
replaced, without their having requested retirement. As a result, the staff of the

periodical also underwent changes, and the quality of the magazine fell dratically.

Pil Bodor, director of the Hungarian and German broadcast sections of the
Rumanian radio and TV, voluntarily retired five years ago. Since there these two

nationality broadcast services have functioned under a temporary director, and the
duration oi the Hungarian broadcast dropped from 180 minutes (three hours) a week
to 33 minutes a week.
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According to some reports, retirement also lies In store for ethno-soclologist
Ern'. Gill, who Is editor-in-chief of the Kolozsvir (Cluj-Napoca) periodical Korunk
(Our Age). It is not at all certain that the new person chosen to edit this venerable
Hungarian periodical will be a worthy successor.

A few months ago, an investigation was launched against the Bucharest-based
Kriterion Publishing House, an internationally recognized institution of the
Hungarian nationality in Rumania. The work of this publishing house, which Is
dedicated to fostering the written culture of all nationalities in Rumania and which
publishes books in eight languages, is being analyzed by a special brigade created by
the Central Committee of the Rumanian Communist Party for this purpose. Even
though a significant part of Kriterion's activity is the publication of Hungarian
books, the brigade does not contain a single Hungarian writer, literary critic,
linguist, historian, folklore or other specialist among its members. The head of the
brigade is a Rumanian Party functionary named Dulea, who does not know the
Hungarian language even on a conversational level. Most of the members are Party
or state functionaries: lulia Radulescu, (censor), Augustin Deac, (a notoriously
nationalistic Rumanian party historian), Fraicisc Podoaba, 36zsef lll6s, D~nes Csiki
(Party functionaries), and B1la Sz~sz and Sirdor Pezderka (Ministry of Culture

officials whose primary duties are In the area of censorship).

According to reports, the chief target of the attack Is the founding director of
Kriterion, Gdza Domokos. Mr. Domokos has on several occasions been sent by
Ceausescu on propoganda tours of the United States, England, other West European
countries and even to China, in order to demonstrate - by citing his own activities
and the very existence of Kriterion as proof - that the Rumanian Communist Party
does not mistreat national minorities. It appears however, that G6za Domokos, who
Is also v! .c president of the Rumanian Writers' Union, provided too good a
demonstration, not only abroad, but at home as well. He took seriously the principle
that Kriterion is an exponent of the equal rights of Rumania's nationalities - a vital

element in their cultural life and very existence - and he endeavored to turn that
principle into reality. According to reports, he is being charged with trying to

broaden beyond the tolerated limit the volume of Kriterion's publications as well as
the range of topics they deal with.

40-844 0 - 85 - 15
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How little truth there is to this accusation is demonstrated by official Rumanian
statistics: Minority language book publishing in Rumania has declined to one third of
what it was thirty-five years ago, and the Rumanian specialty-trade publishers have
for all practical purposes ceased the publication of Hungarian-language books
altogether. -The Academy, the Music and the find arts oriented Meridiane publishers

.o longer publish anything in the Hungarian language. According to a survey which
appeared in the Kolozsvir (Cluj-Napoca) weekly ltunk (Our Way) on the state of

Hungarian book publishing between 1970 and 1980, the annual volume of
Hungarian-language publishing by the Scientific and Encyclopaedic Press, the Ceres

(agricultural), the Albatros (youth), the Sport and Tourism, the Technical and the
Eminescu (literature) publishers is miniscule. Of these, Albatros (publisher of books

for youth) Is in first place with an annual total of five Hungarian books, of which
only one is on the average an original work, the others being translations into

Hungarian. Thus, Kriterion - aware of these facts and working within an already
modest and limited framework - tried to expand the scope of its Hungarian language
book publishing activity In an attempt to salvage whatever it could, but knowing full
well that it could not hope to deal with the full range c,1 topics. Since Kriterion is

allowed to publish only about 100 titles a year in the Hungarian language, the effort
to broaden its profile could only have served a symbolic function in any event. In
contrast to the demand, and to the cultural aspirations of the Hungarians of
Rumania, Kriterion was able to contribute only a few volumes dealing with the
history, cultural history, philology, folklore, fine arts and music of the Hungarians of
Rumania.

The bleakness of this picture is further demonstrated by the fact that with an

annual book publishing total of 50 million copies for a population of 22 million (or
equal to roughly two books per person per year), Rumania ranks in last place in

Europe in terms of publishing statistics. The books-per-person ratio for
Hungarian-language books published in Rumania is even worse: in general, It stands

at one book per Hungarian inhabitant per year. As regards the type and variety of
works available, the situation is even more desperate. While, for example, a

Hungarian in Hungary may choose from among seven to eight thousand books - all
he needs is the desire and the money - a Hungarian living in Rumania can choose

from only among 200. This is the number of books published annually for the two
million Hungarians in Rumania, and this number includes all of the works translated
from Rumanian, such as political publications, brochures, speeches delivered before
various congresses, propaganda materials, the complete works of Ceausescu and so
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forth, as well as works translated from other languages into Hungarian such as,
technical handbooks, specialized texts, etc. The situation has been further
compounded by a radical decline In the number, already far too small to meet the
demand, of publications imported from Hungary. This number Is governed by a trade
agreement whose currency framework has not kept pace with the marked increase
world-wide In book prices.

The investigation launched against the minority nationalities' Bucharest
publishing house Kriterion the Party's effort to "determine accountability" -
therefore threatens the existence of even that miniscule volume and narrow range of
publications still available to Rumania's national minorities, including the largest
group, the Hungarians.

in the past few months, the press in Hungary has given a noticeably large
amount of attention to Kriterion Press. The reason is not clear: Have they found it
necessary to acknowledge and express appreciation for Kriterion's efforts - working
within the limited range of Its possibilities - to disseminate the minority
nationalities cultures? Or have they perhaps gotten wind of the fact that the
publishing house is in some sort of danger? in the April 26 issue of Magyar Hfrlap,
Mikl6s Zelel wrote an article about Kriterlon Press and Giza Domokos; the May 20

Issue of N6pszabadsig printed a lengthy article of similar nature; the May 23 issue of
flet 6s Irodalom published an interview with the Rumanian Minister of Culture, Ion
Traian Stefenescu, revealing - again in a conspicuous fashion - that he was
questioned about Kriterion Press.
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APPENDIX E/3

New Threats of Job Dismissal Aimed Against Rumania's
Minority Intellectual Community

(Trans!ation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 12/1993 November 5, 1983

There is increasing restlessness in the cultural and educational circles of the

Hungarians in Rumania over reports that the Party has ordered the compilation of a
"dual list" of Hungarian intellectuals, based on ideological reliability and loyalty

toward the Rumanian people.

According to reports, being placed on the "list of unreliables" will not for the

moment mean restriction of personal liberty beyond the usual, it will merely result
in the loss of one's job. (Everyone brings up the dismissal of the editors of A 145t

(The Week) as foreshadowing the impending fate of the other Hungarian newspapers

and periodicals.)

The "list of reliables" will reportedly contains the names of those who could at

any time fill the vacated positions. In well-informed circles it is believed that two
people will be kept on record for every important job: the one who presently holds

the position, and the one who could at any time be appointed to fill It.
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(Translation from Hungarlan]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 1611983 November 13, 1983
At the Mangalia resort at the end of last summer, Nicolae Ceausescu gave a

speech dealing with cultural questions. The speech raised the prospect of reprisals
for certain shortcomings, especially with regard to the revolutionary'resolve of
persons employed in the areas of film and the dramatic arts, and with regard to the
national-political qualifications of those employed as performing artists. The speech
has provoked increased anxiety among those involved In the country's cultural life.
The concern even spread to the "guardians of ideology" after several pssages of

Ceausescu's speech were abundantly reported In the world press (naturally not
without some degree of derision).

We have learned that following these events$ certain Rumanian, Hungarian and

German writers attempted to organize a joint protest. At the suggestion of the
writer NICOLAE MANOLESCU, forty well-known personalities in Rumania sent a

letter to DUMITRU RADU POPESCU, President of the Writers' Union. in the letter,
they requested that the union be allowed to debate the speech at its next scheduled

meeting. According to our reports, Popescu had not yet even received the letter
when several of the signers were already fired from their jobs. In the month which

has passed since then, all forty signers have been punished through Party sanctions,
publishing prohibitions and heavy fines.

According to our latest Informationj further reprisals can be expected.
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(Translation from Hungarian)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 22/1983 November 22, 1983
The management staff of the Tractor Factory in Csikszereda (Miercurea Ciuc)

was reorganized during September. According to as yet unconfirmed reports, every
Hungarian in a leading position was either dismissed or demoted.

[Translation from Hungariani)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 27/1983 December 15, 1983

According to reports confirmed by several sources, in the first months of 1984
the number of persons employed as intellectuals will be cut throughout all of
Rumania by 40%. The cuts will be felt most heavily by those engaged in various

branches of artistic endeavor and by the institutions where they are employed.

It should be mentioned that the present leadership of the Rumanian Communist

Party makes absolutely no secret of the fact that it considers the intelligentsia a
"non-productive stratum," and the moderation with which it is tolerated a waste of

social potential.

News of this decision was greeted with anxiety among the national minorities,

who expect that Hungarian and German minority intellectuals will be the first to
lose their jobs. According to one assessment by dissident sources, about 500
Individuals In Kolozsvar (Cluj-Napoca) alone are likely to end up in the street from
one day to the next.
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APPENDIX E/4

Prohibition of Ceremonies and Publications Marking the Centennial
of the Birth of Kfroly K6s, a Leading Twentieth Century
Cultural and Spiritual Figure of Transylvanian Hungarians

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 2111983 November 22, 1983
One by one, the events planned to celebrate the centennial of the birth of

KAROLY K6S are being prohibited by the authorities.

Among the casualties are the K6s commemoration scheduled as a part of the
"Kolozsvhr Evenings" performance series, and the lecture scheduled at the Peoples'
University in Kolozsvfr (Cluj-Napoca).

The Kolozsvir magazine Dolgoz6 N6 (Working Woman) had already gone to

print, when Its material on K6s was excised by the censors. The internationally
recognized periodical Korunk (Our Age) on the other hand, was ordered to suspend
work on its K6s material indefinitely.

As said by a propaganda activist at a recent confidential gathering in Bucharest,

the reason for these measures Is Kfroly K6s's allegedly "right wing leanings." The
same source revealed that a translation into Rumanian of Kci'oly K6sts work entitled
1940 is now being prepared for the Party leadership and the state security agency
(Securitate). The translation will supposedly "assist the Party leadership In
re-evaluating the official methods used In dealing with the Hungarians of
Transylvania." Translations of speeches made by IMRE MIK6 before parliament
between 1940 and 1944 will be used for the same purpose.
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Letter from Jstvhn Csurka, a Leading Writer in Hungary,
Regarding the Campaign against Khroly K6s,

Fall 1983

The latest development In the program of cultural genocide being waged against
Hungarians in Rumania Is the insidious campaign Initiated against the memory of
Khroly K6s. 3ust as newspapers In Transylvania were preparing to commemorate the
one-hundredth anniversary of K6s's birth, suddenly a peculiar rumor started
spreading: "Something's wrong with K6s... They found something new... "
Reference was made to a few sentences in an article he had written in 1911, and to an

allegation by "informed sources" that he was really an agent of [Mikl6s] Horthy
(Regent of Hungary when that country was an ally of Nazi Germany].

Then, a delegation from Hungary which wanted to place a wreath on K6s's
grave, was refused permission to enter Rumania. The official excuse given by the
authorities was that the K6s anniversary is not recognized In the UNESCO calendar.

Next, articles about K6s had to be taken out of the newspapers.

Then, even the man's name was banned from appearing In print.
Finally, they are now forcing the editors of The Encyclopedia of Hungarian

Literature in Rumania to excise all ;eferences to K6s from the second volume, which
has been edited and ready to go to press for several years. This measure, when
viewed in light of K6s's tremendous influence on Transylvanian culture (Hungarian
and non-Hungarian alike), Is tantamount to destroying the encyclopedia as a
meaningful work. This result Is, In fact, the Immediate purpose of the maneuver.

The deeper, more comprehensive and, at the same time, more malicious goal is
to cut the jugular vein and paralyze the whole of Hungarian literature and culture in
Rumania. For if K6s can be taken out of circulation on grounds of being a
nationalist and an accomplice of Horthy, then the rug is effectively pulled out from
under Hungarian culture in Rumania. if K6s can be labeled a fascist - another

accusation already made against him - then there Is no longer a point of reference,
and no Hungarian writer can feel safe. With his entire life, with his every action and
with every line he wrote, K6s served the purest, most enlightened and noblest ideals

of equality, fraternity and harmony among the peoples living side by side in
Transylvania. He did this as a Hungarian. If It is forbidden to print K6s's name In

Rumania, then it is forbidden to be Hungarian.
The campaign Is seemingly mindless* and absurd; In reality, however, it Is well

calculated, with a clear purpose In mind.
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APPENDIX E/3

Prohibition of Ceremonies and Publications

CommemoratinR the Two Hundredth Anniversary

of the Birth of SWndor K~rbsl Csoma,

the Transylvanlan-Hungarian Scholar, Traveler
and Author of the First Tibetan-English Dictionary

(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 12/1984 April 2, 1984

An early March issue of the Bucharest paper, MAGAZINUL, asked its readers
the following question as part of a question-and-answer game: Do they know the

identity of the great Nineteenth Century Rumanian: scholar "who was first to travel

from these parts to Tibet, there wrote the first Tibetan-English dictionary and

edited the first Tibetan grammar book?" The answer appeared in the next Issue of

the paper: "This great Rumanian scholar was ALEXANDRU SAMA."

It is clear to anyone familiar with Hungarian culture that the Bucharest paper

had simply rechristened SANDOR K6R(5SI CSOMA, ranking him among the great

figures of Rumanian culture.

3ust as an interesting sidelight we note that SANDOR K6ROSI CSOMA was born

exactly 200 years ago. The Rumanian authorities have prohibited any celebration or

publication commemorating this bicentennial, just as they did in connection with last

year's Kiroly K6s centennial.
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(Translation from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 20/19894 April 18, 1984

In the middle of April, in the village of Csomakdros (Chiurus) located In

Koviszna (Covasna) County, the political police (SecuTitate) took several people
from their homes and physically abused them. The significance of this event Is
underscored by the fact that it occurred In the village where Sindor Kdrdsi Csoma
was born, at a time when in other parts of the world, ceremonies are taking place to
commemorate in a respectful fashion the two hundredth anniversary of the birth of
this great scholar of Eastern culture.

Those taken into custody reported that the Rumanian political police had beaten

them in order to Intimidate them and at the same time remind them not to have any
contact with any foreigner visiting Csomak6ros on the occasion of the anniversary.
The same sources reported that during the period in question, agents provocateurs
had appeared in the village posing as tourists.

According to reports by eyewitnesses, on April 12 and the days which followed,
Csomak roS gave the impression of being an uninhabited place, the locals not daring

to step out of their houses. One of the local inhabitants told our reporter that he did
not even dare attend church services.
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APPENDIX E/6

Rumanian Efforts to Further Limit Contacts
Between Transylvanian Hungarians and

Their Ethnic Kin From Hungary

[Trarslation from Hungarian;]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 9/1983 October i,1983

For the past two years, IF3UMUNKAS (Young Worker), the Hungarian-language
Bucharest periodical of the Rumanian Communist Youth Organization has organized

bicycle trips, called Mikes Tours, to visit various localities and points of interest in
the Sz~kely region. The purpose of these tours, aside from promoting greater

knowledge about the region, was to organize local cultural programs which would
serve to rally the young people who subscribed to IFJUM UNKAS or wrote articles for

It.

This year the tour set out from Sz6kelyudvarhely (Odorhelu Seculesc), but had

only reached Erd6szentgy6rgy (Singeorgiul-de-Padure) when It was halted by the

state security authorities, who checked identity papers and dispersed the
participants. According to the security organs, the presence In the group of four

citizens of Hungary was considered an aggravating circumstance, as well as one
which could give rise to "chauvinist agitation." The tour organizers were fined and
severely disciplined by the Party, which also accused then- of "religious nationalism"

inasmuch as they had proposed visiting historic Hungarian monuments and churches

among other places.
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(Translation from Hungarian:)

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 13/1983 November 7, 1983
Our editorial stdif has learned that on Saturday, November 3# from 200 to 9:00

p.m. the Rumanian border guards closed at least two of the Rumanian-Hungarian
border crossings: Nagyv&rad (Oradea) and Arad.

It was during this period (a three-day work holiday in Hungary) that the greatest
number of people would have crossed the border to visit their relatives and friends in
Rumania. According to witnesses, many of the would-be visitors turned back, but
the majority held out despite the dropping temperatures and the torment of
unusually painstaking customs inspections which followed their wait.

The intent behind this measures was clear: to discourage visits from Hungary
and dampen the solidarity which is at least as essential to Transylvanian Hungarians
as are the most basic foodstuffs, of which, incidentally, Hungary is the only source
today.

During the upcoming December holidays, our editorial staff will monitor any
further hindrances to border traffic on the Rumanian side, and requests that other
news agencies, qualified international organizations and representatives of
appropriate organizations in the affected neighboring states do the same.
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(Translation from Hungarian]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 14/1983 November 8, 1983

Rules in effect until now have made it possible for foreigners traveling in
Rumania to enter certain specially designated stores and, upon presenting their
passports, purchase various foods. The practice has applied to merchandise which

inhabitants of Rumania can only acquire by means of coupons, or which for years
have been unavailable to them (e.g.: meat, butter, oil, etc.)

On November I however, a new, secret directive was issued which forbids the
sale of the merchandise in question to persons bearing Hungarian passports.

Store managers In Kolozsv&r (Cluj), Marosvisrhely (Tirg'J Mures), Nagyvirad
(Oradea) and Temesvir (Timisoara) confirmed this report, emphasizing that limited

quantities could still be purchased by citizens of any foreign country, except
Hungary.
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APPENDIX F

Further Administrative Measures Instituted To Relegate

National Minorities To the Status of Second-Class Citizens

APPENDIX F/I
Threatened Redistricting of Koviszna County to

Eliminate Its Compact Ethnic Character

(Translations from Hungarian:]

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 19/1984 April 13, 1984
According to as yet unconfirmed reports, the Rumanian State leadership is

presently considering the elimination of the county of KOVASZNA (Covasna).
Reportedly, the plan Is to attach to Bk6 (Bacau) County the northern and eastern

portions of this county, which Is heavily populated by Hungarians. The remaining
parts of the Koviszna County would be joined with Brass6 (Brasov) County. The

planned redistricting would also mean that the city of SEPSISZENTGY6RGY (Sfintul
Gheorghe), the majority of whose inhabitants are Hungarian, would lose its standing
as the county seat.

APPENDIX F/2

Restrictions on Use of the Hungarian Language

HUNGARIAN PRESS OF TRANSYLVANIA

Release No. 23/1984 April 26, 1984
According to as yet unconfirmed reports, those working in the service industries

(primarily taxi drivers, hotel attendants, and store salespersons) in the cities of
Transylvania have been ordered "not to use the Hungarian language." According to

our reports, adherence to the rule Is being monitored on a continuous basis.
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APPENDIX G

News Articles Published In the West

on Minority Oppression In Rumania
May 1983 to June 1984

"Tanjug Reports Revival of Hungarian-Rumanian Argument," Tanjui (Budapest),
(May 17, 1983). (An article in the Hungarian literary weekly Elet is
Irodalom attacked a book by Ion Lancranjan, published in Rumania, as
advocating "drastic assimilation of Hungarians".]

StrUm, Carl G. "Mit scharfer Polemik will Moskav eine grOssere Blockdistiplin
erwingen: Aber Warschav und Bucharest kontern/Strelt zwischen den
Politburos ist offensichlich" (Moscow Wants Greater Bloc Discipline with
Sharp Polemical Tone: But Warsaw and Bucharest Restive/The Dispute
among Politburos Is Open), Die Welt (Munich), (May 24, 1983). (A Soviet
article attacked Rumania for setting "nation" above "class." Hungarian
periodical flet ds Irodalom joined In argument against Rumania.]

"Friedhof verwurstet" (Cemetery Devastated), Suddeutsche ZeitunR (Munich),
(June 6, 1983). (A cemetery in Oradea (Nagyvirad: a historically
Hungarian city in Rumania) was looted and destroyed.]

Dempsey, Judy. "Hungary, The Opposition and the Minority Question," British
.Broadcasting Corporation (London), (June 1, 1983). (Popular pressure in
T-ingary is mounting for the K&dir government to take a more vociferous
and active stand on Rumania's mistreatment of the Hungarian minority.]

Kondek, Gregor. "Ungarische Minderheit in Bedrlignis: Budapest beklagt
Repressalien in den 'Bruderilindern'/Drei Millionen sind betroffen"
(Hungarian Minority under Duress: Budapest Complains about Repression
in the "Brother Lands"/Three Million Are Affected), Die Welt (Munich),
(August 2, 1983).

"Ungarn Warnt vor Ubertriebenen Nationalistischen Tendenzen/F~ir Budapest
1st wieder der Westen an allem Schuld" (Hungary Warns about Exaggerated
Nationalist Tendencies: For Budapest the West is Always to blame in
Everything), Die Presse (Vienna), (August 23, 1983). (The K&dir
government blames the West for resurgent nationalism, sends a "message"
to Bucharest while warning hotheads at home.]

Rosenthal, Bertrand. "Criticism of Repression of Hungarian Minority in
Transylvania," Agence France Presse (Tirgu Mures), (September 16,1983).
(Reports arrest of ArpAd Visky, ErM Borbily and Liszl6 Buzis for
"slandering" Rumania.]
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Riese, Hans-Peter. "Ein heisser Herbst in Ungarn? Die Bruderlander streiten
urn die Ungarische Minderhelt in Rumbnien" (A Hot Autumn In Hungary?
Fraternal States Fight over the Hungarian Minority In Rumania), Die Zeit
(Hamburg), (October 7, 1983).

Fisher, Dan. "Transylvania Focus of Old Rift between Hungary, Romania,"
The Hartford Courant (November 24, 1983).

"Zum 63. 3ahrestag der 'Grossen Vereinigung:' Widerstandsbewegung klagt
Bukarest an" (On the 65th Anniversary of the "Great Lnlficatlons"
Bucharest Accused by Resistance Movement), Die Presse (Vienna),
(November 30, 1983). (Report on the redoubled nation drive against
the Hungarian minority on the 65th anniversary of Rumania's acquisition
of Transylvania, and on an internal democratic resistance movement
whose membership includes national minority Inhabitants.]

"Hungarian-Language Editors Fired in Romania," Aence France Presse (Vienna),
(December 2, 1983). (Report on the dismissal of ULndor Huszr and Andor
Horvith from the Hungarian-language Bucharest periodical A Hit (The
Week), of Gyula Keszthelyi from the Hungarian-language periodical
Igazsg (Truth) in Kolozsvkr (Cluj Napoca), and of Ernd Gail from the
Hugarian-anguage periodical Korunk (Our Age) in Kolozsv&r.

Martos, Peter. " 'Volksfrelheit' unter Genossen Ceausescu. Zum 65-3ahr-
3ubillum: Die Rumlnen frieren beim Lesen der Energiespardekrete"
("People's Freedoms" under Comrade Ceausescu. 63 Year Anniversary:
Rumanians freeze while Reading Energy-Saving Plan), Die Presse (Vienna),
(December 2, 1983). (Report on economic woes and minority repression in
Rumania.]

Strbm, C. Gustaf. "Die Not der Ungarn In Ruminien: Immer mehr EinschrAnkungen/
Budapest fordert besseren Minderheitenschutz" (The Plight of the
Hungarians In Rumania: Increasing Limitation/Budapest Demands Better
Protection of Minorities), Die Welt (Munich), (December 9, 1983).

Meier, Victor. "Verstgrkter Druck auf die Minderheiten. Ungarn: In Sieben-
bUrgen mehrt sich Verzweiflung" (Increasing Pressure on Minorities. The
Word from Hungary: Despair Increases in Transylvania), Frankfurter
Alliemeine Zeitung (Frankfurt), (December 14, 1983).

"Emigre from Romania Told to Seek Residence in West," Associated Press
(Budapest), (January 13, 1983). (Report on the activities of Attila
Ara-Kovics, formerly an editor of the disbanded Hungarian-language
samizdat periodical, Ellenpontok (Counterpoints), in Rumania, and on his
current problems with the authorities in Hungary, where he is trying to
resett le.J

"Hungary Denies Citizenship to Ara-Kovics, Suggests Emigration," United Press
International and Associated Press (Vienna/Budapest), (January 17, 1984).
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Zahn, Ingrid. "Herr Vuoter packet niche den Koffer, Ein PiarrerschicksW In
Slebenbrgen" (Reverend, Don't Pock Your Sitca&se: A Priest's Fate In
Traamsylvani), Rheirlicher MerkurlC Irst und die Welt (Bonn), (February 3,
19i4). (Report on the plight of the axon (GermaunJ minority in Rumania,
particularly on the scarcity of Lutheran ministers.]

Bourne, Eric. "Two st-fBloc Allies at Odds over Ethnic Riahts In Transylvania,"
The Christian Science Monitor (Boston), (March Ii, 198).

0Pwmlssion for Two Dissidents to Move to Hungary from Rumania. Aence
France Presse (Vienna), (April 12,1934). (Report on two former editors of
MisbnddHungarlan-langage samlzdat periodical, Eenontok

(Counterpoints), published in Rumania.)

Slgue I& represlon en Rumania" (About the Repress6n in Rumania), El Alcazar
(Madrid), (May 1, 198). (Report on, amon ohar things, vims of
minority oppression: G#za P1ii, Bla Pill, Arpid Visky, Ern Borbily,
Kataln B1l6.

"Death of a Hungarian Priest in Transylvanlas Agence France Presse (Paris),
(May 4,1984). (Report on the murder of G,6za PAi by the Rumanian
political police.]

3arczyk, Gwendoline. "En Rournane Un Prftre Hongrois Tortur a Mort"
(in Rumania, A Hungarian Priest Tortured to Death), La Croix (Paris),
(May , 198).

Transylvanle: Un prtre catholique battu & mort" (Transylvania: A Catholic
Priest Beaten to Death), Le Matin (Paris), (May 3/6, 1994).

Transylvane Un pritre catholique battu h more" (Transylvania A
Catholic Priest Beaten to Death), Du Matin (Paris), (May 6, 1951).

"Roumanle: iUn pritre catolique de I& minority hongroise de Transylvanie"
(Rumania: A Catholic priest of the Hungarian minority In Transylvania),
Le Monde (Paris), (May 9,195).

"Rourmanle: Assassinat d'un Pri-,re" (Rumania, Murder of a Priest), Le Fixaro
(Paris), (May 9, 1984).

"Roumanle: Un pr ltre hongrols meurt k Ia suite de tortures' (Rumania: A Hungarian
Priest Dies Following Torture), Reforme (Velizy-Villacoubiay, France),
(May 12,1984).

*Contra I& minority hongaresa, A Romania hi ha casos de repressi6 per raons
&niques I religloses" (Against the Hungarian Minority: In Rumania there
Are Cases of Repression for Ethnic and Religious Reasons), Avul (Madrid),
(May 22, 1954).

Oitomanian Authorities Take Measures against Hungarian Minority," Axence
France Presse (Viea, (3une 3, 1984).

Basset, Richard, "Romanla Turns Screw on its Magyars," The Times (London),
(une 6, i984).

40-844 0 - 85 - 16
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STATEMENT BY REV. JEFFREY A. COLLINS, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, CHRISTIAN RESPONSE INTERNATIONAL, ROCKVILLE, MD
Mr. COLLINS. I would like to thank you, also, for the opportunity

to appear before you today and to address the concerns of our orga-
nization.

I personally find it, as an American citizen, a little disheartening
to hear American businessmen who enjoy the fruits of the free en-
terprise system promoting trade benefits to a nation which refuses
to give the same economic rights to its own citizens.

I am a little bit concerned as an individual American that our
State Department could make the presentation that it did today,
giving lip service to the human rights violations in the Socialist Re-
public of Romania, and at the same time not mentioning human
rights violations in the People's Republic of China.

I am a little bit concerned-especially concerned-that religious
leaders could appear before this group and praise some legitimate
gains made in religious rights in Rumania during the past year
without giving any mention to the many travesties of religious
freedom which have taken place in that nation during the past
year.

I will address a few remarks to the People's Republic of China:
During the past 10 months, more than 3,000 Christians have been
arrested-Catholics and Protestants-because they refused to join
the official Catholic Patriotic Church or the Three-Self-Patriotic
Movement, the Protestant equivalent. Both groups are controlled
by the government of the People's Republic of China.

Because of changes in the Chinese Criminal Code, six basic
changes were brought about by the Sixth National Peoples' Con-
gress which took place in Peking last August, capital punishment
is being meted out by local Chinese authorities at their own discre-
tion for six crimes. Five of the six are what we would consider
criminal activities here in the United States, such as organized
crime, prostitution, et cetera. The fifth has to do with organizing
revolutionary movements based on feudalistic superstitions. Many
local authorities refer this to organized religion outside the state-
controlled denominations or groups. Three Christians in China
during the last year have been publicly executed.

We are concerned also about the situation in Romania. We out-
lined emigration concerns in our written statement. We are con-
cerned also about five additional murders which we have been able
to document since 1977. One Orthodox lay leader, two Baptists, and
two Pentecostals-and most recently, Traian Bogdan, the Baptist
lay leader who was killed in December, found hanged in the loft of
a building in Bucharest, was also a member of the Romanian
Christian Committee, an unofficial affiliate of Christian Response
International.

We remain concerned, and we ask that the U.S. Government, the
State Department, look into these travesties of human injustice,
both in the People's Republic of China and in the Socialist Repub-
lic of Romania.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Gereben.
[Mr. Collins' written testimony follows:]
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Statemen' of Rev Jeffrey A. Collins
Executive Director
Christian Response Internatioral
Rockville, Maryland

Senator Danforth and Members of tne Senate Finance Committee:
Thank you for allowing CR1 this opportunity to present information at
this hearing regarding Most Favored Nation status for the Socialist
Republic of Romania.

Christian Response International remains concerned regdrdinq
problems surrounding emigration from Romania. A serious example
is the emigration case of Teofil Bucur of Ploesti, Romania. While
U.S. authorities have indicated that Bucur, 34, a Baptis', will receive
permission to immigrate to the United States, he has been waiting for
3 years to receive his Romanian exit passport. The difficulties
faced by Bucur during this three-year period are: constant surveillance
and regular interrogation by the Romanian secret police because of his
religious activities and loss of employment as an engineer. (Please
note an attached list of emigration applicants who have faced extreme
harassment by Romanian authorities, imprisonment, loss of employment and
housing, etc.)

Indeed, substantial numbers of emigration applicants are receiving
Romanian exit passports; however, this achievment is often marred by
a two to three year wait for U.S. immigration authorities to process
U.S. entry applications. Ilt Constanta a Pentecostal family with
six children applied to emigrate. It took this family only eight months
to receive their exit passports, but it took an additional two years for
the family to receive entry visas to the U.S. During this two-year
period of waiting for U.S. authorities to grant their request to
immigrate, the family lost their employment, the rent doubled on their
state-owned apartment and every two months they were required to pay
2000 lei ($180. U.S., equivalent to one-month's salary in Romania) to
renew their exit passports.

The real question that needs to be examined by the Finance
Committee and Members of the Senate is: Why do hundreds of thousands of
Romanian citizens want to emigrate to the West? Granted, there are many
reasons (including economic, political and academic) which could be
noted here. Christian Response International is most concerned with
the severe repression of human rights and religious freedom. Typical is
the case of Rev. loan Stef and Rev. Beniamin Cocar of the Baptist Church
in Medias, Romania. Yesterday Rev. Cocar told CRI, "I want to stay in
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Romania if I ar a,]owed to serve as the pastor of my church, but if the
pressure and persecution continues, then I will attempt to emigrate."

Rev. Stef and Rev. Cocar have through their evangelistic efforts
added many new members to their church. They have the overwhelming
popular support of the members of their congregation and other Baptist
churches in Romania. The Medias Baptist Church has as a result been
vandalized, property has been stolen (including the church organ), Stef
and Cocar have been placed under house arrest, have faced many
interrogations by the secret police, put on trial, their phone has been
tapped and conversations have been cut off and they have been denied
access to foreign visitors. (Just two weeks ago the U.S. choir The
Continental Singers was told they could not perform at the Medias
Baptist Church because there were insufficient hotel accomodations;
however,-a check of Medias hotels proved there were more than a hundred
rooms available.) Just yesterday Stef and Cocar were summoned to the
local police department and threatened with a trial for illegally
preaching in Romania.

Other Christians like Ovidiu Potborschi of Timisoara, a Baptist
layleader active with the religious rights organization The Romanian
Christian Committee, has decided to emigrate after spending six months
in prison for his religious activities. Five mysterious deaths
have been documented since 1977. We attach a list of these five deaths.
You will note that two of the Christians murdered were Baptists also
working with The Romanian Christian Committee, the Romanian unofficial
affiliate of Christian Response International.
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Christian Response International
Box 1712
Rockville, MD 20850

Romanien citizens who have applied for but not yet received
passports:

1. Teofil Bucur 10. Elisei Unteanu
34, Engineer, Baptist Baptist
Ploesti, Romania Brasov, Romania

2. Nina Faur
School Teacher, Baptist
St. Mihai Viteazu 19
b) 4 ap 78
Hunedoara, Romania

3. Lucretia Costea
Army of the Lord (Orthodox)
St. Cimpulul 109
Cluj, Romania

4. Ovidiu Potborschi
Baptist"
Intrarea Sebia 10
Timiseara, Romania

5. Gavril Terlescu
Baptist
St. Liviu Baloni Scinteii 41
Caran Sebes, Romania

6. loan Petru Marianic
Baptist
St. Teiusului 39
Caran Sebes, Romania

7. Niculina Teodosiu
Baptist
St Sibiului 10
Cisnadie, Romania

8. Zaharia Sitaru
Baptist
Com Prolipet 50
Caran Sebes, Romania

9. Anton Piperia
Baptist
Com Prolipet 50
Caran Sebes, Romania
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MYSTERIOUS DEATHS

RADU CRUCERU, Baptist, 1977, after refusing to spy on religious
workers in the West and East regarding distribution of
Christian literature in Romania. "Arranged" car accident.

PETRU CLIPA, Pentecostal, 1980, found hanged in garage after
police arrest and interrogation.

DANIEL PAUFAN, Orthodox (Army of the Lord), 1981, plished under
train after police interrogation.

SABIN THEODOSIU, Baptist, 1981, electrocuted on job 14 hours
after police interrogation and "note* to wife that something
bad would happen to him if he did not stop his evangelistic
work. (Theodosiu cooperated with Christian Response Interna-
tional in Romania through the CRI affiliate The Romanian
Christian Committee.)

TRAIAN BOGDAN, Baptist, 1983, found hanged. (Bodan also worked
with the Romanian Christian Committee, the Romanian affiliate
of Christian Response International.)



Tratan Bogdan wa a young
Christian 19 Yem of age in tha
town of Tmisoiaa, Romanl,
when he Joined "The Conmlte
for the Defense of the Freedon
of Religion wd Conscience" l4
by Mr. PaveJ Nicolescu. For
years, this group made it its tak
to collect Information concemins
religious Persecution in Romania
and to send it out to the Western
world.

Most of the members of this
committee were at various times
arrested. beaten and eventually
exiled from the country. Traian
Bogdan and his wife, Elena
(married in 1981), were also
involved in extensive evangelism
in areas of the country where
there are almost no believers.
They did thetr work under
constant surveillance by the
secret police.

One day in May, 1982, when
4nly Elena was at home, the
polic came and searched their
apartment. Important documents,
prepared by Tratan to be sent to
Christian Solidarity International
in Switzerland, were found In
their apartment. Elena was taken
to police headquarters and
Interrogated until le that night.
Eventually she was released, but
she was told to come back for
Interrogation the following
morning with her husband.

Realizing that going to the
police would mean arrest,
Interrogations. beating and
imprisonment, that night Trajan
and Elena decided to go into
hiding and then to cross the
frontier into Yugoslavia and from
there to the free world. They
"slked about it and Trajan
decided that it was wiser for
Elena to cross the frontier first.
As she had grown up In a village
near the Danube. where the great
river creates the frontier between
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February, 1984 , THE VOICE OF TRUTH (Romanian Missionary Society/Wheaton, It,

Elena and Truian Soedan were tnuoiued
In euefneism and in getting nea ol
relious persecution o the Wesl Elena
escaped to the United Stores, but her
husband has now been Iousd hanged

Romania and Yugoslavia. It was
decided that Elena should cross
the river by night.

Ris.ing her life, as thousands
of others do every year, Elena
crossed the one-mile wide river
on a raft one dark night. She was
arrested in Yugoslavia and
Imprisoned for two weeks
because of entering the country
Illegally. Then the Yugoslav
authorities allowed her to cross
the border Into Italy, where she
asked to Immigrate to the United
States. After six months In a
refugee camp near Rome, Elena
was admitted to the United
States In May, 1983.

It was her desire, as ii was
Tralan's, to study in a seminary
here, so as to be able to work full
time for the Lord. Elena started
to work in Chicago and to
improve her English. while
waiting for her husband to cross
the frontier and Join her in the
freedom of America.

It appears that Tralan made
four unsuccessful attempts at
crossing the border. He remained
in hiding with different Christian
families in various places in comments are needed 0

A Romanian Tragedy Romania. One day, about the
middle of November. 1983.
Train left the house where he
wass saying to make a call from a
public telephone. He never came
back. On the 24th of December,
he was found hanged In the attic
of the house where he had been
hid%%

There are many known cases
of people who died vhile under-
going Interrogation, but who
were later tound abandoned in
other places In some cam a"sui:lde" was simulated in order
to hide the hand of the secret
police. Who can tell what
happened in the case of Traian.
this young Christian of only 26
years of age? Elena tells us that
he deeply and sincerely loved the
Lord and that, in all he did, he
demonstrated exceptional
courage and readiness to sacrifice
his life for the freedom and the
progress of the Faith.

Whatever "evidence" the
communist authorities may
produce, we cannot believe that
such a man. such a fighter, such a
Christian. committed suicide. The
responsibility for his death rests
with the brutal and oppressive
regime under which so many
Innocent people are suffering
tragscally.

Wo can put Into words the
shock Elena suffered when she
got the news of her husbands
death? But she is a committed
Christian. S'e Is convinced that
her husband was saved and as
wi,., the Lord whom he loved,
and she has recommitted her life
to a total service for the Lord.
wherever He may lead, The
Romanian Missionary Society is
helping her to go through this
difficult time and to Improve her
English so that next fail she may
enter a seminary.

This tragic story is yet another
Illustration of what kind of
world communism is No further
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CNews
CHRISTIAN RESPONSE INTERNATIONAL lox 2, Rocke, Maryand 20850/ USATerep .w (.V) 984-9707

Contact: Steven R. Lawson

ROMANIANS RELEASE
CALCIU PROM PRISON FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BUCHAREST, Romania -- Romanian authorities on August 20

unexpectedly released Father Gheorghe Calciu from prison.

Tne 57-year-old Orthodox priest hid served five years of a

10-year sentence and was considered by human aid religious

rights groups to be the most significant case in Romania.

In 1979, Calcsu was arrested and tried on unsubstantiated

charges of being a fascist. He previously spent 16 years in

prison because of his religious activities.

The release follows vigorous campaigns in both the United

States and Europe. For the past two months Rockville, Maryland-based

Christian Response International and its affiliate offices have

been sending post cards to Romanian embassies, interceding directly

with the Romanian government and raising Cal..au's case before tne U.S.

Senate. In addition, in March of this year, the Kentucky State

Senate and Legislature each passed resolutions in which Calciu's

detention was cited as a seriuus rights vsolatizn. EastWatch

International, CREED, Door of Hope, Amnesty International and other

organizations have also worked to resolve tne case.

Romanian exile Radu Capusan spoke by telephone with Calciu.

The priest said, "Praise God, I am free. I was released on the

20th of August. I don't know why."

Calcsu also requested, "Don't forget me. Anything can

happen here."

AN AFFILIATE OF CHRISTIAN SOLIDARITY INTERNATIONAL-ZURICH. SWITZERLAND
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The freeing of several other prisoners has been confirmed which

indicates that this mAy be part of a larger amnesty. Honania's

National Day is celebrated on August 23rd at which time Romanian

President Nicolae Ceausescu traaltionally pardons prisoners.

The Romanian Embassy in Washington, D.C. has declined to

comment.

Before his 1979 arrest, Calciu, a professor at the

Orthodox Seminary in 9ucharest, played key roles in inspiring

the formation of both the Romanian Christian Committee for the

Defense of Believer's Rights (ALRC) and the Romanian Free Trade

Union iSLOMRJ. He often encouraged Romanian Christians to

affirm their right to religious freedom--a position that

worried Romania's communist government, and most likely led to his

arrest.

In his conversation with Capusan, Calciu extended his thanks to

Christians in the West who had prayed. He also said he appreciated

the intercession of foreign governments who had denounced his

imprisonment as a tragic religious rights violation.

"This is a major breakthrough, one we have been praying for

for a long time,* said Christian Response International Executive

Director Rev. Jeffrey A. Collins who had called for freedom for

Calciu while testifying at a Senate sub-committee hearing the week

prior to the release.

Calciu says that he and his family now want to emigrate to

the West.

30 August 1984 CRI080!
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STATEMENT OF ISTVAN B. GEREBEN, COORDINATING COMMIT-
TEE OF HUNGARIAN ORGANIZATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GEREBEN. Mr. Chairman, the Coordinating Committee of

Hungarian Organizations in North America is grateful for the op-
portunity to express its thoughts in connection with the extension
of MFN status to Romania and Hungary before your subcommittee.

On the subject of Romania, we support the statement and conclu-
sions of the Committee for Human Rights in Romania represented
by Mr. Hamos.

We have prepared a written statement. I would like to call the
attention of the subcommittee to the main points of that statement.

Hungarian emigration laws severely violate the letter and spirit
of section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974. A long, outstanding, unique
family-reunification case is still unresolved. I refer to the case of
Imre Nagy and others who were executed in the aftermath of the
Hungarian Revolution. The government in Hungary continuously
and stubbornly refuses to reveal the location of the gravesites
where these Hungarians are buried and to allow the families to
carry out a decent burial.

The government in Hungary, contrary to common perception,
conducts numerous political trials each year. An article published
in a recent issue of Hagyar Fog-Hungarian Law-analyzed the
social, educational, and employment backgrounds of 570 randomly
selected individuals who were charged with political crimes in the
past 10 years. According to this article, more than 70 percent of the
accused were blue-collar workers or students. This fact refutes the
often-repeated notion that in Hungary opposition to the regime is
limited to a "few" intellectuals. The article also indicates that on
average at least 57 individuals were tried for political reasons an-
nually in the past decade.

Last year Hungarian authorities increased their harassment of
the dissidents to a degree of actual use of physical violence against
one of the most prominent members of the democratic opposition,
Gabor Demszky, who suffered a concussion requiring several days
of hospitalization. Also, police intimidated economist Gyorgy
Krasso repeatedly.

Actions against the religious base communities intensified in the
past year.

MFN seemingly did not improve trade affected by it. Most items
traded between Hungary and the United States were agricultural
products or farm machinery related items. U.S. export of high tech-
nology items to Hungary decreased more than 50 percent in the
past few years, presumably due to the violations of terms of sale
for those items by VIDEOTON, the Hungarian stateowned elec-
tronics firm and other state enterprises.

According to official Hungarian statistics, Hungary's trade with
each of its 10 top partners in 1983 resulted in huge deficits. The
only exception is the Soviet Union, which does not pay Hungary in
hard currency.

MFN status for Hungary can be justified only if it benefits the
people of Hungary, not only the governing bureaucracy.
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To assure that this objective is achieved, we urge you to formu-
late U.S. trade and foreign policy goals in such a way that the com-
plete situation in Hungary is considered in the light of traditional
U.S. moral principles as well as economic interests.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much.
[The written testimony of Mr. Gereben follows:]
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Mr. Chairman:

The Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America
is grateful for the opportunity to express its thoughs in connection with
the extention of WN status to Rumania and Hungary.

On the subject of Rumania we support the statements and conclusions of
the Committee for Human Rights in Rumania and the Committee of
Transylvania.

We submit a written statement. I would like to call the attention of
the Subcommittee to the main points of that statement.

* Hungarian emigration laws severely violate the letter and spirit
of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

* A long outstanding unique family reunification case is still
unresolved. I refer to the case of Imre Nagy and others who were executed
in the aftermath of the Hungarian Revolution. The Government in Hungary
continuously and stubbornly refuses to reveal the loation of the gravesites
where these Hungarians are buried.

* The government in Hungary - contrary to common perception -
conducts numerous political trials each year. An article published in a
recent issue of Magyar Jog (Hungarian Law) analyzed the social, educational
and employment backgrounds of 570 randomly selected individuals who were
charged with political crimes in the past 10 years. According to this
article, more than 70 parent of the accused were blue collar workers or
students (11.2%). This fact refutes the often repeated notion that in
Hungary opposition to the regime is limited to a "few* intellectuals. The
article also indicates that in average at least 57 individuals were tried
for political reasons annually in the past decade.

* Last year Hungarian authorities increased their harrassment of
the dissidents to a degree of actual use of physical violence against one
of the most prominent members of the democratic opposition, Gabor Oemszky
(he suffered a concussion requiring several days of hospitalization), as
well as police intimidation of economist Gyorgy Krasso.

* Actions against the religious base communities intensified in the
past year.

* MFe seemingly did not improve trade effected by it. Most items
traded between Hungary and the United States were agricultural products or
farm machinery related items. U.S. export of high technology items to
Hungary decreased more than 502 in the past few years, presumably due to
the violations of terms of sale for those items by VIDEOTON, the Hungarian
state owned electronics firm and other state enterprises.

* According to official Hungarian statistics Hungary's trade with
each of its ten top partners in 1983 resulted in huge deficits. The only
execption is the Soviet Union which does not pay Hungary in hard currency.

* The debt of Hungary exceeds 8 billion dollars, close to 800
dolars per capita.

* The economic reform praised by western experts is merely a way of
compensating for the poor performance of Hungary's economy.

PEN status for Hungary can be justified only if it benefits the people
of Hungary, not only the governing bureaucracy.

To assure that this objective is achle-ed, we urge you to fomulate
U.S. trade and foreign policy goals in such a way that the complete
situation in Hungary is considered in the light of traditional U.S. moral
principles, as well as economic interests.
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My name is Istvan B. Gereben. I am the Executive Secretary of
the Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North
America, the consultative body of major Hungarian organizations
in the United States and Canada. It is in this capacity that I
am presenting this statement. It is a privilege to share our
views with members of this subcommittee. Thank you for this
opportunity.

Granting "most favored nation" status to Hungary is no small
matter. Congress must share responsibility with the President in
the evaluation of the intent, attitude, practice, and trustworth-
iness of the Hungarian Government. Congress also must balance
the benefits of the agreement to the average Hungarian and to the
U.S. against the doubts obviously generated by the promises of a
government which is lead by Mr. Kadar, who is known for not
keeping his word.

When we improve our relations with Hungary we must know that we
do not deal with a sovereign government, we must know that
despite the superficial statements of tourists, IREX academics,
businessmen, evangelists, and eager diplomats, Hungary is a
member of a skillfully controlled block of satellites, occupied
by Soviet troops and ideology and serves the interest of the
Kremlin. Independence is not the characteristic of the

-government in Hungary.

The servility of Mr. Kadar's regime to the masters in the Kremlin
is undisputably evidenced by Hungary's absence from the Los
Angeles Olympiad.

Further example of lack of Hungary's sovereignty--even in matters
of trade--is the regime performance in adhering to U.S. export
control laws. Our Committee learned that VIDEOTON, the state
owned electronic enterprise violated U.S. regulations controlling
U.S. export of high technology items. This violation seemingly
affected the volume of export of U.S. high technology items to
Hungary. According to the June 1984 Quarterly Report of the U.S.
International Trade Commission the dollar value of U.S. exports
of high Technology items to Hungary decreased to $3.'7 million in
1983 from 8.87 million in 1981. A further decrease is evident in
the reports covering the first half of 1984 (see Attachment I).

Our committee inquired into Hungarian government performance in
adhering to U.S. export control laws. To our inquiry, we
received a letter from Dr. Stephen D. Bryen, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for International Economic, Trade and
Security Policy. We have been informed that the Defense Depart-
ment cannot comment on the performance of any East European state
since it involves classified information. He, however, stated
that "U.S. export control policies and procedures assume that all
East European states, including Hungary, are obliged to provide
technology to the Soviet Union." (For relevant correspondence
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see Attachment II.)

It is comforting to know that our government - at least some
officials of our government - have the proper perception of the
sovereignty of the East-Central European states, including Hun-
gary. Sovereign states cannot be made "obligated" to break
committments having the force of international law.

The "obligations" of the Hungarian regime: the accommodation of
the Kremlin's request to boycott the Los Angeles Olympics and the
provision of U.S. high technology gained through regulated trade
to the Soviet Union are only some of the evidence of Hungary's
lack of independence. If in matters of sport and trade with the
United States the regime is controled by the Kremlin how can we
logically assume that it's actions involving more pertinent
matters, i.e., foreign policy or domestic economic reform, are
independent?

In light of the above and since the state is the sole trader in
Hungary, it is conceivable that the received benefits of main-
tained MFN status will be channeled not to the people but to
serve the purposes of the oppressive government. To avoid this
we suggest that the economic benefits of MFN status to the
average Hungarian be monitored. Such monitoring should include
the following: Effect of U.S. trade on the standard of living of
Hungarians; personnel, management, wage policies of Jointly-owned
enterprises and the use of Hungary as a trade intermediary
between the United States and a third party.

We would like to state that our Committee always interpreted the
Jackson Vanik Amendment in a broader perspective than addressing
emigration from the Soviet Union. We and presumably some other
witnesses testifying on this subject before this Subcommittee in
the past believed and still believe that Section 402 of the Trade
Act of 1974 represents congressional endorsement of the policy of
linkage established long ago by the U.S. Government and
maintained by several successive Administrations. In this
context we always believed that it is proper, if not mandatory,
to assess the performance of these countries concerning the full
spectrum of human rights and not narrow the evaluation to emigra-
tion rights alone.

The fact that the Hungarian People's Republic monitors these
hearings with great attention and is sensitive to the gap between
its public and official images of its human rights record, is the
best justification for the continuation of frequent and thorough
assessment of its performance on this field. The fact that there
is no outstanding family unification case between the United
States and Hungary is a tribute to the effectiveness of these
hearings. The fact that the Hungarian government granted exit
visas to several members of the democratic opposition earlier
this year just before a decision was due on its loan request to

40-844 0 - 85 - 17
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the IMF, and after a persistent campaign to call the attention of
the public and government agencies to the plight of-the Hungarian
Intellectuals proves that linkage works. We believe that the
time spent by the Chairman and the members of this Subcommittee
listening to independent assessments of the performance of the
Hungarian People's Republic on the human rights field is a small
price to pay for the results enjoyed by millions of Hungarians.
With these thoughts in mind we submit our evaluation of Hungary's
performance on the field of human rights.

The main areas of infringement of human rights by the Hungarian
government fall in the following three categories: freedom of
movement, freedom of speech and freedom of religion. There are
at the same time numerous, hard-to-document infringements on such
human rights as the right to privacy, the right of assembly* the
right to a fair trial, and the right to freely choose one's
political affiliation. These are sometimes a priori denied and
even though in the course of our contacts, we fall to take notice
of them, they are nevertheless painfully present for millions of
Hungary's citizens who must live according to political and human
rights standards so far inferior to ours that it is hard for us
to comprehend them. This inability to comprehend the scope of
totalitarian control over the individual and over society may
very well be the source of our tendency to either deny, or at
least act as if we deny, the absence of these most basic human
rights.

The following details of the specific infringements by the Hun-
garian government on the human rights of its citizens are only
the most obvious, the most easily demonstrable injustices com-
mitted by it. They are the manifestations of an all pervading
denial of individual freedom and justice.

The fact that violations against basic human rights are often
carried out with more sophisticated, more refined methods than
those committed in other parts of the world by other totalitarian
governments is irrelevant to a consideration of the merits of
Hungary's regime and its worthiness of receiving special privil-
eges from the United States.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

The Hungarian People's Republic has the most restrictive emi-
gration laws in Eastern Europe. As a consequence there was no
recorded emigration from Hungary--other than family unification
cases--In the past year. If the condition for MFN Is emigration
performance, Hungary rates behind Rumania and the Soviet Union.

The Hungarian emigration laws severely violate the letters and
spirit of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.
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Several family unification cases involving other Western
countries than the United States, which do not have the leverage
of Section 402 and its yearly review requirement, are still unre-
solved.

Passport regulations--in our opinion, part of emigration, freedom
of movement issues--are arbitrary and provide the state with a
tool of punishment for dissidents. Contrary to the popular
perception not all Hungarian citizens enjoy the privilege of
having a passport. Gyorgy Krasso, one of the Hungarian
dissidents, applied in vain for a passport for the past 15 years
to visit his brother in England. The passport of Gyorgy Kocsi, a
young Catholic priest, was withdrawn last year as punishment for
the participation in the Charismatic basis communities
disapproved by the state. S ndor Csoori the internationally
respected writer was denied permission to go to Italy last year
as a punishment for writing a introduction to a book authored by
a member of the Hungarian minority in Czechslovakia and published
here in the United States. Csoori was critical of the Hungarian
regime's apathy towards the fate of the Hungarians living in
neighboring states. In addition to the denial of permission to
leave the country Csoori was banned from publication of his
essays for a year.

There are many similar cases of interference by the state with
the right of free movement in Hungary. Besides the mentioned
cases, there are still many others, involving ordinary citizens
who are denied passports and exit visas for "administrative"
reasons. In these cases, the considerations are never clearly
identified and the individual is forced to rely on his
imagination to figure out why he was not permitted to travel.

The harrasment of certain intellectuals who have joined the
illegal opposition often Includes the threat of not being allowed
to travel abroad. It is always made clear to those applying for
travel documents that the responsible state offices reserve the
prerogative to deny these to anyone they wish to prevent from
travelling. Since the system of appeals is controlled by those
who make the decisions to begin with, these do not provide any
suitable safeguards to the individuals of the right to know the
grounds for rulings against them.

Travel abroad is not a right in Hungary, it Is a privilege
granted by a representative of the regime.

A long outstanding unique family unification case is still
unresolved by the Hungarian regime. I refer to the case of Imre
Nagy and others who were executed in the aftermath of the
Hungarian revolution. The Government in Hungary continuously and
stubbornly refuse to reveal the location of the gravesites where
these Hungarans are buried. Last year on the 25th anniversary of
the execution of Imre Nagy, many distinguished Americans: Jimmy
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Carter, Arthur Goldberg, Leo Cherne, William Buckley, Walter
Mondale, Charlton Heston, Clair Boothe Luce, Bayard Rustin,
Eugene Wigner,and Edward Teller among them, signed an appeal to
the Chairman of the Presidential Council of the Hungarian
People's Republic requesting him and his government to identify
the gravesites, to permit the recovery of the remains for proper
interment by the surviving family members. President Reagan in a
public letter strongly endorsed this appeal, stating: "I commend
the efforts to identify the graves of the gallant men and women
of the Revolution and to secure access to their remains for
proper burial after so many years of anguish on the part of
family and friends."

In June of this year Senator Percy wrote to the Ambassador of the
Hungarian People's Republic to the United States urging him and
his government to resolve this issue. Senator Percy, as every-
body before him who inquired about the gravesites, has not been
given the courtesy of a reply.

We urge the Subcommittee to add the support of Congress to these
appeals by conveying the concerns of the Anerican people to the
officials of the Hungarian People's Republic and remind them that
without the timely and satisfactory solution of the unique family
unification cases, involving the executed victims of their ascen-
dancy to power, the yearly extension of MFN status for the Gov-
ernment in Hungary will not be an automatic, periodic exercise.
This is the least that Conqress ought to do if it holds family
unification as its primary condition for extending NFN status to
Hungary.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

The most blatant violations in this category have to do with the
publication of an ever growing number of samizdat writings and
periodicals and with the conviction of an idenfinite number of
individuals for "incitement" and "harming the public interest."
Those responsible for writing, duplicating and distributing sam-
izdat periodicals such as BESZELO (the title is hard to translate
because of its multiple meanings, but it can be rendered as *The
place where prisoners are allowed to talk to their love ones")
and HIRMONDO (The Messenger) have been under particular pressure
this past year. After the so-called Samizdat Boutique, the place
where illegal publications could be obtained by anyone brave
enough to visit it, was evicted from the central Budapest apart-
ment of Laszlo Rajk, the most notorious form of police brutality
was used against Gabor Demszky, another prominent member in the
underground network of regime's opponents. He had been one of
those who started an illegal publishing house called AB.

Demszky was approached on September 24, 1983 by police outside of
the Budapest apartment building of Laszlo Rajk, another dessi-
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dent. Demszky refused to allow the confiscation of a private
letter without a warrant. An ensuing argument developed into
a scuffle, resulting in Demszky being so badly beaten that he was
hospitalized for three days with a concussion. Concern for a
fair trial was expressed by the State Department and by Congress-
man Fascell, the Chairman of the Comiission on Security and Co-
operation in Europe. (See Attachment I1.)

Demszky was charged with attacking the policemen and tried on
December 21, 1983. Western observers, including a member of the
U.S. Embassy were not allowed in the trial room. The court found
Demszky guilty and delivered a 6 months jail sentence. The sen-
tence was suspended for 3 years. Demszky's appeals was rejected
on May 22, 1984.

The authorities scored a victory. Demszky was effectively
silenced for 3 years without demaging Western reaction. "He was
not really sent to jail." The sophisticated and effective
control of the regime was again evident.

At 6 a.m. on June 8, 1984, Gyorgy Krasso, a prominent dissident
was taken in by the police for questioning about an interview he
had given to the samizdat periodical HIRMONDO in December 1983.
Released nine hours later Krasso was warned that charges of in-
citement were prepared against him and told he should enlist the
services of a lawyer to defend him at his forthcoming trial. A
few days later however - presummably after assessing Westerr; re-
actions - he was told that the investigation has been now closed
and that no further action was contemplated against him, though
he was given a police warning. .,,ll Lomax of the University of
Nottingham writes in the current issue of Index bn Censorship:

"The inverview about which Gyorgy Krasso was ques-
tioned by the police was about the trial and execu-
tion of Imre Nagy and the other revolutionary
leaders... It is perhaps no coincidence that
Krasso's detention by police, and the threat of a
trial come exactly a week before this year's an-
niversary of the executions on June 16, 1958. The
Hungarian authorities, it seems, still feel obliga-
ted to violate the memory of the dead by suppress-
ing the true facts about their execution. The
bodies of Imre Nagy and his comrades lie in un-
marked graves and over a quarter of a century after
they were executed, their relatives are still de-
nied the right to know in which graves they are
buried...

While Gyorgy Krasso no longer faces the immediate
prospect of being brought to trial he was suffered
time and again as a result of his efforts to estab-
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lish the truth."

Although these instances of police intimidation and brutality are
by no means negligible, their subjects have one advantage over
many other victims of police arbitrariness and disregard of the
law. They have access to publicity through their writings and
their contacts with various Western supporters. This is not the
case for the large number of ordinary workers who are convicted
every year of "incitement, and harming the public interest."

An article published in the -ebruary 1984 issue of Magyar Jog
gives account of a study, conducted by Dr. Lajos Kovacs; Pro-
fessor of the Hungarian Police Office-s College determining the
casual factors involved in incitement and harming the public
interest.

According to this study of 402 cases involving 570 accused, a
significant portion of those investigated were workers and
students who had not had any form of higher education. 79.2% of
the 570 individuals examined had not completed the equivalent of
our high schools, and only less that 5% of them had a college
degree. (For further details of the study see Attachment IV.)

Ti'e significance of the'study is that it gives evidence of widely
based dissent--as expressed by "incitement" and reveals that this
dissent is not limited to "intellectuals". The statistics reveal
that "political crime" exists in Hungary and the majority of the
convicted are blue collar workers whom the regime fears more than
the intellectuals and who do not enjoy the international
publicity afforded to the well known intellectuals.

The information conveyed by this article, combined with the
articles in HIRMONDO, clearly indicates that the situation in
Hungary is not so rosy as some of our officials perceive it.

The case of the members of the Cpg Rock Group also belongs in the
category of freedom of speech.

Thai Capital Court sentenced the following on May 23, 1984: Zoltan
Ben'o, a 22 year old unskilled worker, Bela Haska and Zoltan
Nagy, both 20 year old unskilled workers, to 2 year prison
sentences and the underaged Z. V., trade school student, to a
suspended sentence of 2 years in prison. (See Attachment V for
the contents of their songs earning them these sentences.)

The legal justification for the sentence accused these young men
of "incitement against the constitutional order of the Hungarian
People's Republic and against its international alliance, friend-
ship and cooperation agreements. Their motives were rooted in
nihilism and anarchism, or in other words in the desire to create
hatred. This was born out concretely in part by the roc -nu-mers
they performed. They however also had numbers which achieved
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these ends by using allegories and metaphors intended to create
these emotions." (Hirhiondb, 6-7, 1984, pp 62-64.).

Besides the Cpg group, three members of a rock group called
"Mosoly" (Smile) were also convicted early this year for three of
their numbers with similar messages. Jozsef Erdos, a 20 year old
worker, received 1 1/2 years in jail plus I year suspended
sentence, two underaged members of the group received I year in
jail plus a 3 year suspended sentence each.

More recently, at a large peace festival at Pusztavacs on August
4, 1984, a number of young people were arrested allegedly for
disturbing the peace. However, it is unclear from the Hungarian
articles what the real causes of the described disturbances were.
Descriptions in the Hungarian press and on the radio reveal only
that some young people, including those arrested and convicted in
a period of less than four days, had gotten up on stage and "pre-
vented the rock group whose turn it was to play from presenting
its program." Judging by the speed of the arraignment and con-
viction, it is quite possible that there was more to the distur-
bance than what was covered by the Hungarian press. (Hungarian
press and media sources which covered the disturbances were:
Nograd, Aug. 7, 1984; Heves MOgyei NepuJsa., Aug. 10, 1984;
ag.W Ifjusay, Aug. 10,-TT RaioT uapest, 20:00 GMT, Aug. 4,

According to the Italian left wing newspaper, 11 Manifesto (Rome,
Aug. 7, 1984, pp 183), policemen, using tear gas and dogs, were
needed to quell the disturbances. This same source indicated
that there were also some allegedly unrelated demonstrations at
this peace festival for bilateral disarmament, including banners
calling for the withdrawal of all weapons from Europe.

FREEDOM OF RELIGON

Religious freedom in Hungary is controlled by the state through
its Office of Religious Affairs (AEH), which has to agree to all
ordinations of priests and bishops and which keeps its "repre-
sentatives" in the offices of Hungary's episcopate.

The largest problem, which remains unresolved today is that of
the basis conmnunities within the Catholic Church, in particular
those under the leadership of the Piarist priest, father Gyorgy
Bulanyi. The basis communities are strict followers of the
precepts of non-violence and interpret Christ's teachings as
opposing military service. A number of the young members of
these groups who are eligible for active military duty have re-
fused to be drafted. As a result, many have been sentenced to
hard labor or to military prisons.

Early this summer Gyula Simonyt, a 31 year old mathematician, the
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father of three children and a reserve officer, refused service
before being called up for duty. He was sentenced to 10 months
imprisonment. Janos Magyar and Laszlo Mohos, who reported ready
for prison at the military chief prosecutor's office in Budapest,
after receiving their draft notices, received prison sentences of
2 1/2-years. Laszlo Babos, a 19 year old worker from Erd who
just had his high school diploma, was sentenced to two years and
two months imprisonment for refusing military service.

The faithful cannot turn to the hierarchy for help or support.
Cardinal Lekai chooses to subordinate the interest of the Church
in all questions that have to do with military service to those
of the state.

The list of those persecuted with the active consent and help of
the hierarchy grows longer and longer as the number of those
unwilling to cooperate in short-changing Catholic religious
principles and denying Hungarian national interests. The
hierarchy, instructed by the Office of Religious Affairs punishes
those priests who cooperate with the Bulanyl followers.

Recently four priests have been removed from their flourishing
parishes as punishment for their support of the so called
Bulanyist: Laszlo Kovacs, Imre Tornal, Gyula Havasi and Laszlo
Bisztrai.

For further details of the situation of the Catholic Church see
our Committee's Testimony in: "Protecting and Promoting
Religious Rights in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union; Hearing
before the Committee on Foreign Relations United States Senate,
June 12, 1984"; U.S. Government Printing Office, Document No. 36-
3070 pp 260-311.

The Hungarian regime's exploitation of religious leaders is well
illustrated by the recently issued declaration condemning "U.S.
imperialism that threatens world peace." This statement was
signed jointly by the leaders of Hungary's major religions.
A group of young Jewish intellectuals issued a Manifesto
protesting the action of the Jewish leaders stating that they
"had no right to sign on behalf of Hungarian Jewry a unilateral
declaration that ignores the role of Soviet weapons held by Arabs
wao are plotting to annihilate Israel."

Hungarian authorities not only exploit the Jewish leaders to
further the cause of the international aims of the Soviets, but
outright persecute the Jewish faithful. Two students of the
Rabinical Institiute of Hungary, Ferenc Benyi (born in 1960) and
Tamas Szabados (born in 1963) were drafted in the Army in 1982.
(Students of the seminaries of all religions routinely are
drafted after the acceptance by the seminaries for military duty,
during which they are exposed to special hardships, harassements
to discourage them to return to the seminaries). Both Benyi and
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Szabados requested permission to adhere to the regulations of
their religion: opportunity to pray twice daily, access to
ritual food, and observance of Jewish religious holidays. After
their request was madA they were arrested and transported to a
military penetentiary. There they were forced to take off their
religious clothing worn under their shirts. At their trial, they
were informed that if they insistedd at their request they face a
possible 4 year internment for denail of military service. Benyl
and Szabados withdrew their request and received "only" a 1 year
suspended jail sentence. Benyi returned to the barracks,
Szabados was taken to a military psychiatric institute for
treatment of schizophrenia. Benyl, with the other draftees from
theological seminaries, cannot attend church, cannot visit any
religious activities, and are forbidden to assemble for any
reason for the duration of his military service.

The example of these two Jewish students illustrates the
sophisticated method of using military service to disrupt
theological studies and discourage seminarians to pursue their
chosen vocation.

Other religious groups face similar efforts by the government,
through its Office of Religious Affairs (AEH), to exert its in-
fluence on their leadership. The Lutheran Evangelicals and the
Calvinist Reformed Church continue to be lead by bishops willing
to serve the interests of the Hungarian state, often to the
detriment of their own congregations. Most recently, Bishop
Zoltan Kaldy of the Evangelical Church, in the course of the
World Lutheran Conference held in Budapest, expressed his support
for the Hungarian government's stand on peace and disarmament and
implicityly criticised the West and the U.S. for presenting
threats to world peace.

Kaldy has also been envolved in an argument about his "theology
of diaconia," criticised in the West by Vilmos Vajta, the former
director of the Theological Department of the Lutheran World
Federation and Director of the Ecumenical Institute of the Luth-
eran World Federation. (See Attachment VI for documents from Re-
ligion in Communist Lands VOL 12, No. 2, Summer 1984). An open
letter signed by five bishops of the Hungarian Evangelical Luth-
eran Church rejects the charges made by Rev. Vajta that Kaldy's
"theology" is merely a rationalization for transforming his
church into a servant of the Communist state.

Some of the smaller Protestant religious groups, such as the
Baptists have also had grave conflicts between their leaders and
the faithful over the direction their churches were taking and
the acquiescence of their leaders to state control, especially in
such matters as the election of bishops.

The above is by no means a complete list of Hungarian breaches of
basic human rights. As was mentioned in the introduction, the
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basic priniples of government in Hungary deny the right of the
individual to make moral and ethical choices according to his own
beliefs. Moreover, the assumption in Hungary, contrary to all
appearances, is that the state always knows better what is good
for the individual, therefore, the individual must acquiesce
whenever the state decides to impose its judgement. Those in-
stances of apparent "freedom," especially as these contrast to
cases in othe Eastern European countries, must not be mistaken
for what we coiisider to be freedom in the West. Even when mill-
ions of Hungariansare allowed to travel, cases in which passports
are denied for political reasons remind us that the prerogatives
of the majority can be withdrawn at any time, depending on the
whim of the state. In such circumstances, human rights cannot be
considered as guaranteed.

Our committee considering the current, deteriorating human rights
performance of the Hungarian People's Republic is convinced that
continuation of MFN status for Hungary can be justified only if
it benefits the people of Hungary, not just the governing bureau-
cracy.

To assure that this objective is achieved we urge the Congress of
the United States to request the President and his Administration
to formulate U.S. trade and foreign policy goals regarding Hun-
gary which consider the complete situation in Hungary in the
light of traditional U.S. moral principles as well as political
and economic interests.
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ISTVAN B rRESEN
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4101 BLACKPOOL ROAD
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Attachment I

to the

Statement

of

The Coordinating Committee of Hungarian

Organizations in North America

before the

Subcommittee on International Trade
of the

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

concerning

The continuation of the President's
authority to waive the Trade Act
Freedom of Emigration Provisions

HUNGARY'S TRADE WITH THE U.S. AND OTHER IMPORTANT PARTNERS

Excerpts from recent Quarterly Reports to the Congress and the Trade
Policy Committee on Trade between the U.S. and the Nonmarket Economy
Countries by the U.S. International Trade commission and from publi-
cations of the Central Statistical Office of Hungary.
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J0316A3'S TRADE WITH ITS MOST WORTANT PARITERS IN IM3

Cou ntr y Total Trade
In millions of Ft.

Soviet Union

FRG

GOR

Czechoslovakia

Austria

Pol and

Yag6slLvia

Italy

Libyc

U.S.A.

222290.5

64815.1

46349.0l

36746.9

33477.6

30702.6

26091.9

208. S

19942.5

17192

Imports Exports
in millions of Ft In millions of Ft.

104186.4

37271.1

24399.9

18711.0

17162.0

1S948.3

13284.3

6471.2

15535.0

9584.3

118104.1

27544.1

21949.1

18035.9

18315.6

14754.3

12807.1

12424.3

4407.S

7608.6

TOTAL 518508.1

Totals do not add due to wounding

Source: Central Statistical Office of "6gary

264SS3.5 253950.5

Exchange rate: S 1.00- 47.ODFt.
Trade deficit: 5 235 dillon

The difference between U.S. and Hungarian sources regarding trade between the two country Is
an Interesting 4e. It Is explained by the my each country determines the origin and
destination of the traded Items.
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"In 1982 Hungary had imposed quotas and a 20-percent surcharge on certain
hard-currency imports in order to rebuild the country's foreign exchange
reserves, which had been depleted by the withdrawal of funds by foreign de-
positors, particularly during the first quarter of that year. After numerous
consultations with Hungarians the Contracting Parties decided to allow
Hungary, which acceded to GATT membership in 1973, to keep these measures
in force on a temporary basis, until the country's balance-of-payments
situation improves."

"A resolution of disapproval against Hungary's MFN status was introduced in
the House of Representatives (during last year's Congressional review pe-
riod, H.Res. 257).The House resolution against the NFN status of Hungary
was indefinitly postponed".

'No significant progress in comlying with the frequently repeated request of
Hungary and Romania and their U.S. business partners for a multiyear MFN
status of these countries occured in 1983."

The above quotes are from the 37th Quarterly Report of the United States
International Trade Commission (March, 1984.)

The Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America
expressed its views concerning multiyear MFN status for Hungary in its
testimony before the Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives. For a transcript of the testimony
see "CERTAIN TARIFF AND TRADE BILLS, Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives; April
27 and May 5, 10, 1983. (Serial 98-17)"pp 210-231.
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4 May 1984

The Honorable Richard Perle
Assistant Secretary for International Security Policy
Department of Defense
Room 4E 838
The Pentagon
Washington. DC 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Our Committee is in the process of preparing its statement
concerning the extension of MHF review period for the Hungarian
People's Republic to be presented before the Interna ional Trade
Subcommittee of the Senate and the Trade Subcommittee of the
House of Representatives in the near future.

Our previous testimonies opposing multiyear MFN for Hungary
were based solely on human rights considerations. This year,
we would like to include in the justification of our opposition
the performance or lack of performance of the government in Hungary
on the field of compliance with the restrictions and regulations
placed on U.S. exports of high technology items. The Quarterly
Reports of the International Trade Commission do not contain
information of this type.

We respectfully request you to provide us with the facts
pertaining to high technology imports by the Hungarian People's
Republic from the United States.

Sincerely yours.

Jstvan B. Gereben
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WAS'NGTON. D.C. 2,01 -2600

10 AUG M4

In reply refer to
OM P, I-I11549/84

Mr. Istvan B. Gereben
Executive Secretary
Coordinating Committee of Hungarian

Organizations in North America
4101 Blackpool Road
Rockville, Maryland 20853

Dear Mr. Gereben:

Thank you for your recent letter to Assistant Secretary
of Defense Richard Perle. He asked me to respond, since the
question you pose falls most directly under my responsibility.
You inquired into Hungarian government performance in adhering
to U.S. export control laws. The information you seek is to
be used in considering the extension of Most Favored Nation
(MFN) status toward Hungary.

As you may be aware, KFN consideration is not the responsi-
bility of the Department of Defense. However, we monitor the
reliability of Hungarian government compliance with U.S. export
control laws. Unfortunately, I cannot comment on the specific
performance of any East European state, since it involves classi-
fied information. The United States, however, provides no special
concessions to the Hungarian government. In addition, U.S. export
control policies and procedures assume that all East European
states, including Hungary, are obliged to provide technology to
the Soviet Union. This transfer of U.S. controlled technology
often occurs in spite of U.S. restrictions against such diversions.

I hope this limited response to your inquiry is helpful.

Sincerely,

Dr. Stephen D. Bryen
Deputy Assistant Secretary

International Economic, Trade and Security Policy

4C,-844 0 - 85 - 18
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Announcement - U.S. State Department's Noon Briefing December 19, 1983

DesTx rial

We understand that Gabor Demszky, a Hungarian editor of samizdat

publications, will be tried in Budapest on December 21. The

charges against Mr. Demszky will reportedly be assault on a

police officer, growing out of an incident that occurred in

September when he was stopped for a police inspection of his.

car. Allegedly, Mr. Demszky refused, claiming that the police

did not have a warrant, and sufferred a concussion as a result

of the ensuing struggle.

We note with regret that this will be the first trial with

political overtones in a decade involving thL independent

Hungarian intellectuals. We trust that Mr. Denszky will be

afforded the opportunity to defend himself in a fair and open

trial, and.that thin will remain an isolated incident.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE December 20, 1963

FASCELL EXPRESSED CONCERN FOR HUNGARIAN DISSIDENT

Washington, D.C. Congressman Dante B. Fascell (0-Fla.),
Chairman of the Comnission on Security and Cooperation in
Eu:ope, otherwise known as the Helsinki Commission, has
expressed hi cnncz:n for Gsor Denszky, a p l;%s!r cr
samizdat in Hungary, wno will be tried on December 21 for
assaulting a police officer. Chairman Fasceli said, 'tne
circumstances surrounding thi trial, coming so soon after the
ending of the Madrid Conference of the Helsinki signatory
states, raises questions about Hungary's renewed pledge to
permit citizens to know eno act upon their rights. The trial
has political implications unprecedented during recent years in
Hungary, where dissent has generally been tolerated to a
greater extent than In other Warsaw Pact states. It Is hoped
that Gabor Vemszky will be permitted to defend himself
adequately in a fair trial orere the objective facts of the
case will be brought out. For the trial to be otherwise would
be to go against the spirit of the Helsinki process and would
blemish the relatively favorable view of Hungary in the West."

The charge against Demszky stems from an incident on
September 24, when police approached him outside of an
apartment building were another leading dissident resides.
Demszky refused to allow a search of his car without a
warrant. According to reports, an ensuing argument developed
into a scuffle, resulting in Demszky being so badly beaten that
he was hospitalized for three days with a concussion.

A 31-year-old sociologist, Gabor Demszky is co-founder of
AS: INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS, a publishing house for samizdat,
and of SZETA, an organization created to assist the poor. He
and several other dissidents, who refer to themselves as the
democratic opposition, have been repeated targets of harassment
in a general crackdown on dissent which began in late 1982.
Last December, Demszky and several others were detained for
questioning as a samizdat 'Boutlque,' or bookshop, was raided
and official material confiscated. In March he was detained
again and charged along with four others for the publication
and distribution of unauthorized material (the charges were
later dropped). Demzisky and another dissident were detained
for questioning in April after their car was stopped end they
were held at gunpoint for refusing to allow their bags to be
searched.
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CASUAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN SUBVERSION AND HARMING THE PUBLIC INTEREST*

An Empirical Study

by

Dr. LaJos Kovacs

Professor, Police Officers College, Hungary

( Translation of excerpts)

In connection with exploring the causes behind the crimes of sub-
version and harming public interests it does not take any special
research to be able to determine that the influence of alcohol, a
capitalist environment, family and environmental influences, the
disorderliness of one's living conditions, etc., all have some-
thing to do with them. Searching for causes is important mainly
in the interest of prevention, as Jozsef Vigh points out: "those
causes of a specific criminal act which occur in great numbers
and thus constitute a mass phenomenon by themselves may at the
same time also be considered to be the causes of crime." 12 Even
though as far as criminal activities perpetrated against the
state are concerned we cannot call this kind of crime a mass
phenomenon--even if, in light of the fact that prior to 1 July
1979 the great majority of them were considered to be subversive
acts, we decide to include them here--, exposing their specific
causes Is absolutely necessary for conducting criminal Investi-
gation, imposing punishment, preventing crime, etc. When exam-
ining the furseeable tendencies of anti state and political-type
criminal activities we must, in addition to looking at the per-
manert tendencies, also take Into account the possiblllty--
brougt about by our temporary domestic difficulties and the
worsening of the international situation--that the incidents of
such activities may occasionally increase.

During the past period I examined almost 420 cases, Involving
a total of 570 accused offenders facing criminal action on the
charge of subversion and harming public interests. These con-

*MAGYAR JOG (Hungarian Law) in Hungarian February 1984 pp 126;134
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atitute a significant part of the criminal proceedings that have
been conducted during the past 10 years, thus they also enable us
to draw appropriate conclusions. The reason why I am discussir.g
these two criminal activities together is because many of the
behaviors which before the Criminal Code came into effect had
been considered subversive today are qualified as harmful to the
public.

The direct motives found to be behind the cases examined because
of subversion or activities harmful to the public interests were
as follows:

--hostile disposition 110

--anti-public attitude 126

--hostile prop&2anda 98

--peer pressure and family environment 18

--existential reasons 4

--alleged or actual Injuries 97

--influence of alcohol 236

--pathelogical mental condition 56

--lack of intelligence 155

--other 39
Total: 1,U-

The discrepancy between the 570 offenders and the 1,050 motives
is to be attributed to the fact that a given activity may have had
several motives, or that the offenders committed the same crime
on several occasions, each time for different reasons.

As for the conditions and circumstances that have permitted or
promoted these-activities, we have not been able to come up with
a finding for every offender. In many cases the investigation
did not deal with this question, or the judgement had already
gone into effect on the first degree, and hence In accordance with
paragraph 221 (1) of the Criminal Code the justification contained
only the facts of the case and the statutory provisions that were
applied. The conditions and circumstances that have permitted or
promoted these activities may be broken down as follows:

--indifference or sympathy on part of
the environment 33
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--lack of ideological ar~d educational work 135

--environmental Influence 36

--broken family ties 73

--earlier observers t. led to recognize
their responsibilities 43

--other 40
Total: W

Belonging in the other category are such factors as problems at
work, dif ficult financial situation, incorrect information, heat
of argument, vagrant life style, etc.

In trying to determine the goals of perpetration--by looking at
individual offenders--, In the case of 205 persons held respons-
ible we have been unable to come up with an answer. In those cases
where we have succeeded they have been found to include the fol-
lowing: A desire to be conspicuous, a need to disseminate views,
wishing to protest certain measures, revenge, Ocriticism," a desire
to cross the border illegally and to gain "distinction" for that
purpose, making threats in response to alleged injuries, wishing
to be transferred to a different penal institution or returned
to the person's original penal institution, organizing a conspir-
acy, trying to obtain a discharge from military service, "Just"
wanting to insult someone, spreading the broadcasts of RFE, advo-
cating Hungary's supremacy,.and we could continue with along
list. Another goal which we have encountered in some cases since
1980 is to call attention to the events In Poland.

Occasionally, the perpetration has been veiled, but these cases
have been the exceptions. In the case of 423 persons the crime
was perpetrated openly. In other cases references have been made
to the need to correct mistakes, the freedom to criticise, pro-
tecting democracy, the safeguarding of workers' rights and other
circumstances. Included among these circumstances have been ref-
erences to such factors as the protection of the Jews, the preach-
Ing of religious precepts and the freedom to do so, the correct
interpretation of historical facts, antiwar attitudes, and we
could go on.

These criminal activities have also been affected, among other
things, by such crime-related factors as urbanization, restrati-
fication and political disposition. By bringing about changes in
the distribution of social work and in the social restratification
of society-and socio-economic development can temporarily reinforce
certain crime-related effects. Host conspicuously, one of the things
that has been causing problems for our society for a long timb is
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the fact that more than a million people--thousands of the young--
are commuting between their places of residence and work.

As 3ozsef Codony has state in connection with urbanization as a
crime-related factor: "One of the indisputable consequences of
development and of the scientific-technological revolution is
increasingly greater urbanization. An ever larger proportion of
our earth's population are becoming urban residents, and the num-
ber of cities, Including big cities, is constantly growing." The
characteristics of urbanization In the socialist countries have
been different from those in the capitalist countries. "Naturally,
a significant proportion of our cities and big cities had come
into existence under capitalism, hence they a so bear the charac-
teristics of that period, although to a lesser and lesser extent
(e.g., certain peripheral city slums have disappeared and have
been replaced by modern housing settlements)... The urbanization
that has been taking place in the socialist countries has been
characterized not only by the rapid growth of new, socialist
cities. In every socialist country the establishment of new indus-
trial centers has b n accompanied by the concurrent birth of new
and modern cities.015

Closely connected with urbanization has been the restratification of
society. Although restratification is an objective process, under
our circumstances we also cannot neglect the subjective factors.
If we look at the last period we find that the most important such
movement has been the flux of our agricultural population into
other branches of our national economy. Since it is well known
that the structure, ratio and frequency of criminal activities
among our agricultural population differ from those experienced
among ou: non-agricultural population, from the point of view of
criminal trends this phenomenon deserves special attention.

In the case of 462 of the 570 offenders we could find no evidence
that they had maintained ties with persons In the West, while in
the case of 108 persons this could be unequivocally determined.
Regarding the propaganda broadcasts of Western radio we have been
able to determine the following from available documents: While
the investigation of 349 persons turned up no evidence that they
had been listening to the broadcasts of these radio stations, In
the case of 152 offenders this could be clearly determined from
the documents and in 69 other cases this was suspected, although
there was no unequivocal proof to support this In the documents.

The Effect of the Family Environment'

The role of the family is of special importance in the development
of one's personality, and its effect is extremely significant e -
peclally during early childhood, however, since it Is not limited
to the development of the child's personality examining its con-
nection with crime can only be done properly in conjunction with
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other circumstances. Of the 570 offenders some 227 had lived or
still live under disorderly conditions. Their parents had either
been divorced and hence they were raised by foster parents, rela-
tives or institutions, or there were other irregular circumstances.

Jozsef Vigh calls attention to the fact that a crime-affected
family environment in which the parents and syblings frequently
commit acts of crime tends to make antisocial disposition a natural
form of behavior for the child. In addition, a significant number
of offenders come from family relationships where the parents had
not taken great enough care in raising the child, allowing his
development to be influenced more by the effects of the given
environment. In another category of families we find that although
the parents did care about the education of their children, they
committed serious mistakes in raising them simply because they
lacked the necessary expertise. 4

Among the persons affected in the cases examined the following
irregular circumstances could be determined:

--parents divorced 87

--raised by foster parents 30

--raised by relatives 19

--raised in an institution 35

--other irregular circumstances 56
Total: 2

Occasionally, the perpetrators of these crimes have been young
people who have lived under proper financial and otherwise regular
conditions. This can happen especially if they are affected by
foreign--Western--ideological propaganda, and they do not receive
a good enough answer to the problems confronting them, end if
in addition their political knowledge and scope of information
is insufficient.15

A significant number of young offenders come not from so-called
broken families but from families which live together, although
under irregular conditions. This circumstance implies that the
fa mily relationship has become devoid of substance. These families
pay little attention to raising and supervising their children,
and they do not check how they use their free time. In many cases
school education may help to shape the Juvenile's personality,
however, our experiences show that our present educational-instruc-
tional system can only partially live up to this task.
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Cultural and Eoucational Level

The connection between one's cultural level and the various cate-
ories and types of criminal activities varies in character and
intensity. Efforts aimed at exploring and--if possible--quantify-
ing the relationship between cultural level and crime has been
hindered by several factorE. The connection between these two
social phenomena is based merely on statistical probability, hence
any observation about it must also be treated accordingly. The
retest problem Is determining the educational and intelligence
evel of perpetrators of crime. Expanding this type of study to
include every offender is virtually impossible, for only a complex
expert analysis could provide a reliable evaluation. Hence--as an
involuntary solution--most people dealing with this subject merely
compare the educational level of the offenders with the criminal
statistics.

The persons suspected in the cases examined had the following
educational levels:

-Illiterates 5

-- comnleted grades 1 through 4 of 29
elementary school

-- completed grades 5 through 8 of 389
elementary school

-- started but have not completed 29
secondary school

--completed secondary school 70

-- started but have not completed their 21
higher education

-- have completed their higher education 27

Total: 570

Although--as I have already mentioned--only a complex expert study
could provide a precise determination of one's emotional and edu-
cational level, I have nevertheless attempted to draw some con-
clusions about it from case studies and the psychiatric opinions
contained in them regarding the manner, circumstances, etc., of
perpetration. This conclusion is not exact, only approximate,
and the margin of error may also be significant.

In terms of their cultural-intelligence level:

--primitive 156

--average 223

-- good 75
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--may be considered high 24

--was not possible to draw a conclusion 92
Total: 51M

From the above data we can conclude that although the two--i.e.,
one's eduactional level and degree of culture--cannot be considered
identical, there is a definite relationship between them as the
criminal activities examined have shown, the only thing we do not
know is how closely they are connected. But in comparing the two
we also should not neglect to examine the actual accomplishments
that are behind the data pertaining to the person's educational
level. Our statistical data only show us how many have completed
certain schools, but provide no information as to how well they
have done in school. Nor do they give any idea about the circum-
stances under which their given educational levels have been
attained. This notwithstanding, under our present circumstances
it is the person's educational level which appears to be the best
suited for examining possible connections.

In connection with our educational activities Jozsef Vigh points
out that in our society students are exposed to various and often
conflicting influences. If the opinions expressed in the family
or among peers about human relations and society differ from the
"official" view taught by our schools it may happen, as it often
does, that instead of accepting the opinions professed by our
schools and adapting to his social circumstances the student adopts
the views held by his family and peers. Given the right situation
these distorted consciousness-related factors may easily lead to
the perpetration of crimes.-1

6

Attitudes Toward One's Occupation and Work

In the life of a person the school is eventually replaced by the
workplace as an organized microenvironmental form. Influenced by
their working conditions, their relationships at work and their
colleagues people become aware of their social role in society.
Work if properly performed is uplifting, and it helps to promote
the social development of the Individual. On the other hand, loaf-
ing about without work, spending one's time Idly, or having to
perform poorly organized, burdensome work provide fertile ground
for the development of-antisocial views, and can easily lead to
crime.* In the present period of our social development we still
often find that the assertion of the educational and awareness-
forming role of work is hampered or hindered by the specific on-
ditions under which certain persons must perform their work.01

7

If we look at the offenders of the studied cases by occupation
we find that they can be broken down as follows:

141-- skilled workers
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--semi-skilled worker 61

--unskilled worker 140

--whlte-collared worker 38

--employed 38

--self-employed 14

--retired 20

--student 64

--without occupation or dependent 48

--other or cannot be determined 16
Total: 3"

The above presented date clearly show how overwhelming the number
of skilled and unskilled workers is among them, amounting to nearly
one-half of the offenders of the studied cases, and if we add to
this the number of semi-skilled workers they well exceed one-half.
This, of course, Is tq a great.extent due to the fact that they
also represent the great majority of society. Coming up with an
explanation as to why it is that In our social system so many of
the perpetrators of such crimes come from among the working classes,
however, would require more thorough expert--mainly psychological
--studies.

In addition to looking at their occupations, let us also examine
their attitudes toward work:

--likes to work 122

--does his job but does not like
to work 17

--his attitude toward work can
be said to be average 199

--slack at his job 82

--leads a roving life style 80

--is not employed or there Is no
available date 70

Total: 570

I should point out that in the case of students it was their atti-
tudes toward their studies which I chose as the basis of my cats-
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gorization; In classifying the self-employed I hive tried to
include them In the appropriate category on the basis ot available
data, and ms for people without an occupation and dependents, they
have been included in the categories of not emoloyed, no available
data or leading a roving life style, according to what the docu-
ments show.

As Andras Szabo explains, mainly from the sociological point of
view: OUnder socialism there Is also an Important relationship
between crime and people's class status, hence we can say that
crime Is a product of society in the sense that it is a product
of class existence and life style... The class origin of offenders
and perpetrators Is interesting and significant not from the stand-
point. of how their personalities relate to the criminal activities
they have committed, but from the point of view of sociological
analysis, in other words in terms of being able to see clearly
the relationship between crime as a mass phenomenon on the one
hand, and the social conditions of existence, one's position in
the division of labor and the life style connected with it on the
other. In this sense, therefore, it can be sald thatwe are In-
terested not In the causal relationships between acts of crime
and social processes or facts, but In the social conditions which
make the commission of acts of crime and social processes or facts,
but in the social conditions which make the commission of acts of
crime stochastically possible. According to this Interpretation
of our collective criminological classification and occupational
date .... whereby in principle we should refrain from making psycho-
logical evaluations of personality factors, and from resorting to
the standard criminological practice of focusing on antisocial
attitudes or on antisocial Ideological views and decisions in
calling something a condition or a cause, criminal statistics per-
taining to occupational groups or categories should not be con-
sidered indications of antisocial behavior.0 18

The Effect of the Environment

In addition to the above, environmental factors may also be in-
volved in the shaping of one's personality, hence they may also
play a role in the commission of crimes. Friendship ties are micro-
environmental collective, social relationships which play an ex-
tremely important role in the person's life and in the development
of his personality. Family ties, the schools and very often also
the work place are relationships that have been created indepen-
dently of the individual. Friendship ties however, ere much
looser, although such relationships can alio only occur within
6ertbin limits. Although the selection of friends Is also affected
by Intellectual considerations, the most important factor in mak-
Ing such a selection &re the emotions of the individual. Also
effecting the development of these relationships are circumstances
such as sharing similar ideas, having the same outlook on life and
straggling with identical difficulties.
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Persons who share Identical views and are friends often commit
criminal acts together. They may team up even If they are not
bound by ties of friendship and their activities are connected
only by a chance to take joint advantage of a possible opportunity.
Generally speaking, the joint commission of crimes presents a greater
danger to society than lone perpetration. Of the cases under exam-
Ination 345 were perpetrated alone and 57 jointly, 369 were not
preorganized while 33 were. This also proves that in most cases
people prefer to team up to take advantage of a possible oppor-
tunity.

The influence of social ties on the development of one's person-
ality may differ in intensity. It Is possible that the kind of
personality development they promote--positive or negative--is
identical in its direction with the influence of the family and
the school collective, but it is also possible that their effect
is the opposite of those Influences. The effectiveness of this
influence depends on a variety of circumstances: generally, during
early childhood it is the family and the school collective which
have the most profound effect, while later other social relation-
hsips begin to have more influence. In addition, we must also
recognize the fact that the intensity and strength of social rela-
tionships may differ, which means that their influence may also
vary.19 The unfavorable personality-forming role of one's circle
of friends may also assert itself during adulthood. Starting a
new job, and establishing new ties of friendship often leads to
criminal behavior. In this process the effect of one's circle of
friends not only constitutes the condition for, but is also the
cause of degradation, the distortion 8f personality and finally
the perpetration of an act of crime.2

Of the soclslly recognized forms of entertainment we can *!so
include harmful traditions as factors which contribute to the
development of antisocial personalities. The close interrelation-
ship between entertainment and hospitality and the consumption of
alcohol often puts the nervous system of young people in a state
which causes their learned cultured behavior to give way to in-
stinctive behaviors aimed at finding immediate satisfaction to
hteir needs. In the cases examined we have also found that a
significant number of the offenders had committed their crimes
under the influence of alcohol. This implies that by restricting
the consumption of alcohol we could also reduce the number of
crimes. But as Jozsef Vigh has pointed out: It is unlikely that in
the near future we wll be able to prevent alcohol consumption
from rising while our state continues to increase production, and
as long as our store windowes filled with a wide variety of al-
coholic beverages continue to lure people to consume.o2 Other
harmful traditions mentioned by the author include the cult of
physical force and the tendency by people to take the low into
their own hands. These, however, do not play any role worth
mentioning as far as the above discussed crimes are concerned.
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In connection with the way people spend their free time he also
mentions the role of radio, TV and the press as factors which
affect the persooslity. In several cases we were able to show that
members of the younger generations had received occasional "tips"
from these different means of mass communication.

If we examine the persons Involved In the cases studied In terms
of their vices we find the following: 154 of them have lived the
life of an alcoholic. They are not to be confused with the people
who have committed their crimes under the influence of alcohol;
their number Is considerably higher.
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TRANSLATED LYRICS OF THE "OFFENSIVE" SONGS WHICH EARNED JAIL SENTENCES

FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE Cpg ROCK GROUP

A Soviet atom is also an atom
I can't stand totalitarianism
the police are hassling me
SS 20's in the East
Neutron bombs in the West

A US atom is also an atom
In tl,. East and in the West
they fight for power everywhere
SS 20's in the East,
Neutron bombs in the West.

Power is power
In the East and in the West
The race is the same everywhere
SS 20's in the East,
Neutron bombs in the West.

FAIRY TALE LAND

Pigsty, you're just pigsty, Fairy Tale Land.
Pigsty, that's all you are.
You give off a deadly stink.
Maybe, you should be cleaned.

I'll try to put things in order,
I'll tiry to clean out the place.
Fairy Tale Land is very ugly
Watch out now, Fairy Tale Land!

PRIMITIVE BUMS

We're primitive bums, we're animals,
But we don't want to shake with fear.
Remeber, we'll hit first
Could our world really be more beautiful?

We have nothing to do with anything here.
We don't know where we'll go tomorrow.
We are terribly bored with ourselves
And we wont keep on dreaming anymore.

Originals appeared in HIRMONDO May-June, 1984 issue
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The Hungarian Lutheran Church and
the "Theology of Diaconia"

Dispute over the "Theology of Diaconia" -
the Hungarian version of

"the Church in Socialist Society"

VILMOS VAJTA

One consequence of the Second World War was to confront the East
European Churchcs with socialist-communist ideology and its corres-

\ ponding social system. A fairly brief initial period of relative tolerance in
the internal life of these countries was followed by a more decisive phase
when clear directives were issued. These directives affected the life of the
Churches both practically and theologically.

The phrase "the Church in socialist society" is first of all simply a
description of the situation generally obtaining for the Churches in
Eastern Europe. In this situation the Church has to choose between two
courses. 'te Churches seek either to perform their special ministry as a
command of their Lord in their new context as defined hy a new legisla-
lion and a new social system, or to interpret their new historical situation
as a summons to seek their new role in the socialist State and to take their
bearings within the framework determined by the socialist ideology. The
first of these two alternatives may be seen as an attempt to maintain the
Churchs integrity and identity within the new social system, whereas the
second corresponds to a deliberate identification with the new system and
forth of integration within it.

In the following essay. I want to illustrate the problem of "the Church
in socialist society" by reference to a particular theology which has
achieved a monopoly in lhngary: the so-called "theology of diaconia"
(or "theology of service").

A theology of this kind, with its main emphasis on the Church's service
in today's world, is certainly not a novelty to us in our present century.
Immediately after the war, in the theological circles influenced by the
work of Karl Barth. there was talk of the "prophetic ministry" of t6e
Church. It is not difficult to demonstrate the influence of Karl Barth in
lungary, especially among the Reformed theologians there. The confer-

ences of the European Churches in Nyborg Strand (Denmark) were
already speaking of the "servant Church" at a very early stage. Income of
its basic texts, especially in Gatdiwm rt .prs. even the Second Vatican
Council describes Ihe Church as serving in the world. This is the hair

t'rtifr"or il5m Vmjt i' the ie lnicr director of( the 11wt ole k'-twIt Dp.irimcni of the
| 'iiimi world Fe'dcr.jgon and Diticttor ot thc Ecunenicat In'.titutc t4 the ril l

%% ord I ede'ralon at 1rast uurs, V

*From RELIGION IN COMMUNIST LANDS; Vol. 12. No 2. Summer, 1984
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trend. Within this trend, however, there are considerable differences.
One leading Hungarian theologian. for example. sees this theoloy of
service in his own country as having the following distinctive character:

. . . for us. this service embraces active cooperation with the
MarxkIs and practical participation In the development of the
socialist soxiety. It is obvious from this interpretation of rsrvice
and it practical consequences that our theology of service
differs from every other theological interpretation of service not
only in this particular but also in its spirit and structure. To
devote a separate study to the demonstration of this difference
would he a useful contribution in our international ecumenical
ministry.

It is helpful to have this clarificatiorn. It will enable us to steer clear of
any naive equation of the "theology of diaconia" with other currents in
contemporary theology because of overlapping terminology. Even if
some of its ideas can occasionally he found in Catholic writers. the "theo-
logy of diaconia'" is primarily a product of Protestant theologians in
Ifungary. This theology is to be found both in the Reformed and In the
Lutheran Church. with only a few differences of emphasis. In what
follows I shall concentrate on a description of the -theology of diaconia"
a.s advocated by representatives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church.

The "theology of diaconia" has been described in countless, articles
over the last twenty years by the leading Lutheran bishop. 7ltAn Kildy.
le can therefore be accepted as a reliable witness. In his view. any

Church in his country, where the social, economic and political order was
developing increasingly in the direction of socialism. was faced with four
possible courses: (a) hierocracy, (b) conformism. (c) retreat into the
ghetto. (d) opposition. In KAIdy's ,iew, his own Church chose a fifth way.
namely, that of diaconia. Substantial development of this course began
only after the Hungarian revolution (1956) and the definitive removal of
Bishop Ordas from office by the civil authorities (1958).' 7lAn KAldy
assumed office as Ordass's successor.

" 7reology of Dinconia"

When we ask what the "way of diaconia" means in substance, not surpris-
ingly we are referred at once to the ministry of preaching and adminis-
tering the sacraments, including, of course. the ministry of love (dinconia
in the traditional sense). In 1964. Kildy said: "We have, however, gone
beyond the previously established limits of diaconia . . and see and

'%cc I h arlidc by John ihncr. " A dhdnv Pr, cl. Pairi " w RReacti(mary' .in R('I.
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rcflcct on things in the light of global standards. In our view, diaconia
means increasing the prosperity of our people, promoting peace among
the notions and equality among the races, and struggling against war and
on behalf of peace". In other words, this is how the proclamation takes on
concrete shape. Appeal is made to the example of Jesus who came "not to
be miniscred unto hut to minister" (Mati. 20:28) - this biblical citation
is also the title and epigraph of a volume of KAIdy's sermons and
addresses published in 1979. Christ is the diakono.s - the servant.
Accordingly. all the New Testament statements about Christ as the
dinknno.s - and also the use of the verb dinkon'in (to serve) - are fre-
quently appealed to as biblical support for this position.

The first points to be noted are the frequent appeal to christology and
thc focus on concrete social ethics (even in reference to the life of the
disiples). The "theology of diaconia" claims to he based on christology.
This supposed basis in christology. however, calls for certain comments.

(I) The basic saying of Jesus culminales in the statement: "... and to
give hi; life a ransom for many" (Mark 10:45). This profound redemptive
dimension. this fundamental element in Christ's diaconia. plays hardly
any part at all in the "theology of diaconia" presented here. One logical
consequence of this, of course, is that 2 Corinthians 3:18, which speaks of
the "ministry of reconciliation" and is therefore determinative for the
Church's diaconia. is not referred to either. The diaconia of reconciliation
is obviously irreconcilable with the ideology of the class war. This
redemptive dimension is exchanged for a humanitarian extension of
diaconia. This "extended diaconia", strictly speaking. stands foursquare
with the social and humanitarian aims forming part of the programme of
the new socitist system Wilh its "diaconia" thus defined, the Church can
he accepted and can help in the building of the new society.

(2) It look more than a decade for the terminological limits to the
idea of Christ as the diakonn. to undergo any verbal correction by

uItngarian theologians. Dinkon.s has now been complemented by
Kyrio s. the oldest title of Christ. But even this title has not been given the
central significance which it has in the New Teslament and in the ancient
creeds of the Church. What is emphasized is not the glorified majesty of
Christ as the Lord in heaven and on earth (Philippians 2:5-1I) but the
revelation of Christ as "thc Lord who serves" - so that. once more. we
are confronted with a one-sided social diaconia. In the socialist context, of
course, it is not really possible to confes the Kyrio.s title in its original
sense. where it is a challenge to the sole sovereignty of the Emperor and
to his claim to absolute authority. Of course. the Lord was a servant! But
we have no right to suppress the fact of Hi. sovereignty over all the
powers of this world.

(3) Jesus connected His service - and that of lHis disciples - with
I lis sufferings. In othcr words. Christ's service (ministry) is in itself also a
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suffering. Christ is the suffering servant of God. Since it is exclusively
New Testament passages which form the background of the "theology of
diaconia". it is impossible for the Old Testament passages - those con-
cerning the servant of God in Isaiah, for example - to make their full
force felt in the account of Christ the diakonos. The other christoltlicM
titles of majesty are also left out of account. Not only the suffering Lord
hut even the disciple who suffers with his Lord are extranous to this
theology. The "via crici," is certainly mentioned, of course, even in
reference to the disciples. But the need for disciples to bear the cross of
Christ is interpreted here oo as the need for them to love and serve their
neighbour. It is wrong. we are told, to think of cross-earing and self-
denial in individualistic terms. We are to understand them, instead, as the
rejection of the desire to rule and as an affirmation of service to one's
ncighhour.

Con.sequene'cs ofthis. One-idedess

In the "theology of diaconia" there is a one-sided selection of biblical
passages. But even the passages selected are not given their full signifi-
cance in the interpretation offered. The hermeneutic principle is always
determined by a concern to sec how these passages are concretely related
to the contemporary context, and how they can be made to support a
critique of the view of life promulgated by tie Church in earlier tmes
(pr;or to socialism).

Jesus criticises those who prefer to rule rather than serve; hut he illus-
trates the attitude of domination by referring to "kings" and "those in
authority" in the nations. This is IHis answer to the question as to which of
His disciples was to he regarded as the greatest (Luke 22:24). This dimen-
sion of .social criticism in the sayings of Jesus is not retained in the
"theology of diaconia". This theology directs its criticism one-sidedly at
the Church's past behaviour patterns. In the new socialist society, the
Church is to serve instead of dominating. In Ilungary, this type of "self-
criticism" is directed primarily against the Catholic Church. to which con-
stant reference is made by Protestants as a typical example of domination

-in cooperalir.n with political ilers. But it is permissible to recall that
criticism of such a "dominating Church" has largely ceased to have any
relevance whatever today - unless, perhaps, it is an increasingly relevant
criticism of a Church, which, out of loyalty in the secular rulers, today
adopts an attitude of domination over ordinary church members in the
interests of "serving" the powers that be!

, usl as the servant Christ is contrasted with a Church hungry to rule, so
too. in respect of the suffering diciple, the "theology of diaconia" criti-
cke., pietistic, individualislic behaviour patterns. e lf-denial is not to he
thought of as an asetic inward-turning but as the requirement that the
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disciple is to srvc his neighbour rather than himself. Yet when thi
theology insists that the Christian should turn outwards towards his
neighlxur. it nverheless leaves out of the reckoning the problem of the
.hristian's suffering. Christian service, however. especially when it is

turned oulwaids in this way. can encounter suffering. Humanity and the
world are not just waiting for the service or the Christian. Diaconia cal
also call the 'hrislian to beiar his c ross in his discipleship of Christ. This is
however the central problem with the *theology of diaconia": it ignores
the suffering of the disciple ill this form. In a socialist soiety, when a
Christian suffers, this is regarded as a lf-induced miffering If Momeone
suffers, it is right that he should do so cause of his irrational onduct ill a
s.'ial order which seeks what is hest for him: for in a socialist sociely there
calinot IV any ('hristi-in martyrs.

One illustratioi of this is the problem of "'oulcasts" in the present social
system. lEven ltxay. of course. the Church in Hungary cominues to
perlOrm its traditionl diactcnia: the elderly. the mentally retarded.
epilkplics and disabled people are cared for in church institutions. But
people who have exi.rienced injustice ill contem xirary so'iely cannot
count on the Church's assislance. I1 in meastonishment we ask ourselves
why such assistance is not also part of the Church's "'way of diacoli.".
W'hy is it that s(.ial injustices only legin outside hlungary, aox1ve all in
couninies towards which political sympathy is not encouraged in other
reslvcts? "llic uiversalisation of the conccpt -f diaconia plays d)wn
problems within I lungary itself as well as in countries with which it has
committed treaty obligations. It is iermissiible ito crilicise racism in Solulh
Africa and in North America: econnmti. problems and social conditions
ill Latin America have top priority among Hungariani concerns. But whemn
I luugarian Iroxips marched into Czechoslovakia in I'X8, not a single
word of onm..rti was uttered by the ('hu.rch. and today conditions inl
Poland may not even he tnenlioned - as if diaconia somehow did not
apply in such cases! Nor are Jews and intellectuals who have been
expelled from st.ialisl countries regarded as suitable subjects for the con-
crelte praiclic of diacomta in our world today. lhlie problem of human
suffering ill ge neral is Irealed wilh almost the sane disdain as the suffer-
ing l" the Christian in particular - if it is encountered in one's own
sphere.

'Ibis sects all lh e more lamentable when. even in the non-church area
of life in I lungary today. th re is already a far grealr freedom to criticism
abuses in I hungarian society. Writers and historians can speak of condi-
tions which ought to be of vital importance precisely for the future of
"'silcial diaconia". In art. plays. films and books we find opinions and
views which the ('iti rch finds it imlxsibhle to express. It call even be said
that " ritical soidar'fy", ihicth is undoubtedly a soundly based theco-
logical att itude, is irreconcilable with a "thology of diaconfia". A "critical
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solidarity" of this kind, which has been accepted in various cultural areas
as a valid attitude in the dialogue with Marxism, could hardly hold its
peace for example when people are made to suffer for their refusal to do
military service in a country where peace is actually regarded as a lop
priority.

One conclusion seems obvious: the "'theology of diaconia" is beamed
primarily at church members. Its aim is to enlist their active interest in
"the great questions of humanity". The decision as to what these ques-
tions are is taken not by the Church itself, noreven after consultation with
the Church, but is imposed upon it. In consequence, the social problems
of one's own country are inviolable. These problems, especially in the
area of church-state relations, are supposed to-have already been solved
in an ideal way. Ilie concordat agreed with the State in 1948 brought the
then bishop, Ordass, unjustly before the courts, with the result that he
sIx:nt the rest of his life under a social cloud. Despite his "rehabilitation"
(legal and ecclesiastical) he was completely removed from the Church's
life. Here, as in many other cases, the "theology of diaconia" follows the
stale pattern. "Outcasts" deservedly suffer, even if they have been
"'rehabilitated".

The Ideological Fuioction of the "7"wology of Diaconia"

A. Zinoviev, the expelled Soviet pitilosopher, writes: "As experience in
the Soviet Union shows, religion can be tolerated provided it does not
enter into open conflict with the statc system, and is content to play a
quite secondary role and to live in conformity with the laws which are
communist institutions" (The Reality of Commuonism, 1981 (English
edition 1984)).

At Aarhus in 1977, a consultation organised by the Lutheran World
Federation discussed four possible responses for the Church in its
encounter with Marxism: (a) withdrawal into a gheltu, (b)oppx)sition, (c)
conformism, (d) critical solidarity. Conformism, according to the report
of this consultation, is usually found in countries where Marxism has
achieved state power. The Church can then opt for a stance of ideological
"non-intervention" combined with "practical cooperation". Interestingly
enough, the example given for this stance was that of Hungary.

This is imrport nt from various angles. In official statements made by
Hungarian church leaders it is repeatedly asserted that Marxist ideology
is not to be identified with the Church's own message. On the other hand,
"practical cooperation" is endorsed and, in the life of the Church. the
"theology of diaconia" stakes the claim to be the correct d)ctrinc and to
have a monopoly corresponding to that of Marxist ideology in the new
social order. T'he task assumed by the "theology of diaconia" in Hungary
is that of supporting and "liberating" the Christian Lonscience for
cooleralioi with staie policy b)th domestically and internationally. One
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sign of this is the fact that the leading bishop of the Lutheran Church has a
seat in parliament, and is also a member of the government committee for
foreign policy. The justification for this is the Church's obligation to offer
the State its service, its diaconia. The church leadership itself ensures that
this cooperation with the State in the spirit of the "theology of diaconia" is
faithfully observed in the publications and practical activities of the
Church. Stale censorship is unnecessary, since the church leaders them-
selves exercise Ihis function.

Before drawing conclusions about this role of the "Church in socialist
societyy " as at present conceived. we shall do well to listen io what Zol0tn
Kildy has to say alout the "way of conformism":

Conformism means that the Church adapts itself to the social
order in which it lives at any given time, identifying itself with
this order and adopting its aims and ideas so as to perform its
own work in accordance with these aims and ideas. The Church
becomes in this case simply the servant of the world about it.

As examples of this, he quotes so-called "Christian t1 ingary" prior to
the Second World War and tihe "German Christians" of the 1-liller period.
But has he not in fact provided here an esentially accurate description of
the practical cooperation now practised with the Hungarian government
on the basis of the "theology of diaconia"? Christian grounds have to he
found for conformity with the current political and social context in which
the ('hurch lives. What is involved here. surely, in the final analysis, is
solidarity - but without criticism; cooperation with the Stale in n social
and political programme. in the discussion of which Christians have no
right in join, and no right to share in the decision making.

This judgement finds support - certainly unintcnlionally - in the
German version of a book written by former bishop Erny Ottlyk. Der
Weg ciner Evangeli.schen Kirche im ,ozinlisin (The Path for an Evan-
gelical Church in Socialist Society) (Union Verlng. Berlin 1982). In his
preface to this German version, Gllnter Wirth, the chief editor of the
journal , randpiinki, writes: "The path for an evangelical Church in
socialist society in the first place simply means the path for an evangelical
Church inlo socialism". "The Church in a .cialist society" is the deini-
lion of a silualion. But the path for a Church inlo socialism is one of
integration, This path is made eas;r by the "theology of diaconia" which
furnishes an ideological backgroundfor this process. This is why the
cooperation between State and Church can be described - at any rate in
official statements by the responsible leaders on both sides - as excep-
tionally good anti satisfactory. For a Stale in which, in spite of all social
upheavals. the Christian tradition plays a deep-rooted role even though
this Stale cannot possibly recognize the Church's right to exist. the
"theology of diaconia" brings forth good fruits.
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A Mnrxist Anolysis of the " Theology of Diaconia"
The "theology of diaconia" has been analysed by the Marxist philosopher
ioz.ef Pxir. His book Szdzodunk is a Protesan'zmw, (Our Century and
Protestantism) (Budapest 1981) presents some interesting findings
arising from his analysis.

Po6r concludes that the "theology of service or diaconia" represents a
new form of Protestantism, able to accept the political solutions offered
by a "scientilk" (= Marxist) study of society. Far from making the
acceptance of such an approach impossible. a rightly understood
Christian faith as expressed in the "theology of diaconia" will incorporate
it as an integral part of the faith.itself. Po6r's thesis may be summarized as
follows: in the theology of diaconia we are confronted with a special form
of religion which has reached the conclusion that the social and political
system chased on the theory and practice ofsoialism solves the real social
problems of our time. and that this religion itself is therefore able to offer
its own auxiliary service in the implementation of ihis programme. In
Po6r's view, this theology not only is o, great interest for world Christian-
ity but also confronts the Marxisi-Leninist analysis of religion with new
problems. Here he is presumably thinking of the fact that a religion which
is integrated into socialism can no longer be regarded as "opium of the
people", is no longer the opponent but the servant of the socialist system.
The fact that theologians describe their conduct as "diaconia" and view it
as christologically inspired can. from a pragmatic standpoint. he con-
sidcred R mailer of complete indifference.

Writing in Febntary 1977 in the atheistic journal Vildgo.mdg on the
"theology of service", the same author says of this theology that "it gives
expression to its positive social function, above all, by emphasising that
support for progressive society is a criterion of rightly-understood faith."
In other words, according to the "theology of diiconia". it is possible to
derive from the criteria of the Chrislian faith itself this service in real
"progressive society".

Por stresses strongly that the concrete practkal consequences of the
Marxist-Lcninisl ideology of society are in fact affirmed by the "theology
of diaconia". What distinguishes then one from the other are the
theoretical arguments in Marxism-Leninism and theology resVctively.
The "theology of diaconia" is obviously at odds with the Marxist-Leninist
methodology. Socialist theory expects. of course, the complete elimina-
tion of religious needs. But in a transitional period like the present the
"theology of diaconia" can satisfy the religious needs of Chr. "ians with.
out necessarily bringing them into conflict with the society in which they
live. Maintaining its claim to a christocentric basis, the "theology of
diaconia" presents an appearance of Christian autonomy. This claim to
autonomy can. however, never he accepted by the "scientific method" of
Marxism-Leninism.
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It is instructive to supplement this analysis with statements made by the
Soviet philospher. A. Zinoviev. to whom reference has already been
made. Zinoviev thinks thai. in countries where the Marxist-Leninist
ideology has achieved political power, one vital aspect of this ideology is
its iced for a machinery of ideological supervision, whereby the iiildi-
,,Jual is compelled to accept the official ideology. for this ideology
justiies the programme of action decided by the political leaders and it is
the people that have to iml-ement this programme.

According to Zinoviev, this ideological machinery has a fourfold task.
(a) It imparts knowledge of official doctrine and obliges people to

accept it. By providing constantly progressive "actualisations". the
impression is given that the doctrine is developing. In reality, however.
these concrete examples can be chosen in a very random and arbiirary
mnne~lr.

(b) It exercises control over all piocesses in the political, cultural and
economic fields. Control of this kiild is very familiar in history.

(c) It provides the correct interpretation of events in the political,
cultural, economic, technological and industrial fields at any given
moment. i'here is a resultant "classification" of these events. There is
approval or condemnation. But the correct answer is always to hand (-In
our view...").

(d) it compels people to cooperate actively in society. They must per-
forni their tasks in the system. What is involved here is the enforcement of
serious participation in the development of (socialist) society and nut
simply a superficial participation.

It would not be difficult it) show how the church leadership in Hungary
asserts the validity of the "theology of diaconia" in precisely the same way
as the ideological machinery as described by Zinoviev assers the Marxist-
Leninist ideology in socialist society. In this sense. the "theology of
diaconia' is a necessary and valuable component of the contemporary
social structure. which, as we know. according to Marxist-Le ninist
theory. can use religion for auxiliary services. By its monopolistic control
of the "theology of diaconia", the church leadership assumes tasks which
match the Stale's ideological education. In a "period of Iransitik)n" the
Church can play a, role, and by doing so, to some extent relieve the State
ol certain tasks.

Vie -Theology of Diaconia" in the Dialogue with Marxism

In the recent pat, a new phenomenon is to be observed in the dialogue
bIwcen Christians and Marxists. As Zoltin Kildy stated in 1982:

We have often said that the dialogue between Christians and
Marxisis is conducted by us in practical life, that is, by our
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operation. This has proved correct and fruitful. We have
thereby avoided the temptation of the Kuhturkampf Such a
struggle would have set members of our family against one
another, not alongside one another. Now that cooperation has
st(x)d the test. however, it becomes important to advance the
Mai xist-('hristian dialogue by pre ending some basic questions
so that we may he able to achieve a broader and even more
courageous cooperation.

Coming as it does from a man who to a large extent defines the policies
of his own Church as well as its theology (of diaconia), this is an important

ta tement. For many years, Kdldy was opposed to any dialogue. for he
thought of the real dialogue as taking place, as he says, in the form of
practical cix)prafion. ibis attitude may have been due, in part, to
anxiety lest the proclamation of the Gospel by the Church become mixed
up with the ideology of the Statc At the same time, however, the
".heology of diaconia" strongly reinforced practical political cooperation
with the government. It is legitimate to ask, therefore, whether the
"dialogue" now initiated can produce any genuine encounter betwccn
Marxism and the Church or whether, in this new stage, the "theology of
diaconia" is only to he, developed still further, so us to continue to serve
the State's ideological machinery. Ibc decisive point in the above quota-
tion is the hope that, through this dialogue, "we may be able to achieve a
broader and even more courageous cooperation". The chief interest on
the official church side, therefore, still seems to be the use of dialogue to
strengthen practical motivation and to provide still stronger assistance to
the State's social system. This is obviously also the concern of the State.
The only result of a new phase of dialogue in this direction, therefore,
would be the further development of the "theology of diaconia" in its
essentially ideological role as an auxiliary to the state programme. It
should be noted that it was J. Po6r himself, the Marxist-Leninist partner
in the dialogue, who recognised that this new "theology" comfronled the
Marxist analysis of religion with new problems. Surely, however, this
ideology can be pursued intellectually only within its own philosophical
limits. The practical need for the Church's approval of the State's pro-
gramme is a non-negotiable axiom.

The text from which the above quotation is taken was certainly pub-
lished after the initiative for the dialogue had been taken. As an official
event, the initial phase took place in the presence of the President of the
state Office for Religious Affairs. The "scientific" dialogue was held in
Debrecen in September 1981, and, as was announced, is tobe continued.
According to statements published in the press, the justification for this
dialogue was the claim of Christianity to be not only a faith but also a
world-view. As such, it must engage as a partner in the dialogue with the
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sarxit.l Arniniit wtirhl.view. It waS alI affirmed Ili. tItIgpl, esautinth
dilferenccs existed in ideological questions. c)operafioln between
(hristians and atheists could be achieved in many new fields.

II is hardly suiprisiiig that tihe Matrxisl-( 'liriitiai dialogue Jhmild Lon-
centrate on anthropological and ethical questions. Evcry dialogue must
rind a common starting point. But Christian anthropology con%ist, pre-
ciscly in a transcendental dimension which cannot be defined in purely
ethical categories. Surprisingly. it is the Marxist philosophcrJ. Po6r who
i, dcar that here is the dividing line between Marxism and Christianity, as
he demonstrates in his book. Apparently. however, the Protestant theo-
logians did not draw attention to this particularly important dimension.
"hi may. ofcourse. have been duc to the fact that their main concern was
to liod coinon starting points.
xAs long as Marxist-Christian dialogue is conducted outside the juris-

diclion of a Marxist state authority. there is. unlikely to he any threat to
the freedom of the dialogue. But wherc the dialogue is conducted
between partners who are dependent on a particular Marxist state. the
problem assume% a different complexion. For then the changes which
have taken place in the external political structure have to be recognised
as axiomatic. "1is is the starting point. The only po.sible constructive
opportunities for dialogue are then joint conclusions about concrete
coo operation between Christian- and Marxists. And here the theology of
service has its state-recognised role to play: that of producing cooperation
with the programme determined by the Party or the State. The Church
ha% no influence whatever over this programme itself. (ibis does not, of
course, rule out the possibility that the Church itself may. in the light of its
own criteria, approve, and promote a good many changes in scioty of a
socialist nature.)

The basic question remains, however: whence are the decisive ethical
iiorms for society to be derived? Are we thinking of a system of justice
which has an absolute validity even over governments, parties and
ideologies? Or are the norms merely thoce established by the rulers in
accordance with their own interests? Are ethical norms subject to con-
stani reinterprclation in accordance with party political interests, or do
Ihcy have a validity independent of thece interests? Vigorous protests
h;av'e frequently been heard in theological circles in I lung ary repudiating
an) identification of their new theological direction with the position of
Ihe "G6erman Christians" in the 'third Rcich. 'le question does never-
thcles arise: has the temptation to take a similar way really been resisted
seriously? I ]as not a theology been developed which, in actual fact. has
become an integral part of the Marxist ideological machine j,,t as much
as the theology of the German Christians %. commodated itself to the Nazi
ideology? To bc sure. Marxisim does not advance any religious claim. But
there is surely a danger that the "theology of diaconi," is exercising the
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fmiclin tif Irnividinp the Marxist social system with a (lhri(tiag l,,i-i.
Thereby it allowsilsclf tobectmmandcrd a.san iiicgral I.i it ot si,

ideology. It is a serious question whether a theology which I;ikt-s
"diaconia" as its central orientation ha.s als preserved ils itileg ily a5
Ihcology so as to be able to conduct a genuine dialogue with Marxism.

Hungarian church leaders and theologians have concentrated for many
years on the "theology of diaconia" as thcir ecumenical contribution. Not
without a certain satisfaction. they have been able to report to their com-
patriots that a growing interest is being taken in their approach. As a
result, one of the main interests of the Marxist-Christian dialogue is in its
ecumenical significance in the international arena. If this theology. tied in
as it is with the Marxist programme, can demonstrate itself beyond Ihe
frontiers of Hungary as successful, an opportunity exists for the Churches
to fulfil a certain mission in respect of the West.

The "theology of diaconia" is certainly one of a number of positions to
which careful attention must be paid. But it is not the only one, and there
are related trends in the ecumenical world with which it could become
asociated. As far as a fruitful dialogue is concerned, one important point
needs to be made. In the free world, this "theology of diaconia" can be
heard as one view among others. It will inevitably come under discussion.
however, along with other points of view and the result will be mutual
correction and the avoidance of one-sidedness. Theologians from
Eastern Europe have often pointed out the link between Western
theology and its social context. Now it is their turn to note how their own
theology i3 dependent on its social context.

When this "theology of diaconia" is expounded at ecumenical meet-
ings, its ideological framework very seldom impinges on the conscious-
ness of outsiders. This inadequate understanding is not dangerous long
as this theology does not secure the ecumenical community's unqualified
approval and recognition. The representatives of the "theology of
diaconia" cannot then translate their ideas into practical programmes in
their own country without attracting the critical observations of their
ecumenical partners. The "theology of diaconia" can count on our
interest so long as it is able to remain free from its monopolistic tendency
and its ideological context. Only the ecumenical discussion can help it to
adopt a critical stance.

One danger at the present time is the selective citation of certain
Western theologians as supporters of the theology of diaconia. It i%
obvious only to a few of these that they are thereby supporting ihe con-
crete political programmes into which this theology is translated. the
ecumenical world must be much more cautious aboul this functioi which
has been thrust upon it if it wants to perform a gcenuinrly fraternal service.
In Hungary any critical analysis of thc "theology of diaLonia " is oti oft lic
question. The ecumenical dialogue. therefore. is of considerable rpxen-
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fial importance. provided it is well-inrformed about the Sitz i1 IA1''n of
this theology. Obviously. this dialogue needs to he ablc t show brotherly
,,ymplathy for any "Church in a socialist city" which is seking the right
way. I m the dialogue parincrs nccd to have a thorough familiarity with
Iic ,itmalion if thcy are not simply, out of a naive reling of "brolher-
h1(k)l". lo continue encouragingg a Church within a particular oocialist
Aiciely in tie direction of simple conformism.

Slanders Rejected
Declaration by leading officials of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Hungary

I. At the meeting of the Lulheran World Federation Executive Com-
mittee in the Summer of 19801 in Augsburg the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in H ungary invited the next LWF Avsembly to Budapest. After a
thoroughgoing discumsion, the Executive Committee accepted this invita-
tion by an overwhelming majority. This decision mean% that the Evan-
gclical Lutheran Church in Hungary- a genuine "minority church" with
less than half a million members - was able to provide the first oppor-
tunity for a world-wide Christian meeting to he held in a socialist country.
The government of the Hungarian People's Republic has guaranteed the
granting of entry visas, to all the delegates. Our Church anti congregations
have hereby assumed a great burden and accepted a great task [...I

The Fvangelical Lutheran Church in Hungary hoipers that the coming
Assemhly will make an important contribution towards deepening the
fellowship of the "Lutheran world family", and towards strengthening its
unity in Chri.1 and its service for peace and justice in our world . . .

2. While engaged in preparing for the Assembly. we have been
shocked to note that certain ecclesiastical and political circles, press
media and individual, in some countries in the Wcst are busy making dif-
ficulties for the host country and Church and trying to intensity political
antagonisms between West and East and conflicts between our different
social systems. This clearly goes against the taslk of the Church of Christ
which is to build bridges in a world of conflicts and tensions, to work for
understanding and mutual confidence, and to be a "peacemaker".

We are profoundly shocked by the fact ihat certain ecclesiastical circles
in the West want to assail and slander our Church. which lives in a socialist
society and tries to remain faithful to her Lord Jesus Christ; they attack
and slander Ihe theology and diaconia of our Church. her relationship to
the State, her leaders, and - above all - our presiding bishop Dr 7,0in
K~ily. Aplx:ating to tile Iighth Cimmandment (Al Od, we vomdelrin
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I hes slanders anid insintwa i, ms and rcsolt wutl I eject Il'i
3. Thus we. reject th: ntintition h ,stucl 1it'alvI 1it I11. 4

nunlter of the lv.'ri hltcI Illriwliw MAhIta,'i-lfr l li[ro -t ,i ',.
I sotr Emcritus %'ilmo, V;,jta. In his article entitled "Urm,,ritie,. I Iwo-
logic der l)iakonic" (Dispute over the 'fTcotogy of Di;,ci',i;") h
;ttack% ile theology (if our Church a% a theology of "compiant-" I Kwl-
foin10i11n.V) which - nlot unlike the notorious theology of the "German
Christian." tintler I miller - -has become a part of the itdleltgic .af
apparatus of Nfarxism". lfe characteriss this theology as being oblivious
to the -. offering of The disicipleo" and as having been %imply foisted on
the parishioners 1'by the church leadership.

These serious charge% are made by one who for the last 42 year% has
lived in the West. who never experienced with us the suffering of oir
country.under Fascism. at which lime it became a battlefield. or the
recolNsruction of a war-ravaged land from it ruin,, or the Li,,t,,i
effort of his, Church to find her way in a new situation. blt whonotwli,' -
l,*, Ix:licve, that he is qualified to lecture to Mnd tol .cnure hi% It' nii'
Ch:irch.

Our Church never travelled on the road of compliance. never thok he
way of the *'German 'hristians". She is resolutely against ans kihd I
ideological syncretism. And she never shirks, suffering which is inl1 ,ed
on u by od. Evcrylxdy familiar with ihe theologyy odiaoni, kii,,
very well that it isa Chris t-centred theology. Moreover, it is untrue t sa
that our church leaders want to foist this theology on the pastors and
congregatio, s. I( is oul of conviction that they follow thi, theological
thinking. crcially through their conduL.

IThe rest of the article rejects as "slanderous" comments% in the
Western media aoiut tlhe condicl of Bishop Killy. parliculail% %itl
regard to his alleged efforts to win suppotrl for his candidacy for the lii-. Ill
President of ihe Liuthcran World Fcderation. who will Ih choen t1 1h.,
I.WF Assembly in BdaptlV! - Il.

Budlapest. 22 June l9M.3

DrGyulal Natgy Prof Dr 7oltA;in Fekete
Bishop oft lie Northern )is..is, General Inspector of lhe l"vanL.elical

Lulheran Church in I longer.

Dr Des '4 Mihaily elt SAtNgiyi
Lay Inspector of the Northern Lay Inspector of the ,southern
Diocese DiCcese

I)r Ae,ton Karner
Ciencral Secrelary of the
Evanechcal Iullicran Church
in I hluuutel y

40-844 0 - 85 - 20
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Analysis or Slander?

ROBE1T J. PATKAI

A strongly worded protest from the leadership of the Hungarian
.uthcran Church has been issued in the form of a Declaration signed by

Bishop Gyula Nagy and four senior ecclesiastical officials- not including
the presiding Bishop Zolt~n K~ldy. The le.alership express their shock
concerning churchmen in the West who "attack and slander the theology
(if our Church. her relationship to the Slate, her leaders. and - abovc: all
- otr presiding bishop Dr Zoltan Kildy". The wrath or the I lunhgarian
Church is directed in particular against an eminent and rcspectcd thco-
logian, the former Director of the Lutheran World Fedcration's
1 hcology Department in Geneva and or the Ecumenical Institute in
Strar-bourg, Dr Vilmos Vajla. who has written a critical analysis of the
"theology of diaconia", the olTicial theological system of the Hungarian
Lutheran Church. This theology was formulated to fill the vwid created by
the theological stagnation experienced by the Church during the
"Stalinist" era and the political upheavals connected with the 1956 Revo-
hilion. The main architect and proponent of this system i6 Bishop Kildy.

In my short evaluation I shall limit myself to Piofessor Vajta article
ald i% "rejection" in the at- -e-mentioncd )eclaration. I shall do this in
the light of the recent history of the Hungarian Lutheran Church and in
the context of the development of the "theology of diaconia".

Historical Background

'"lic Second World War created a new situation for the East European
Churches. IAh continuation of church life was conditional on the good-
vill of the new governments. The main task before the leaders of the

Church was to be partners with whom new arrangements were supposed
to be made.

During the early post-war period it was desirable to have a relatively
1,.i,,t li.d ongoing church lifc. ThusI in -astern Europe the only new
0,. .I ,,ic'l orientation came through the lIpac movement initiated by
1, I . 'rIe%,,or Jo~ef I lromnidka in 'cdhoslovakia. Church leaders in

,,*t I . . E:urope'an countries had no alternatives hut to participate iin this

l-11 and some Western sympathisers also joined the campaign. i"he
reult was, the Christian Peace Conference. as it i% known. !Is theological
horizon was limited and it remains so to this day: to evoke and maintain
Christian engagement in the Churches in close linkage with government
xlicies.

Within a few years of World War l1 the situation in Hungary turned
dramatically into a problem of church.stalt relations. | It people in the

The Vry Rei. Roxl Plkai i% ch.airinn ofu Te Luticran Council of Great B5ritain
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West have failed to imiticc that tilc II inuiry test case here wa% not the trial
of Cardinal Mindszcnty. Instead the authorities turned their attention to
the smallest Protestant community, the Luthcran Church. and its leading
bishop, Lajos Ordass. In thc Autumn of 1948 he was scntcrccd by a
special court for violating the country's currency laws. He spent two years
in prison and was afterwards placed under a sort of "house arrest". Per-
sonal contact with him was made difficult. The leadcrshipof the Lutheran
Church was seriously weakened because of a number of suspensions, and
the acting church lcadcrs did not discus the judgement of the special
court, but officially removed Bishop Ordass from office "because he was
not able to carry out his duties as a bishop and because this circumstance
seriously affcctcd the interests of the church" . A new hishop was
"elected" in the person of l,zl6 Dezsdry. He held office until the end of
October 1956. All thcse events have an important bearing on our under-
standing of the situation in the Hungarian Lutheran Church. According
to official terminology, the "Stalinist" era came to an end in Hungary at
this time. It is therefore also important to note that after the imprison-
ment of Bishop Ordass, no new theological orientation was forthcoming.

When the World Council of Churches Central Committee met in
Ilungary during the Summer of 1956 - that is, before the October revo-
lution of the same year- officials of the World Council of Churches and
the Lutheran World Federation (including Dr George Bell, Bishop of
Chichester; Dr Franklin Clark Fry, American Church President; Bishop
Hanns Liljc. Presiding Bishop of Hanover; and Dr Carl E. Lund-Ouist.
General Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation) began negotia-
tion! with the government about the rehabilitation of Bishop Ordass.
They succeeded, and the court judgement was declared invalid. It comes
as no surprise to learn that the Church did the same, although Bishop
Ordass was not able to return to office before the October revolution. lie
remained in office until Spring 1958, when the state officials declared his
return illegal. From that time until his death in 1978 Bishop Ordas, livcl
in almost complete isolation in his flat.

It is necessary to recall this background in order to understand t c .hip-
ments in the Lutheran Church especially since 1958. While bishop
Ordass was in fact innocent of the charges upheld against him in the
Stalinist era, he was not allowed the freedom to oppose cooperation with
some of the discredited church leaders who had held responsible office
during that period. His office was once again declared vacant and the only
candidate, Zoltin Kildy. was formally elected as his successor.

No one should be surprised at the fact that the tasks facing lihop
Ordanss' successor were not easy. It is, however, surprising that the new
church leadership made no effort to revisc its attitude to Bishop Ordas.
His case remains to this day an irritating clement which has hindered any
sensible dcvelopmcnt in the Church. When Bishop Ordass died in 197X
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his obituary was written by his stoccessor. hut it made no mention of his
unjust trial and the process of his rehabilitation. These were facts which
simply had to be forgotten. The whole issue was never digested either by
the Church or by the State. 1t was played down as an isolatcd case. and
Bishop K6ldy was an eager advocate of this explanation The truth was
nevertheless that a large numlr of leading church personalities. amongst
them professors of theology and eminent pastlor-theologians. were
silenced or removed to small congregations fair away from their previous

A New Therologivc'd Orienoioni

It s: ;. in this situation that a new th . ogiv.l orieitalion was clalxiraed

by Bishop Kildy. According to the "theology ordiaconia", the aimof the
I.theriiran Church is toofferervice to humanity in a socialis ciety with-
out formally adopting the tenets of Marxist-l.eninist ideology, and at the
same time remaining true to congressional creeds. The idea is that the
Church will on the one hand avoid a ghetto-like isolation in ciety and on
the o lher conform to the norms set by the State. This type of dialconia was
conceived of as broader and more universal than the traditional diaconia
of the Church. including political engagement in "the great questions or"
humanity", specially that of peace among nations.

Since the early 196Ms this theology has become not only the o'ficial
th oogy of the leaders of the Church. but also obligatory for the pastors
of the Church as well. It has in fact become the only legitimate form or
Ih, oI Igical thinking. It ha a monopoly. ad aiiy other theological orien-
,., hI bIII Ie en rendered ilxpssible.4 1we .dicio press and the numerous

, ,.I, pu1blicatiom which e,%eist in I Iigay have had to move hiltline
lilt the theology of diaconia and are stiperisd and corrected accord-

,gly. A renuiukabhle effort to produce New] estanient commentaries has
it ved no exception here.

Important though this theological pilcnmenon is. arising as it d .s in a
socialist country, no particular reaction has ben forthcoming from the
international Lutheran or Protestant scene. It has always been represen-
tativcs of the Hungarian Lutheran Church who. wherahroad. have alone
propagated their theological orientation. Rlferen.es to "service" have
often been evident, giving the impression that the Church has chosen the
correct theological solution in a difficult situatimi.

77itwlogi til AmgfySi'A

In Professor Vajt's article we have for the first tinic oi analysis of the
"thcologyordiaconia". He has pointed out its defieiencyas faraschristo-
logical foundations derived from the Bible are concerned. Obviously h e is
questioning Bishop K~ildy's own writing (although he is not cilicising

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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the Bishop personally). He suggests that by dint of the strong authority
which characterises this theology it has in fact become an ideology and
therefore does not tolerate any criticism or analysis. The indisputable
consequence of this "theological ideology" is that it will mainfest itself in
one simple way: instead of producing christological argument% to justify
its willingness to serve the world and society. as might be expected from a
church "theology of diaconia", this particular theology produces a
content corresponding to the political programme of the Hungarian
government.

In order to illustrate the strong possibility that Vajta's analysis is
correct, may ! refer to an interview with J6zef Cserhiti, Roman Catholic
Bishop of Pics and Secretary of the H1ungarian Epi,,opatc: -The
relationship between Church and State in Hungary is balanced, and the
limits of coexistence have been established. On the basis of the frcedomn
of religion, the State recognises the freedom of activity of the Churches
and religious communities, and in return Churches accept the scial
targets and structure of the socialist people's society. Thc Church makes
resolute efforts to promote the construction of the socialist people's
State.'" And further: "The present is characterised by another stage of
development: coexistence has been replaced by the state of working for
each other."

Professor Vajta also referstoa recent Marxist analysisof this"theology
ofdisconia". A leading Marxist philosopher and professor at the Uni er-
lity of Debrecen. Jtizsef Poxir, has pointed out that though thi, I , Ilitp
has christological presuppositions, its practical consequences are in oni.
pkte harmony with the "scientific Marxist-Leninist" analysis. Altliiglh
the theologians might not be acceptable from the scientific perspective,
their position can be tolerated temporarily because of their usefulness.
This Marxist philosopher adds in all honesty that this is the first time in
history that a theological system and consequently a Church (or
Churches) can agree with the Marxist programme, a fact which might
force Marxists to rethink some of their inherited presuppositions about
religion. (Jzsef Po6r, Szdzadunk Os a Prolevantizmus (Our Century and
Protestantism), Budapest 191,1, pp. 166-84.)

Professor Vajta's short analytical article has caused, as we have seen. a
.vehement reaction from Lutheran church leaders in Hungary. In the
press release entitled "Slanders rejected" it is however surprising that
they give no theological answer whatsoever to the serious theological
arguments advanced in the discredited article of Dr Vajila. InteaI the
signatories of the Declaration have chosen to question the crtitdiilitv oI
the author who has lived outside liingary sirc 1q41. Koii,,',i i,,
reject the parallel with the -German Chri-tlian-. allho ugh Vii i' .1i,, Ivi
does; not %ay an)whcrc that Co'imunllist ideology and the GoNlt'l ;uv
"K'nri. 2t ,%'pcmbCr IWOX.
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mingled. Knowing how sensitively Hungarian theologians have occasion-
ally reacted to this point, the author simply mentions that the "theology of
diaconia" has found a way to arrange a theological compatibility with
Marxist ideology, as German Christians in their time did with Fascism.
The Hungarian Lutheran Church has turned down theological dialogue
on this whole issue at a time when world Lutheranism is preparing to go to
I lungary on the occasion of the Seventh World Assembly of the Lutheran
World Federation.
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Senator DANFORTH. You have all spoken of Romania, and Mr.
Gereben also spoke about Hungary, and Mr. Collins about China.

With respect to Romania, is it your advice to Congress that most-
favored-nation status be denied Romania?

Mr. COLLINS. Yes.
Mr. ORASEL. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you all agree to that?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. And that would be your view on China also,

Mr. Collins?
Mr. COLLINS. Yes; that's correct.
Senator DANFORTH. And that would be your view on Hungary,

Mr. Gereben?
Mr. GEREBEN. No; we are supporting MFN status for Hungary

with the yearly annual review. We would oppose a multiyear
review period for Hungary. At the present time we think that
MFN status for Hungary provides the United States with leverage
which sometimes is used effectively.

Senator DANFORTH. But you have given up on Romania?
Mr. GEREBEN. Yes; I would.
Senator DANFORTH. So, in other words, the Jackson-Vanik has

failed?
Mr. ORASEL. Mr. Chairman, we cannot invite and accept 25 mil-

lion people who want to leave Romania because they don't like
communism. And at the same time provide over $50 billion to the
Romanian Communist Government that they will never repay. So
it is my opinion that we should enforce-the United States-the
policy that the freedom, and the policy of the Romanian Commu-
nist Government to change in Romania and allow the freedom, and
the people to travel, to enjoy their vacation, to have the liberty to
rally the political system, party, and that way a few people, believe
me, will ask to leave Romania.

Mr. COLLINS. If I could comment on your question, I think that
the Jackson-Vanik amendment as it was written in regards to emi-
gration has been a great success. I believe that it desperately needs
to be amended to include human rights provisions, and that these
nations would take the trade agreement more seriously if those
provisions were written into the amendment.

Mr. HAMOS. I would like to agree with Jeffrey Collins in that the
Jackson-Vanik amendment should be amended to embrace more
than just the right of free emigration. I don't agree that the Jack-
son-Vanik amendment has not worked; it simply has not been
tried. The sanction provided for under Jackson-Vanik has not been
ever invoked, and as a result the Romanian Government, in our
view, simply doesn't take the whole process seriously. It should be
tried.

Mr. BIRNBAUM. I agree with my colleagues that not only has the
Jackson-Vanik amendment not failed, but even though, officially,
human rights other than emigration are not, on a narrow reading,
included in it, it has also hada considerable positive effect on the
religious situation in Romania.

Over the years, my strong feeling, has been that though it is not
necessary to shake an iron fist, at Bucharest, we have not utilized,
even to a moderaLe extent, the leverage inherent in the Jackson-
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Vanik amendment as it is in the hands of the Congress to do. I am
indeed surprised that Mr. Spitzer, with his consistent failure to uti-
lize congressional leverage, seemed to take credit for the release of
four difficult cases on whose behalf I worked for years-see my
testimonies 1982 and 1983.

With the policies pursued by Mr. Spitzer these unfortunate old
people would still be in Romania after over 30 years of suffering.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that we should increase the
number of Romanians who are allowed to enter the United States?
It would seem to be a very bad situation if there are people who
have been allowed to leave who can't leave because of us.

Mr. BIRNBAUM. Mr. Chairman, we all know of the curtailment of
emigration policies by the INS in recent years. Worse, is the day
this curtailment is being applied.

Maybe it is understandable that we shouldn't allow more people
from Romania than from anywhere else; however, I think that we
should make use of the humanitarian parole authority with much
greater flexibility and much greater humanitarian thrust than we do
in certain cases.

I remember a few years ago when the humanitarian parole was
not used for Romania. It had been constructed for the emigration
from the Soviet Union. I discussed it with Romanian desk officers
for a year or' two, and eventually the parole was applied to the
Romanian emigration too. However, some people felt that it got
somewhat out of hand, when very large numbers of people came out,
including undesirable elements.

Now, we have swung to the other extreme; we have a\ situation
where even elderly parents of people in this country cannot, except
under the most extreme circumstances such as fatal illness come-to
this country to join their children. For example, someone was
brought in on a stretcher and died a few weeks later.

I have been having discussions with the Romanian desk for a
number of months now, and with the Senate Judiciary Committee,
with the Helsinki Commission and with the Foreign Relations
Committee about some cases of aged parents who are constantly
denied access to this country to join their relatives under the hu-
manitarian parole.

I would plead for this committee to intervene with the immigra-
tion services to devise a more flexible interpretation of the parole,
for old parents, for young children, and for very sick relatives.

The Helsinki Commission has already done this, and so has Sena-
tor Charles Grassley of the Judiciary Committee, and Senator
Charles Percy of Foreign Relations and other organizations with
which I work. We have all addressed our appeals to make the hu-
manitarian parole somewhat more flexible.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Mr. COLLINS. If I might make one further comment, I think the

whole discussion of emigration is somewhat frivolous. We need to
study the reasons why people are emigrating, are wanting to leave
Romania, are wanting to leave China, and to correct the problem
at its source-to create such a political climate, ai, economic cli-
mate, a religious climate in these nations that we might create a
reverse emigration, where people would be able to leave the United
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States and return to their homelands and enjoy the human free-
doms that they so deserve.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much for your
testimony. We very much appreciate it.

That completes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 3:15 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[The following communications were included in the hearing

record by order of the chairman:]
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TESTIMONY BY WILLIAM C. TRIPLETT, II
DEPUTY ASSISTANT U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

OFFICE OF THE U. S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRADE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1984

Mr. Chairman --

It is a pleasure to testify before the Subcommittee in

support of extension of the President's waiver authority

under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974. The Office of

the United States Trade Representative strongly supports the

President's determinations concerning extension of this

authority, and in particular, the extension of the waivers

permitting most-favored-nation treatment for Romania, Hungary,

and the People's Republic of China. Extension of the

President's general waiver authority and continuation of the

specific waivers for Romania, Hungary, and China will allow

the United States to expand the bilateral economic and

political relationships which have been established with

these countries.

At this point, let me state for the record that USTR fully

endorses the views on emigration and human rights with regard

to these three countries as expressed by my colleagues from

the Department of State.
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USTR strongly believes that the continuance of the

President's waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade

Act is necessary and desirable if the United States is to

continue to develop its bilateral economic relations with

Romania, Hungary and the People's Republic of China. Most-

favored-nation treatment has been the cornerstone of the

development of our bilateral economic relations with these

three countries. At the same time, the development of our

bilateral economic relations has been essential to the

improvement of our bilateral political relations.

The trade agreements concluded under Section 405 of the

Trade Act have allowed the United States to establish mutually

beneficial commercial relationships with Romania, Hungary

and China. Under these agreements trade has benefited.

Significant new markets for U.S. exports have been developed.

The continued extension of most-favored-nation treatment

to all three countries provides a solid foundation for continued

progress in the development of our bilateral economic relations.

The positive results that have been achieved with each of these

countries are testimony to the importance of continuing the

extension of most-favored-nation treatment.

Romania first became the recipient of most-favored-nation

treatment in 1975. Since that time, U.S.-Romanian trade and

economic relations have progressed and matured. Total two-way
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trade increased from about $450 million in 1976 to over $i

billion in 1981, before dropping to $698 million in 1983.

We ascribe the drop in two-way trade to the overall effects

of structural weaknesses in the Romanian economy compounded

by recession in major western markets.

Romania has become eligible for and has utilized Export-

Import Bank lending programs and Commodity Credit Corporation

(CCC) credits to purchase U.S. exports. Romania is also

eligible for political risk insurance from the Overseas Private

Investment Corporation (OPIC).

Romania was an active participant in the Tokyo Round of

Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) and the U.S. and Romania

concluded a satisfactory bilateral agreement. Since the

conclusion of the MTN, Romania has formally adhered to most

of the nontariff measure codes and international arrange

negotiated during the Tokyo Round.

The extension of most-favored-nation treatment has also

been a fundamental factor in the development of U.S. trade

and economic relations with Hungary. Since the implementa-

tion of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement in 1978, bilateral

trade and cooperation has increased significantly. Total

trade turnover rose from $127 million in 1977 to $264 million

in 198: and a satisfactory balance of concessions has been

maintained. Along with domestic economic reforms, Hungary
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has bettered working conditions for U.S. businessmen, 0

increased access to leading industrial officials, and improved

greatly the availability of economic and commercial information

to the U.S. and other Western firms.

With the extension of .FN, the major impedirants which

previously affected the growth of U.S.-Hungarian trade have

been removed. Like Romania, Hungary has become eligible for

and utilized loans from the Export-Import Bank and credits

from the Commodity Credit Corporation. Hungary has also

received a World Bank loan package and negotiated a stand-by

arrangement with the IMF.

Hungary was an active participant in the MTN and reached

agreement with the U.S. on reciprocal tariff reductions and

reductions in certain nontariff barriers to trade. Since

the conclusion of the MTN, Hungary, like Romania, has for-

mally adhered to many of the multilateral codes on nontariff

trade barriers and the international arrangements negotiated

during the Tokyo Round.

Turning to China, it is evident that significant

advances in U.S.-Chinese political and economic relations

have occurred since most-favored-nation treatment was

extended to China in February 1980. The extension of MFN to

China has contributed to a dramatic increase in bilateral

trade. The PRC has become our largest nonmarket economy
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trading partner. While the value of total trade in 1983

declined to approximately $4.4 billion, compared to $5.1

billion in 1982, it still represents a healthy margin over

the $2.3 billion figure of 1979. The value of total trade

during the first quarter of 1984 increased indicating future

market improvement.

In the short time since the approval and implementation

of the U.S.-China Trade Agreement, the two countries have

resolved outstanding claims, China has become eligible for

Export-Import Bank loans, Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)

credits, and Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)

insurance. The two countries have also signed major protocols

and agreements covering textile trade, taxes, grain trader-

civil aviation, consular services, and industrial and tech-

nological cooperation.

In December 1982, China announced its new constitution

which gave foreign investment a legal status for the first

time. Negotiations for a bilateral investment agreement were

begun in Beijing in June 1983. The discussions are still

progressing with the next round of negotiations tentatively

scheduled for September of this year. China has promising

offshore oil exploration areas and talks with international

oil companies, many of them U.S. based, are now underway.
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Further investment and cooperation is facilitated by

the U.S.-China Joint Economic Committee (JEC), the U.S.-

China Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade (JCCT). and the

U.S. Trade and Development Program in China (TDP). The JEC

held its fourth formal session in March of 1984 in Washington.

The JCCT held its first session in Beijing in May 1983 and

its second session in Washington in May 1984. The TDP has

encouraged joint industrial ventures by assisting in feasi-

bility studies for various projects.

This is not to suggest that problems have not developed

from time to time in oir trade relations with these countries.

On the contrary, we expect that as trade develops and its

associated benefits grow, so will the incidence of problems.

However, each of these countries has demonstrated a willing-

ness to cooperate in resolving problems. For the most part,

these have been addressed satisfactorily through the informal

and formal mechanisms established under and in conjunction

with the trade agreements.

For example, although bilateral trade with China has

increased dramatically, increases in Chinese exports have

caused some concern within certain domestic industries in

the United States. We have discussed Chinese exports in

potentially sensitive domestic product sectors on numerous

occasions. In addition, we have established a dialogue with
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officials of the Chinese Embassy here in Washington, ana OUL

Embassy and Consulates have established a similar and exten-

sive dialogue with officials in China. As a result of these

efforts, the Chinese have developed a better understanding

about the conditions which characterize the various product

sectors in our domestic market. On the export side, our

falling shipments to China -- especially of agricultural

products -- are of concern to us and have been the subject

of formal and informal contacts with the PRC.

Some problems remain unresolved in our trade relations

with these countries. However, let me assure you that we

will continue to push for resolution of these problems

through existing mechanisms in a manner which is conducive

to the continued development of our bilateral trade and

economic relations.

In conclusion, I would reiterate that the extension

of most-favored-nation treatment forms the foundation of

our trade and economic relations with each of these three

countries. As such, it is also an important component of

our overall relations. In each instance, the decision to

extend MFN treatment was based on the determination that

such extension would further the intent of Section 402. In

addition, it will expand commercial opportunities for U.S.

exports. Failure to continue the extension of MFN would
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have delivered a major setback to these policy objectives,

as well. as the continued development of our relations with

these countries. For these reasons, the Office of the

United States Trade Representative strongly supports the

determinations made by the President in extending his waiver

authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 and

continuing the specific waivers applicable to Romania,

Hungary, and the People's Republic of China.

40-844 0 - 85 - 21
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STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN J. VARGO
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 1OR EUROPE

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

AUGUST 8, 1914

Mr. Chairman,

I am pleased to testify to this subcommittee today on behalf of
continuation of Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) status for Romania
and Hungary. Continuation of MHFN tariff treatment for these
countries will promote the objectives of Section 402 of the
Trade Act regarding freedom of emigration.

Continuation of MFN status is strongly in our commercial
interest, as well. Along with the U.S.-Romanian and
U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreements, which were renewed for terms
of three years on August 2 and July 6 1984 respectively, MFN
is fundamental to our bilateral relations with these
countries. These relations generate commercial opportunities
for U.S. firms, leading to increases in exports and the
creation of jobs, which contribute to a stronger U.S. economy.

With MFN our companies can compete on an equal footing with
their international competitors; without MFN, the United States
would likely become a supplier of last resort. Furthermore,
our commercial relations not only have expanded but also have
intensified, with many American firms involved in industrial
cooperation and joint ventures with Romanian and Hungarian
enterprises.

Additionally, MFN status has furthered the important objective
of bringing these two countries more fully into the
international trading system and adhering to the rules and
customs of that system. MHFN status also demonstrates our
continuing support for the development of bilateral trade and
the strengthening of our overall economic and political
relations with Romania and Hungary.

The Department of Commerce monitors trade with these countries
and enforces import and export regulations. When U.S. industry
has been sensitive to foreign imports, and questions of market
disruption and dumping have been raised, Commerce has used
informal consuftitions and bilateral agreements in enforcing
U.S. Government trade administration regulations.

It has been the experience of the Commerce Department that
Romania and Hungary have heeded our laws and honored their
agreements. We consider our trade relations with these
countries to be of significant value and mutual benefit.
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ROMANIA

MFN benefits Romania by permitting the sale in the United
States of a wide range of exports which would not be
competitive in this market if the sharply higher non-MFN duties
were levied on them. The competitiveness of ninety percent of
the goods Romania sells in the United States is positively
affected by the application of 4FN tariff rates. The value of
Romanian exports to the United States would be lower by about
fifty percent, that is between $25O-$325 million at current
levels, if the higher Column I tariff rates were applied.

These sales, though, generally are of types of products which
compete with other foreign producers, rather than U.S.
companies. Thus, Romanian-sales in the United States tend to
displace imports from other countries which would otherwise
have taken place. Romania tends to buy from the countries to
which it sells, and the added revenues Romania earns from its
exports to the United States result in expanded U.S. exports to
Romania and also to loan repayments by Romania. This trade is
beneficial to the United States as well as to Romania.

For most years over the past decade the United States has run
considerable surpluses in trade with Romania. In 1983, as in
1982, Romania enjoyed a hefty surplus ($327 million) in its
trade with the United States. The surplus was due to severe
curtailment of imports under Romania's austere stabilization
program. Current Romanian policy prohibits the use of new
credits. Both imports and debt repayments must be covered out
of export earnings. The recent Romanian surpluses have been
obtained almost entirely through sales of petroleum products.
Other foreign suppliers, rather than domestic producers, have
been displaced in the U.S. market by the Romanian export
increase.

U.S.imports from Romanian began rising in 1983, growing from
$347 million in 1982 to $512 million last year. In 1983, U.S.
exports to Romania, at $186 million, reached their lowest point
in nine years, down from $223 million in 1982.

U.S. exports to Romania began growing sharply in 1984, with the
stabilization ok-the Romanian international financial
position. During the first six months of 1984 U.S. exports to
Romania were at an annual rate of $320 million, seventy-two
percent higher than the 1983 full-year level of $186 million.
We expect healthy growthin our exports to continue, as there
is a strong Romanian preference for American goods. The U.S.
market share of Romania's imports from industrial Western
countries has risen from 18 percent in 1980, before the onset
of debt crisis, to 39 percent in 1983.
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This reflects the strong relative importance of this trading
relationship to Romania. During the most recent session of the
Joitit American-Iomanian Economic Commission in October of 1983,
.Commtce Secretary Baldrige and Foreign Trade Minister Pungan
agreed to a bilateral trade goal of more than $1 billion in
trade in 1984 and anticipated further trade growth in the
future. It appears that the 1984 goal will be met.

Serious economic problems in Romania remain, however. The
restructuring of world petroleum prices, the international
credit squeeze, and past economic mismanagement, precipitated a
liquidity crisis. Two billion dollars' worth of debt was
rescheduled in 1982 and about $800 million was rescheduled last
ear. Romania has had hard-currency trade surpluses of over
1.5 billion during the past two years, and avoided the need

for further debt relief in 1984.

In January Romania's IMF stabilization program was cancelled by
agreement between the Fund and the Romanian Government.
Romania did not draw the final $300 million tranche of credit.
Romania faces approximately $1.4 billion due on debt during
each of the next four years.

High level economic visits have continued between the two
countries. Commerce Secretary Baldrige met with Romanian
President Nicolae Ceausescu and with Foreign Trade Minister
Vasile Pungan in conjunction with the Ninth Session of the
Joint American-Romanian Economic Commission which was held in
Bucharest on October 4-7, 1983. Vice President Bush's
September meetings with President Ceausescu and other Romanian
leaders in Bucharest focused on economic matters.
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HUNGARY

MFN provides a 'Stable framework for U.S.-Hungarian trade
development and business activity. In 1983, bilateral trade
turnover reached a peak of $264 million. Aaerican exports to
Hungary totalled $110 million, chiefly due to strong U.S.
agricultural exports last year. U.S. imports from Hungary
continued their upward trend of recent years, increasing to
$1S4 million compared to $133 million in 1981 According to
U.S. data we had a deficit of $4S million wita Hungary last
year. U.S. trade figures vary considerably from Hungarian
figures and show approximately half the amount of American
imports that offical Hungarian statistics show. This is in
part due to transshipments of U.S. goods to Hungary through
third countries, and in part to dif ferent trade definitions.
We continue to work with the Hungarian government to reconcile
this discrepancy.

Since MFN was first extended, U.S. manufactured exports have
fluctuated between $SO-$60 million per year. The Department of
Commerce believes that this level is well below both countries'-
trading potential, and has been working aggressively to develop
American export opportunities in Hungary.

Hungary's membership in the World Bank and IMF has eased the
country's financial situation somewhat and permits a variety of
new development projects to be undertaken. The Commerce
Department, through our Embassy in Budapest, has disseminated
information on World Bank-funded projects to American companies
as it has become available. The Hungarians so far have
expressed interest in American company capabilities in oil and
gas development. We expect U.S. export opportunities to open
in other industrial areas as well.

Rapid development of U.S.-Hungarian trade over the medium-term
will be restrained by continued cautious Hungarian economic and
financial policies. Hungarian trade policy will be directed at
increasing hard currency exports while restraining imports. In
line with this objective, capital investment will be held back
so that only projects offering export potential and energy
savings are bein.undertaken.

Our official dialogue with the Hungarian Government on trade
matters has taken place principally through the U.S.-Hungarian
Joint Economic and Commercial Committee (JECC), which is
chaired on the U.S. side by the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
for International Economic Policy. The annual meetings of this
government-to-government body have been effective in developing
new bilateral trade opportunities and resolving bilateral
business disputes. We have proposed to the Hungarian side that
the next meeting of the JECC take place in Budapest late this
fall.
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DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TRADE AND INVESTMENT POLICY
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BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF

THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
AUGUST 8, 1984

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to represent

the Treasury Department in this subcommittee's discussion of

the President's determination concerning renewal of most-

favored nation (MFN) tariff treatment to Romania, Hungary and

the People's Republic of China. His determination is based

on the belief that continued extension of MFN treatment to

these three countries will continue to promote the political

objectives set forward in Section 402 of the Trade Act. My

colleagues from the Department of State will comment on how

these objectives have been met, particularly over the last

year. I will concentrate on the development of our bilateral

economic relations.

However, at the outset, I would like to re-emphasize the

importance this Administration attaches to waiver of the

restrictions contained in section 402 of the Trade Act for

another year. We feel strongly that both our foreign policy

objectives and economic interests will be furthered by it.

The trade agreements that the United States currently has

with iese countries will stay in force. This, in turn, will

permit them to continue to enjoy MFN tariff treatment and

access to official U.S. export credits, those provided by

the Export-Import Bank and Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC).
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Continued access by these countries to MFN treatment and

official financing will help to preserve the benefits both we

and they derive from our bilateral trade. The ability to sell

their goods in the U.S. market on the same basis as other

countries enables them to earn foreign exchange; this, in

turn, will ennance their ability to purchase American products.

The availability of official export financing from Eximbank and

CCC enhances the ability of U.S. exporters to penetrate their

markets by giving these countries the wherewithal to purchase

U.S. goods and services that they otherwise might not be able

to afford.

I would now like to comment briefly on our economic

relations with Romania, Hungary and China.

ROMANIA

Romania has maintained a high degree of independence within

the Eastern bloc. In order to support Romania in this effort,

we have encouraged bilateral trade as well as expansion of com-

mercial activities between our two countries since the U.S.-

Romanian Trade Agreement entered into force in 1975. An extension

of the Section 402 waiver will enable us to continue to assist

the Romanians in maintaining their independence.

The United States has benefited from our generally

satisfactory economic relations with Romania. In particular,

Romania has been a consistent buyer of U.S. agricultural and

manufactured goods and a reliable supplier of petroleum and
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assorted manufactured products. After the conclusion of our

trade agreement with Romania in 1975, total U.S.-Romanian trade

expanded three-fold, reaching a record level of over $1 billion

in 1981. It dropped to $562 million in 1982, then recovered

somewhat, to almost S700 million in 1983, as our imports from

Romania increased almost to 1981 levels but U.S. exports declined.

For the first quarter of this year, U.S. exports were up slightly

over the same period in 1983; our imports from Romania more

than doubled.

The precipitous decline in Romania's imports from us is

part of a general decrease in Romania's imports from the non-

Communist world as a whole. This is due primarily to the

economic problems it has experienced in recent years and the

measures the Government of Romania has taken to deal with-them.

The second oil shock of 1979 resulted in a rapid increase in

the cost of Romania's energy imports. This came on top of a

steady growth of its current account deficit from the nid-1970's

due to rapid expansion of its domestic demand and neglect of

its agricultural sector. To finance these deficits, the Romanians

increased their external borrowing, relying heavily on short-term

credits.

With its growing debt and continuing deficits, Romania

encountered difficulty in meeting its hard-currency debt obliga-

tions. In part because of the financial markets' nervousness

over Romania's shaky financial situation, and in part because

of the fallout from Poland's debt crisis, private lending to
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Romania began to dry up. Consequently, Romania developed

arrears in payments of its commercial debt. This constituted a

violation of one of the conditions attached to its access to

financing under its three-year standby arrangement with the

International Monetary Fund; consequently its right to borrow

from the IMF was suspended. Moreover, the U.S. Government

denied a request from the Government of Romania for Commodity

Credit Corporation financing for agricultural exports and the

Fxport-Import Bank suspended disbursement on a large direct

credit to Romania.

In early 1982, Romania began to take steps to solve its

financial and economic difficulties. In mid-1982, following

lengthy consultations between the Romanian Government and the

IMP staff, the IMF Board approved a new standby program. The

Government of Romania also subsequently arranged reschedulings

of its debt obligations for 1982 and 1983 with its private and

government creditors, respectively. Finally, it took action in

1981 to correct its hard currency trade imbalance, mostly by

suppressing domestic economic activity as well as taking direct

action to cut imports. As a result, Romania has run substantial

current account surpluses since 1982.

Thi5 year, Romania has enjoyed a more favorable external

financial situation because of a decrease in its debt service

obligations and its continued austerity program. In January

it terminated its standby arrangement with the IMF and has not

had to reschedule its debts again. Nevertheless, the Government
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of Romania has continued to keep a tight rein on the domestic

economy, in the process continuing to minimize imports, includ-

ing those from the United States. Its debt obligations will

rise again over the next few years, as the grace periods from

the 1982 and 1983 reschedulings expire, but its stated policy

is not to borrow abroad and to retire its external debt by

the end of the decade.

HUNGARY

Hungary has a strong interest in becoming an active

participant in the international economic system. Nungary is

a member of the GATT and has become a signatory to many of the

MTN codes. In May, 1982, Hungary joined the IMF. Prior to

and In preparation for taking that step, the Hungarian Govern-

ment unified its commercial and tourist exchange rates into

one partially convertible rate. Hungary subsequently joined

tlie World Bank in July, 1982. Hungary is planning on moving

toward convertibility of its currency over the next few years;

it would become the first communist country to do so.

This is part of a program of market-oriented reforms begun

in 1968 which has been directed at decentralizing economic

activity and increasing the role of market forces in determining

prices. In fact, the Hungarians have carried out the most

thoroughgoing economic reforms of any of the CEMA countries.

Hungarian efforts that give a major role to market prices,

phase out inefficient enterprises, decentralize the economic

decision-making process, and, in certain instances, expand the
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role of the private sector, have undoubtedly resulted in greater

economic efficiency and a higher standard of living. They have

also allowed much greater scope for individual initiative.

Although Hungary is beset 'with many of the economic strains

facing its Eastern European neighbors, its situation would be

even more difficult, and possible solutions less promising, were

the reforms not in place.

The latest steps in this effort took place in April 1984,

when the central committee of the Hungarian Communist Party

decided to move ahead with reforms that include greater wage

differentiAtion, a revitalization of mancq'ement, tax reform

and financial decentralization, as well as further price dereg-

ulation. The object of the current phase of the reform is to

create a market mechanism that will allow the government and

the party to step further back from direct decision-making and

to channel the economy into a more efficient mode. Unlike the

steps taken earlier, the current efforts are being undertaken

against a backdrop of austerity and imply reduced subsidies

for transportation and perhaps a capping of social benefits.

In 1983, Hungary met some, but not all, of its majcr

economic and financial goals. The major disappointment was that

its trade surplus reached only $860 million and its current

account surplus rose to only $300 million instead of the

targeted $500 million. Overly buoyant domestic demand is at

least partially to blame, but depressed export prices and a

substantial decline in the grain harvest also kept export gains

well below the Hungarians' original goal.
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The disappointing outcome for the current account leaves

Hungary in a difficult financial position, facing heavy debt

repayments through 1986. Maturing medium- and long-term obli-

gations jump to $1.5 billion this year and $1.6 billion in

1985, before easing slightly to $1.2 billion in 1986. Hungary

is counting on covering some of these obligations with new

credits from banks. Western financial markets have been

favorably disposed toward Hungary in recent months.

The Goverinent of Hungary plar to maintain its policy of

slow economic growth in 1984. Thus, living standards will

continue to be subordinated to the goals of eliminating the

current account deficit and reducing Hungary's external debt.

The Hungarians have made minimal use of U.S. export credit

and guarantee programs in the past because of their decision to

rely primarily on private markets for external financing.

However, we believe that continued access to U.S. Government

credit and guarantee programs is important to future U.S.-

Hungarian trade, because such financing can help U.S. exporters

penetrate or increase their share of the Hungarian market. An

extension of the existing waiver will permit the continued

availability of these credits.

Since the conclusion of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement

in 1978, overall bilateral trade has increased modestly, from

$166 million in that year to $264 million in 1983. We expect

U.S.-Hungarian trade to increase slowly but steadily in the

future.
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CHINA

Our overall economic relations with China have expanded

significantly since February 1980, when China received most-

favored-nation status. In the trade area, for example, two-

way trade increased from $2.3 billion in 1979 to $5.1 billion

in 1982, but declined in 1983 to $4.4 billion, primarily due

to a drop in U.S. agricultural exports. Until last year, the

United States maintained a merchandise trade surplus with

China, but last year ran a $54.3 million deficit. Nevertheless,

the United States is now China's third largest trade partner,

and the outlook for bilateral trade is one of resumed growth,

if at a slower pace than in the past.

While trade expansion has been an important and highly

visible feat-ire of our bilateral relations with China, other

aspects of our economic relationship have flourished as well.

Since 1980, the U.S. and Chinese governments have met four

times under the aegis of the U.S.-China Joint Economic Committee

(JEC) to review the development of our economic relations. The

Committee's last meeting took place in Beijing in March. The

U.S. delegation was led by Treasury Secretary Regan and the

Chinese side by Finance Minister Wang Bingqian. In addition to

a general review of our economic relationship and economic

developments in our two countries, we had detailed discussions

with the Chinese on their economic reforms and foreign investment

policies, the roles of monetary and fiscal policies in macroeco-

nomic management, and fiscal relationships between central and
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local governments. At the conclusion of the meeting, Secretary

Regan and Minister Wang initialled a bilateral tax treaty --

which was signed by President Reagan and Premier Zhao during

the President's trip to China a month later. The next meeting

of the JEC will be held in Washington.

In the last few years we h-ave signed numerous agreements

with the Chinese to provide a framework within which economic

ties can develop; these cover our bilateral textile trade,

civil aviation operations, consular relations, grain trade,

Exisbank financing, and Overseas Private Investment Corporation

programs. We are also in the process of negotiating a bilateral

investment agreement. Although it did no business with China

last year, Eximbank has loaned or guaranteed private loans to

the Bank of China totaling $126 million in support of

S157 million of U.S. exports since it began operations there.

The number of U.S. banks with correspondent relations with the

Bank of China or with representative offices in China has

expanded.

China's external financial position remains healthy. The

Chinese have reported sharp reductions in their budget deficits,

and, despite their continued access to more than S20 million

in Western credits, they have drawn only a fraction of them.

Their total trade for 1983 was $42 billion, and they registered

a hard-currency trade surplus of $2.4 billion. This contributed

to China's sharp increase in foreign exchange reserve holdings

-- to approximately $16 billion. Thus China is able to service
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its foreign debt of less than $4 billion with ease. If the

Chinese continue to pursue prudent financial policies, we

expect that they will be able to maintain a strong external

financial position.

At the same time, China has undertaken an ambitious program

of modernization and reform of its economy. An important aspect

is greater reliance on market forces and use of indirect means,

such as fiscal and monetary policies, to influence domestic eco-

nomic activity. The Chinese are also decentralizing economic

decision-making. The net effect of these measures will be to

make the Chinese economy function more efficiently and, hence,

promote its development.

During his visit to China in April, President Reagan

reemphasized the United States' commitment to developing our

economic ties with China and to assisting the Chinese in their

modernization effort, to our mutual benefit. In one of his state-

ments, he said, "The United States and China have an historic

opportunity. We can expand our economic and scientific coopera-

tion, strengthen the ties between our peoples, and take a step

toward peace and a better life . . .' He singled out trade as

one of the areas where the prospects for progress appeared

particularly promising. Extension of the waiver authority is

necessary for us to be able to realize that promise.

Conclusion

In concluding, I would like to restate the Administration's

belief that renewal of the waivers will not only serve our

political objectives but also promote the expansion of mutually

beneficial economic ties with Romania, Hungary and China.
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INTRODUCTION

I am pleased to submit testimony to this Committee on the
continuation of MFN status for China. My remarks today will focus
on developments in our commercial relations during the past year.

U.S.-PRC TRADE STATUS

Following the dramatic growth in trade which occurred between 1979
and 1981, U.S.-China trade declined slightly in 1982 as bumper
Chinese harvests and China's emphasis on economic readjustment cut
into U.S. exports. Trade declined even further during 1983,
because of a drop in U.S. agricultural exports to China, and
totalled $4.4 billion, a 20% decrease from the $5.5 billion peak
reached in 1981. The decline in Chinese agricultural purchases
was the result of increased Chinese production as well as a
cutback in Chinese agricultural imports in response to actions
taken by the U.S. against Chinese textile exports. As a result,
the U.S. registered a $54.3 million deficit, its first with China
since 1977. Despite the overall decrease in bilateral trade,
China in 1983 was our twenty-first largest export market and
ranked twenty-second among our 282 trading partners worldwide.
From the Chinese perspective, however, our bilateral trade has
assumed an important third place position, ranking behind only
Japan and Hong Kong in the total volume of their merchandise trade.

Since 1981, the composition of U.S.-China trade has undergone a
gradual evolution, with U.S. exports becoming more broad-based.
U.S. non-agricultural exports now account for 75% of U.S. exports
to China, up from only 45 percent in 1981. Leading exports in
1983 were logs and lumber, fertilizers, measuring and controlling
instruments, and aluminum (See Table 1). Dramatic increases were
also registered by exports of metalworking machinery, office
machinery and computers, telecommunications equipment and
electrical machinery.

Machinery and equipment exports have benefited from the President's
decision to liberalize export controls on technology transfer to
China. During 1983, we approved $1.2 billion worth of export
licenses, and the value of China cases approved in the first six
months of 1984 is 270 percent ahead of the pace set during the
same period last year.

U.S. imports from China in 1983 were also dominated by
non-agricultural items such as clothing, gasoline, crude petroleum
and metal manufactures (See Table 2).
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While U.S. trade has declined somewhat since 1981, U.S. investment
in China continues to grow. U.S. companies began placing
investments in China in 1980. The U.S. now leads all other
foreign countries in the overall value of its investment in
China. In addition, the 3M Corporation has reached an agreement
with Shanghai Municipality to establish the first venture outside
of China's special economic zones to be wholly ownad and operated
by a foreign corporation.

Status of Commercial Relations

The tenor of U.S.-China relations has changed considerably over
the past year, as we have worked to resolve several issues which
threatened to forestall continued economic and commercial
progress. Today, these problems are largely behind us.

In August 1983, after nearly 12 months of difficult negotiations,
the U.S. and China concluded a new five-year textile agreement,
resolving a particularly contentious issue in U.S.-China relations.
The issuance a few months later of regulations further liberalizing
our controls on exports of advanced technology to China gave
renewed impetus to our commercial relationship.

In the past year, through the efforts of both the chinese and the
U.S. Governments, we have learned to manage our bilateral problems
more effectively, and we have taken some important positive steps
toward a more open and cooperative economic relationship. We
believe that healthy trade and commercial ties will be critically
important to the growth and stability of our overall bilateral
relationship, and we are seeking to develop a framework of
government to government cooperation which will open the way for
expanded U.S. private sector participation in China's development.

In January, Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang and President Reagan
signed the new Accord on Industrial and Technological Cooperation
which will form the basis for expanded U.S.-China cooperation in
the development of specific major projects and industry sectors in
China. Three implementing Work Programs have since been signed
covering the electronics/telecommunications, metallurgical and
aerospace sectors. The Work Programs spell out in more detail
cooperative activities to be undertaken by the parties.
Under the Work Programs, the Chinese also have agreed to provide
us with lists of priority projects in each sector.

A number of other agreements were signed during the second session
of the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade (JCCT), which was
held in Washington in May. In addition to two of the Work
Programs mentioned above, the U.S. and China signed four Grant
Agreements under the U.S. Trade and Development Program for

40-844 0 - 85 - 22
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feasibility studies on projects in the oii, gas and metallurgical
sectors. The total value of these Grant Agreements is
$1.4 million.

During the JCCT, the U.S. and China also exchanged letters on
technology transfer. The letters provide for exchanges of
information about U.S. export control policy and Chinese
technology import policy and should help to improve techz.ology
transfer. We also agreed on the visit of a Chinese legal
delegation to the U.S. in September to present a series of
seminars on Chinese economic and trade law. This will be a
follow-up to a Commerce Department legal delegation which
presented seminars on U.S. trade law in three Chinese cities last
November. And finally, we agreed on the details of a Presidential
Trade Mission which has, in fact, just returned from China.

The Presidential Trade Mission, comprised of aerospace industry
executives and U.S. trade officials, visited China last month for
discussions with Chinese officials in the aerospace sector. The
Mission signed a Work Program (mentioned above) outlining areas of
U.S.-China cooperation in the aerospace industry. The group also
discussed the possible sale or coproduction of large, advanced
commercial aircraft, commuter planes, terminal-area landing
systems and air traffic control equipment.

During his visit to China in April, President Reagan signed a new
tax treaty which provides rules of taxing jurisdiction for income
derived from China by a U.S. resident or derived from the U.S. by
a resident of China. This eliminates the problem of double
taxation, a major concern for U.S. companies considering
investments in China. During the President's visit, we also
signed an additional two Grant Agreements under the Trade and
Development Program for feasibility studies on Chinese
telecommunications projects.

The U.S. and China in 1983 began discussions on a bilateral
investment agreement which would provide assurances to U.S.
investors. Basic issues such as treatment of investors,
expropriation and compensation, transferability of funds, and
settlement of disputes are under discussion. The next and fifth
round of talks is scheduled for September. Later this year, OPIC
and the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and trade
will cosponsor an investment mission to China by approximately
25-30 American firms.

As a result of the agreements reached during this past year, the
potential for expanding American companies' role in China's
economic development is perhaps greater than ever before.
Recognizing this, we will be increasing the size of our Foreign
Commercial Service staff in China by five officers within the
coming year. This will include a commercial officer for the new
U.S. Consulate in Shenyang, and will bring our staff in China to
ten commercial officers.

The numerous government to government exchanges, the successful
JCCT meeting and the Presidential Trade Mission, and the agreement
and Work Programs signed during the past year have helped place
U.S.-China relations on a firm footing and have created new
opportunities to expand our economic relations. Mr. Chairman,
the continuation of MFN status remains an essential part of our
economic and commercial relationship with China.
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DANTE B. FASCELL COMMISSION ON IL SiueCON
O4ARMAN SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

ROBERT DOLE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES DVlJ VoO-M
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FINANCE COMMITTEE

U.S. SENATE
BY DANTE B. FASCELL, CHAIRMAN

U.S. (HELSINKI) COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION
IN EUROPE

As Chairman of the U.S. (Helsinki) Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, I an grateful to Chairman Danforth
for this opportunity to submit remarks regarding the renewal
of Most-Favored-Nation status to Hungary and Romania. During
the annual MFN review, the human rights goals of the Helsinki
process dovetail with the humanitarian objectives of the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment (Section 402) of the 1974 Trade Act.
The Helsinki accords, to which Hungary and Romania are
signatory, link the development of international trade to the
exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms just as the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment conditions granting Most-Favored-Nation
status on emigration performance.

Judicious application of the Jackson-Vanik instrument over
the years has led the Hungarian and Romanian governments to the
reunification of families, easement of the plight of human
rights activists and improvements, albeit limited, in the way
some segments of the population are treated. The yearly MFN
review continues to be an effective means of holding Hungary
and Romania publicly accountable for their emigration and human
rights records. MFN hearings are held only once a&year, but
congressional concern about human rights in these countries is
year-round. Today's hearings emphasize the Important role
Congress continues to play in the bilateral decision-making
process with regard to both Hungary and Romania.

Today, in keeping with the letter of the Jackson-Vanik
Amendment, I would like to share my views on the emigration
records of Hungary and Romania. However, I believe that the
spirit of the legislation embraces wider human rights
considerations. Therefore I will also touch upon broader human
rights topics, such as the freedoms of conscience, expression
and association, religious liberty and minority rights.

I turn first to Hungary. I am extremely pleased.to report
that Hungary has kept a clean slate in regard to family
reunification cases involving the United States. The number of
cases at any particular time between our two countries has
never been high, but the Hungarian authorities' resolution
early last year of all outstanding cases is unprecedented.
Despite this encouraging performance, it must be remembered
that Hungary's emigration laws remain restrictive, even as
compared to other East Bloc countries. For example, S5 is the
age at which emigration is legal and permission can be denied
if found to be contrary to the nebulously-defined public
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interest. Thus, while the current situation is highly
favorable, the possibility of problem cases arising in the
future still exists. With respect to human rights, again
Hungary's practices are relatively good, but there has been
demonstrable cause for concern. Since December 1982, Hungarian
citizens engaged in unofficial publishing and other dissident
activities have been victims of government harassment in the
form of apartment searches, short-term detention for
questioning, police reprimands, fines, and, for one unofficial
publisher, trial.

In sum, Hungary's comparatively good record merits the
awarding of MFN for another years' time. Reviewing Hungary's
performance on an annual basis permits the United States to
respond effectively when human rights problems arise.

Next, Romania. Romania's emigration record continues to be
mixed and its human rights record poor. Romania has highly
restrictive emigration laws, regulations and practices. In
theory the Romanian Government recognizes family reunification
as a legitimate reason for emigration, and does permit, on the
basis of a case by case review, emigration on humanitarian
grounds. In reality, however, there is strong official
opposition to any kind of emigration. Nonetheless, increasing
numbers of Romanian citizens, especially people whose departure
represents no economic loss to the country, who are persistent
and who enjoy support in the West, do manage to secure exit
permission.

Just before President Reagan was to terminate Romania's MFN
status due to the egregious "education tax" last year,
President Ceausescu offered him assurances that the "education
tox" would cease to apply and that "no economic or procedural
barriers to emigration will be created." Largely on the basis
of this presidential understanding, Romania received MHFN
renewal in 1983. Since that time, President Ceausescu has kept
only part of his word to President Reagan. The condemnable
"education tax" has not been levied, but other obstacles to
emigration persist. Before leaving the country, virtually all
successful emigrants -- whether their destination is the United
States, the Federal Republic of Germany, Israel or another
Western country -- have had to scale countless bureaucratic
roadblocks and endure months if not years of govern, ent
harassment and intimidation, including job demotions or
dismissals, evictions from apartments, expulsions froL schools
or universities, and confiscation of ID and ration cards,
Furthermore, scores of cases in which the United States and
other governments have officially expressed a longstanding
interest remain unresolved.

Within this difficult context, however, the State
Department reports that emigration from Romania to all
countries has more than doubled and emigration to the I"nited
States has increased almost ninefold since 1974, the first
year that MHFN was granted to Romania. In 1983, emigration to



the United States and the Federal Republic of Germany was the
highest ever. Monthly totals for the first half of 1984
indicate that these high levels are being sustained. With
respect to Romanian Jewish emigration trends, departures to
Israel steadily declined from the 2000 permitted in 1975 (the
first year that MFN was awarded to Romania) through 1979;
emigration hovered around the 1000 per year mark in 1980-81,
then began to rise in 1982-83.. Regrettably, in 1983 Romanian
Jewish emigration to Israel was somewhat less than in 1982.
But, if the average monthly level to Israel thus far attained
in 1984 is at least sustained through December -- and I ur a
the Romanian Government to see that it is -- thenthJ1eilsh
enigration total this year will Se back to the 2000 mark.

Four times a year, the Helsinki Commission presents lengthy
caselists to Romanian officials. The lists contain family
visit, family reunification, marriage, dual national and other
human contacts cases, which have been brought directly to the
Commission's attention by Members of Congress, non-governmental
organizations, families and individuals. Before these cases
are submitted to the Romanian Government, their merits are
thoroughly checked by consular officials at the U.S. Embassy in
Bucharest. Under the Helsinki Accords, Romania is obliged to
deal with such cases "in a positive and humanitarian spirit."
It may be useful to the Subcommittee to know how the Helsinki
Commission cases have been faring: The Commission's June 1983
list contained 317 cases roughly representing 1200 individuals
(a case usually consists of a head of family plus dependents).
After one year, 114 (35.91) cases have been resolved, i.e. the
people left Romania, and 53 (16.7%) more have received approval
from the Romanian Government to depart. The Commission asked
that 48 of the cases on the June 1983 list receive special
consideration. Of these, 13 (27%) have since been resolved and
5 (10.4%) have been approved for departure. The Comwission's
current caselist contains 325 cases, among then 45 which merit
special consideration. The Commission staff finds that in the
past twelve-month period, the resolution and approval rates of
cases have been faster than in the past. Furthermore, for the
second year in a row, we are encouraged by the fact that we do
not see a disturbing fluctuation in the number of resolutions
anZ approvals (higher during the months coinciding with the
annual 1FK review in Congress and unacceptably lower during the
rest of the year -- a tendency that Congress had cause to
criticize in the past.

These statistics indicate that the Romanian Government has
shown responsiveness to the Helsinki Commission lists and we
would hope and expect this to continue. In particular, we
would want to see the expeditious resolution of the cases
meriting special consideration.

Although Romania's foreign policy stance on a number of
issues may differ from that of other Warsaw Pact states,
internally, conditions remain repressive. As a function of its
divergent foreign policy, Romania is nevertheless willing to
discuss human rights issues with the U.S and other governments.
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During the past year, the Helsinki Commission has raised,
inter-alia, the following issues of humanitarian concern with
Romanian officials:

1) The continuing stringent restrictions on religious liberty
and the harsh treatment of activist Christians, particularly
dissenting Baptist pastors. On the very eve of these hearings,
the Commission learned that Baptist pastors Beni Cocar and Ion
Steff are to be called into court in the city of Medias for
preaching without necessary permits. Reportedly, however, the
Romanian Government has made limited progress in the area of
religious freedom for Baptists who are willing to accept
greater circumscription by the state of their activities. For
the first time in seven years, in April 1984, the Baptist Union
was allowed to hold its national congress and evidently
permission has been given for the construction of a number of
new churches. Also, there are indications, yet to be
confirmed, that a larger number of seminarians will be
permitted to matriculate beginning this fall.
2) The continued banning of the Eastern Rite Catholic or
Uniate Church, despite its repeated appeals for legal
reinstatement and a new provision agreed at the Madrid
Conference of Helsinki signatory countries regarding the legal
registration of religious institutions prepared to operate
within the constitutional framework of the state.
3) TL.e imprisonment since 1979 of Father Gheorghe Calciu, a
dissident Orthodox priest and the death under highly
questionable circumstances in early 1984 of Father Geza Palfi,
a vocal Roman Catholic priest of Hungarian nationality.
4) Insensitivity to the cultural and educational needs of
Romania's extensive Hungarian and German minorities and
persecution of Hungarian minority rights advocates.
S) The complaint still pending before the International Labor
Organization with respect to Romania's suppression of the
S.L.O.M.R. free trade union in 1979.
6) The publication in late 1983 and early 1984 by
government-supervised publishing houses of anti-Semitic
literature, involving ad hominem attacks against Chief Rabbi
Rosen. The Romanian Government has taken steps to distance
itself from these publications and reprimand those
responsible. But, Romania took similar action in 1980-81, when
anti-Semitic material appeared, only to permit the problems to
recur a few years later.

A positive development has been the holding here in
Washington in February 1984 of the second U.S.-Romania Human
Rights Roundtable. The first such Roundtable took place in
Bucharest in 1980. Roundtables are a voluntary spin-off forum
of the Helsinki process and to date only the United States and
Romania have engaged in them. As was the case in 1980,
Helsinki Commission representatives served on the U.S.
Roundtable Delegation headed by Assistant Secretary of State
for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs Elliott Abrams. The
1984 Roundtable discussions were frank and covered the gamut of
contentious topics relating to Romania's human rights
performance.
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To sum up, since this time last year, emigration from
Romania has increased, but the emigration process remains
cumbersome and callous. Overall human rights conditions remain
bleak. Romania's poor human rights record makes renewal of
Romania's NFN statue every year no easy matter to decide,
either for the President or for Congress. Renewing NFN by no
means signifies that the President or Congress have given the
Romanian Government's emigration and human rights practices
their unqualified seal of approval. Nothing could be farther
Eros the case. Every time MHFN for Romania has come up for
renewal, the difficult decision to permit another years'
extension has rested on the calculation that humanitarian aims
would better be served by granting MHFN than by its denial.

The Helsinki Commission does not expect progress to be made
overnight, but we will hold Romania accountable for the
humanitarian commitments it has made to other governments and
to its own people. To this end, we call upon Romania to
release Father Calclu and other prisoners of conscience; to
authorize the construction of more churches, the matriculation
of more seminarians, the importation and dissemination of more
Bibles, the legalization of the Uniate Church; to drop the
charges against Pastors Cocar and Steff and allow them to
preach; to show sensitivity to the cultural and education needs
of national minorities and cease the harassment of minority
rights activists; to resolve family reunification and other
human contacts cases in uhich the United States has expressed a
longstanding interest; and otherwise to permit Romanian
citizens freely "to know and act upon" their rights as set
forth in the Helsinki and other international agreements.

I thank Chairman Danforth and the Subcommittee once again
for the opportunity to express my views as Chairman of the
Helsinki Commission on human rights conditions in Hungary and
Romania. Hy fellow Commissioners and I will continue to pursue
these abiding human rights concerns both in Congress and within
the Helsinki framework.
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A GenCorp Company
GENERAL TIRE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY*

AKRON. OmO 44329

IL C. Woman

July 31, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

It is the purpose of this letter to express the continuing
support of this corporation for continuation of MFN status
for Romania. Ongoing business relations with that country
make such continuation a matter of interest and concern
for us.

I would appreciAte your subco nittee taking this expression
of 8uppoc into account during your hearings on this subject
on August 8.

Very truly yours,

R. C. Megargel

RCH: cav
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19 MOODY INTERNATIONAL CORP.

70701 §UCHAREST. ROMANIA - STR C MILLE IS * TEL 1-2-2 ON 13-50-70 rELEX" 01003 CASE: FICYROM

6731 CURRAN sTREET MCLEAN, VIRGINIA 2101 1 702449-O600 * TELEX: "74E WJSOC W

August 7, 1984

Senator John Danforth
Chairman.
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

Enclosed herewith is the written testimony of Mr. Ilya LeKuch,
Senior Vice President of WJS Moody International Corporation,
regarding the extension of Most Favored Nation Status for Romania.
We have enclosed this testimony in triplicate for inclusion in
the record.

Mr. LeKuch is in Europe on business and therefore is unable
to attend the hearing scheduled on Auqust 8, 1984. We heartily
endorse extension of MFN status for Romania, and herewith make
our feeling known for the record.

Sincerely yours,

VJeanne M. Arenella
Assistant to Ilya LeKuch
Senior Vice President

:Jma
Enclosures
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TESTIMONY OF ILYA LEKUCH

Good day. I am Ilya LeKuch, Senior Vice President of

WJS/Moody International Corporation.

* WJS/Moody International is an accredited American export

and import representative organization maintaining a full time

operational office in Bucharest, Romania with four employees.

We first started to conduct business in Romania in 1965. We

have also been active in the People's Republic of China since

1972.

My remarks today are directed towards extending the Most

Favored Nation Status waiver for Romania. I also support an

extension for china and Hungary as well.

In Romania, WJS/Moody International Corporation represents

the interests of over 20 American companies. We promote the

sale of their equipment and technology to various end-users in

Romania. We also purchase, from Romania, electronic components,

oil field equipment and other products.

Over the past six years, starting January 1, 1979, I have

personally spent approximately 30 months in Romania negotiating

business transactions between our company and various Romanian

Foreign Trade Organizations.
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In 1982 Romania was faced with a very difficult economic

situation and because of that our exports to Romania in 1982 have

decreased in comparison to 1980 and 1981. In 1982 the Romanian

government has made the necessary adjustments in thcir economic

policies, increased their-marketing activities in the U.S. in

order to earn more dollars to pay for equipment, spare parts

and raw materials which they desperately need to keep their economy

going. Romanian policies have worked and in a relatively short

period of time (1.5 years), we are already seeing increases in

our export sales to Romania in comparison with 1982.

Nevertheless, most of the contracts today between American

companies and Romanian Foreign Trade Organizations have a stipula-

tion of counter-purchase obligation. Under these circumstances

the failure to extend Most Favored Nation Status for Romania

would have a significant negative impact on the overall trade

between the United States and the Socialist Republic of Romania

because it would result in higher tariffs for Romaniin goods.

I sincerely believe that Romania wishes to purchase goods

from the United States. They trust American equipment and tech-

nology. The Romanian people are very friendly to all Americans,

and Romanian officials in the business and political sectors in

Romania refer to Americans as long term friends. I personally

made many friends in Romania from every walk of life; doctors,

engineers, workers. Many of them I can truly call my friends.
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World peace and stability are other important factors which

-justify the extension of Most Favored Nation Status for Romania.

Romania plays a significant role as a world mediator and I believe

conducts a foreign policy independent of other Eastern European

Bloc countries.

WJS/Moody International is presently discussing many large

long-term projects in Romania and together with several Romanian

enterprises we are involved in large scale projects in third

countries. We feel that many of these projects will come to a

successful conclusion but their success will depend on Romania

having Most Favored Nation Status and the ability to sell some

selected products in the U.S. market.

Thank you very much.
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For Entry in the Congressional
Record

STATEMENT OF ILDIKO TRIEN
UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
REGARDING ROMANIA' S MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS

In testifying in support of the continuation of Romania's

Most-Favored-Nation Status, I feel like the spokesman of the millions

of Americans who cheered and acclaimed the Romanian athletes' entrance

into the Olympic stadium last week. Romania deserves our support.

Romania is a relatively small nation, sensitive to the reality

of its undesirable geographic position. In Eastern Europe there is a

saying that "when the elephant sleeps next to you, you will feel his

breathing." Even though the elephant is restless now, Romania stood

up for itself and acted for its conscience, values and ethics. Romania's

presence at the Olympics is the result of a decade of work to develop good

relations and understanding between the United States and Romania.

Despite hard economic times, Romania has been paying its debts to

western banks. To do so, it has imposed austere programs internally to

help generate hard currency. The pressure from Russia on Romania has had

and will continue to have significant economic consequences. By joining

in the Olympics, Romania again proved the independent aspirations of this

small, but proud nation. The world knows that Romania will not be re-

warded by the Russians for participating in the Olympics.

There are still many problems that have to be resolved, ranging

from human rights to economic survival, but these are not problems unique

to that country. America can help Romania to overcome past mistakes by

continuing the improvement of relations.

The events of the last few months have proved the usefulness of

our trade agreements in affecting Romania's domestic and international

conduct.
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ROBERT R NATHMA 1301 Pernsyvaeua Avenue N W
ASSOCIATES. PC WasNoingo D C 20OD4

Telep*-w 202-393-270t
T~e. 248482 Cabie NATECON
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August 17, 1984

Written Statement of Maurice D.Atkin,
Consultant to Chilewich Corporation,

Regarding the Continuation of the President's Authority to
Waive the Freedom of Emigration Provisions of the Trade Act of 1984

Presented to the Senate Committee on Finance,
Subcommittee on International Trade

My name is Maurice D. Atkin. I am a senior consultant

with Robert R. Nathan Associates, a firm of consulting econo-

mists. I have represented the Chilewich Corporation in

Washington for over 20 years. In the past I have testified on

behalf of the Chilewich Corporation in support of Most-Favored-

Nation status for Romania, and am pleased to again have this

opportunity to testify on this subject. I support the exten-

sion of Most-Favored-Nation trade status to Romania based on

the economic and political benefits of free trade with

Romania.

The Chilewich Corporation is a large international

trading company. An important line of their business is

exporting cattle hides, the raw material for leather. In

1983, Romania was the fourth largest importer of U.S. cattle

hides, after Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. During 1983,

the United States exported over 1,300,000 hides to Romania at

a value of over $40 million, which represents 6.2 percent of

total U.S. exports of cattle hides. This was a significant

increase over 1982 exports to Romania of approximately 900,000

hides.
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These exports to Romania constitute a significant contri-

bution to the American cattle and beef industries by providing

a market for a by-product generated in excess of domestic

demand. These additional revenues are important to American

agriculture, in particular the beef and cattle and supporting

industries.

The general level of all U.S. exports to Romania was down

in 1983 to $186 million. The first quarter of 1984 however

shows a strong increase in exports to Romania over the first

quarter of 1983. Exports through March to Romania this year

are valued at $68 million, as compared to exports through

March of 1983 of $52 million. Excluding the Soviet Union,

Romania constituted the second largest East European market

for U.S. exports in 1983 (Poland was the largest). While this

is not a large portion of total U.S. trade, it does indicate

relatively stronger ties with Romania than with most other

East European Countries.

Other major exports to Romania include grains and seeds

(especially soybeans), coal, electric machinery, and chemi-

cals. Soybeans, cattle hides, and coal account for over half

of U.S. exports to Romania.

The United States also imports a variety of goods from

Romania. The most important imports are petroleum products,

iron and steel products, clothing, and footwear. In 1983 U.S.

imports from Romania were valued at $553 million. The U.S.

imported more goods from Romania in 1983 than from any other

East European country, including the Soviet Union.
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The prominence of Romania in the United States Eastern

European trading market was spurred by the signing of a United

States-Romanian trade agreement in 1975, which accorded

Most-Favored-Nation tariff treatment to Romania and facili-

tated commercial exchanges. Although there have been a series

of other economic agreements and protocols with Romania over

the past decade, Most-Favored-Nation status for Romania has

been a critical ingredient in the United States-Romanian trade

picture.

United States-Romanian trade is expected to increase

significantly in the future. The 1984 Romanian National

Economic plan calls for a 13.8 percent increase in total

international trade. Exports are expected to grow by 20

percent and imports are expected to grow somewhat more

slowly.

International trade is a basic foundation of economic

prosperity. Exports provide jobs for many in areas where

domestic demand alone would justify much lower levels of

production, thus employment.

Exports also provide foreign exchange for imports.

Imports provide America with goods not easily or cheaply

produced here, and help keep prices down thus lowering the

inflation rate. American-Romanian trade is heavily dependent

upon the existance of Most-Favored-Nation status. Renewing

this valuable legislation will ensure that both Romania and

the U.S. will continue to reap the benefits of this trade.

The Chilewich Corporation, cattle farmers, and other expor-

ters, all stand to gain by the renewal of Most-Favored-Nation

status.

These are the economic factors which support the exten-

sion of international trade with Romania. MostFavored-Nation

status is the foundation for this trade. On behalf of the

Chilewich Corporation and myself, I strongly recommend the

extension of the Most-Fdvored-Nation status for Romania.
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*Honour to thoue F edom Fighters who gave their lives fighting Communiuou

WF.IAJN NATIONAL 0001I?50 OP L1321005UIa,
(A NOT FOR IR)FIT PATRIOTIC ORCA3IZATION

104-55 107th St.,Osone Park,ev TorkU.T.11417

CENTRL EXECUTIVE BOARD:
Honorary President
COR3L B.PBTRASSBVICNW.D.
president August 17,1984
Dr.ALIUZAN BRIAt
Vice-President
Dr.DUPITRU POIDOVAN
Secretary-Treasurer Hon. Roderick A.DeArment,
TIOiEL CEIRILAB.Sc. Chief CounselOYI11/ ON FINANCE,
Censor Room SD-219,Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Nre.YACY RADIAN ashington,D.C.20510

Censor
Kre.PMA WILIA BRATU

DEAR SIR&
On behalf of the "Romanian National Committee of Liberal-
tion,Inc.",I send my written STATMENT of refusal of the

M.F.N.treatment to the Socialist Republic of Romania-0for
justified reasons,in order to be included in the material
of the printed record of the hearing which had place du-
ring this month,when I could not attend.
Please,let It be printed into the volume for the use of
the UNITE STATES SEATE- OO ITTB3 ON FINANCE.

Dr.Alensndru aratt

Enclosing are a180 5 copies of my Statement.

40-844 0 - 85 - 23
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* Honour to those Fredom Fighters who gave their lives fighting Communism"

WANIAI IATIOIAL COMfTEN OF LIZRATICN.IlC,
(A 1OT FOR 1WFIT IARbOTIC ORGAIZATION
104-55 107th St. ,Osone IarkNev Tork.N.Y.11417

CEhTRaL EEUIEBAD
Honorary PresidentODX52L H.FBETRAS32VICE,P..D. August 17,1984
president

Dr.ALBXAJDRU DRABM
Vice-Iresident UNITED STATES SWATS 00MITTRE ON FINMCS,
Dr.DUFItX I OLDOVAK Subcommittee on International Trade,
3ecretary-Treasurer SD-219,Dirkeen Senate Office Building,
VIORIL CHIRILA,B.Sc. Attn.Hon.RODERICK A.DEARMNT, Chief Counsel,
Censor
Prs.YACT RADIAN WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

Censor
Xrs.DSIA VILIA BRAIU

of Dr.Alezandru Bratu,Ph.D. in Law and Economics;-President of the "Romanian National Committee of Liberation,Inc
-Coordinator oflnternational Affair of the "World Anti-Comma-
nist Action Front" (VACAF);
-Member in the Executive Board of "Csptive Nations Comsittee,Inc
-Active member of "New York Academy * Sciences";-Playwright,seber of ASCAP -"American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers ".

!UNORABLE CHAIF4AN,AND DISTIGISHED FWBRS OF THE CC.ITTBE:

The "Romanian National Committee of LiberationInc.qis a NotFor Profit patriotic organiaationwhose purposes are an follows:-to show the reel troth about Romania,promoting the ethnic va-
lues of Rmaaian people all over the world;-to promote the spiritual and historic heritage of the Romaniandescendants,and to defend it against the outragenus interferen-
ces of pernicious actions;
-to struggle for the Mman Rights of the Romanian people,die-closing the abuses of the communist totalitarian rule in Roma-
nia after March 6,1945;
-to affirm the right of the Romanian people to elect a free de-mocratic government to rule their native country;
-to claim the right to self determination of the Romanians fromBessarabiaNorthern Bucovina and Hertza countyforcibly annexed
by U.S.S.R. in June 26,1940;
-To cooperate with the organizations of Captive Nations and o-ther anti-communist organizations,and democratic governments ofother countries who help promote the aims of the Romanians anti-
totalitarian freedom fighters;
-to defend the historical Romanian territories,and to liberateRomania from the totalitarian communist system.-
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Generally speak ing the Romanian people want freedom of speech,
freedom of worship,freedom from fear and freedom fr,m want.
The Western European countries and United States of America
must understand that the Yalta agreement from 1945 caused the
most terrible Injustice to the Eastern and Central European
countries ,and especially to Romania by exposing them to Soviet
barbarism,exerted in each country by the communist party's
chiefs who are constant obedient subservients to the Kremlin
chiefa.For years,the Vestern countries hoped to detach Romania
from the Stviet Block by encouraging its so called independent
foreign policy,but this really means -food shortage,energ shor-
tageendless queies,and lack of almost everything.
As a Romanian bornin spite of my 13 years of political prison,
and 7 years of forced residence,for my anti-cormunist opinions,
I would never do anything to ham the interets of th Romanian
pepple,bWt I urge you th think about the implications of the
decision to continue the preferential treatment of M.P.N. to
Romanian Communist Government.Obviously,the Soviet Union is the
most profitable of the so called independence' of Romania,and
sully the U.S.S.R. has not abandoned the id of using the
Bucarest diplomacy for future international pitposas of the in-
ternational~moverent of peace",and economic espionage.
he very large loans which have been made by the United States

and Western banks to Romania and other communist countries.did
not stabilize the conditions of life in the satelite countries.
Only the communist oligarchs of the Satelite countries and the
Soviet Union Empire are the real profiteers,in order to conquer
the entire world by-external encirclementinternal demoralization
and thermonuclear blackmail.-
From a rich country of another time,Romania of today became a
country of hunger and sadness. he fact that some Romanian ath-
letes participated in the 23-rd Olympiad cannot be a sufficient
argument to conclure to the independence of the Romanian Commu-
nist Government from the Soviet Union.
If communia President of Romania -Niculae Ceauseecu-ia really
independent from Soviet Union,why he doesn't want to leave the
nilitary Pact of Varsovia ?
For these reasons,the "Romanian National Committee of Liberations
ask for that the "Most Favored Nations treatment to the Socialist
Republic of Romania to be abolished ,or in any case ust beat .
least conditioned by the respect of the elementary Human Rights,
as follows a
-to permit the Free Unions of Romanian workers and intelectuals;
-to release the political prisoners from prison,from mental hos-
pitals ,or from forced labor camps;
-to permit the worship of the Romanian Catholic Church of Byzan-
tine Ritewhich is Interdicted since December 1,1948;
-to stop the cruel exploitation of the Romanian workers in agri-
culture and industry;
-to accept the free association and activity to other political
democratic parties,not only for those of the Communist Party;
-to take into the amount of retirement plan as "years served in-
to work's field',or "in the pension's plans of widowed wives or
orphaned children' (2nd case of decease)-the years served by poli-cal prisoners,and by prisoners of consciencein jails,forced la-
bor camps,psychiatric bospitals,and forced residence;
-to permit the families reunification and free communication of
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Rom aians with other countries,without discrimination between
the communist party's members and the Romanian opponents .
All these minimum conditions to restore the Msan Rights in Ro-
mania must be under the persnent control of the United Nations
Organisation.
In order to show that the Communist Government of Romania is in
a continuous violation of the Helsinki Pact from 1975,1 am cit-
ing only some of cases about the disrespect of the elementary
Human Rights in Romania today:
1.-Rev.heorghe Calciu-Dumitreasa,a former political prisoner
for 16 years in Pltesti and Gherla -1948-1964-vas fired on May
17,1978,because he deplored the demolition of "Nnei Church" from
Bucuresti,and .Domneasca Church" from Focasni and in 1979 he was
convicted to 10 years of prison for "propgana against socia-
list ordero,because during a sermon about athei= an4 Paith,he
named the "naterialism system* as a *Philosophy of Despondency".
2.-Marinescu Ilie,a medical assistant snd judo trainer,born on
July 02,1939,with his minor children -Mircea Marinescu ,born on
November 18,1968,and Oebriela-Cristina Marinescu,born on Nov.7,
1969,all residing in Bucuresti-Rofma-ia,Calea Orivitel No.101,
since 1979 did not obtain the proper forms for passports to lea-
ve Romania,because he refused to become an informer of the Secu-
ritate Police,and Militia Police.
3.Gheorghe Panoiu,43 years old,residing at Strde Nucilor,Bloc 1,
Sc.2.Apt.16,in Bocea 2,Distrlct Csras-SeverinRomao ia and his
brother Constantin Panoiu, 1 years old,reaiding in f'nu Severin,
Blvd. Tudor Vldirlrescu Bloc 2 S,Sc.3,Dtaj 2,Apt. 12,DI9trict of
Yehedinti,both having their own families with childrn,could not
obtain the proper fors for passports only for thee to psy a vi-
sit to their brother Duaitru Panoiu,JAerican citisen,vho invi-
ted them paying all expenses and transportation + shelter for
three months,and did not see then since 1974.
4.-Enkg.Conetantin Sobaru,a specialist in Aeronautics and s former
assistant professor at Polytechnic University of Bucureti,born
on 06-07-1950,with his wife ihaela Sobaru.28 age,an accountant,
and their son Franctic Sobaru,4 years old,all residing in Bucu-
reSti,Str.Dionisie Lupu,No.65,70183 Bucharest.Romania,did not
yet receive the proper forms for passports since 1982,whet. they
obtained the entrance viass in the United States beipg sponsored
by Mrs.Aetrid Oreenville,an American citimen,residing at 132 Ni-
chols Rd. ,Nesconset,New York 11767,vho is the sister of his mo-
ther Mrs.Isnina Sobaru. They obtained only many refusals of the
proper applications,in the same time being expelled from their
jobs,being considered "enemies of the people".
In OONC1USION,we strongly express our hopes that the U.S.Congreas
will take in consideration that Communim is a cause,not a cure
of discrimination,povertyand oppression.The Most Favored Nationa
Clause cannot be granted unconditionally to a tyrranic communist
government who undermineathe future Rowsnian generation with its

sakrxiet -Leninist education. GOD BLMS ABRI~

Dr.Ajexandru Bratu
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%t tie cosmuusts iook ct'Aol in 1917. Apuanto :ua, pr$elfr!
ehe press ecomtmiion of the tntt r'iy Vloulh O gantealton of the
Nutisat reasant t.ry Alter ihe Nit$s, iatenliah-,d tJlun- t (o
ron- -tns file nnitcr. Apo'loi .%ludc4,wrc ai r,l'd, totturfd.Qcut i. itd and yi- J

lie cpeot J-915 in jail. 19595.1 na r rced labc rmp. 19%3 -M z%anu4crgrouno fre tTie. 11956-57 in jail once again. 1957-,M as a fuFv
f and 19M8 6: bh in jatl%. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 % --? . ' " "asonldemnedlo deathlin 1062,"he said "Ihcnthey'drov i-c

Ito the execution plte. I jumped frorm the carand co-ont undergrouni" ,. |For two years
'in 1964. they rave mne rcs:" he 'aid. adding that a conditin r4

hb is release was tha it hf had been aircsird foe aolayiilitrcalf trer
jilharsoroer. he: would line hbeen killed1 %t5,rn he came nut of hidmin in April 196 I. he fiund hi hiq moli-
S" falr and brother tad ten illed by the securts ptnhe hey wtre

buried in three races on the srest - barred a paicn i reTnjoJ

'0 because they had b'en convicted and put iot th, ., thi. Cummuto L!./ If, . • Farm'v

"Under cover of darlk ess Aposlolu sad he dug up the coffnies z
buncd them Msa gra yard under ratse names "

" e D'snbng the recni pohitial sitielin in Romani., i postotia
said, -1 here i-.0 one pil:tieel party, the Coniniuniat si- In the

- so-rlled *lectnos there is :Ily one candidate, the one for the
S communiprty

President a 'terrorist'
;o Wa.t of On Own, Aposlolfu has byen o n N* yor for Apostotta reer ni Rn toanian Presidet Crooseucs's came

N ue1 e I vf ansn4ne 1IOISS of thi pm ot his wcuiy-e1rn without prefixinc it u iththe cwnrd "ti.rrnril" He retct a styo
what the president of lie British Ro~al Aadetmy of I, ihtliry eened cheat he seni udercor i...n 1 to learn u...t Rumani.
prlnners n eoncewnce were ur,dcr.bn e

flyri to ind out shat happened o Vetille Paractsv a ci. le.'r
ta' he Romaniun rie Tra-de Union (the Roieanran counlepeeit o

SOldaetl)i'. who diappared' i t9fU t'e dOCnritd 'an.. 5seels freedom
MrsP hTv reiporrt l ti-hat heur surt o icrs delivered a arse e k s at ahs of her hu. lie had ruptas-dly been buArpnt alls aat idK-

order or orpsedens Ciauncccu.prI o un. forced h upll the osregi r to ay It.t C.....
Idere" it s a symb GT RD fo omanean -wolit iec to 'iagaciet wilt
happen o ter, it s the an d who her husband did -p oraane r freefo r o netra un, Afiohu oaianiu

Apo;.Iohu w : l,al a deg.ree in international law. a IN= D.' in pit)chct!

Dr ogy and is a usritar of fncthod, drama. p.f lrrt h and se.hqnu bomerreen a e'.nl o n

em e u ier sad that durhna iire mcars he in ed in Romania sdlon mn re:ca t . r f.
io u aiet sneh e p ison, he opose *n commu st rei me in su alie wa) s

A usaid ha IntA RImpriSonmnt uDOATE ah- campR al mo hr coup of his as to get nun-ptica thn ga res pubh'i eLMOGHHUSANRlrTSADVCAES OLBLYDERY for Cho~dref One such matgazine is 'Ari |Pogm•nl.° uhich feav~res
d lice op sesscoo in South Afcs, Central Aferacd and Suth chidren slorle%, plcms and bright-€ues re art Hoacr, it blo o•pniKore. they scarcely mention the voltions perpetrated daily Antipe- rotsrl communist ltOmlima.etreynnpo:,.

Dr lm tri ApolaoSu, h Romh p"anian c ruier, translator and head of" Ber of the ubiquitous hammer and %ckle sPt f th Cn ,',',-
leRom1.'1i11 National Committee For Human Rights,. his been mun- * Party, and incorporating conrs other ian vlff, ta; tMuc, W.ck
Inngng 4 b'lirhht of Roma~nians to public attention since he a rrive.d and red, the covvi lnthe April 1971 issue featureson allcqnlc il

t N w ltork .e y in 1974 cartoon which lightly eetarnzes CCaucrt'istitn. ch dren nd, e eartd
Apostoh said tha t Polhtcal tiprtonm t , torture. labor campi all. tn l lp. w th ctr qU n rolttionship gath the Soviet Union.

ad eaecuten has no fadpd in Romanta as the country decreased its Wriaten in bloodet.'ence On the Soviet Union. ,lc described an c ent that look ..
lace 1651 year ApoAoliu pre- co ts his expe.ricnec or tortwre at the hands of rn" ,

"On March 2S. 1981. twto born a,.sin Chrisr-an,; were arrested at Maln Sec urity int his pordm "Resurrection Niht in Conimuost Vo.;,-
sc I'omr,,an-U S S R border What for? The, were $littmf LA the 111,11
AIIR, re€ading Ole bible Originally wnttcri in Mlr-od on pieces or a cigarette N ,.ct, the

"'ie Security turned them back laf Fuceia City urderarrest In poem ctapaures ;he plsht 'f many it m, niilt who arc oppose to the
P ceaa . they s-e shot to death," said Apostolu, ho spent 16 )cars, beu rit uni i l ra ie
I Roarin poiitucal pr3sof, He % ritc it or Ite lsicrn.OrhJ,,x Laster nlrt In iI ApnblAil

i B l ' T- 'Kr, ,, tiI

p.f .,na V,

inwi mcia alinit A4em inr i ist . I,,m~

F1 " Q E lB a b1', I,. iBEST A LABE,,, fai,,' COPY
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STUATE T of Er IIMITRIE 0. APOSTOLIW
rresideat of " TE ANiZICAN-ROIANIAE NATIONAL COHOITTEI OF ENW RIGlTS
Speksomn of TU HWY ITRIMUI

U.S. SEN TE COHITTEE ON FINANCE CO1A E HU TO IS FREE"
SlICOMTTERE ON INTERHLTIOAL TRADE -

NOWOSAILS 1r CAIRNAN",

iOS5ORASIL 1.8s SIEATORS, mmJGu Or Tom C~OIw%=,

As Preslidat .f Tm A)MRICAN-ROikTIAl NA.IW.L CO3ITTE FOR EVUN RIGHTS" orSeo sior,
participant ad opokeanmr of SErENTEEN kVANi MrAM lf E STRIKES FOR FORCED SEPPATE
FAMILiES RE VIIO is TOE U..A sad or TIM RESTORATION OF HM IN RIGHTS end o1 fuZDG
OF RELIGION Is 0L 0 WST ROIAMIA"- *mm today oa the floor of TU 1MOST DpOCRATIC
LEGIATIVE TORUN OF THE WORLD: TRY U, SENATIthit, tomy nmam-the em vhe tried n
his own skin " THE HUANISM 07 CON.QRNSM" by..."INJOTING" TZE NSIA SIGNTS. .SEIMS
16 TEW AS POLITICAL PRISOER IN g,9OKN T R(HWJIAs POLITICAL JAILS and iLto T
FORCE LABOR CA ' TIM CANAL DV'- MACK IERA"( " T1 CAJL OF SEAT?) &ad in the *am
of TIV HUMG STRIIZRS, to ask that:
- TE U.S . SENATE DO NOT GRANT ANYMWI " THE MOST PAVOURID NATIONu CLAUSE" STATS TO:
TERRORIST PRESIDENT NICOXAS CEAUSES.U OF COlOWIST RCHNZA and to his CGDIST 003DM-
-NT- UNTIL TURS WILL BE ENTIULY ALCGILISUKD:

THE TEN POINTS OF THE HOGER STRIKERS"

'45 ARE PASTING FOR:
I.- TRE Il.ATE RELEASE OF O0 ROSTAGE RELATIVE.
2.- NTRAL A)3ZSTY POR POLITICAL PRISON S AND PRISONERS OP CONSCIENCE.
3.- THE INSIDIATE RELEASE FROM POLITICAL JAIL AND TUB ISSUANCE OF PASSPORTS FOR:

A- Prof. Dr. Rvereod GFMORGCU CALCI DUNITREZA
I.- VASILEF IOA, Dr, CANA &ad Dr. RASO9EANU, founders of " TIE FREE TRADE UNION OP
TE R0MTC'AN WORKR"( " S.L.O.M.R." In ROQANIA langunae)feuaded in 1978- twv yeirs
before POLAND,s " SOLIDRITT"

4.- Tm TIES TRADE UNION Of RO UN WORKERS"( "S.L.O..I'")TO I REGISTERED WITR ROIANIA
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICD IN OLDER TO ACT LEGALLY IN BEAILF OF ITS 211ER.Stss POLAND,*
" SOLIDARITY" did:

5.- TH A3OLISREZfNT OP PU:TISHEENT WITR CONPINEYENT TO PSTCRIATRIC RUOPITA.UJPORCED LABOR
CAMS. FORCED RESIDENCE OR FORCED WORK WITHOUT PAYMENT AT ONff,PlACkO OF WORX- F0:
POLITICAL PRISONERS Ala PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE:

6.- TE YEARS( TEE) SERVED IN POLITICAL JAILS, PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS, FORCED LAK CAMPS,
FORCED RESIDENCE AND FORCED AM UNPAT WORK AT ONE,@ PLACE OP WORK-BST POLITICAL PRI-
SONZRS AND PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE- TO BE TAKE IN CONSIDEOLtION ASYEARS SERVED IN
'303 IELD"- IN TIM BATIXENT AN PENSION.* PLANS OF INDIIDALS OR,-IN CASE Of T13
DFATI O TIM INDIVIDUAL - IN TU PLANS OF THEIR WIDOWER WIVES OR OHA CRILDRAIe

7.- ALL U.S.A,s REIDENT$ W3SE 'IU DVIDU L ESTATES WERE NATION&LISED OR TOOK OVER BY ROA-
:.'r,. CQIU4NIST GOVERNT.W BECAUSE THEY EVI RATED OR FL-ED TO THE U.S.A.- TO RECE I7
DA"AGL IN N.S. DOL RS FOR THAT ESTATE, IN THE AMOONT OF A COST OP A SIKLAR ESTATE
AT U.S.A,. REAL STATE IARXZT VAL'Z.,

S.- A " SPECIAL COfOISSION ON RUAN RIGHTS" OF Trd U.N. ,TO INTESTIGATE THE FlUGANT VIOLA-
TIO.tS OP KiWAN RIGHTS IN COMIST RO*ANIA, EASED ON INYCRYATIOS. WuICH WE WILL PROVIDE,
AXIU TO RESTORE" THE { EAX RIGHTS" OVER THEM:

9.- TERRORIST PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSESCU AND HIS CO IINIST GOVERWZNT TO STOP RItGrT NO AND
- OWE FOR PVER- THEIR" STATE-IJAECTDSUPPORT Of INTERNATIONAL TEROISMET Q MILITARY
TRAIhING,WZAPONS, A)VUNITIONS, PO00, CLOTHES AND ZDICINE,s SUPPLIES, EITHER, ON 0*W-
NIST ROXANIA,s TERRITORY OR OVERSASE,-AS THE U.S.,,DEF9NSE DPAMzNT.s "SPECIAL
C010'ISSION OH I!,VESTICATION OF I.4TEPUATIONAL TRRROR1' CHAIRED Ey-U.S. RETIRED
ADMIRAL L.J.LONC-98NCLUDES AND REPORT TO U.S.SENATE , TO U.S. CONGRESS AND TO Tm
PRESIDENT OP TILE U.S.A. ON JULY 1984.

10.- U.S.SEIATE.U.S.CONGRESS AND THE PRESID,,T OF TUZ U.S.A.,:
- ', '%'Wfv nV?( ?TY k) 1nriT.TC" tz SECRET T.FATY OF YALTA OF 1945"
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IT MiCH THE SASUU AU CITIAL SVMOM WIT1 TUI, US OF MILLION OF INNOCENT
go" INGS WERE INl AED AnD SOLD OnT TO SOVIET HCSCOW TO WHICH THER WERE
OFt1I TW DOOU OFIVE COITIBITS ACTUALT OCCIFIED STEP BY TEP IT C*IMUVSTS
GWILUAS IADNTOREM IT R )OSMC'

HONOAILS Mr CUAIRMMA,

HORNOAIZ 1.8 SLINTOU , )2x3UmS Or To CGoGTTE,

DO TOW RAI, OH TO DESK, TE LIST OF TEE HUNGER STRIKERS A OF TlEI RIATIVES,
HOSTAGES la COWINIST ROMANIA.
DO TOW CAN $9U ONAJMEICAN CITIES WHO 7IEOCESFILT TRIED TO CET THEIR RELATIVES
OUT OF COMMUNIST OLMNIA,SINCS YEARS AM YEAS AGO?. IX, FITZ TEARS AND MOR...
SINCE 1975 TERRORIST CRAISFSCI AUD HIS CO IH T GOTrY7.NT, WUI GRANTED " THE
HOST FAVOURXl RATIOS,a CLA SE" STATUS, TL IT YEAR.
SINGC 1975 till 193(isoluded) TERRORIST C EANSCI BENT HIS SPECIAL FWVOT TO THE
PRESIDENT OF = I.S.A,-EFCZ THE US. CONGRESS HEARINGS ON ".FS'-TO ASM RIK H
THAT HE WILL RESPECT" AD LITERA)4" MIS COFM4TEUSNT UPON " THE TRADE AGRMEHNT" AND

"TIPF ).F.HOF " EASING TRE 'MIGRATION WONU CG34UNIST ROFANIA "~AND IEA R113LSF,
FERSOULLT WILL TAX9 CARS O1F"F(R*Z SEPARATED FAvILIES REMNO" IN TER PSA LI tof
SIIO(ATIOHAL 1tARIAGA" !
THERE IS RIGHT THAT TrIORIST CEAWS'SCI " TAKI CARE" PERSONkLY ABOUT,..."T ON THE
"WAY Of " CCOPNIS14, uJWMANlTARIANISK!
. EVERY OS OF WOVLD IS EMIGRANTS.TO THE U.S.A.WkS:LAYD OFF FROM HIS JO3,TEATEMK
WITH PROSECUTION, CONIEMlT TO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL.F(3CED TO REPORT FOR MNE"& GA-
TION TO SECIITT,. HEADQUARTERS ALL TIM NIGHT LONG APND..TIE NEXT DY IN THE MORNING
TO REPORT TO IS PLACE OF WORK.TH MAIL WAS CUT OFF.TRE PRONZ CONVERSATIONS WEE BUGGAD.
THE SECURITY USE TO ATTACK THEM ON TE STREET, TO HIT THEM .TO IAKE THEM TO SE AFT I
TO LEFT THEIR bOI.WEAT FORf TO FORCE THEM TO GIVE VP THEIR INTENTION Of v'IGF..ATE...
RUT DFSPITE TERROIST CEAUSP CU,o SECUITYD0 PEIANINT H SMEZNT A AI.ST WOULD AE
NMIGRANTI THIR DETERMINATION TO at REUNITED IN TIE USA WITH TEMIR RELATIVES AICA%9
STRONGER THAW EVE. PROOF?TH LIST WHICH IS OVER THERE, ON YOURS DESK:...
- THERE ARE ON YOU DESK TOO. THE ISHORANH& OF EACE HUNGEC STRIKER WITH THE DETAILED
DESCRIPtIONs OF FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS OF NYAN RIGNTS AND SECURITY, TERROR AGAI.ET EACH
OF WOULD BE £YI.rRA'I,...
- THERE ARE ON YOUR OESK TOO,CLIPS OF US NATIONAL PRESS WITH REPORTS ARMUT:
I.- THE USSR,I SPY NET WORK LOCATED ON ROIFANIAN E ZASST TO WASHINGTON D.C.-
2.- ROl'ANIAN DIFLOIATS EXPELLED FRO WESTERN COUNTRIES FOR ESPIONAGE IN ERATY Of U.SSR.
3.- JA.SIrE PARASCHIV, ONE OF THE FOUNDERS OF " THE FE TRADE UNMON Of ROXANIAN WOR.'.S"

(" S. L. 0 . M *R." In ROiANIAN lguageo3U.IED ALIVE AY TE PERSONAL ORDER OF TERRO-
RIST PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSESCU.( reported to HELSINKI AG.E-EENT SIG,4ATAR RS CCNFE-
REMC IN ADRID IT Professor Dr LAW BEAR, president of GREAT BRITAIN,@ ROYAL COLLEGE
OF PSYCHIATRt( Madrid 1980)

4.- AMISTS WOUSIPPEM SHOT TO DEATH BT SECURITY AT SUCEAVA CITY BECAMS...THEY READ
TRE BIBLE. IN TRAIN DURING A TRIP,.

FOR THIS CRD15 AGAINST VANITY, WE ARE ASKING THAT THE U.S. S8aNTE TO DO NOT GRANT
ANYPMRE THE HOST FAVOMME NATION,s CLAUSE STATUS To TERRORIST CEAUSISCIF AND HIS CO2OLUNST

THE ROtIANLAN COMMUNIST GOVKR1#SNT STATEn-DIRECTED SUPPORT oF INTERNATIONAL TERRORIS).

-1 1983, the Ceagreasaomal Record of THIS U.S.SETE CO?01ITTEJsHEARING on "Te.m N
printed my atatement and that of It GEORGE NIASOESCU of fev York sad t vo reports of
a Noy Yorker daily naewpaper " THE HEWS WORLD" about TERRORIST NICOLXE CEAUSESCU,sULL
SUPPOT TO INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM IY MILITARY TRAINING, WEAPONS AND AI.UNITION DELIVERED
IN ANGXA AUD IN OTHE THIE WORLD9 COUNTRIES.BY ROPANIAN WZRCRANT FLEET" T.A.R.O.W-14UICE
tgE TO LAND AU IN THE U.S.A. TOO.
- TERE AR CLIPS OF NEWSPAPERS WITR REPORTS OF"ROrANIAN CCUIUNISTS USE DRUGS TO FORCE

DEFECTORS TO RETURN'ad RE7?CTS &OUT WHEN PILOTS O7 " TAROM" TOOK TO SAFETY FROI; W,'ESTERN.
EUROPE COVUNIST TERRORIST$ WO HG'SED AND KILLED INNOCE11T WON, KIDS A":D ELDERS ..

"- THER AR REPORTS ON UE(P'ANIAS OFFICIALS WHO DRUCED AND BROUGHT ROtANIAN EXILEES TO
" TA.RO" AIRPLANES USYING TH DIPLOIATIC I%"JNITY TO FLED TfE CUSTON,E/!EN IN NEW YORK
CT"Y. PR J.P. KENNEDT AIRPORT...
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THnIARE AHITON 8 MME U5ZPAMI*XT,o SPECIAL COGISION C IUYISV.ATION OF
IMTR NTIOAL TRUC3IM CHLIM 51 -1.8. RETIN ASIIAL L.J.LONG- W130 REFPOTI
OI JULY 1N4 TO TU M.S. SIN&TS, TO IM V.. CONGES AN TO TU PSSIEUT OF TU
N.I.A*US*: COMU rOMM IT SZPOTTM TOE M AoN TERRORISM BT STATZ-

5ID.UCTO ACTIM ACTIONS'
Ai AS A RULT , To IIPARTMIIT Oi sTn Soon TUE lWAN4x C MCKIST AMBASSADOR

=UA MALTA AND UAUU TO UI AN OFFICIAL PROTEST VITI TM W TEAT 11 TRIS ACTIVE
ACTIS OF STATi-R01RET ACTIVE SUPORT 0W INIURUETOIAL THRIORCS.M VILL NOT S ITOP'S,
TURE WILL I A MUAMC CUAIS.IN 3IPLCSTIC RRIATIONORI 38W11 TU VA AND CO LET
RcUIANI:

- Ma X ak TOE, 90OOAIS I.S. SENATGHS,I1 IN IRE ADM R iIOiin "REIVEC OF HUM
RIGHTS"AI INVOLS3 ON STATI-DIRSCT ACTITS 557P1T Or IHTZRMTIOAL TCUIGISM IY
TERIOIST PUSIDENT NICOLAS CEAISCV OF COHMXIST 101NIA AI IS COIIT VR3JUNTM,
4 CAN EXIST IN TfIl COUNTY, TUE U.S.A. ON SINLE HMAN SIID1 TO NOCOAJ TEAT
TUR IJ 310TR TO CUMN "TU HOT FAVORED MATIUsa CLAUS " STAT98 TO:

THENCOIST FRIIEINT NMICOIJ CEAUW1CI AI US COG IIST COYVEJ NT, FLAGN VIOLATOI
OF HUMAN RIGHTS, QUILT! 03 CiIES AGAINST HMIITTAI TO O16 V40 SOT TO XYATM TWO IAPTISTI
MIAS THiT wits RIDinG Ti DlJR WHILE RUID T1O TRIIN- I u - 01061M AM XIDNAPI

A RmItAN anIs EVi IN YOR K0,I cITr An Tiz ,ONIT in TO " TAl.o FLIGiHT o i.r. EInivy
AIXtPRT TO U TAR BACK TO COMMUNIST MNIA?

aITAINILY OT'
T7RE=M., I AN ASKING TEAT THE U.S. SENT TO DO 3! GRANT ANTMOR " THE MOST FACTOR
NATICNo CIAWI STATUS TO TE.RIJST PRZIIDENT NICOMI CIAISC AiD TO HIS COWIUNT
GOVFRMNT TILL " TU TEN POINTS Of TH HU R ulam THRN WILL St ENTIRELY ACCOMLIIED,
- 1 RRoNMS

DOWN 001*6113.
[,oW3 LIVE TO RI3011
COD 00 AS AF I"ICA,

Dr 31I41TRI 0. APOSTOLIW

00"1 '. R NATIOKIAL CGG(TTE
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
SPOKESMAN OF NINGU STRIKERS5
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111 M 2g8. is L CC1*4ST WHUM

There are a" kiad of " trNA E11 Las CG*lfnST ECHLN
1.- REIOrI OF ASSEN.T AI ELPRZSSIOU

In COW4MIST AWA then to only a e tglr POUTICAL PART.
The COmUNIST PARTY abolihed all others POLITICAL R1:
- 08 JULY 14,1947 wee ahelhked the mt powerful POLITICAL. AMIT f 1U K ROM=JII
"TI NATIONAL PEASAKT PART! IT.1 MM ad I NAIAC ". Its loaders sad tons of

tesueads of "rok end File" wo1es all war the country were arrested, twirteedpr*GGo
outed convicted to 11LITICAL JAl term, sa after were released frm P ICLL JAILS
wes gives FORCE ZUIMME, vets seat to FOM ?ADM CAM .

RLpht sw, La 1954 TER1IST NICCLAZ CIANESV ordered a mw weiwo of arrest 4d torr.
Fermr leaders sad reek ad file mnoers of TO rATIMIE PASAnT PARTY vo served teus of
years of POLITICAL JAIL sad survived, WERE A0AIS ASID, IUTYLID= IE NARS PRUU
AND TON RI Y I 1T2T.O8 WERE CONINI TO PYCIATRIC NOSPIULS, OrS TO FCU
tUDOR CAM. OTHERS FROSIOWID AND CONVCTED AAE TO PbLIhICAL JAILS TER11.
-00ORLIV COPOf, forvor DPMTY GENERAL SERC TRY 0 T PAIT Y PERSONAL ISCAIRT (W
Dr T1LI HMAII, vae again arrested, torrturd and give% F0RC9B P I NECI In SUCSM.RZT.-

o Wr ia ION PTIW , fermi Leader of The Tooth Orgaisatlos of TIM NPF INI VIAli ad ION
HIHALACS11.-
* 1011 MAIN, AUREL MORCAN, and ?IhAI TARTIA, forest leaders of Tks Teeth Orgaisation of
The NiP Farty ISLIU 14MIV ad ION A AACH and .Il3JCA CZLCF, lit of IUCREST after mr-
vfna their POLITICAL JAUI TERM, aewin JANARY 1954 were again investigated and gives
OFECED RESIDINGE...
- I.V.POPVCU HUINTI fetter EDITOR of NP ILI HANIO and IO )IFALCIW,,, ideological
revue ( vsekoly)'rZ PAYSA' aad"TU JUSTICI OF VILLAGES" wee given too forced residiss.

ALL OF TR9H M Y BE SATED DY UKIM FO THE PASSPORts FOR IGIATION DIUECTELY TO T11RST
PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSUSCU.-
2.- When " TIM FRIX TRADE UNION O 1CUIANIAX WORMSS( " I L 0 M R" in ROMANIAN laagwago)vss
founded In 1978 WAS ADOLISHE DY CCDOIISTS Im JULY 1954. Its leaders end tea of tauseedo of
rank and file members arrested, tortured projected, cesvicte4 to POLITICAL JAILS TEM sad
seat to PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS.-

-T7AILE PARASCRIT, *a of the founders of, WAS IURE ALIVE DY TO PERSONAL 0RDE O TER1O,-
LIST PREISIET NICOLAS CEAUSESI.-AIL PRM, ARREST, TCRTURDS ,CmI.lm TO PISYCIIAIRIC
HOSPITAL,- and finely prosecuted sad convicted to I years of POLITICAL JAIL.-
- Dr CANA and Dr 1M0ISOV9A.", - founders of " 8 L 0 X R" too, were "nesed, torctured, prose-
cuted. convicted to POLITICAL JAIL...
2.- FREEDGI OF PRESS AN C013-MCATIOCN

- I. CG)IJNST ROCHAIA, the press, massa wd sad radio ead TV are under the direct sUporvi-
sicO of TIM SECTION Of PRLl AND AGITAIO OF TO PARTY.
THEZR 18 ANY SINGLE A I1 A , REUE DILY OR P I DICALT :EVSPAPR OR RADIO O TV PRIVATE

STATION OR PRIVATE PUILISWING IOIWI. hVY SINGLE PUILICATIOO IS OF TM CCDMUNIST PARTY.-
3.- F C OP7 ART AD Pll'MSION

TIE COWDONIST PARTY IS THE ONLY ON WHO OKITORES TME CREATION@ OF WRITERS, I(ETS, wLTEU,
ARTISTS ,AND TBR9..4ll UN REUMR FRNNET AND DIRECT SPMRVLSION OP PARTY,@ SECTON OW
PIOMAA AND ARTS.-
THE PENAL CO E PROVIDES POLITICAL JAIL TZR P01 Eint -SI1MLS UNPUDLISBASLE MANUSCRIPT lO90
OUT 09 TE DESK 0? AN WRITER O1 POET AN FO-. EVERY SINGLE SCULPTURE O1 PAIWTISG 'VICi IS NO
INSPIRED AM* DEDICATES " TO THE WORKING CIUSS"0P TO THE FINL VICTORY IF USSR AM E ALLIS!'
OYE TE A RICA IY.FRIALISM...
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TUE A~f1ICAS-1Oa~.S1AS ISZOaL ¢CK@UTTU 1OS ina RICITS"

345 Vest 46 b St # 717
N YORl CITY, N.!. 10024.
Pbou(212) 673-9600 z 717

" TI VSXn ROhSIAN 1=19E, STRIKE for FOW1C1 SEPARATI FAJLIU R EPIOS is T .I.A

sad for TE ULSTOIUTIOG OF M5AN lGM1 ad of PRECIJOOK OF ELICION ta COMMO48W T 1COMIA"

STAItls Is froet of MTI NSTIOM,s leadquarter to MEN YOll City on:
.ceeu*~eefl.Y,Aueu3 3 . 984

4YDM: To WASIINOE S.C.ia: CAPITOL, steps, ea the sidewalk of the White louse sad Is freer
W M of CO9IJIIST ROMIIIA.0 IMTSI siace:

SIAT, A m ,10934

E ICIA STRI51 it TUE U.S.A. KOITAGS RELATIVI Ia C0995IST IOANIA

1.- ANA AN"OS 1.- )(11= ANTO.bers em MAY 24.1940,- sea.
Z.- KIWALS Ai OU.4(soa) 2.- COMMJXLA ATO(Feidee aca POPIICI)b:1952- his vile

8304 Zeaudy Slvd 3.- OCTAVLAN AN1O.8,- tbehr eo-
North S-trg4emI 07047 Of- $tride CALILFg So 21,Secter 2. BUCURI TI.RC2'ASIA
Pkoh (201)61-4662 Tolofos:53-66-44

ItNMSI! RESIDES

.- Sa ,ALLI L.- FLORICA SLARX, bore e AUOST 9.1957- flesces-
345 Wet,66th It # 314 of: Strode ANTOS PAN ,o2, Apt ,Sector 3. AUC V UTIROtNIA
New York City, NT 10024 Te1:20-91-66
nooe(212) 573-9600 a 717 ir appllcetioe is rejected coettioauuely sinei JULY 2401980.
PIRMARWMT R.551 r She had the insurame,aed airplee tikets by TCLATOT POUlMTIOI

4.-ROPICA IAESCI 1.- KASS LMlAN, bore em OCTOSER 29.1942- brother-
s.- GSorao 5 A3ECO(husbid) 2.-IULAY LUPSAX( mIdae Ham IOMESU) b:lob 11,1945-his vife-

31-67.41st St 3.- FLORIN L XIB6, bore as DECHb,.I 30,1977- their seoe-
ASTORIA, PT 11103 Of: Strade SURffE PAWARtLAN NoS.,81c 0.D. 21 I8Score StteJ 3.
Fhoee(212)355-6237 Office Apt 192. Sector 2. 3UCfUS7I.ROFA)6IA(Te:$7-33-S7)
lhoa(212)626-7227 Reelidenc - They hive PETITION VISA APPROVED.U UEZOLVD CASS SINCE 6 YEARS
V.I. CITIZ i. TUE ARS PJARENTELY TARGET of SECURITY, UNASSS AND DleCRINI-
They jolsed TIC XR CEX STRIPI / .IATE ON POLITICAL CROUMS.SY.-
I behalf of their 1OSTAGE /
MLATIVU EMIGRATION esce 1982/

Their case boleg printed Is CON/
GR.SSIONAL RECORD ea EARINIS /
es " M.F.N'statue for COMMUNIST/

G.-CA1ZElL CRISTCAICA..S. 1.- MIAI CRISTOMIA, bore oe JUN 21.1943- brothetr-
8469.20th Ave# 4C 2.-N0CULINA CAISTMIC edes Samet IMThIESCU)b: 7,28,43his vlfe-
ISOO.LYM, N.Y. 11.214 3.- LIVIl rTS1[ATCA.bore en A11CST 29,1967- their sou-
Yhoas(212)996-3719 4.- MAILAM CRISTOSICA, bore on APRIL 24,1970- their deughter-
U.S.CITIZN by AUGUST 1984 Of: $trade PAITITUAII :* S. Sloe 62. Scat CEtaj0.Apt 104.
Mr eos. GABRIL CAISTOAICA. Sector 6, BUCUMSTI, RtANIA(TesL 32-66-28)
orslse a KI;NC9 STIKE for - Sime. 1977 SECUREIT.* IARASSEIMrT AGAMITS? TRZM INCASE.Thtr
i1P~6. RIGlTi ImUCURESTIie applications W IRE[RJECTED SINCE. PORE THAu 24 TI1-S.' TWB LAST
1977.- Se did a IUNGEA STRIE EJECTION:JVLY 1994!...
ts behalf of his HOSTAGE RRIKIR/
9IICRATION, is Pecebor 1983 it/
V.ASK1,GTOR D.C...
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I.- AM TRIP( Midee Naw CAL
I,- ELEMA CALV2ICU 2.- ION Till, .- her huba d
8.- IRIA-LVOFA CALItSCV 3.- UMI RIPS,- their see

(daughter) Of: CAL VIlCtOMtI n too,
31-15,33rd St 0 8 They applied far the first ti
ASTORIA, N.Y. 11106 M? AT PtUCETO aYS, AY L.Y 24
Phoae(A2145U-3917 T1 LA.ST AM fOI: SUnS 27.1
V.S.¢111ZZ11
They jolned L 1960,1.1
82 mad ,983 TM IEt II1/
BUT TKI RIPS A u .TLL 10,SSn i| CO naSi a...

INISCE) borace on11.29.,3- daughter-

am, R"USII
- in 1979 VISWr 100 Till WAS LYS
'196" T RATE Mu Tul 20 ILSUL. O
984...

9.- DeaThS CAPATA 1.- STEFN CAIATh, bore a fRlNUhAT 23,1935- brether-
10.- ELIAIEA CAAT~Avifo) I,- AGCArA CAPITA, bore oe AUSt l1,1936- him wife-

806 Sesice An 3.- ArVEI CAPATA, born oas NOII3E 2.1950- brether
Ridigvood, MT 11.383 4.- LOCICA, CAPATA, beta oa OCTOBER 181935- him vile-
Phona(212)316-5906 5.- LOCUtS CArATA,0.- bore ca AWNV 31,1977- their on
I.S.CITIPNU 6.- DLUAIORI C. CAM?'A, bre ea APRIL 17,1)80- their sea-

Of: Localitatee SATVL-OU, te 67,Judetul IISTRITA-IAII.-
V1S1SOLYfl CASE SINCE 1976!...

L2.- ALLAs CC*LI(oo) 0a0)I.-GKU pOPA,- father- lsd father Li lIw)
3,-U IA Cr OI (vile) 2.- SLE P OPA- rother(aad mother to la)

AIdsa HAre POlL 3." 10 314 POPM,10.@eter-(Met& Pro OUO0E&1NA POPAe-daushter-)
14.- ADRIAN COVOLI(father) Of: Strode CHIOLULOI No 48,onuaa 'TZLA, Judetul COSTANTA.Cod 715.
113- 05. 107 Ave AoGAIA.- Telefon:
tichrood Hills. Y 11.419 Vr A ,.AN tAnR COOLI did a WMNUZI STRIK is WASEINGTONMDC & N.Y,
?hone212) 643-2578 i. 1933 i. TRJEIR LSGRATIO,s EALF and the oo of "MiA COOLI.
EL'AENT RESIDiNTS BUT tAALA CA), CMT AND IrE OF TERm DID HOT XZ1011 EVEN APPLICATION

* UO IS-CAECl, CcSA?.RESU 1.-GEORGZ CACW',bore oe AT 27.1913,- father,
23-14,3iet e £6 3 FORM LS years POLITICAL PRISONIf in CO5OUIST *JIRIAM
ASTORIA. NY 11106 3.-?ARIA 3E100, boren s JC 10,1916- mther
7homC2121545-7286 Uee. 3.- rCOaELu-O4iCU, GCJV, boae on PAT 15,1947- brother
;,IRCM CC0SAE 1SC(husbad1.- AI& r.CQt, bore oa OCTOC . 1953- !ie wife-
US CITIZEN 5.- CEORGE-LCIA, GJ# .5.- their eoa
They Joined INf MUNOZA 6.- ALCA1E)0 GIECU,I,- the r e9n
STRIKE siace 1982 %T ?.- ?A I GQtU, bors aa Oem OM70 1,1955- brother-
Their AILATIPES AM ST L/All of thee ( L-7) residLg together at STRAS APUVStLgI ge 48,
IW6TAGAS is loc 47.taj 3,Lpt 35,lector 6,60C83J8t1, COD 77568. 30hX1A

.CO*V3.UIST tO5IAJII.j... T EUFOS: 606507
8.- RAl&WYA-VAIU, GR3CC, brt oOCTOUR t1943- brother-
9.- KOfICA. Gnawl bore oa V LT 12,1952- hie vie-

19 - A ZC,7,-theitr daushter-
1l.- "IVRl3A Gi1,5. - their daughter-
All of the((1-11) r-ei4teg st: STRAM UM NOY o e 21 1oc 0 11,
Apt 50,005W1flWt 3(Tslefoa:48-50-46)
W RAZUYA TALZRI54 yes removed from his job ad seod em GSOLOG I 5t:
COMIcNA 101OTA District of TYLtZA, Ofivitl Postal £051OVA, Joeatal TULCIA
,OD S837.1ut his PEN.MNZNT RUISItCE is the ean a shave with his
faetly.

4.o
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17.- CS0 S SOICAN 1.- SILYIA M1AT.be o FRI351 IS21554 - foamm
1372 Vast.Oth St t 20 Of: 204 I LATA 2, Ite" 26,Apt 13. EtsJ 3. TIXIGS0A, U CAUIA
CuIluAn, calO MIO2 Tlefoo: (961)46261 6/* SAACI family.-
Phemo(216 ) 961-1191 As f iE for Ir ot balemaisool mtiqe alproval witk COMlIrIST
1/e oIam Awra 3Ip154Aju COUIL of S1A3T,Em respect of 111 11 M Or IMIN
PISMENM Kato= AGR)NKT coooAres; 2ImLiO&L 7h*11 she met be allowed to

osmirata to ThIN VA to worry m wet hors, is Ciava14d, Ohio, tSA
hbe applad vith C O@AIIST AIMVLIA.o COWCIL O F STA a s M5 13,19!

br tq.mTel w in e ied Ty e HiT 1i,.194 ASi uW Hs o vIu lT I

0I1 OFP IUTM11TOI l TO RHICIATO TO MT 168I To .S.A. ...
2;- 1111111 AUSIC¢, 4te sm .55 lo U 938'omisa , .... NII

106161 POLITICAL FR15N Im, COMM11IST R06IA ( 1977)
AplIled for NIGIATIOU slems 1976. ll APPLICAIO!S . lICTID
11MTI48 to date(July 24,1964)

IS.- ELISAIT 1Z 1.- L0, CAOL,26* see
29-07.31st Ave I $ A 2.- IM CAUILA ,DIC 9ds9"a M )H.- hi vife
ASTOlIA, N.Y. 11106 3.- tAN0 SlAST'ANJ,- their so.-
lha.*(212) 626-0003 Of. Strod& 1 1AW No 3,CLVJ- LPOCA. 1M11A
PU.ITICAL UIocU They tceived " ME I0G YO " Is JUNK 1984 10T TO T3LTJVLT 17,14
Mrs 9LISAETIr nZm veal/ m TES 11 ANY WORS ASOV...
i SWUM 11111 Am behalf/
of her nrtled so ad hiu/
vile mad coe HIGCATIOI /
is I0CI113 1963 i Nw York City/
mad in WAIIMIOZ D.C. /
SIT IA 501 4 IS FAILT AIi STILL lOSTAGIM 1 VtGBUUIST tOK.1A....

L9.- PAtA C l MI.S. 1.- LEPAMTW, POF780 bore *IaIFARAT 09,1913- father-
HAstida in: PO115W 2.- VICTORIA POsCVU( msidom N-ams MUSA) h:MLY 5,1921- mother
790 lSm ca Awe Of:COltL 5111. JUSI PRASA, JL OlAXIA
Ridieod. MY 11.3$5 3.- ELENA STAZI Z( .ldwo ile POP110) b:IV1MIEZ 15,1943- sister
ibose(212)366-312t .- tOl SI ACIg. b: 1936- her husband
O.S.CITIIIUP APPLICANT/S.- LIIN STAI U, 19,- their sos
Mre MUIA .ALIAV, did 6.-CIITIM& STAMIV, bore am JANUART 3.1967- their daughter
is het MUGSM RJLTUITEI All .1 theo(3,4eS&6)reeida st:C(OHM CCCATI-COLT. JIM? PVOAX.I.
SNICAATIOP.s behalf a nCUlAN.
UNUHIR 511101 in New Tork 7.- PLOARIA, P)ATI( efWLoe ame POlSCU)-b:FiSAUJY 2,1947-sister

City & Wahlagtose IC U% .- ADIASX 1475,l. b:AVSCUT 12,1975- her sister
PECUIU 19813.. 9.- 1PIAU NATII7, b: NOVI%= 8.1976- her deulhter-
SUT TUT AIS STILL Of: Strad& PI1UTO3 So 100, $too 10,-A, Scare 3, 9taJ 10. Apt 44,

OITAU ise COMMNIT Sector 3. SKCUtJIST.10SAI-I(Telefoe:483196
RSOPAIA.. TUS SACURITIBOKIIM Mrs ADRIUA MTI & AU CIILSRIN TO COW TO SICUITY,s SO
CAU.D: O11C1 7M PAISPORTI AS VISAS AS TO 511 IMAT To SITUATION Ii WKIS TU APLICATI-
01 SEJCM TILL JM 17. 1964 HOS TVAN 13 TIMU...

20.- IU5L. CUEAR 1.-SAM -- ASIA. VOICVLSCU.1.b~rs e AUGUST 14,1955- fiasco-
23-21,Zist Ave 0 $45 Of: AULZA CIl I eo lApt 7ISTOKISI*RS, COOTAXTA, 3041A
ASTORA, MY 11106 Tolefoee(916)4074
PofetsZ(L) 932-9669 TI CC*@IIST I019KI A.s COUNCIL OF STA TS REMUO TO 011l TO AM ON

XPEMUW IA rIENT OCTODE 10,1903 To LEAL APPLICATION PC APPROVAL Of Am IMATIO-
TIO6L PARXIA.I WITS MI, OVER 1 A tE IO YORK CITY. SI 1UIt515

C0.4031T AONKIAI TO APPLICATIONS ONLY ATVlI O#1 T'8 V 0 OCTOBER 1963 1 UT TO COtV17IL
COMUL TO WISMIIGTOr SC/Of SUATI, 1 SM01 70 ... MISTER5. U APPLICATION ON POLITICAL 010O5

IYVATOO HUMNA Or THAT KED IANCIS M IUXEL ClAIM... ISPOLITIC&L R. IUGl 13 11 USA...
-DOlAS " 3als1" nO4..It P WILL COUMICK TO COOIJXST RA IAA AND I WILL APOIOGISS TO TWAO
rr IUVUL.CWA t AD PUR-/ lST P1131E51 NICOLAZ CiAUSEICU TEAY lI I91ECTED IN TU3.5 ... .AYI1

POSM TO MIN TO PAST A PPI4ICTIO WILL UE AFPAOED?...
HIS FIAMISC OVI' MX1U/
If IKI WILL PAY TO COI)VVIST GVER-tNT Of 1 IIIA A" AASO ' Of $ 10.000 EVEN IN ION'TIL PATtS
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76-20.57th Road
ERU?.ST. V1.li.311

Thoe(2 *i 7?" 9-36 t'.

POL.ITICAL afrtzc 'L;0aSS)
!I.- [Lit ST01CA:tAAIAlA.e sister)

hoide an VAS'LJE
12.- CUCRAS STOICAl kuebeat)

43-39.39 Place # 12 A
SlOTI .Wlff 1110

POLITICAL ISFUCES

I.- S A IlIUMI, born en gammaiJ 21.l i4- nasao-

Of: 8 RA M R PC I I &14*A. Sector I. C n 11501 . DC OR&ShIhZ " 'I
T Lefon:33-22-64

I.- AXLMIA HAM 1.- ION SARA. 25,- brother-
301 5M121O5J3 It # 2 2.- WIOA SAWAt itesa Nae KEGk) berm as 1959-him vite
Brooklye. MY Li. tl 3.- ADRIAN-LIA. ABA. 2.- their daughter
ftoe(2i) 358-329 Lasidesce 4.- NICOLI NASA, 31,- brother-
Phom(212) 24 -3151 or S.- KTCOIZTA FAA.?.- his daughter-
(21l) 265-460-Oftice ALl of t-.n reAidilg nt:ST1 AV VAMATO RLOS %tc 3 8o I:tj 3.
PDJYAXrN" UISlRIb~l Apt 12.ALM-ULIA. COB 2.500. ROXAL.-(Tei:22414

ASTRI) CR ATILLE 1.- III IS SOSAAUJ Miden Mave CHICO) bore oaI923-ieiter-
tide. Nle CHIGC 2.- COIUTAVTIN SOIAU,N.S. b: Ju9 7.1950- her eon-
132 NIClSW Road 3.- IRALLA SOB&lA, born ol955- hs wife-
INSCONSPT,M.Y.L67 4.- FRAASISC SOBARO. born os 1980- their ont4.
Pho(2i21 239-5363 Of: Strada IRIOKISIl LOP! No 65. SUCCSSTI, IRAIA
Phoea(2121 979-8251 tealdesca - They tried to apply sdccc 1,ACE 1980. To date JULY 24.1964,
U.S. CITRUS' TEY RAVE POPS TUAN 24 REJECTIONS.-
rs ASTRID CILNYILLZ. did / Me WR&EIA SOAARU WAS LAYD OFT UES SVX APPLIl: 1990

a 303* STRIKE is .ev '&or'/ Mr eagisar CONSTANIN SO.RU was layd of to 1983.-
City & is WASIGITOI S.C. in/ TEY NAVE FUITIOW VISAS APPROVED SlNC! MARC 1932.-
behoalf of her S TACZ 'ZLATIVTI/
BUT TW AlE STILL SOSTArS ta CORQWIS? AIRAIMA:...

I.. KICVLAI,[ LOW I.- SUMLITIA STAn. (mide. Kam CHIVE) bore s 1930- sieter-
MARIA LICU( vile) 2.- Pr=7I STA., ber on -her hueband-
Holds& kss ItA . CC111TV. 3.- PAtLA" STAM, born oe - their foe-

F.- 51001114 I.UU. - daughter 01: ALU LBASel tILl No S. Slot M3 A-B,Scara L. ,.pt
1770 Usat.L4th St 9 1 3 DIJOGASITI. ROtIWIA
Brooklyn, MT 11.219 To oeo:
Phomea212% 999-4751 Mr KICULAIS SIAS. Mre DUPITiA eTA%,g hustand at4 the natural
U.S.CITIZPS father of ber abes mentioned coe, WAS A POLITICAL $AISOISA.
They are pert of a FAMRLT OF 13 SUM is 1975 AFTER RX COZ lEA nor " A 30? IMST!AVRW AT
VESOQI FlIUS, Woo &U0lAVE SSCITToe UA3 SIEIA USCI&EAST, WHERZ HE WAS TOAATUU TO 6l-
TIAM OJ T=UlS Of POLITICAL JAIL n " TINS" 1H IS V eNcttL O AnY-COICOIS? ACIRVTISS...
TAM O TVIA IC fIT OF a ImN/ ANT-C**SNISY ACTIVITIES WACo ST SECURITY bi TO TE (AC
ISPlJmC EOm USI S ... TEAT IM WAS COWICTO JAN5 TO POLITICAL JAIL FOR...

---------------------------------------- ------ nn0.- SuMm-mo LAZAR 1.- ION LAZAS, bore on NOVKiH E 15.1911- father-
616 A St Sootk Set 9 5 2.- ELA CEIRCULZSCU, born on 1905- greedrother
UASEIO UL D.C. 20.003 of :trSAs aPIU MM Ne 19.Sector 1, AUCUIESTI, ROFANIA
hoee(202) $46-234 Aesideace Telefon: 12-63-64.
U.S.CITILZS - We IW TIMA LAZAA( Ftdee Map PLANO) Fir 1ONe. wife ned

14r SnRMS-MS IASAA.e mother DIED a. AnIL 14,1973 after " A
HOT interview" at IZCRVITY.e Keadquereter in sUOAREST, oe her
application to Jost nR AMERICAN C[TI2 SONic KASIUITOU DA

29.- AWOAI-.aSAIiATZ,.S. I.- VL_* MAT!.H.S(oedeo Mac popESCU) bore on Feb 2,47-.il
2.- AI S .uZ ATZI.5, bore an AUG 12.1973- Otr eaughter
3.- 1ALlATE.?,- bore on AO 8. t976- Our daughter
01: Strata SIST1C* No 100.8SoC 10 a. Scara I- telj lOpt IS.
Sector 3, BUCURUTI. ROIANIA ( Tallos: 46-38-96)
- They tried to apply for EPISATION elno FIBUART 1983.
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----------- 3---------------#,---------------- -- t----
fl.-mSSlj 35 15 . 5.. 1.- 2. 'AMl, .S.( milem KOM POPUC)Wl *b.2.U47-1_fe-

W-44. Stephen St a 2.- 3.- AflUKB )*TI,#. bIAUOT L,21975- damsahter
Bidgeved, NY 11.363 .- )NSA=L MTTl7, b:lNOVEG l ,1976- deehter
Hll adeoss: PO.li0 3290 Of: Stroda DJISTOR %s 100,3le 10 AStwa 3,8taJul IO.,Apt U,
Ridgevood. NY 11.386 Sector 3, SWUATI. RIOAU(Telefe.:49-38-96)
PIRMEZNT RUiLDENT -Received " T= BUT flUSIS" oly .a3110 1993.Applied e APRIL ;

To date JUL. P.1964 TT SAVR ... I= TE 13 RLINCTIO5,...
Pro I M ViR A dI U 1015131 TO COW OM TO SC T, SO
CALLE " OFICS 01 PASSPORTS AN VISAS II BCSAEIST, 3OLAt I.5

.Street TO SI IAI 1111 lSLlON OF SU APPLICATION IS...
Pro FLOLAU iV.TI LIAYS OFT MIU JOB BJILT 1943.05 Till
£O EITIOUT AnT POSSIBILITY TO SI1AT M SELF II UK iTO MINOR
MUGWE.IUETES IT SECUITI VIr! COWII6HM TO PITC9IAUlC
NOSFTAL: ...

0.- KUM HAIMUCh1 1.- CILJA sARAIm L&NU.A()ItId m )sUlI)S m7.,amesdouteze
43-15.46th St 36 1.- SARCUIA UAAZAlJIS.. b:4.2,1946- her uasbod

L.I.C.. MY 11104 3.- lOURT XD1I SAJAIbDtU .5, b: OCT 17.19?7- their siaor see
ikea(212)729-5610 Of: BULSIAMUL 1.0. DMA e 77. Ile L 49. Itaj 7, Apt 31.
l10 )'ANWRIAJ(vife) CONTANTA, R01AIIA.-
PZU1UI! ESl)IDETM After COSSZOIW. UBIrGS an "N.F.I "Statua to COSPONST 106dI

SOt.IA of maweer 1963- SARAIDIA US VORZ TOLD 31 SICIZITT Of
COTANTA City, RAY ... ) , KUM ? IrU,• VILL C06 rIACK TO I IAU
TIBRZP8,E TI"Y DO NOT MNl VITS WIO TO 55 UUNITU1 I SW YOLKE
,0 TUT WE , J1 rAC0 TO IIGNS TEA.. .TUT RNOER2 TO PICK Up To
ALIUSS APTOM P"5PORTS DUI TO 0 SENATE IT 'ISUt, DID.ECTEI.T

TIWORIT /RIJ15, CUCIS or CO050*IST KOV A... I.IMIS
TIR 18 NO I A CAS O F

0
OR*CED SPARATU FAMILY REUNION IN TUI

U.1.A ... SINXI W. ANW4U# AIG 21 0 WIFE .. .Aplin TO BE EariA
TED TO COHWQST ROMANIA...
- After Several weeks vbem. tkey ZAINBD TEAT TU 6ECURIT LiE) TO

T4( TET CUT OFF TUII COUAEPOIAE WITl YX KIAWIA AMP PON
FROM6 CALEI FlO USA TO AVOID TOIM TO LEARN TIM TRT...)
On 1934 THE APPLIED AGAIN 1Ol PASSPORTS, BUT WO AATI,J T 17 ,1994
TRERS IS AW! ME IR ABOOT...

it.- VIRGINIA MMTUN, M.S. t.- %7LA FIPCATEAIV. bore on FEBRUARY 19.1957- sistr
'aides Hamo PAECATZANU Of: Strode AThI AASA . Bloc 04:• S 8o , S ell 2,Apt 10.

)2.- SORMiE MIOTM, 6(busband) SLO50LA City,Diatri¢t of IAL(*'ITA, RO 1A-Tel:(91o)1S83
33-08,23rd Ave -She tried to apply sinc APRIL 1981 BUT RECEIVOZD"TIS BTTRILIES"
Long Island city, Y111105 01. 01 OlCTOBER 25,1982.-iB WAS EX.PELLED FROM PLITECUICAL
phome(212) 274-0973 Rsiid. INSTUII OF BUCKAREhT Will WICH SRS WAIS A STUDENT ON TEE FOURTH
Phome( 212) 696-7047 Offict /lRADI.-
P RNIT KE SIDR8 - She was thteteAd vith Cosfiner*ot to Psychiatric hospital if She

They did a HUMt STRIK viii llot give up her itention to be reunite vith her Sister in
In b5v York City & is TEE USA. DESPlIT SECUIITTs MAAJSINNT SEE11 IS 91I0JU1IITED
WASIINGTON D.C. oa DEC 1983 TtA EI TO EIRAITI...
BUT ) os ZEA ?.W ATIANU IS STILL "OSTAOI IN CUOHiST RONAUIAl...

33.- SUP!OSI 1APCU 1.- EGATERI &UDIITREISU,- Sister
47-32, The Boulevard 2.- OECEML 19MIUTUS - hir husband
WostmountOURBEC Of Strad& EPISCOPISI Se 2,1ICUTIROKUM
CANAMA. 3ITT 3.- JAA I ,aiaee-

ho,,(5141)43-3321 4.- lRVAl OUIITR SCU- nephew
Participant otah 2tlit S.- IIAEA-IiEA. DWITRISC.4.- liat- their daoughter(LIANA&ALZYIJ
3tib.tithite & 12ti Of: Strad& VIROS COUTANTIIES41 Bloe 3 Z. Apt 60lIRAUTI "

13th.14th.L t Y 16tih n~ta
SUMIER STRIKES is MY & WshiI4f an Bk LAYD OFF FRO r JOBS AM DO NOT 1BITE ANT POSSIBULITY
&ton DC and in OTTAA.CAxhC n 0,rL,,0e.,,,19
it front of CO-I{ NIMST K & 40 "PP " TM LV AO r 11 MINOR iGTE ,-Sice 1979 o
N'IA.S EInBASSY hi 982... data EE VAIN hX. TJA11 36 REJECTIONS...

t-z ARC WAS ROMIAI ECONOMIC
ArTACRE TO TErAN ,IRAN and DEFECTED ie CAM&/...
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.5.. LISIA NICLCU
415 Oam Ave # I R
EidE8weod. I1 11.345
PIRMST RISISRNT

1.- ALINII CATA bore on NOWSlIf 11,1943- flace-
Oft Strad VALSA CANASCMI N 2. Sole 8,cera C. Et&j 1.
Apt U.Soctoc 6,Ced 77474 IMPSTf, kOmLIUA
So obtained " TO ISMIMIPS" as OCTOBER 16.1982.
0. SICEMBAI 16.1983,.Y I 125U UJC ION...
Lest rojectioa TU 24th OI, wes byJULY 13,194...

J3.- MINAI NA4 I.- AA N CT( Kiedes Namc A311) boe es Meuber 14,00-vife-
29 KiWLt) Ae# I of: Strda 011L ACMYTA We 29-31,8cter 4, 19CUASITT.IOMMIA
Z&LrfLeld, Coeaec.ieat She tried to apply slice 197M.ARAEUSE oa AVCO? 7,1982.
Cousecticut 06432 RMAIAN ElGASSY TO WASIN01 D.C. ASS " A RAq14N Of $ 250000
Pbeeew(O3)334-0620 lee. FM U RELIASI. " TVW AOCIPT" TWAT 1E AMOUNT TO U5 PAY AT w
Phoee(2M1) 334-1604 Office lE'r?, XTVZ IN £1O5M51. ICTLT RATES"...
0.*JTZmlEZP A LICAT
So joled TM ROHLOW MINGX SYKI E1 i, New York City & WASHINTON D.C. Is 1983 IT IR
STILL TI JAL. TK E8 ASSIY TO ILCA.UT KNOW TI CADS...

i1

36.- COIUU'VTA AM~,M) I.- MR11N pA&'C,M bert as APRIL 11,t935- huebed
37.- SunM PAl.14, daughter Of: $trade I DJUVARA No 30, Sector 1, BUCURST- . MdtANIA

153Wsst Ltdley Ave Tel: 49-63-83
Philadelphia, ft 19141 HC4tA6I In COMMISY ROPAWIA SINCE 1982.-
1ho"(121896-6409 LAST REJECTION:J ULY 24,1994...
c/9 CW IA ,family i MY.

She joined Ma UIP STl13 in NEW YORK ad Is WASIlNGTON D.C. i 1983,.BUT BAR H BA It
STILL ROSTAr.I 1 0 UO1I O.ZA,

38.- PICOIktI PA4T&A 1.- M IZA VO10EA, bors on JULY 16,1951- fiace-
321 ast,60th It # 9 Of: OY CAPATI.POIAM BRASOY, OMMIJ
New York City, MY 10024 She tried to Jois her fiasco lisce 1980.To date, JULY 17,1994 she

hoos(2M2)595-0311 got IOS TUAN 36 RZJ9MOI. BUT IS STILL PESUINA1 TO ZF1GATI...
US CITIUINIP APPLICANT

39.- or. ZUGIgIA PRIESCO.D.I.S. I. - MAILEA CNSO II( Valdas Nea PRULESCC) 9:4.3,38- sister
120 Deltruiff Place # 15 S 2.- PETRONL GKEOGKIU,?6, b: 5.4,37- her husband
T1g BlONI*Wy 1O475 3.- :'ARLEFK-LAURA, CHSOtGNIU, b: 1963- their daughter
PEWMIENT RESIDENT Of: Stride SFIWTI VOISVOZI No 29.gtaJ 1, Apt 13.Sector 1.

She joisad 15 ROIANIAM KIJNGEI BICURESTI, OIANIA- Telefon: 50-00-30
STIIKES is 1982& 1983. The case They applied for EICPATIO on NOEEA 24,190. To date.JILT'17,84
i printed is COXIAESSIOIOAL they HAVE 34 R JECTIONS!...
R.ECSJS of EAAINGS *a " st' tatus to COF2mUnIST ROPANIA. BUT VA RELATIVES All STILL HOSTAGES IN
SOCKUAJ ., EOwNIA...

0.- AURAL RADULESCI. M.A Is THEOLOGY
17-06 Woodbine It
iLdgewoed, Y 11.385

Pho'e(212) 381-9120
15IWIM lI5 zNr

Be Joined TH ROdT.AN IA WIEE
STRIES is t1982 & 1983,&UT HIS
FAMILY IS STILL HOSTAGE is
COMMUNIIST 1GAWIA!

1.- VALEiTIN RP LZSCg ,born on 1937- brother
2.- MASIA RAMULSCI(i st4e aoe O1.AlESCU) b:hiS vife
Of: COtUEA Fl3rV NI, JUETML VALCEA, ROMAMIA

3.- PAGMLIPAN POPESCU(Aeides arn RADULESCU) .34- sister
4.- Tery Revereed 1ASI5L. P0 18CU- her husband
5.- ELENA-ILZARA POP&SCU,- their daughter
6.- ANrTO:I1 POPESCU,- their daughter
7.- OLLPTM PPESCU,- their daughter
I.- CECI.IA POPESCU - their daughter
IF- C% UM KONESTI. * lDtTUL-
The Very Reverend YASIL& POPZSCU IS F1 PAENMTLY HARASSED ST
SECURITY OR ULIGIOUS AO O POLITICAL GROUlMM. R WAS FORCES
BY SECURITY TO SIGNS OUT THAT l RNOUNICE TO ENIGRATI. oTR ISE
WILL B8 CONFINED TO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL. TOR.TURLD A& SIGNED.
BUT AFTIR 1O MSt ... Hit APPLIED AGAIN.
Their first applicatio.W:ITX " SUTrEILII" in 1942.Sisce, to
dite THEY have or thee 20 iAJECTIO4S. BUT TKEY DID T GIE
tip!...

a
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-7---------------
4.- O rlt I. -5, 'iX, be sm @ 3so ,59. s4 m
42.- 01s o T W oun a 1 " T h E u Iz N OF IOI rAN VoNunsm
43.- ".L.0.M.t." ( L IOVARIAN $1'ELIN)ia 1979( TW,0 TILeS MOR POlWe
44.- SOLISAAIT")
U16-O8,41st Z .. Arrested etas JULY 1978, tortwurd, ceaffoed fer tma to PSTCIATICt
CONONA, N.Y. 11.361 NIPITL . CowLatad to sear" year@ of MAUD [IM s POLITICA,
Pho"(212) $21-572a PtISQW 12 u anvr S TO11M 18 uSrLITT Cr1cWIV11uT AT T MU21L

FOLITCAL JIL " GKILA" SIM1 1aM BUTIW Up Tau8 TIM A VIA..
They Jeied ANY 1L1 AS ISCAI A 8EAION. in IS MU O0 A M11OW I BnT NTON SIU L TO
5611018 I8 to 1 USA TEEOISIT nXS511W CLUM& TO LV U14 AND TO UAE BIN LT !...
LW £&1N30 CO USIO- ilt last letal ee sea:11AA MEEK Ne 6, Rise 9.hiat 7.Etaj I.
IL XI I8 0N "Mir TO Apt 64. ICU III, 4.KI0 U.
CO21UZST A" . ete 1930 to 1964, 1M1 TO 1 NIAN NATIONAL lO AM1 foO FIItr VAlILS
PIM IS STILL NOSULS IN TVI1ST CIWI0SSCWe POLITICAL JAILS M1D TOSTUiD BT IICURITT ON
NICOLAR CE.EUSCO.e 115800). 05818...

4S.- XCIn4VA-31W11R1AAL r . - NICOLAS S=0-VAN.87- Lather
22-11, 23rd St 2.- 2. NICOLAS M -lA1I, berm on 1,2.l1,193-breothr. f
ASTORIA.NY 11102 3;- HUIA &NIW-U . bare a 1947- hie vi"e
hons(212) 4i-3981 4.- XIIUZS .& ISCgR-PARN, berm on 1975- their da um ter I

.S. CITIiS.- She atte 5.-NICOEAl DIM-1AW., bere *a 1977-thi-r eam
ded tOKNIAN HU=1R 5111111 8;- C 0I.AL.4 J&AM -barn m 1967. their dbatar

sLne 1980 ST T1TR 11 E ?.- YDCICL RAMLES, berm *a 196&- thel damvaker
R.IIT.IVIS KU5 STILL I Alt of soon 1.7) tee"LLSage ALARL LUNIA IAULII seIApt

.OSTAGIS Is CO3tIIST / Apt l0,dteJ 2, 1611431 ZAZfZlI;UC TI.ft0t1LI(Tel:77-41-55)
RCORIA S.- RW K 1 N0O1 J J. bern on 1934- Lather

9.- £LEuNk WHOO6 1.,- his vife
10.- ELENA WN FUC3.?ZA.- their daughter
All of them ( 8-100 reeLidla et:Strea G=91 me SI.GIn TI
Sector 7, IUCURuTIjIaIA*.
TheY applied fir s t om st 1971.Oe OCOSI 1932 vere LAYI 0"
rOMi JOBS.TO DTE.S T 24,1984 TEE HLVE IUI T M34P..JrCTIORJ
BUT THEY 112 HOT GIV U AM CONTrINUE TO s15001 e InS,

46.- PL.OR4TI.A-COMALIA, RUl I.- A.UA IDRUO, lO, bors oo tA? 19.1947- husband-
c/o LOUJIS BAvSt Z.- ALVANDZO- CAISTIAN, RUI, bore om 1972- son-
1324 1IrION Ave Roai 3.- DIAK-LUCIA, 1R8,tO, born on 1964- daughter-
NW143.N.Y.12250 Of: StraAs mix Wma1 se 19. SECTOt 2, BUCUR1STI.ROANHA-ToI:5331-71
7hoat19141564-7875 mt ALZANDRU R5 WAS LAYD 017 0 1FRO MIS JOt oJULY 11,1983.
POLITICAL Pt.51001 T0 DATI.JUL 1984 SU HMS6 10JI106 Oi HIS APPLICATION'...

47.- CARt i A itA. SALV.TIO I.- LUCIAN SALVETIS, borm o 7,20,33- brother
48.- CRISTIMIL ALETIU(deuSAter)2.- UILIXAI SALVIN( Neiden Haoe CO:&ACI) b:8.16.42- hie wife

123 C9t1TRAL MAK 01S3 3.- M•IIZL SALVETiS. b:9,26,54-their son-
fav eegk City, NY10019 4.- VIOPIL -TUVORALWTIU.b:,13,6- their eeo-
Phona(212) 757-5811 5.- LILtMA SALVETIV( rAide If COIOACI) VIORELs wife
U.S.CITIUN 01. GIL"14 SIAC No I171 Jdetul APAD. Do,1AHIA
SINCR 1975 THEY AmIE UNR11OLW25 CASES $INC& 1975...
ROMANIAN WU V'IKU &
COI10RE.SIONLL HZEARIN09 ON r)N STATUS To CMM4115 ROPMANIA. 114511 NAM4 AND SILTE?ZHT IN1G
FINlTIs IN CO#tAUSIOHAL A.OU A•BO'T. BUT T50211 DAR RIUtIYES APE STILL KOSA S IN
COtFUMIST XOILMIA.TLURCIS' CAUSEISCU U10WR TO LET THM GO:...

%9.- SOMIN V. POPA 1.- C0.4RMI EVE3 mLIIA TOW . dea S*am TOWIPM ,b: 11,2371-wi(e-
He was convicted to two 2.- PAZVA-TUIOR,?PA,1l, b: 11,23.71-om-
IS years of "'ID LA S 3.- SOIU POPA.10, b: 4,25,72- #ee
and Ofe 10 years HlD Relidtag at: STEAM S*IXS NAIS No 16, Scare A, EItaj 2,Apt 16.
LA5 1R by KILITA-XY C.RT Sector 1. BUCNRE@ST, '0KIAIA( T1efon: 13-75-61)

of IUUCI STAJE5 for "'iGOH T'ay received THS SIC FO1iS in 3UN 1984 BUT AVY A.ISWI ABOUT
r-,e.. 0. .. Mktg ,.,vU ult~ .Of -M A.T mu- 7My I& 1aR& ...
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SO.- CUO8n PI.~1.- lwl 71 ,ber em 6,10,13,- brother-
89-19,lllth It I 16 Of 8tda !r nIJWlA Me 10 is. 5WX1 15 .J l WAIA
JAMAI.CA, XT 11.432 Tlefoa:
rboll(212297-516 lao WUSSOL 'CAhSS = 1900: FU YEARI...

how2eeE212)4A-3654 ISiusea
9og CITIPI
se atteaded ItOMAN =WAE t 1M12U3
ad CON.UGSSIOPAL NUAlINGI s"' . r

status to CUOVNIST LOKiIIA hviag
mga sttets prasted to Coagroaesl1
Records, about.

10.- 10 31IAN,14.S. 1.- JUN CIKLUCg, bore as 5,20,52-coouia FORM POLITICAL
COITAJNIN&M SU V(gwth) MR180
41,41, 44th St 0 3a OF:Strada It 031 ge 39, GAlATI, BoArTA

Loag Isleedf City, 111104 2.- DWbUTIA IMOC&C aides, Se CIOLAC11 b:3,21,41- coauts
phee(212)17-4214 3.- COINTJIU 68IQCAb: 5,2141- her busbuad
P26 R lUIUM . 4.- AURSIA GP.OCA,b: 1.1.63- their daughter-
Hr oesltet IO STIZANto S.- FLMIX OSIOCA, bs6,16,64- their son
the leader of a GO? O 6.- VINILLA OIOCA., b- 3.16, 70- their daughter.-
IRSlOK ICErIG u wbo olrSe- 7.- LIJNDA LOTIN,(bWIdsal a GEIOCA) b:10,7,60- eomls-
sted a RUWlR $TIM for I.- COTA.TIX LOIP, b: 10,25,57- bw Ambeld-
NU RIGHTS to DRUM L TARZU1I9.- AUULIAS LOYISb: 12,20,.l- their goo-
IUCUIJATI, ROP'ANA W1978 vith/Ali of them residiq at 3TTAMA AITIZ&U1WL1DS Ne 48.Sloc S 2,
16 falities!... Apt 22,TIGLINGLLATI.CO 6l.O0,EOt2 IA(Tleofe:(3A)33638
Arrested, tortured, coafimed/ UNIIOLO CAS SIWCS 1982. STILL LJZCTW 81C...
to PSYCRIATIIC R105 VITAL, WAS L SO IT US SENATE /1151 . ALL nMUIC STRIKU of 16 A ALISS
ARE IS To UWSA.. lit. 1982 9r Meg. IO STEFAS & his hotter AMTT I To OH*INuU UNGIh

$1STr65 & CONCSJSSIOHAL WAIINC$ 0n" .. N" STAT06 TO CMtNHUWST RSIAA, kaviag their stats-
-int piloted is CONGRUSIONAL RECOAS about. BIT l UIR IITIVU ( FOLMU POLITICAL fRI OM

ta fWL.rWI1T ROKUNA,a POLITICAL JAILS) AAR STILL VOITAGU IS CO MUIT RO II:...

13.- DUhITKU STRAIN 1.- D0TR STRAIN, bore ao s J LY 13,1975- seoe-
689 Soace A"e 31, 2.- KLISASWI CIUAGb:Fsb 2,1956- fiancee & mother of DO T&U
RLidgevood, SY 11.385 3.- ECAT&ItM $TRAIN, 70,- mother-
Phom(212)456- 0923 4.- ION STRAIN b:3,220W. brother-
PER)AiN ISI.SH' 5.- VIORICA STRAIN, 26- 10.0 wife
?MIR POLITICA P1I$O1I is 6.- ALLWNDRI STRAIN, b: reb 2, 1942- brother-
CO10WIST OWANIA. 7.- DUPINA COSTIMS( Mide Have STRMN))1 yeers,- sister-
Atteeded TO BUNIh STRI2 I.- TVItK COSTIN,37,- bar husbssd
it KE YOU City & Is 9.- COBTEL 00TI1., , - their see-
WAS.INCTOUf D.C in DEQL983.. All of them ( 0 1- 3 9) residis at:Sctrada 6 HUlTR No 19,
ts behalf of his mOS2Cd 1JOYA-OC, Judetul CUJAS-SVIUIN, tOtlkLA
RItLATIV S &.GRATIOW TO The USA 10.- NAIRtA STRAINb:4.24,S4- ester-
si TT AR STILL NOSTAGU ii 11.- ALI IADA STRAIN, I: JANUARY 1939.- elter
COWU$IST ROCIA'1... 12.- kLDA U-SAN, GLOWA. 1,3. - kAJL IiAI, see -

All three of thea (0 14,11 613).
SACULE! me 53, Sloo 5, Score S,itaJ 2,Apt 12, TiXISOMI, JKLIA
Telafe: (961) 55270'

Tldy received " 0 BI10 ORM" BUT T $U TOLD TIAT 1OT- -
WILL OT ISU TUIt 501 & ROTI DHIT1U STRAIN OW N TC1K,
HIM AGAIN"! ...

54.- 30U STRIIA 1.- 1'ARIU04A STRAIN, bore as APRIL 2, 1954- FIANCRU -
I.S.CITIZUI Of: CAMSA SAGULDI Ne 55. Sloc 3, Scars 5, gtaJ 2,Apt 12,
c/o DVHITRU STRAIN TIMISOAlA, ROKIAZ(telfoe:55-27-00)
689 Sesaca Ave # 3L - She recdtvad TM SI C10R" but was told by SECURITI TEAT
Ridgevood, MY 11.385 so WILL DO NOT SRI l3 RIOTr DUTI3 STRAIN of 5ev York
Pho-Ne212)1-56.092. 4XVE1 AGAIN: "...

is Jelid T1M ONrO 3TI.1 Ja D3.5)41= 1933 t,.ev York City & in A SHINTOSI D.C.IKT Eli FLANCE& 15
"ILL, 6t0.M: to CO3)'JWtIST R0nIA

--------- ~s~--------------------

40-844 0 - 85 - 24
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- *------- ----------------------------------
5. .JO TAAMS I.- ASA AJUSI( Hatdsa Ratm C0S UZJI) hern on 10,11,53-vife-

686 trview Ave Of-ftlevardsl ION IUA No 96,1le X 5 A, Sears 1,ltaJ 7,
idwesed , IT 11.385 Apt 75, Sector 3, DOCIU. I, ROMA Pelefse 73-6)-1? or

* POLITICAL 3Z1AG 66-98-40 c/o her parents( C050200
i1boe(212) 565-0597 bar appliestios VAS LgJCTU SZCT TIMI SIJ.S 1983 TO DIT...

a/*
.CSOMS giwJ~l

Mr JM TAMI! JOIND TI ANOIMAX IUCER S11111 AD CO t S$IONAL MAUIMS Of "94.1. states to
CCHSMQISI XOCIfA In 1983, haviag is etateseat printed is CORG] SITOUL RACOtNJ of SWRIMS.
MY NIS WIFE IS STILL 1SUG8 IN CWIIlST ROCM&IA.-(I was 15 year TEAi CO S 'a witk TIOK
( ROMANIAN STAIWo AZIAADS)- sod defected to Vest Germany. No did reports to iSTUR&TIOlt MLSS
MEDIA em STATIC SUPCRT INTRA1kTIONAL TURKIOISK IT T!RACISZT 13SYINT CIAUSISC9 Or COMRII lt

RaOMNIA ad ia COMMUIST COYM ET:...

1.- CONGE SALA 1.- YAMlAHA b1111, hors Oe ]C103M 12.1959- tsce.-
c/o ION SALA(coust) Of; GU -MIULUI No 368 Jtsdert $1iI, &CIOUXA

1?-21 Metm Ave # 21 She I harassed by SI CUirR stac 1980 Was threatened Vith
tidtevoed, N111.33 ceoftamat to PSITCI1ATRIC HCSPITAL.tO UTX, JULY 1),1984 SR
Phoem(212)417-0671 PAS 20 UJIOI OSr SE APPLICATIO...
PW11AIT RESIDENT
ne joined TO ROMAXIZAN 1SGD STIiES is Nd T(1 CITY & 8 5 EUIPOTOK D.C io 1912 & 1983
gis sttoveeeto are printed it CONIJUSI AO L RtCOIUE em "14rr stts to COD94MSIT KUMAIA
BIT N1S FI.CEE IS STI. l(STACK IN CO.UNISIT C IOAN.A

,7.- DANIA TIRIVSt I.- CAISTIAN NICOLAR ZAiAU-CAItAN., born 12,19.52- brother
,idas Kate ZANRLAU-CAYTPUJ NICOtLAS & SILVIA.* ION & DNIALA,s tOTHI

PWWUNT USIDENT 2.- EUGENIA IMARIAN. ZABLAU-CA7EAhT( M.N. PASCU)b:tI,28,Shie vife-
,8 NIC0l5ZA1LU-oR.PtAUN(faths,)3- DPAC0 SILVIU, ZAILAU-CAI'PUMI 3, - their @o*-
,9- SILVIA. lAB AU-CA IAMNU(otha/OIfSOSAUA VIIA L AVU No 294 Bloc 6 Scars C, Apt 92, lector 3,

They joined To! ItCOiAIAN/ 5UCURESTI, ROMANIA.- Telefos 74-24-74ch/iFrTESCII faly
RUNGU STRIKS is mev York/ They satceded to apply by OCTOPRI 1983. To daie JULY 24.1984 there

City & Waehinstoe DC, oa/ is say word about their epplittions.-
DtECK9t t913But their/ 4.- IUSBISTA 51.U, M.S. b:3,20,49- cousin & nephew

relatives are STILL lKS 'ACSSI 5.- GARRIELA ANTwFrO A, URSU( laides Swis SZABO) b:7,13.4?-his wife-
in C(CQIXfNIT RK 0AIA..., / i-RAAU -RAIL, URSUb:3,i[.70- their soa,14, -

Of: Strads ACAICULTCRI No 32. Sector 2. BUCURUTI, ROfVlNIA
Telefos ; 74-24-74 c/o SFETASCU f(slly.

0.- ALLXANiIN-YIO L,ZA/.SCU,95.- I.-ooICA. POESCO ( m'aides Sae ZAN.SCU) 4.S.b:l.6,42-eLiter-
1.- NADIA. ZASLSCU,9,- daughter- Of: Strda Profesor ION BOGUS No 18.Sector 1. SOCUISTI,

.2.- RAID.ZAXXSC I.- son ROlAXIA.- eefos:1l.12-17
43-17,49th St * 4 D NSA APPLICATION WAS LEJCTZ S11 TIES S14CE 1952 to date.
Woodeide, MY 11104
POLITICAL REFUGES

She joined TID KOKKIAd WINGES STRIKE & CO;UISSIOML KARINGS OX7'..F.N" etatus to COYIMUIS1
ROFANIA is 1982 asd 1983 BUT IC SISTER IS STILL HOSTAGE IN CO*MV1QT ROMAIA.-

63.- RCIG]C TRE MCI I.- MARIA PILIl:ON, hors Oa AUGUST S,1962- fencese-
15-20 West',Witoda # 2 Of; US7SAUL de CRIS, Judetal SINO, ROKKNIA
r.ICAGO,ILL,60640 She applied In 1981. bi-.e 1911 to date, July 24,191), her
Phose(I2)273-8569 application WAS REJECTO 14 TIM.?...
PPRUI XUT RUIDENr SIR WAS TWLIU.TI. WITS CONZitSZtr To PSYCRIATRIC HOPITAL...
Re joined TIE UCIwAIA1 FROE STICKS is CHICAGO, NEW YORK & WIAHINGTON D.C. io 198L,1982 .1983
Rid statemst are iSCluded & printed in COICRRSSION&At. RECOQ of HISR I on ",i'r, stats to
CO lU1ST RCIIAA. MIS ?LANCU 'ILA PILICN is STILL CSTAi.I i COq ltlh RMANIA..
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4. IZ¢aJI. YIDI *ett-* 10----------------------------------I.- Z I0IA TAM2( ma tds MNam ? D) ber a MILY 13,1961-*ifeo
2.- fRtZN-LLIAS. TWbUtl9,ber on JULY 8,1974- daughter
We CARTJES CRISI S 2,51os I A ticare 5 Apt 2, ILATI&E, Jutetul
OLTAOAXII

is.- Dr.NC1T IAEUM.D. 1.- VhRA NINLU, b:JJLT 19,1950- daughter
i8-23,0G1OW St # 3 2 2.- CGAIItL-XSAKIV1flR1A1W,b:JULY 18,1973- sos-
lIdgevoodMY I.385 3.- YASILICA. PARA( mseld, 1 4IIN) h:11,12,- torg vile gad
Phome(2i2)121-5032 the mother of ey above reMtiomad child.
U..CIflUNSIPAppllicat/Rsaldiag together at:ulavardul I Decembrie 118,Ie 27,C, Do PH 75,
Eligible for by 6.,183.-/Dcara I, Apt 9,Sector 3, ROCUW.STI, , 1ANLA- Takefes:74-10-01
tr XUCIT YIIEFUA ,/ 4.- TRAILS VINEREAEIU, ?'S. b:4,t656- broth&-
joisad RO9NIAJX RIGU/ Of: Strada CIONAYX No6DlColmaa VAIDtIfMCod 1063 Judtatl VSLC.
STRIKE, sad COIWAUSDIONL/ ROANIA.-
EARIWIC om '"N" to / 5.- AlA D.II, bore s 1,26,58- Mrtead
COt2ClST CtANIA, havis/Of: Strad CIOCOI Ne 5, COWIM VAIEUNI CCO 1063.Judstul VILOI,
hie case printed on Coa- MANIAt.
grestioal records about./UASOLVFD CAMK IWA05 JOS 20.1978
BUT H15 CRILSUN AN FORM22 WIFZ( lOTHRt OP HIS CNI-DRES) API STILL ROSTACSG Ia COt2tlST
MANk.IA!-.

;6.. Prof. t. ALEXIYRU IRATh I.- Prof. ILIK IARINE.SCO,Iora on JILY 2,1939- cousla
104-55,lOlth It .- ,'IRCZA l AIHESCH.borao NOW 18.1968- hie sos
RIchmead 1ill, .Y.1l.417 3.- CeAtRl A.CIISTIN ARINESC0 bor o*AOY 7,1969- his daughter
(2121 641-500i Residing at CALI GRIVITEt 3o 101 Sector6. BUCUUTI,KOPL-4IA
U.I.CITIES.4DIP APLICANT Tried to apply first tiLe on JULY 1981.but recelved"T13 IuTYEILIED
Former 15 years POLITIDL after several months H9 WAS LAYD Gfl FROM MIS JOD AS PROFESSOR IN
PRIM N is COYNIST IS PAT IEN APPLIED. PIST RLJECTI0N: J ,-SA y 1982
MANIA. PW&NENTELY RtAPSSED DY S CtRIIY AC T10LTEh WITH COIFINttNT I

P5.S1I of AOtMAA INTO PSYCHIATRIC RCIPIYTL.
4AIO~tW C01MlIME FOR fLIMRLATION.

tn-anna

SPOKESMAN of JGEt STRIKEP

Dr.I IMIfh G. APOSTOLI
Writer vith Pea Ran: COSTIM JIU
NOSL,PIIU ."LIM9 FCC LITERATRE In 1972
16 YEARS POLITICAL PRISOWE Im COMMKIDT
ROMANIA,sPOLITICAL JAIL4 and into"TH CANAL
DAUt-SLACZ SEA"( "Ti CANAL of DEMTV)
Preltet of" TIM AMRICAI-AOFAtNA NATIONAL
cntmzE FOR IJFAN tiGTS'

'OA3~t

IN RMlt? SThIZ"15 MORI.01" of:
I.- iLE.;A APCSTOIUC rattan Rare ROFXAN).oDT1ER-

KILLED BY COAINIST SECURITY
Le T1ISARA City, ROIANLA,il 1954

2.- GREORGAI 5. APOSTOLIU,.- FATNI-
KILLED DY COMI-UST SECURITY
is COCTANTA City In 1954

3.- CEORGHt 0. APOSTOLIC. MROTHER -
killed by STEFAN ObMA.the SEC.ETART of
CO1UIVIST PARTY of District of COr.ANSTA
Irk COGSTANA Ctty.ie 1947
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Active policy uged tocqij
TERRORISM REPORT /JOHN WOLF

only fof i theiniate to tee

alit| ons specully trairltd forcou+:e•
subvrsioa warfare. They L,.aua

L* that rrejo r tr*Vop o( this ypst.
o A roe meet-e e te wg islrregulatctlUC&aredaeoit

toriuesfet"A eporeso at military units cmrotly tran d
obbiteroteeteialco betweom and eqiped to cope with the *r-
peceen wof'W Therear OSj ltimeae an reoed that
torit grop md hundrede of thea units be beeted up:'
-M M-. showpof tercerlats Noe Koch. deput osinaue sac-
b lriet, ay . rotaryy of dete- for in a

Combatig tha form of terror. seceruty affars. agrees witht

sitnc 'I reacttve policy o!y For- said that Pre il Reaglan and
feito the inititlve to the terror stoe Secretary of De tevine e pr Vo i
the [one Commeslon advle& The berer haive sad. 'This simply hes
Defense Depairment the cotmis- lo be done 'For "cr Deputy secre-
m recommeoU "aftd s wrecol- story of Deftt 'V. Paul Thayer
Pit* the. importsance. of state conicurs -The r, itlizatiol of

g
l"Ies the Gfm Soo<

Wetloa h N s ee-

saiawl~ d the Sd

g tih adcommanwo, opilS,
aril md treed tbr ral ,a sa
otago sad *acoaventtoa4epereobm blak d enw Ioa.L we
Iteadedw Pre*c UPI ted semoe
=oo whene the tme of conves.tese hre uod e premuore,

teappeeprleu or bifeai a.

O ppeeldee to special force

U& utawry of er. however.
object s e l operstuee Koch
sa He ad they cotutmn abo t
tht CI lam .tr t tt u howo f'lgl wee.

Treditimnat the admirolo and
e ho r uy ma forces

are iaed ab l ele omit and
object to bulistise fe clam

the serece am omorwable

|era&" H1 td thxe eltve

l~s d ws miewa 'mains.

tw anod *V uv beco offi

ciat" atttSue w the macb.
Martin of the So vUnwo.

influenced by an nsal$ vindt-
cative that tloder$ of the andl-
commutn lt world-can be fixed i
time and pisi - a ichetuled
mOtOTrCaJk poliical rally -the
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statembacked terrorism

BEIRT: A wounded U S. Mane a rescued fm the turtl of the Marine Cop headquarters la Octr The Ceiense
Department comm ssn. created to investigate the bombeig, determined tihat lerronsm has become "antnrount lo an
ad of w- ad " the US. ar-nad forces am I-equipped to fl4 that kind of we.

Sares" - Sabiage, aasaeinatson,
terrorism.

Victor SuvoroK a defector from
the Red Army, recently was inter.
diewed for an article published by
Iuternational Defense Review. He
mentions that the killers are mem-
bers of Spetsnaz - the Russian
acronym for "special purpose."

they have been assigned rte task
of finding and killing West,-rn
political and military lcad-rs if
war between the superraners
erupts.

not. and probably should not, be a
part or the military services. Cad-
res of former police officers, par-
ticularly those experienced in
combatig urban terrorists or
unraveling drug networks, are bet-
ter suited for this task. They under-
stand warfare in the back alleys
and the mentality of those who
wage it.

These units must have access to
the intelligence needed to perform
a partcular clandestine task and
be directly supervised by the head

special operations units might be
placed under thejurisdiction of the
National Security CouncL where
their activities could be monitored
to ensure compliance with pres-
idential directives and accounta-
bility for their actions.

Once these units are placed
under thedirect control cf the head
of state, the intelligence services
would be freed from the shenani.
gans associated with managing a
group that the media view as
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MAP OF LOCATIONS OF POLITICAL PRISONS, SLAVE AND

CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA
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George Hirsovescu. a

unger strike on Dec.
wite and daughter t0

Romar
Angola
defecto

By Ge

Since 1979. koi
hguerrila ar fare at

them back to Afric
The News World.

George Hirsove
pilot, who flew the
months between U
said he often csrri
schools and had flu
to diffirerlt plItee'

Hlrso esc wal
irline.larom. fror

19E1. In Frankfurt.
lie had kept sit

in A"rica. he said.
daugrler who are

DEFECTOR
FROM PAGE IA

44t after beginning a hunger strike Dm-. 30 in
front nf the Inited NorInnq - for the right or hts wife
Cleopara and daughter ftula Monice Viriiia to
leave Rromnla - he decided to speak out about his
experiences, despite threats from an official at
Romanta's U N mission that Itirsovescu never would
ee his family again.

African guerrilla recruits were Instructed by
special- troops of the Romanian army in military
cam!a in ,ihai Bravu near Tirgoviste, he said The
trainrt-i - from 18 to 35 years old - drilled for a
period of three to four months.

"Every three, four nionths Rnmania sent InO
airplanes, - another one and mine - each bringing
over 166 recruits," he said. adding Ile hik I'e same
recruits back after they had coniplcted their train-
Ing.

"In Angola as u€cl a- in Rnmania the guerrillas
were secretly smugrlcd aboard:' he said.

Ilirsno cu told The Neon World the flight's went
from Bucharest via Cairo and Khartoum to Luanda.
fo outss (rained as pilots

Besides guerrilla training. Rtomania also
t~~' ~ I Instrmcted lit )ear olds a-, fighter Tilnts, he usotcd.

I Thee received three tears training at the Aurel
Vlaictl Military Acadamy in the village of lotnsiu

Si "k[Aranu. he said.

illn 5979, under the tcailcetiip of Gen Mi
.. NW.irlesci Aurel, Romania foundeJ a vinislar air

tadcomy in Atngola. thrce miles iiorihucot of

N ' 'A LWlnda. Iirsovescu cl.iiied.
ie said iheic nere some 1IM Rormnniai

I(omamii liin fiided ltti bc. "hicl sLp-

rortcd alwiiu 5 .wirliicn ied in train Ancolisn
figitIer ,iris lii is €lccio li~tcd tile I%-pes of 11asesic

"[V i.plot M Ws - 11.1w a. lAR MiM-i;. IAli Misti. ,echosluvakta's L. 29s and
torer Souoavian pilt began a Soviet .g 15s ant AN 24s.
30 to win permission lot his [ie said he rniide a total of IS flights in Iranp.ort

tease Romania. usealini In 'ifrta the toI.il number of Romanian
I flights is it ile himdiiredn. he said. with every flight I

am-g- wcr I .... i. o o napins.ia L aIle rmc 'red having flown %icapnoi to Beno
gasii in l.iiya. ltujimhura in 1turuiidi. Addis Ahaba

inErhinpia, &-i 'mia il oihYec ad in

gu eni Las I Anolaa njd la ociii iii theCeitral Arrican Rruhlic.
- Not a w.ipiiiin enlert. tie teSCi be'd the shull.

.~J,.a aaa~a g.nis as-mnactusi guns and rifles from th. WW 1tc:NO' ' a w"'°* " "r" e c"h+"' C4"
t Food used as paynien,

rrt , J van Dorslen . The c, Pilot said frini 1979 illt August 1981 he
hod at'o fIntl niof sthpinciis of foo-d. i hlich were

mania has trained AnRolans in Rnnei ii s pay mnt sfor fuel imported fromArahian
t camp, in Romania and then sent enCnUIirmse
a. a Romanian defector has told '"'hile the people il Itrrnmnia sere ti'arving: he

charred. "the gRoeinnicrt paid for fuel uth food
seu. 3.1. is a former Roma ian bccau'.e tlhey ver ltcking ( ocigit turreicy,'

e guerrillas e.ery three or fMur lie 4,od each night 1.1 I 15 planes flew I'e sheep
schartest and IalanlJa, Angola tIt and huotti cd nf t4,ns of meal Ti ill tluchal clnl 1ottie
ed Aligntans to military avoition fiilliiiiig cltes Ahu lihahs and IWuhat m the United
own many shipments of weapons_ Arti I iall.ii r Ksii t AMin an, Jordan. teheran.
in Africa " UVII iI aiil Algicr-r
I a civilian pilot rnr the stale Atioagh iel.it CLIilked up l inial nf S.0 flight
nt 1970 until he defected Aug, 7, listIo% -- 4.05ll usl Icl!m - and %%.'% %%elt paid by

%est Germany lhoui.is .ta.it.1itNs. thu amiiC."ii said te hi.id qlkf-

Cnt ahoi t Pomanian litervcntinn lietld "v, .Iiile, oidn ofretcitrll even through he
because he feared for his wife and car~t'd nIti n suesl .1s 1 11lot.
still living in Romania. A . ,r caeli flietitI lid io cie a detailed repi 11

(see DEFECTOR. page 12A) a olsoiit the I r, c . . .hh a Irti' it .e PAf ,5 - -,-,, -

I
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U.S. Christian booted
out on Romania visit;
grilled by state police

edicat aid chat ICA wants toBy Charles Cavanausgh deliver to Romaia could be gotten
' 5Sfl W into the hands of the people who

A riurLd Baptist preacher has n J.been eu'illedf[rom Romnnitiy the On Jse. lone daybefore hewassecret police - the first tblit o travel to Ploesti to observe thesecrt epolice o th frst nci tcif trial of 13 Christiats accused ofthe expulsion of an Amencas ' bringing Bibles into the country,ta Cutry 5 recestyears \ Nims was picked up an his hotel in
Dr Curti , 7 fsve7 nty Bucharest by agents of the secret

Baptist preacer, gave an acossns
iis etlpeneocte yesterday ah sfsa 'Asarbe pwih ou
public statement since he was "A small problem with yourordered out of RIS 1wo weeks visa,'the agents said, istngthat
ago. heaccompany them fora"eorversa-

Nimsa. member ofthe executive tion" about it.
board of Interr.ational Christian They refused toallowIumtottle-
Aid. spoke at a midtown news con. phone the American embassy, but
ference He saud he had gone with a they asured him that he was not
group of associate toRoasa go bein aarrested,'You'tjbebockin 30 . ..look nto reports opersmuo and msiute" Dr .c,. 70 .m , .r afcbboI Ma ,,alstorture of Christisas, and to exam- Hedidi manageto tell hiafrenda aexipo fosnnamm, aiwunsvna I l on
we whether SO in food and (Cunbinsd as ~~ 14A1 I bmny ya

ROMANIA
FROM PAGE 1A

makettle c:M Ni shve p
happened atj people (while in the
custody of agents of the Rontaniin I
governmenli su I wanted the
embassy to know where ! was" he I

The 30-minute conversation
became three hours of rigorous
interrogation, during which Nimo
was queried notabout his visa but
rlthr about his connections wilth
%dslous "active believers," Lnclud.
in& Klaus Wagner. a Romantan -
caught smuggling in Bibles. and
loan Teodostu. an evangeical
Chriban arrested in December
and charged with espionage iy
also accused Nims of slant ng
Romaniaover Radio Free Europe.

When it was over, they ordered
hint io leave the country within 48
hours. w h ich Nims agreed to do

Vcr) early the nils morning, the
agents came again to his h(ael and
ordered him to pack his things to
depart immediately.

When he protested that they
were viO ltingthetrown agreement
allowing him 48 hours, it was
explained to him that "the mind has
been changed" Again he was
refused permissom to contact the
embassy.

'Communlas afraid' j .
Thesotereasatgilen byauthor. -

Iies fur his abrupt expulsion from I
Romania, said the while-haired I
Nun.% was tlA t he 'had associated) .isoapi

1WM".--ne ommunl=ts are
afraid of behlers,

According to John Crossley,
director of the PennsIylvania-based
East Watch tnternatioal and ar ker at the press conference,

o~,ossai an the best documented
case of anstitutionahzed religious
persecution since the signing of the
Helsinki Accords. And yet, Roma-
nia continues to enjoy 'Most
Favored Nation' status in its ec'
nklereatUons wath the United

NEWYORKi NEWYORK
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 2. 1982
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TIE CIUURCII IN COMMU N is'r ROMANL
IS RULED IY v'EISTS

There is Anti-Communist Anti-Christian Terror in all Communist
Countries but nero so in Communist fomnitiin or as it Is called

The Socialist Republic of ITomania.

During the las! years of Communist rule thousands and thousands
of innocen! prol)o h:ve t,. a rrcslcd. torlured ,nl ;cnt to jail or con-
centralion cx-ips for their i,.ic-rout; bel!Ofs. hou _ran s and llo isancls
of thorn were killed in a 'rct fcaiful way without being broglit to trial
or being found guity. iainy o' r t) victims .,wre clorgymen of al3 donomina-
lions who refused to suli:r :o Conmnunist ideology and methods, prefer-
ring death r.olcr ihan serve jr dless tyrants! 0 R

Nrvdless to say t
1

,al the C )mirunis; rce.lae of fornanta i!: one of the
harsh errersi.s el a!! Crrur.r as. 0r:(hodox, Jewish, to.lm, AdveoIts,
Proleslanls. Pentecos.,ysts, a[,.

Old. historical CtLIriches were coed and dc".tlroyed. or converted
Into warehouses or psons. lut wlhen the Comnunits hliscr cred their
va!ue as 'Touisr' altrict1ons. they repzicd them and opened thern to
the tourist trade to brit n i binIly needed US dollars and olher foreign cur-
rency to use for Comiunisl [.roppganda

The flomanian Cuir'irst, tibet fascslt all those v-ho are for
religious liberty rcgarc:-irs of race, ethnic origin or rtuyior.

S om e of tine Cni Itly's 0'P l,, tecr, lc-is C-I llii rO.; !oir , (be
their rank sinipte priesi, tin.1l) or archl, i-;'rcp) an sen! abroad oi Spy:ng
or olher nissionts by tie Rlornrnc.in Communisl lmily. Their irsion is
to underminie our oti'riy, and ri nstj io decci 0od Cnntuson ttidc their
cloaks amid piOLIS bearus.

Thil. Is lh, truth ;biut Flomnanin and wo slhotitt be tn-mi e and
fight against Comruni.rm if we ',warmt to preserve oii iecdoun 111d
or faith In God here iii America.

1ew ,it:, ,. Y

1. '. -L I....

-,~~lI I ' l~ .dl
(.'I .'t" ' 1--;" .ll

1 (:..,1 H ,:,..
'lI"-. 1

l) ;tiHE L IC.. I t,1I "ll/. *iit U 1,011 c14. ; [ :, Mlr.-lMI;.' t- 1'tit ]llJ Rl Hxt RIruIc
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COMMITTEE OF TRANSYLVANIA. INC.

LOUIS L LOTE. Fewhnl 194 Central Office
P. BOX 10,69 29M East 324th Street

Rochester h nY. 14610 Cieriwhetund a Ohi i 44120

viedfeefow ofria tio oM=r4mna ntels ya rnt

STATi24ENT OF TH Z COMMITTK:E OF TRAN$YLV,,NIAelNC-

IN COnTION OF A PhSIDENTIAL RECOes ayhDATION TO TeONTrde
TH4 WAIVE.S APPLICABLE TO THE SOCIALIST REPUbLIC OF RUIANIA

A14D TO EXTEND THE WAIVFA AUTHORrTY UNDSR TRE TRADE ACT

OF 1974.

The question at the hearing it; to decide whether Rumania has lived

up to its obligation under the Trade Aot of 1974j,e.whether it pro-

vided free flow of *migration out of Rumania in the last year or not.

Emigration is one of the most elemeutary human rights. The Trade Aot

does not serve necessarily American interest because the emigrants

resettle not only in the United States but in any other country which

is desired by the emigrant and which is ready to acoomodate this desire.

If it is human rights that moved the law makers in 1974, why narrow
down the benefit of American protection to a selected, relatively small

number of people, the emigrants, and why not extend to all the people

who's huLan rights are consistently violated.

The ruling majority nation of a country is usually able to protect

its interest except in Lountries with government which does not be-

lieve In individual freedom, democracy and human rights, and managed
to concentrate all the power in one political party and the political

police. With this type of polital system those not belonging to the

majority nation, the national minorities, are totally exposed to the

caprice, mercy or chauvinistic excesses of the government, what ever

may be the case.

This is the predicament in which 2.5 million Hungarians in Rumania

live their daily life and which is getting worse as the years pass.
The human rights abuses against Husgarians have alarmingly increas-

ed in the last two years . Some examples follow:

1/ Arrests, beatings, police brutality, house wohes without court

warrant of Hungarian intellectuals became usual news from Rumania.

From Get& Stocs Attila Kertesaz, Attila Ara-Kovacs.Karoly Toth and
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his wife who were arrested, beaten up, rearrested and ajain beaten

up toward the end of 1982, as suspected editors of the Hungarian

samisdat newspaper in Tran.'ylvaniathrough bale Pal, a teacher in

Ditrau/Ditro convicted to 6 years in prison because "he wanted to

overthrow the socialist order" , alleged by the court without any

detaile,(Xay 1983), Eruo Bornely, gravely ill history teacher con-
victec for 6 years of unknown ohargesLaszlo Buzas, convicted for

6 years also of un known charged , Arpad Vicky, astor of the State

Theater in Sfintu Gheorghe/Sepsiazentgyorgy, convicted for 5 years
of alleged "offending an armed ageOt",and house searches held at

the hoe of scores of Hungarian intellectuals, all these cases wit-

news that suonarest intensified its anti-Hungarian measuresin 1984.

2/ Father Geza Plfi. a Hungarian roman oatholio priest in Odor-

hei/Szekelyudvarhely was beaten up by policemen and "tortured to
death because he protested against the fact that December 25 had

been declared a working day".(The quotation is taken from a report
of the May 22 session of European Parliament in Straebourg which
pato tribute to Roe. Palfi. He died in the hospital of Tir6-u Mures/

Herrevasarhely, in March 1984.)

3/ Adaission of Hungarian students to the only Hungarian univer-

sity (as part of the naes-iolyai Rumanian-Hungarian institutions

forcibly merged in 1938), In CluJ/Xolozevar was radically decreased

to only f I v e percent, according to a report of the Times

(London) June 6 issue. This measure is a deadly blow to the Hungari-
an higher education in Rumania where Hungarians make up an estimated

one-third of the total population, in the formerly Hungarian province

of Transylvania.

4/ The London Times also report of the firtn of several Huunarian

zitter directors who were "planning to celebrate the eentennary of the

architect", culture historian and a hiLhly respected Hungjarian leader

in Tra ,sylvsaia who died recently at the age of 97, Xroly Koe.

5/ Hpagarian schools in Tr4naylvania have been dissolved by the
dozens dard pupils are forced to attend Rumanian schools. This is as-
cording to Ruanian official data analyzed by us.
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6/ The Transylvanian Qungarian Reformed (Calvinist) Church com-

prsin$ almost hair of the total Hungarian population has been plagued
by drastic restriction of the yearly new admittance of theology stu-
dents. For the needed 30 new students in 1980 only 7 and in 1981
only 6 students were admitted out of some 60 applicants. Hungarian

theologians wao by hundreds had studied nmethorland, Germany and
Switzerland in the 16-18th ceuturies, are nowlin the 20th century,

not permitted to study abroad even though scholarships are available.
(See The Reformed Church of Rumania under Oppression", the report of

Religion in the 2nd world, a Swis periodical for religious freedom

and human rights. Appendix mo.l.)

In view of these oonditious which are just samples of human right
abuses of Transylvanian Hungarians, the Rumanian government seems to

increase its misinformation activity to mislead free western govern-
ments, foreign and economic policy makers by misrepresenting the plight
cc national minorities. For instance, The Truth about the National
Question in Rumania, an official Rumanian publication (1982) which

I thoroughly examined, is mierepresenting the facts of oppression by
twistiug-turning them into benevolent treatment for the uninformed

reader.Some samples-
a/ If there it csome legal basic for the equality of riChte irres-

pective of natonality, "there are major differences between Rumanian

law and the uations0 international commitments on the hand and the
Govera ets's internal practices on the other" (Country Reports on

Human Rights Practices for 1982, page 983).
b/ Hungarian schools have been closed up consistently. Comparing

Rumanian official data of the mchoolyears 1955/56 with that of 1982/83
shows that the ratio of Hungarian children in Kindergarten decreased

frox 14% to 6%, in primary and secondary education from 9% to 6%,and
in highschools from% to 4 ,. but the official ratio, of the Hungarian
inhaoita..ts to the population of entire Rumania was 7.9 at the last
cebsus in 1977, and 11.6% by our and other foreign estimates. In tech-

nical higbsohools there are no Hungarian sections at all and no Hunga-

rian textbooks.

o/ Hungarian TV broadcast hour has decreased in the last 6 years
and to match the population overall ratio, at least three times as
much broadcast hours wouldd be needed as there are now.
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For more detail see coiients on The Truth scout the National ques-
tion in Rumania. Appendix 2. -

In conclusion I attempt to very briefly highlight the peculiarities
of the Hungarian siutation in Rumania as compared wita those of other

national minorities, such es Germans, and Jews.

The Germans are now permitted to emigrate by the 10,OOO a year to

West Germany even with financial sacrifices for the benefit of Rumania.

(I note that for 800 years in Hungarian reign Germans felt well and at

home in Transylvania were they resettled with the per ision of Huugarian

kings in the 12th century.)

Jewish emigration out of Rumania seems to be the proper solution

for the overwhelming majority of husaiAn Jews. This emigration is as-

sured by Amerioan law and American care for monitoring the process by

the House Committee of Ways and Meaniaand other agencies.

Two and a half million Hungarians in Rumania cannot be accepted by

small Hungary and the Transylvanian Hungarians by and large do uot

want to abandon their homeland for more than a thousand years.

Who should help them in their precariouu situation ? Logically those

powers which put them in their misery, who at the peacetreaties of

Trianon (1919) and Paris (1947) denied them the Afght that President

Wilson heralded for Europe, the right for national self-determination,

and who totally missed to safeguard their survival in hostile and ohau-
vinistic Rumania. Our oountry was one of the signat rise in 194?.

My cooort proposal is to give Hungarian-AmrLicn Transylvanian

leaders the chance to discuss this problem and work out ways and means

for solution.

August 14, 1984

Louis L. Lots
president,
Committee of Transylvania,Ina.
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The Reformed Church of Rumania Under Oppression
Relglon In the 2nd World (Glaube in der 2. Welt)

A Swisu periodical for zelgilos fivedom aM human rights ti(t4/vui. 2, No. z.) (Translated from German original)

INTRODUCTION
For several years alarming news

have reached us from Transylvania
which belongs to Rumania since
1918. Since the modest autonomy
granted to Transylvanian Hungar-
ians in the early fifties was rescinded
in a few years after, the around two
million strong (officially "only" 1.7
million) Hungarian minority, found
itself exposed to an ever growing
pressure, above all in schools where
the usage of the mother tongue is
brutally restricted or, as for example
with the vocational high schools,
totally eliminated.

RELATIONS TO SWITZERLAND
About one million Hungarians

belong to the Reformed Church in
Rumania whose official creed is the
Second Helvetian Confession of
Faith besides the Heidelberg Ca-
techism. With the reformator of Zd-
rich, Heinrich Bullinger Hungarian
reformeds maintained an especially
good relation. The epistles of Bul-
linger addressed to the Hungarian
Christians were published in 1559 in
Kolozsvir (Cluj/Klausenburg) un-
der the title "Libellus epistolaris".
and the influence of Calvin and his
successor. Theodor de Bze became
soon decisive in Transylvania. The
relations of the Transylvanian-Hun-
garian reformeds to their Swiss
brethren remained very intensive
and cordial further on in the course
of history which is shown by the
visits of the University of Basel by
numerous Transylvanian theology
studentsin the 17th--19th centuries.
Some of them became well-known
scholars and churchleaders. A signi-
ficant occurence of this "Eastcon-
tact" of the Swiss Reformed Church
was the visit of Karl Barth in Cluj in
1936 and his appointment as honor-
ary professor of the Theology of
Cluj/Koozsvlr a year later. The
friendly connections between the
Swiss and Transylvanian reformeds
continue still to day.

The Hungarian Christians in Ru-
mania, whether Protestants or Cath-
olics, have to live today under
therefold pressure: to the general

pressureofthe militant-atheist State,
that shows direct Stalinist features
in the Rumanian internal policies
(in contrast to foreign policy), the
suppression of a national minority
by the nationalisticly influenced
majority is added which uses the
power of the totalit.irian Rumanian
state against them. The third factor
of suppression derives from the un-
pleasant situation of a religious
Minority vis-a-vis the predominance
of the Rumanian Orthodox Church
to which almost all the Rumanians
belong (79% of the population) by
birth and therefore practically en-
joys the privileges of a state church
since that church from long time on
has been the carrier of Rumanian

national feelings and nationalism.
The Reformed Church in Ru-

mania is one of the largest reformed
minority churches of Europe. Its
round one million members live
mostly in a geographically closed
territory (Siebenburgen/Transylva-
nia) that are organized in two
bishoprics or districts each led by a
bishop. The district of Cluj (Kolozs-
vir) comprises 8 diocess, the dist-
rict of Oradea (Nagyvirad/Gross-
wardein) 6. We talk about a very
lively church: the church members
are faithful which is manifested by
relatively high attendance at the
services and an astonishingly great
readiness to sacrifices and personal
involvement.

THE STATE LIMITS ADMITTANCE OF THEOLOGY STUDENTS

The greatest problem of the Re-
formed Church in Rumania is the
difficulty in replacing retired cler-
gymen due to the drastic reduction
of the quotas for theology students
by the State. Out of 772 ministerial
positions already in 1979 49 were
vacant. The brutal restriction of the
yearly new admittance of reformed
theology students (in 1977 there
were 34, 1978 30. 1979 15, 1980 7
and 1981 6) signifies that the entire
existence of the Reformed Church
in Rumania is in danger, and due to
natural losses, it faces the total
liquidation of its present structure
within one generation.

The re-establishment of the origi-
nal 30 to 34 new admissions would
be absolutely necessary. In appli-
cants there is no shortage: some 60
young reformeds apply to theology
studies but up to 90% have to be re-
fused which is felt In protestant-
church circles especially painful.
Even more shocking is for them the
discrimination in favor of the Ortho-
dox Church which presently has
about 1000 theology students in
priest seminaries so that their
supply in priests is assured more
than adequately.

The second main complaint of the
reformed Christians in Transylvania
concerning replacement of ministers
is the restriction for studies abroad

of young theologians. Since the time
of Reformation studying at West-
European protestant theologies was
a solid ingredient in the education
of Transylvanian reformed minis-
ters. Alone in the Holland univer.
cities several hundred Transylvanian
reformed theology students had
studied in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies. Due to the hostile attitude of
the catholic liabsburg-Monarchy
most of these students had to make
a difficult detour through Poland
and Prussia on foot or by boat etc.
in order to reach Western Europe.
Today, on the contrary, in the era of
excellent travel facilities and with
intensive oecumenical connections it
is seen as a sensation if once in a
great while a reformed theology
student is permitted to go abroad
for a year of study, even though that
students from Transylvania are
awaited with generous scholarships
not only in Western Europe but also
in North America (Princeton etc.).
But only ministers with completed
studies and with family are consi-
dered for permission (the family as"pawns" must stay in Rumania), at
most two students a year. Looking
back at the last three decades
shows that in most of the years no
studying in foreign countries was
granted !or reformedsfrom Rumania

(Contimed an Pag 8)
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states. In conclusion in Part V. ISixty
Years After) - essays of Frank Koexorus.
Jr.. Michael Sozan, Andres Ludanyi. Ka-
roly Nagy and George Schopflin present
to the reader the plight of to day Hungar-
ians who became inhabitants of Cechou o-
vakiac Rumania and Yugoslavia.

THE REFORMED CHURCH OF
RUMANIA UNDER OPPRESSION

(Continued from Pages)
Incomparison, theOrthodoxChurch
of Rumania could and can send at
least 30 theology students a year
to Western Europe and America.
thank mostly to generous protestant
scholarships; two of them study at
Princeton right now.

It would be extremely dedre If
the Rumaian government would
rescind thea painful and diacrimi
eating w.mure, salat a religious
and Ilngsulse minority, firtly by re-
establshia the quota of reformed
students In the Institute of Theology
of CIst (Kolowira ) for the full ear-
Ier amount (at leut 30 new admits.
alon a yeaw), secondly by permit-
tins the for Tranylvamla rididonmel
studies of theology students In
foreign countuies in the desired
number. The present datatliom Is an
affront against the mnst elementary
huma rghta and cannot be ten
by ltereformed world pubtleopInlon
not at ls also on the pan of the
Swiss reformed.

TORTURED TO DEATH,
REV. GEZA PALF HONORED

IN THE
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

o the may aesi o a the Eur
Parlfaeat i Suaaherg. Frae. Lad
Bethel, reprentatiss ofthe Unitad Kiar
dee, latisdueed a raedvie m bmma
rights ad a. paying trlhet to Rev. Gem
Pal, "a Hungarian pried is Trasyhasla
teelred to deatk beusm he pVotes"d
agaldt theft tlhat Desemhr 2S JI hem
dlared a working day." Tha raelution
was adapted. (See our Special Bulletin)
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SIGIMISOARA. Romania (UPI) - Hun-
gary and Rumania have both won U.S.
praise for their independent policies
within the East Bloc, but the two Com-
munist allies are uneasy neighbours.

They have two of the most different
soc , political and economic systems in
the Warsaw Pact. Moreover, friction
builds over the estimated two million eth-
nic Hungarians in Transylvania, the
wedgeshaped western third of Romania
bounded by the Carpathin Mountains.

The Transylvanian Husgarians are the
largest ethnic minority In Europe. They
comprise more than a quarter of the
region's population and almost one tenth
of Rumania's total 22.5 million.

Hungarians accuse Romania of discrimi-
nating against them. Ronanians accuse
Hungary of wanting to annex Transyl-
vania, which it owned until after World
War I.

Historians from each country present
contradictory versions of the region's his-
tory. The complex, sensitive issues have
sparked emigre lobbying, dissident agita-
tion, local nationalism and official polmics
which have soured relations between the
two governments.

"Economic cooperation has increased
but as a whole, Hungarlan-Romanian re-
lations have not developed, but stagnated,
and in certain areas a decline has been
experienced," senior Hungarian office
Matyas Svurs said on Budapest Radio
recently.

A R6umanian official described relations
as "a bit faded."

Transylvania is a backdrop to vivid
contrasts between the two countries in
general, including a dramatic difference is
foreign poliy, living standards and atti-
tude towards individual human rights.

Hungary is no paradise. but it is the
richest and most open eciety within the
East -Bloc. Romania is probably the
poorest and most controlled.

Hungarians hearing someone is about to
travel to Rum are apt to clutch their
hearts in exaggerated distress, nake a
face and urge the traveller, "take food,
take food."

Budapest. Hungay's capital, boasts well.
stocked shop*. Western goods, neo lights
and fancy hotels. Bucharest. Romania's
capital, suffers food and fuel shortages,
rationing and streets darkened by power
cut

Hungary does have major economic
problems, but it encourages private enter-
prise and innovations to supplement Com-
munism. In Romania virtually everything
is atte-controlled.

Hungary. under low-key Communist
Party leader Janos Kadar. takes pains to
follow the Soviet line in foreign policy,
Russian troops are satiooed on its soil.

Romania has created an overwhelming
personality cult around President Nicolse
Ceausescu and is proud of his independent
foreign policy stand, which officials value
more than Hungary's relative prosperity.
There are no foreign troops in Romania.

Yet it is in Budapest that Western
newspapers are readily available at hotel
newstands. They are not to be found in
Bucharest.

In Budapest. activists in the relatively
small dissident movement - which hu
made the plight of Hungarians in Romania
one of its key platforms--are harrased by
Police but meet openly with Westlrners
Ordinary Hungarians seem to feel few
qualms about speaking their minds.

In Romania all typewriters must be
registered-n apparent attempt to pre-
vent underground publications. citizens
are required to report on all contacts with
foreigners and the security system is per.
vasive and visible.

"Hungary looks to the West." said a Ro-
manian. "But here..." he mae a sign like
blinkers on his eyes.

Modern differences and ancient ethnic
rivalries alike are most focused on Tran-
sylvania. with its ethnix mix and eompli-
cated history of shifting borders.

Hungarians accuse Romania of discrimi-
natiUg against the minority in educato.
cultural affairs, job opportunities and po-
litical representation.

Western sources say the Roamian
authorities fear Hungary's relative fibera-
lism may spill across the border, along
with discontent over contrasting living
standards. Hungarians thus complain it is
"virtually impossible" to buy newspapers
from Hungary in Transylvania.

"Can you tell me why things are differ-
ent in Budapest than here?" said a Roman-
ian. "Why can you buy things there and
not here? why. why is it one way there.
another here?"

Ronmis vehemently denies diarimina-
tion against any ethnic minority.

"The Hunarians in Transylvania are
not living in s ghetto. They ar mixed in
with the Romanians," said an official in
Blucharest. "If Romanumn had a better
standard of living, then so would the Hue-
garian in Transylvania. When you are in
the same room, you both feel te sname
temperature."

40-844 0 - 85 - 25
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Hungary, Romania quarrel over Transylvania
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THE TRUTH ABOUT "THE TRUTH. ."
COMMENTS ON A RUMANIAN BOOKLET ON NATIONALITIES

A new Rumanian official booklet
on the najionatsei of Rumana
reached many a/our readers during
198), among then - we belhee -
msany members o/the VS Congress.
To our 81ow5d44 the booklet was
distnbuted by the Rumanian em-
bams, obtaouely M an attempt (o
silence our legulators to support
the eatenaaon of the most faered-
Naion ts f raefor Rumania, and
- in general - to try to Polith Ru-
mania's Irthdimage in Washing-
ton

It is important to know wheh or
the allegations of ee booklet are
bled On the truefacti, or are they
slateed a btle of ssraeicantly As
any mCan Wsed fo nnfluencing
those whose snare i tuhongh to be
dectt*, so tAs booklet, too, should
be eiammed for credilblatey A
thorough analyss of ehe book's
content set agaings the known and

TOWs/'e facts of le Wsh regard to
the na4val amenities of Rumania
should b, the Jude of crodebility.
That's why our research wt con.
darted and Wha' why our fi ndgs
and comments are being pubAed

in thu W ofthe Carpasian Ob.

We strongly belief ta those of
our readers who had the opportunity
to read the Rumanian booklet,

iNTIMISSUE:

e saab leniQma in

Emetab", M. aeki Ram-
II Pas'cea".

should have also the chance to me
the other sd Of the Coin

We note that our research covers
only the Hungarian natunalay of
Rumania wAtch is the largest one in
thearo., estimated to be 2J mWton
strong The Editor

The 77 page booklet, entitled
"The Truth about the National
question in Romania" was publish-
ed in 1982 by AGERPRESS. the
official Rumanian news agency. It
contains 29 page text and 48 page
pictures, more than half of them
deshill with the Hungarian natio.-
nalicy of Rumania.

Since the introduction sets the
tone of the entire content of the
booklet, it is Important to analyze it
in depth. It stresses the Rumanian
antecedeace In populating "Roma-
nia's soil" on which - as the writer
puts it - "other populations settled
down to live along with the native
Romanian people".

Almosi all the non-Rumanian na-
tionalities of Rumania live in Tran-
sylvania. Some of them has lived
there for more than a thousand
yearn (Hungarians), some for 80
years (Saxons) and 300 years (Swa-
bians) to mention the largest ons.

The setling of Rumanians In
Transylvania is not accuratly ascer-
tained by hlstoriography. Ruman-
ian historiams claim that Rumanians
are descendants o( the Daciass
whose country's history dats back
some 2,000 years. many other his-
torians state that Rumanian shep-
herd tribes emerging first in history
on the Balkan peninsula wandered
from the Balkan northward into the
territory known now as Wallachia

and from there not earlier than in
the 13th century to Transylvania.
Their penetration into Transylvanis
continued over the later centurbet.
But the first written document on Ru-
manian presence in Transylvania is
dated only from the early part of the
13th century.

Also the facts .at the rfirt writ-
ten document on the presence of
Hungarians in Szikelytand is from
the 12th century, and that the Hun-
garian kings resettled Germans in
Transylvania some 800 years ago,
prove that large parts of Transylva-
nia was not populated by Rumani-
ant any earlier that 800 years ago.

Consequently the non-Rumanian
nationalities "settled down" in
Transylvania not "to tie along with
the Rumanian people" - as the
booklet states, but rather they had
lived there before Rumanians sest-
led down with or without the per-
mission of Hungarian authorities in
the 13th century.

Inserting the rather shaky hypo-
thesis of the Rumanian antecedence
In Transylvania. right into the intro-
duction to the booklet on the natio-
nalities of Rumania would be preju-
dicial even if the Rumanians would
actually have been the original nmt-
lees in Transylvania.

Emphasizing that the non-Ruma-
niar population lives "o Romanian
sol" when that soil - to use the
Rumanian wayof eapeesslo - had
been "Hungarian soilr' for more
than thousand yer and became
"Imnian soil" only 63 yearn ago.
promotes In our opinion. polariza-
tion of the natin l feelings of Hun-
garians and Rumanins.

But is It at all Important In the

S ,IV L ip io, , , t ,
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treatment of nationalities which na.
tion or tribes populated Transylva-
aia earlier than the owns? It may
be if an ethnic group had recee'ly
wanted to emigrate : Fumania to
start a new life with stention to
become Rumaniar adoptingg the
Rumanian Iangua., culturee and
narional identity.

But the HunLgrans. have not
emigrated in Transylvania and when
they resettled there thousand years
ago, Transylvania had been their
own country, the kingdom of Hur-
gary.

Instead of restating again and
again thatrransylvania is Rumanian
soil. it would be more realistic and

sore peaceable to admit to the his-
torical fact that the three nations.
Hungarian, Rumanian and S on.
have lived together on the -. of
Transylvania f6r too long time to be
distinguished as unequal co-inhabi-
tans such as original or new comer
population. Each of the three
groups are in agreement of one his-
torical truth that the minimum time
period they have coexisted in Tran-
sylvania is 800 years. There is no
need to -sphasize how long time
800 years is in the life of countries
and nations. Still led's remember:
the united Germany would be now
only 113 years old, Italy is 124, the
United States of America is a 207
years old country.

We do not believe and we see it as
a usual propaganda tune when the
booklet states that socialistt Roma-
nia" puts "and end for ever so all
social and national oppresion" and
that "the Socialist Republic of Ro-
mania is among the countries in
which the national question was
truly solved in a democratic, huma-
nist way".

It would be interesting and useful
to the Rumanian credibility to
explain what the booklet actually
meant when the above grandious
statements were printed and addi-
tional allegations, that the socialist
Rumania removes "all discrim na-
tions, declaring and prarih-.Ily iea-
suring the full equality of all citizens
whatever their nationality, race or
religion", were included in the tex.

Alt sources oinfrrsnAtioo, except
Rumanian sources (such as the
booklets published on nationlitiq.
and other offidal Rumanian state-
ments) state euctly the opposite of
the above quoted, alleged virtues of

the Rumanian government. Discvi-
rmination of Hungarians and Sa-
ions, strict curtailment of cultural
activities, complete di-nlal of using
the nationality languagei, even offi-
cially sponsor agitation against
Hungarians, just to mention a few
grievances, have been committed in
Rumania for decades, and they in-
crease every year in an alarming
rate. informations on the worsening
situation keep coming from many
different and to each other unrela-
ted, independent sources such as
the United States Government
through the Country Reports On
Human Rights Practice. Report of
the Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europ entitled
"Implementation of the Final Act of
the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe: Seven Years
aftes Helsnki", a recent US Senate
Report on Human Right Issues in
Rumania and other, independent
human right groups, such as Mino-
rity Rights Group (London), Am-
nesty International, and others, In-
ternational press reports in the
U.S., England, France, Germany,
Switzeriand, Scandinavian coun-
tries, books, visitors from and in
Rumania etc.

Would at least have the text a
sentence of reference to ;he imper-
fect state of human rights in Ruma-
ca, the booklet could assure a
higher rate of credibility to the Ru-
manian allegation of "full equality
of rights among all working poop-
le".

But it does not have any such re-
ference thereby inadvertently pro-
ving that the booklet is a textbook
case of propaganda product which
is supposed to admit no weak-
ness, no fault, no blame and has to
reflect the best possible image of the
country's national minority policies,
even if it is a phony image.

0

The first chapter of the booklet,
"Tha Natsoul Suctuin of Ra-,,.
la's Poplatio" is based on the

latest Rumanian census taken in
January 1977. Foreign experts do
not agree with the Rumanian census
figures with regard to nationalities.
Their research indicate that jomre
2.5 million Hungarians live in Ru-

mania, i.e. 11.6% of the totalgpowa-
lation and not only 1.670568 or
7.9% as the booklet states.

But what is likely to be more im-
portant, a flat percentage figure
does not tell the red facts as to the
Hungarian presence in Rumania.
Hungarians, Saxons, Swabiass and
most of the smaller ethnic groups live
in Transylvania, the formerly Hun-
gaian province of today Rumania
where their total number amounts
to an estimated 40%. t is Transyl-
vania where the strength of Hunga.
rians and others should be taken in
consideration by respecting their
human and national rights with a
larger say of their own affairs con-
cerning education in Hungarian and
other schools, cultural activities.
usage of mother tongue in public
offices, preserving the demographic
structure of ethnic communities,
assigning leadership positions, par.
tipating in the administration etc.

The sent chapter entitled "A Ie.
gal basd for th- Equalty of R "ghts"
alleges completely "equal" rights In
all fields ofeconomic, political, jun-
dical, social and cultural life ires-
pective of nationality, race, sex or
religion". The trouble with this
quotation is that it is the text of the
Rumanian Socialist Constitution
and who ever heard ofa constitution
which does not proclaim lofty prin-
ciples? (it is safe to say that equality
in Rumania only exists in the equal
share of poverty, grave food shorta-
ges and suffering from the strict re-
gimentation and economic blunders
of the Rumanian government.)

One thing is the Constitution and
an entirely different thing is the
practice as to the treatment o natio-
nalities in Rumania and handling
human rights problems in general.
Researchers of the United States
Government found that "in the area
of human rights there art major dis-
crepancies between Romanian law
and the nations' international com-
mitments on the one hand and the
Government's internal practices on
the other." (Country Reports on
Human Rights Practices for 1982,
page 9&3) And this type t" discre-
pancies between words and deeds
have been haunting researchers Into
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communist Rumania whether it
concerns emigration, treatment oF
national minorities. religious free-
dom or other aspects of Rumanian
life.

The allegations included in the
booklet with regard to equal rights
for every ody irrespective of natio-
nality is in sharp contrast with the
findings of th c'sgres.,ional Com-
mision on Security and Cooperation
in Europe. Their above quoted
report, "Implementation of the
Final Act of the Conference on Se-
curity and Cooperation in Europe:
Findings and Recommendations se-
ven years after Helsinki", clearly
states: "The question of ethnic mi-
nority rights in Rumania has long
been a sensitive issue. Evidence sug-
gests that the Rumanian Govern-
ment dt.'s not adequately defend
these rights, despite protestations t
the contrary and legal prohibitions
against minority discrimination.
Amnesty International. the Interna-
tional Human Rights Law Group
and ethnic ccnstituencies in Western
CSCE states assert that the Ruman-
ian Government discriminates
against minorities as a matter of
p04icy.

There is little doubt that Ruma-
nia does not substantially fulfill its
Final Act obligations to give mino-
rity group members, aswell as other
citizens, "the opportunity for the
actual enjoyment" of basic human
rights and fundamental freedoms.
Insensitivity of the Romanian Go-
vernment to the Hungarian -Ainori-
fys ethnic concerns has b-a the
subject of much criticism.,

In view of the substantial discre-
pancies between the perfect track
record of the Plumanian Govern
meant in the handling of national
minorities (as the booklet tries to
convince the readers), and the fin-
dings of objective and unbiased re-
searchers. it is difficult not to en-
tend doubt and scepticism toward
the credibility of the rest of the
booklet and toward the official Ru-
manian attitude of hiding the em-
barrassing truth in general.

Another double edged situation
(one edge is the law. another one
is the practice) should be mentioned
in conjunction with the Constitu!ion
of the Socialist Republic of Ruma-
nia under Article 17:

The law asserts: "Any manifesta-
tion pursuing ... nationalist-chauvi-

nislic propaganda, the stirring of
national and racial hatred are pu-
nishable by law."

In the practice the law closes its
eye in case of Rumanian hate-mon-
gering attacks against non-Rumani-
an elements, an for instance the
book entitled Cunlit despre Tram'
sliva ta (A word about Tran)Iva-
nia) au'hored by a Rumanian nove-
list, friend of President Ceausescu,
called Ion Lancranjan. The book's
concluding essay is a poetic treatise
glorifying the Rumanian character
ofTransylva nit and agitating against
Hungarians, which is irreconcilable
with the Party's officially proclaim-
ed minority policies, and with the
Constitution. The book published in
1982 by the Sport and Tourism De.
payment of the Government in
50,000 copies, violates the words
and spirit of the law making "'the
stifing of national and racial
hatred" a crime "punishable by
law". Yet it is very popular among
Rumanians, and the publisher Go-
vernmeni Agency, of course, is not
prosecuted.

Ironically and rather tragically if
a Hungariao tries to speak up for
Hungarian schooling interests or for
demanding what would be due to
Hungarians under the law, that is
considered as nationalistic agita-
lion, end the person will be arres-
ted, beaten up and punished under
the same law which prohibi's dis-
crimination against nationalities.

This has been the case of many
Hungarians in the last twenty years
or so. The following partial list of
those arrested or/and convicted foe
usually unknown charges of politi-
cal nature in the last few years sheds
tight upon the systematic disregard
by Rumanian authorities of the
"legal basis for the Equality of
Rights" for both Rumanians and
nationalities.

Arpid Vtak, actor of the State
Hungarian Theater in Sepsiszent-
gyOrgy (in Rumanian Sfintu Gheor-
she). arrested last February, con-
victed for 5 years in prison of alleged
'offending an armed agent".

Ms. KaItalfa Mii. architect, con-
victed for 3 years of unknown char-
ges, released in July under strict or-
der not to talk about her case at all,

Ecul Doebi , gravely ill history
teacher, arrested in last March in
Csikszereda (Miercurea Ouc), con-

victed for 6 years of unknown char-
ges.

Lad6 IDus, draughtsman, ar-
rested in Cikszereds, convicted of
unknown charges for 6 years.

The January 13 special issue of
the Ellenpontok (Counterpoint), a
Transylvanian Hungarian samizdat
publication, lists a score of Hunga-
rian intellectuals vilified by the Ru-
manian security police (Securitate)
in the later part of 1982 by holding
house searches. The police "confis-
cated books from Hungary (mainly
history, ethnographic and cultural-
history types of books), Hungarian
books and magazins published in
the period between the two word
wars in Transylvania, private corres-
pondences, typewriters, and food.
stuff from Hungary. Many more
Hungarian people were interrogated
by the police; the authorities made
every effort to prove as much con-
nections of these people with Hun-
gary as possible, they tried to etlort
confessions from them which would
compromise the well known perso-
nalities of the Hungarian culture in
Romania" - writes the Ellenpon-
tok.

House searches were held among
others at these peoples:
Ia 1)6@ (Dej)

Rev. Laszi, T6kis reformed mi-
nister

In Mairoaviheely MTlrgu Mures)
Attila Viri, writer
Attila Kelemen, veterinarian
Mihily Spietman, histori.-n

Is Kolouvir (Cluj-Napoca)
Gibor Tompa, stage director
Vid Tirnovin, sculptor

I Caldbkenada (Miercurea Cit:c)
Ms. Borbils Lulics, teacher

In Sepa haaWatg (Sfintu Gi:eor-
ghe)

LAszl6 Bogdin. poet
Andris Balogh, stage director
Zoltin Caeg8, poet
Iure Mir,6, dentist

to Nagyr.d (Oradea)
L4eint Kertsz. economist
Gibor Varga, engineer
Ms. Mirta J6zsa, university stu-
dentalso beaten up during inter.
rogation
A-,s lgemaida nd d

tu froliw l eow November 23,
1982:

Gin Saca, a writer and poet,
editor of Elienpontok (Counter-
point), the Hungarian underground
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paper in Rumania, arrested on No-
vember 6, 1982 in Kolozsvir, his
home arched (Cluj-Nupoca),
beaten up by police, arrested, tor-
tured, be fled from Kolozsvir, went
to mental institute in Tslgyes, re-
arrested and interrogated in Maros-
hivviz and Kolozsvir.

Atfta Koeei, Attla An-Ke-
via, KAil Tich and hia wife
arrested with Geza Sz'c in Kolozs-
vkr, beaten up by police as editors of
the Ellenpontok, later offered by the
Rumanian government emigration,
Attila Ara-Kovics resettled in Hun-
gary.

Amnesty International first re-
ported in 1978 in its special publica-
tion, "Romania" that "members or
the Hungarian minority who public-
ly complain about cultural and poli-
tical discrimination or engage in cul-
tural activities disapproved of by the
authorities, are exposed to maltreat-
ment, short term detentions and
other form of harassment. Some
have been sent to forced labor
camps or to psychiatric hospitals.
Some have died under mysterious
circumstances or committed sui-
cide." Some cases are listed below:

Kib liy: a former Hungari-
an member of the Rumanian Com-
munist Party Central Committee
was arrested, demoted, deported,
and still is under Security Police
surveillance, because he complained
the "forcible denationalization of
minorities" in Rumania.

Zaltia 7-11A: college prsgessor,
arrested, beaten up, tortured for re-
fusing to write a self-d.nouncing
statement, because "he has spoken
publicly a number of occasions on
issues relating to the elimination of
the Hungarian language schools in
Hungarian areas." He is still under
surveillance.

Maine Toktal: confined to psychi-
atric hospital in 1975, and still un-
der police surveillance, because he
criticized the election system in Ru.
mania at a meeting of 2000 fellow
workers at his factory.

Dal Niub: confined to psychiat-
ric hospital because he "was giving
legal assistance as a former, lawyer,
to members of the Hungarian mino-
rity who had submitted complaints
to the authorities" on job discrimi-
nation and banishment.

Mr. Sims: a teacher "forcibly in-
terned in a psychiatric hospital"

because of his "criticism of official
attempts to encourage pupils to en-
roll in Romanian. instead of Hun-
garian-speaking casess" He lost
his job,

Ji"ua Sabi: harased, arrested,
severly beaten, sentenced t9 forced
labor because he "sent a letter of
support to dissident writer Paul Co-
ma, who had initiate. a human
rights appeal in January 1977 to the
35 signatory states of the Final Act
of the Helsinki Conference on Secu-
rity and Cooperation in Europe in
which he criticized human rights
violations in Rumania."

lsja Ktdd: senior Hungarian
teacher "who found shot dead in a
forest near Brasov after being ...
severely beaten by members of the
state security police." Prior to his
death he collected "signatures for a
petition asking for Hungarian-spea-
king classes in the Brasov region"
(with appr. 100.000 Hungarian
speaking inhabitants).

Jad" Szlkuad: "also a teacher
from Brasov," accused of persua-
ding parents of ethnic Hungarian
pupils to protest against the elimi-
nation of Hungarian-speaking
schools in the Brasov tgion "was
severely beaten by security officers."
"After an interrogation, Mr. Szik-
szai commitleed suicide."

0

Under the title There cm be no
equality ules the risht to wok i
quiasmtd the booklet stresses the
industrialization of the Transylva-
nian counties with Hungarian majo-
rities. Statistical figures are not
available for the reviewer other than
those used in the booklet. But as-
pects of industrialization that are
not brought up in the booklet.
should be pointed out.

While industrialization and mass
construction of apartment houses
undoubtedly contribute to higher
standard of living, they bring about
changes that cannot be cherished by
the Hungarian population. It is dif-
ficult to state that these changes are
being made purposely against Hun-
garians or are unavoidable conco-
mitants of the industrialization pro-
cess. But the fact of the matter is
that by enlarging existing manufac-

during facilities and building new
ones the demographic structure of
this Hungarian populated areas (we
think mostly about the so called
Sikely Land in the southeastern
corner ofTransylvanin comprising a
formerly pure Hungarian popula-
tion of close to one million) is radi-
cally changing for the benefit of
Rumanians and detriment of Hun-
garians. As a result of the industria-
liz3tion, for instance, Miercurea
Ciuc (original Hungarian name'
Csikszereda) one of the largest cities
of Szkey Land, and formerly
100% Hungarian populated one.
has now only 70% Hungarian
majority with all its consequences of
denationalization such as reducing
usage of the Hungarian language,
diluting Hungarian schools increa-
singly with Rumanian ones and with
unforsecable future developments
as to the strvval of the city's and
many other cies' original Hungari-
an character. Csikszereda and many
other tuwns may follow the path of
Rumanianization of the great Hun-
garian cities, like Kolozivr (in Ru-
manian: Cluj-Napoca), Nagyvhrad
(Oradea), Szatmhrnimeti (Satu
Mare), Marosvisirhely (Tirgu Mu-'
res), where the formerly 80 to 90%
Hungarian majority dwindled down
to only a strong minority. And all
this happened by government or-
dered resettlements of Rumanian
from the villages and from the origi-
nal Rumanian provinces beyond thu
Carpathian Mountains mainly un-
der the title of industrialization.

How ever the industrialization
helps is, prove living conditions (of
course, only if with the better earn-
ings people would be able to buy
more food and other necessities, but
this is not the case in economically
troubled Rumania, Factories and
modern apartment houses do not
serve national survival if they are
also means of Rumanianization. In
the case of Szkkely Land they are.

0

Equal Rgishts ad Dutie to Pub.
te Admnlaarsdoam, the next chapter
of the booklet, states the principle
of "equality among all the citizens
of the country whatever their natio-
nality, their equal rights and duties
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to take pan in state admnistra-
ton."

NotwithstandiL the proportion
of Hungarian members in the
Grand National Assembly (7.8%)
and in the people's councils of cities
towns and communes (7.46%), the
question to be answered is how these
Hungarian members in the adminis-
tration can serve the interest and
expectations of the Hungarian po-
pulation In their respective commu-
nities and the entire country. The
overall answer to this question is in
the negative. A national legislative
body like the Rumanian Grand Na-
tional Assembly serves in a commu-
nist country as a strong echo of what
the highest authority of the commu-
nIst party wants to hear. Besides
Hungarian interest are focused
mainly on Transylvania and a 7.8%
minority's voice is hardly audible
even In a normal legislative assemb-
ly where people do not have to fear
for their safety if they speak up on
behalf of their constituency's ge-
nuine int-rest. In the communities
Hungarian members of the councils
most likely do not dare to speak
frankly even if a small minority of
the members are Rumanian, not
mentioning councils with Rumanian
majorities.

Complaints of Transylvanian
Hungarians often reach us on
account of Rumanian domination in
the administration of Hungarian
populated communities. Often it i;
the case that such Hungarian towns
or villages have Rumanian majors
who cannot even speak Hungarian.

The need to give Transylvania
more autonomy in her internal
affairs is evident with regard to the
non-Rumanian population whose
absolute and relative strength (close
to 40% of the population) would
strenghten their voice in relation to
the Rumaniau majority.

Tse booklet tells us that "repre-
sentatives of the nationalities take
direct part in the administration of
education and culture, being mem-
bers of the Higher Council of Edu-
cation and Instruction, of the board
of management of the Council of
Socaiist Culture and Education.

While surely their task is to see
that education serves the interest of
entire Rumania as the party per'
ceivesiton one hand, it Isequally cer-
tain that the nationality members of

the above organs ar supposed to
look out for the educational and
cultural Inteesus of the non-Ruma-
nian nationality they represent. It
is, however, a big question how they
can be spokesmen of their respective
national interest in a political tys-
tem where policies are decided sole-
ly by the head of state and commu-
nist party chief, Mr. Ceausescu and
the obedient poit bureau, and
where deviations are not tolerated.

What kind of influence, if any.
can be exerted by the nationality
members of central educational or.
gans, we may find out in the neat
chapter, entitled Broad Oppoetual-
ds for Eduseaolo In acs's oawn

The booklet states: "The possibi-
lities of the nationalities to be
taught in their own languages have
constantly developed in step with
the progress made by the Romanian
school in the past decades".

"The ample opportunities that
the nationalities have to take classes
in their own languages are illustra-
ted by the figures In the following
table:" - the text goes on.

The statistical figures on a given
cut off-time do not reveal changes
that occured during a period of
time. Consequently the figures used
in the table are not conducive to

Preschool education
Hungarian Kindergartens
Hungarian children
Hungarian educators

Primary and secondary educurion
Hungarian units and departments
Hungarian schoolchildren
Hungarian teachers

Hh school education
H4ngarian units and departments
Hungarian students
Hungarian teachers

Hungaran popalhzts
by lass Rumanian census
by foreign estimates

support the above Rumanian state-
ment that learning in schools, where
the language of instruction is the
language of nationality, "have con-
statly developed in step with the
progress made by the Rumanian
school of the past decades".

But using statistical data of some
previous cut-off date help establi-
shing a relation between the two sets
of data, whether Hungarian school-
ing increased or decreased in the
lat decades.

The booklet published informa-
tion on "Kindergarten, primary and
secondary and high-school educa-
tion" in Rumania in the school year
of 1982-1983 for the whole country
and for the "Magyar. German and
other" nationality schools.

Another Rumanian booklet en-
tided "The Hungarian Nationality
in Rumania", authored by The In-
stitution of Political Sciences and of
Studying the National Question"
and published by the Meridiane
Publishing House, Bucharest in
1976 contains schooling information
in the above categories from the
1955/1956 school year. Comparing
the 1982/83 fires with those of
1955/56 establishes a trend in Hun-
garian education during a period of
almost three decades.

Based on the Rumanian official
data included in the two booklets
the ratios of Hungarian schooling to
the total of Rumania, the whole
country are as follows:

. ... ~I I +u
los/ LtI/s1""

13%
14%
N.A.

10%
9%

N.A.

18%
7%

N.A.

6%
6%
6%

9%
6%
6%

27%

4%
4%
in,
7.9%

11.6%

-54%
-57%

-10%
-33%

+50%
-43%
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I/The table on page 5 shows
how drastically Hungarian ed-
cation in the las 27 yearn fell be-
hind the Rumaiian education.
Looking for the reasons, the huge,
50% overall decrease is too large to
be attributable to a possible differ-
ence between Hungarian and Ru-
manian birthrates. Nothing indi-
cates that the Hungarian resistance
against denationalization has caved
in or weakened considerably, which
might cause a quasi voluntary sur-
render of Hungarian education.
Thus the only possible cause must
be the forcible dismantling of Hun-
garian education by government
regulations. as one of the most sis-
nificant factor of an overall, sys-
temk denationalization process.
Thratlike visitation by local school
and party officials at Hungarian fa-
males before the new schoolyear
starts may be another influencing
fsctorofsending Hungarian children
in Rumanian schools. Not in the
least, the introduction of vocational
high schools in the Rumanian edu-
cation system may be also respon-
sible for the decline of Hungarian
ratios since these schools are all Ru-
manian ones. Hungarian textbooks
and teaching staff Is non-esistent in
these schools.

2/ The 50% increase in the ratio
of the Hungarian high schools, on
theother hand, seems and odd phe-
nomenon which does not fit in the
generally declining trend of the
Hungarian education in Rumania.
Particularly not if set against the
50% decrease in the ratio of Hun-
garian highschool students. Thus
the alleged increase of the number
of high school units cannot be seen
as fact. The explanation must lie in
a closer scrutiny of the Rumanian
data. Using statistical figures inclu-
ded In the following Rumanian pub-
lications: Roaa a l ad National
Ouastlm, published "under the
sponsorship of "The Socialist Unity
Front from the Socialist Republic of
Rumania" in 1972, Mws Hangaa
Naeladfty in Ramaua authored by
"The Institute of Political Sciences
and of Studying the National Ques-
tion", published In 1976 and a
Trus abad eo Nalamdal Questm
In Reami published by Agerpreus
in 1962, we find that the average
number of Hungarian high school
students per school has radically

changed from the initial 123 in the
school year of 1955/56 up to 171 in
1974/75 and down to 128 in the
1962/83 school yea. It is, of course,
impossible that there were 373 Hun-
garian high schools in the 1982/83
5hool year (as the booklet tells us)
while only 146, 27 years earlier.

The radical decrease of Hungari-
an students per high school must
rather be the result of a systematic
closing of independent Hungarian
high schools and the resulting pla.
cement of Hungarian students in to
Rumanian high schools as "depart.
ments" (this is the word the booklet
uses) or classes. Obviously the book-
let treats a "department" or class
with say 40 students as a Hungarian
"unit and department" and includes
them in the total (373) together with
the dwindling number of the re-
maining independent Hungarian
high schools. This practice, of
course, is highly misleading about
the actual situation of Hungarian
high school education as the increa.
sed number of Hungarian highschools
according to the booklet, actually
hidesa much smaller numherofinde-
pendent Hungarian highschools and
a much larger number of Hungarian
classes In Rumanian highschools,
than it was three decades ago. By all
means the actual number of stu-
dents tells how widespred is Hunga-
rian education and not the number
of schools, departments or classes
where the units of different sizes are
dumped into one single total figure.

3/ From various sources it is
known, but common sense also in-

children in Jiadergarien
All children in Rumania
in Hungarian classes
% of Hungarian children

children in pwimary and secondary

All students in Rumania
in Hungarian classes
% of Hungarian students

sundents iss high schools
(including vocational schools)
All students in Rumania
in Hungarian classes
% of Hungarian studems

dicates what dissolution of an inde.
pendent Hungarian high school and
attaching Hungarian departments
or cases to Rumanian schools
means foe Hungarian education.
Undoubtedly It results in a gradual
withering away and being absorbed
by the Rumanian school. First the
Hungan section might be under-
supplied In teachers and the necen-
sary teaching aids and equipment,
then easy replacement is provided
for the temporarily or permanently
short Hungarian teaching staff by
Rumanian teachers, more and more
subjects will be taught by Rumanian
teachers until the only subject in-
structed in Hungarian remains the
Hungarian language and literature.

4/ Further limitations have been
set to Hungarian education by dis-
criminatory quotas; Hungarian
classes must not be open for less
than 24 children in elementary and
36 students for high schools. Many
Hungarian populated villages can-
not muster that many children, so
ror them there will be no Hungarian
schooling. But if only one Rumani-
an child lives in the village, a Ruma-
nian class will be arranged for him
or her and the 23 or less, respective-
ly 35 or less Hungarian children
must attend Rumanian school for
the one Rumanian child. The pos-
sible solutions for Hungarian edu-
cation, such as transporting the
children in a central village with
Hungarian school or setting up
boarding schools are out of ques.
tion, the former on account of or on
the pretext of gasolin shortage, the

1 s95O~5' inks) {
275,453

39,669
14%

902,608
56.510
6%

1,603.025 1.140,101
152.234 183,154

9% 6%

+227%
+42%
-57%

+90%

-33%

255,055 1,205.158 +376%
17,955 47,620 + 165%
7% 4% -43%
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latter because only Rumanian boar-
ding schools are permitted by the
State. Outside of Rumania no one
knows how many Hungarian child-
ren have been and will be deprived
from education in his mother
tongue by this regulations but cer-
tainly a significant number.

S/ The actual number of stu-
dents in Hungarian schools, of
course, has grown in the last three
decades considerably, and so did
the Rumanians. But the increase of
Rumanian students outpace that of
the Hungarians by three to one. The
table on page 6 shows the actual
number of students in 1955/56 and
in 1982/83.

The upsurge in Kindergarten and
high school education in the last 27
years is a striking phenomenon. It is
the likely result of openl-g many
more kindergartens, and directing
high school age youth to th, voca-
tional schools which prepare them
to fulfil job requirements in facto-
ies.

But just as striking is the sub-
stantial lag in increase of Hungarian
pupils compared to that of entire
Rumania.

In conclusion our analysis of the
Hungarian education in Rumania
based on official Rumanian statisti-
cal data clearly indicates that Hun-
garian education in Rumania has
suffered a catastrophic blow in the
last three decades. Our finding also
shows fhat the general statement of
the booklet, "the possibilities of the
nationalities to be taught in their
own languages have constantly de-
veloped in step with the progress
made by the Rumanian school in
the past decades", is not a valid
statement and exactly its opposite is
the real truth.

Experts estimate that about
35% of all the school age Hungarian
youth in Rumania has never had the
chance to attend Hungarian schools
and that this number will increase if
the Rumanian government does not
change its minority policies for the
better.

The next chapter, entitled "ln
llgher learaing" (meaning most
likely the Broad Opportunities for
Education in one's own Language

in Higher Learning) deals with the
subject surprisingly briefly, so that
the reader does not have much
chance to learn about those broad
opportunities. The less than two
pages of Information furnishes stat-
Istacial data only foe nationality stu-
dents but does not give any figures
on Rumanian students. In lack of
these figures it Is impossible to find
out whether the percentage of mi.
nority students corresponds to the
ratio of the overall student popula-
tion in entire Rumania.

But our source reveals that the
Hungarian university students make
up only4.2% of the student popula-
tion of entire Rumania which Is only
53% of the ratio of the Hungarian
population to that of the entire
country. The number of Hungarian
university students should be about
7.9% which is the official ratio of
the Hungarian population.

We learn from the booklet that in
the Babes-Bolyai University only
139 Hungarian instructors taught in
the academic year of 1980-1981,
while the number of Rumanian

Trannylvania 200-250 Hungarian
teaching position are not filed be-
cause of shortage of teachers. Train-
ing of Hungarian teachers has been
systematically reduced over the
years: out of the 16 Hungarian
teachers-college operating until 1958
there are only two left over In 1963,
where 35 teachers are graduating
annually.

lTere are serious shortages in cer-
gymen at the Calvinist (Reformed)
Church. Yet only 6 applicants were
admitted to the theology in 1983 out
of 90 who wanted to be ministers at
one of the strongest Hungarian
churches in Transylvania, while 50
Reformed congregations are with-
out a minister.

Another fact of the drastically
declining Hungarian higher educa.
tion in the last 25 years emerges
from the nationality breakdown of
the academic staff of -ertain 4e-
partments at the Babes-Bolyai Uni-
versity. Included in the chart are:
the chemistry, law, economics,
mathematics, history and philo-
sophy departments.

[ 50f l , -. 1 ., l. 1 2
Rumanian staff 14-60% 23 -90%
Hungarian staff 99-40% 1 58S0%

teaching staff amounted to 633, i.e. We cou
82% against the 18% Hungarian data that
teachers. When the independent than broad
Hungarian University in Kolozsvir education
(in Rumanian Cluj-Napoca) was cases we
forcibly dissolved and merged with than adeq
the Rumanian Babes University in the worse
1959, Rumanian authorities pled- language
ged that the two parts will be
completely equal branches of the
Babes-Bolyai University.

The promise was not kept and
"the net rest.lt of the merger was As to th
that university education in Hun. "wily In
garian shrank drastically. None of timwdie
the applied sciences was taught in let's see th
Hungarian, which means that Hun- that "7300
garians were by and large restricted are annual
to medicine and teaching" ("The und out ol
Hungarians of Rumania". pub- 3.4 million
lashed by Minority Rights Group, guage. Th
London, in 1978) and copies

Even to Hungarian literature total book
classes In the Babes-Bolyat Univer- about the
sity less and less students are ad- expected a
milted: 25 In 1981, 20 in 1982 and tio of Hun
15 out of 130 applicants In 1983. Thus tt
But in the Hungarian districts of language

increase 87-60% I
decrease 41- 41%

Id go on and on with the
indicate shr'sklng, rather
dining opportunities for
in Hungarian but the few
brought up seem more
luate to shed light upon
ning state of Hungarian
education in Rumania.

S

e "Prudlla publahu
the lianguage of t1e as.
'the next chapter's title,
tfacs. The booklet states
titles in 87 million copies
ily printed in Romania"

these total 300 titles in
copies In Hungarian lan-
a Hungarian book titles
represent only 4% of the

publications in Rumania,
half of what could be

ccording to the 7.9% ra-
garian population.
se activity of nationality
publication seems not as
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-prodigious as the book alleges, The
breakdown of the books by subjects
is not available for the reviewer. A
significant part of it must have to do
with communist-socialist indoctri-
nation.

Spreading culture and knowledge
by reading has always been a pre-
dominant way next to regular school-
ing. Hungarians in Rumania would
have ample chances not to restrict
their reading to publications made
in Rumania because of the rich
book production in neighboring
Hungry, But they are virtually cut
off from Hungary's book produc-
tion (fiction or non-fk'tion), Impor-
talion of books from Hungary by
mail is practically impossible and
books brought by visitors from Hun-
gary have to be deposited at border
checkpoints and take back home at
the visitor's return to Hungary.
Transylvanian Hungarian visitors
coming home from Hungary are
searched for books at the border
and Hungarian books they may
bring with them are confiscated.
This policy may well be compared to
book burning and similar cultural
barbarism. It violates the Helsinki
Final Act with regard to free flow of
information and communication
between countries. This type of cul-
toral isolation of Transylvanian
Hungarians from the main body of
the Hungarian nation is the true
manifestation of the actual Ru-
manian attitude toward culture and
national identity, other than Ru-
manian.

The next chapter, "Mass Media:
a Complex, compreawalhe system"
deals with nationality newspapers
and broadcasting, Here again look-
ing at the figures, we find the fol-
lowing situation:

the content of these papers. One un-
acceptable aspect Is the space de-
voted to the "beloved" leader of Ru-
mania which often takes away 50 to
80% of the papers In entire Ru-
mania, including pictures of Mr.
Ceausescu and his wife. The revi-
ewer had subscribed quite a few of
these papers but gave up most of
them becoming tired of the "per-
sonal cult" of Mr. Ceausescu as the
recurring subject of these puppet
newspapers of the communist party.
The central newspaper in Hungar-
ian language "El6re" is basically
the translation of the main Ruman-
ian paper, "Scientia". The Hungar-
ian press thus is nothing else than
the extension of communist doc-

tats

entire Rumania 40329 4 642
in Hungarian 1,914 I126
in % of total 4.7% 2.7%

trines and policies in Hungarian
complemented by some non-contro-
versial local news, in which the
reader would in vain look for the
reporting of genuine Hungarian
problems, such as the decline of
schooling, arrests of Hungarians for
non-criminal reasons, discrimina-
tion at jobs and leadership positions
etc.

The inadequacy of the Hungarian
press is well pointed out by the far
that an underground (samizdat)
paper. "Ellenpontok" ("Counter-
point") started to be published
couple of years ago in Transylvania,
until its editors were arrested and
persecuted.

There is no need to stress the
importance of television in our times
as medium of influencing the mas-
ses. This is true in Rumania, too.
How the nationalities' participation
in broadcasts in their languages are

I d renl I sdmbrs1011 1(- so, 9p 1 or o I"" ]uwel

entire Rumania 502 - 100.0% 1,537.885,680 - 100.0%
Hungarian papers 33- 6.6% 109,967,020 - 7.1%

Comprte the percentages with the assured in Rumania. is an all im-
7.9% official Rumanian figure for portant factor in assessing the
the Hung.isn population of Ru- degree of their cultural freedom.
mania. The chart included in the booklet

The reviewer's comment to Hun- tells the following story about TV
garian papers in Rumania refers to and radio boradcasting In Rumania:

While reading the chart below
one aspect clearly stands out: the
Hungarian language broadcasts,
particularly on television, are woe-
fully inadequate, and the change in
sia years In relation to the entire
country. Is a step backward: 2,5%
from 2.7%. Just to match the of-
ficial ratio of the Hungarian popu-
lation. there should be 3380 radio,
and 434 television broadcast hours
in Hungarian language in Rumania.
The shortage in Hungarian televi-
sion broadcasts is augmented by the
fact that on account of the moun-
tainous terrain Hungarian TV broad-
casts from Budapest are Impossible
to receive in most parts of Transyl-
vania - without some three relay

ass"". SY as i
Rod*ab TV Iad, IJ TVJ

42772 5.490 + 6% 1%1
1.390 140 +23%1.-11%1
I .6% 2.5%

stations in Transylvania. But of
course the Rumanian government
would not help or even permit
construction of relays the one
probable reason being that the Hun-
garian language would penetrate
more intensely into Transylvania.

Our comments on the last
chapter of the booklet, A
eoImplex system of ealtaia sa
arthalnuituliaa, and our final
conclusions on the content and
truth value of the booklet will
appear in the nest issue of the
Carpathian Observer.

CARPATHIAN OBSERVER
Pubdtmhed by the

OMITTEEO F TRANSVLVANIA, im.
(A non pvvflh w.rvinCriio)

Ed,wor
LOUIS L. LOTE

roa.O 3s0. Al"hvenu New v.Lf 141
-r All C .'re pos, 'c'-

,,: ,,,* ,,d U1-44,192
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THE TRUTH ABOUT "THE TRUTH .. " -
COMMENTS ON A RUMANIAN BOOKLET ON NATIONALITIES

(Continued) the Rumanian people in Transyl. petations could not be mentioned
In our last Issue (Vol. 11, No. 2.) vania: to our knowledge most of for good effect.

we published comments on the of- these museums are rearranged by
cial Rumanian publication, "The the Rumanians in a manner that CONCLUSION
Truth about the National Question they rathershow the Rumanian past Little wonder that the book
in Romtania'. than that of the Hungarians. Ru- quotes one Hungarian and one

We analyze now the last chapter mania's "reilpect" tothe nationali- German Transylvanian praising the
of the booklet, entitled A sespas- ties' pas and presence is manifested Rumanian nationality policies. In
sam of ewliusal and art hauls also by the fact that most of the any nation, any group there are
tV'sf which is- devoted to nationa- Hungarian sculptures are taken such people wh make a career of
ity theaters, museums, libraries, down and destroyed and the ones siding with the power for any price.

and historic monuments. It lists still up are inscribed in Rumanian and for their own benefit. Are
some of these institutions not giving only. perhaps the thousands of Germans
the slightest hint that most of them The reviewer reads with a good who leave Rumania for West Ger.
were established by Hungarians portion of scepticism that "the Ro- many each year not realizing how
prior to the annexation of Transyl. manian Stat. is permanently con. good they feel In communist Rumas.vania to Rumania under the power cerned with the restoration of nia?of the Trianon peace tre Roe historic and ant monuments" of the \ According to the view of the Ru-OftheTrianom peyae treitaty. Ru nationalities. If it Is, chances are manian communist party "the na.
mania simply takes credit for theseachievements, uccthat the concern is in the negative: tionalitieswillcontinue toexist for a
people at large sucsfutly because how to leave Hungarian castles, long time to come" but Rumanian
background of what was Inherited cathedrals, cultural institutions in minority policies appear to Indicate
by Rumania from Hungary6 yearn permanent disrepairso that the des- that they want to shorten that "long
ago. tructive power of time could wipe time to come" and do everythingThen in a surprising turn the text them off from the Hungarian image possible to stifle the Hungarian fu-
of the booklet states that "all his- of Transylvania. The latest news In- lure in Transylvania and also era.
story, art and ethnography museums dicate. for instance, that the Ru- dicate the Hungarian past of that
are giving evidenceof the Rumanian manian state will take down all the disputed land. Thus the trials and
people's permanence and continuity historic Hungarian renaissance and tribulations of te Hungarian na-
in this land ... " baroque buildings at the main plaza lion which was condemned to loose

It is strange that, when the of Kolozmlr (in Rumanian Cluj.Na. some one third of its compatriots in
chapter is supposed to deal with the poca) and replace them with htghrise the peace treaty of Trianon have not"cultural and art institutions" or constrsctl'is. ended yet. Whether the dwindlingthe natioalities, the Iirst general We are convinced that these educational opportunities culturalstatement stresses not the "prma buildings would be left alone and curtailments, police terror, spiritual
nence and continuity" of the na- even refurbished, were they of Ru- Isolation will strengthen the Tran-
tionalitiesbuttheseoftheRumanlan martian origin. Poland rebuilt War- sylvanian Hungarians' will to sur.
people, not giving that recognitos saw's historical district as it was vive, only time wilt tell.so the Hungarians who had estab- before war ravaged it, Germany re- In essence, the booklet on the sa.lashed theirountry(includiniiTran- built the destroyed districts of tionalit in Rumania seems tosylvania) 1r00 years ago. Frankfurt from the Middle Ages, want to prove that the RumanianRumania destroys cultural land- government does itsbest to lengthen

The only explanation why Ru- marks, if they are of Hungarian the existence of the Hungarians inmanians advertise day-and-night origin. Another item not mentioned Rumania. We c-sd mostly the Ru-the "permanence and continuity" of in the booklet is the confiscation and manian official data included in thethe Rumanian people in that area is carting away of Hungarian "docu- booklet to form oul opinion but wethat they still must not be quite mets, official and private corn- have not come to the same conclu-certain about it. This would be well pondence, memoirs, manuscripts, sion as the Rumanian writer. Not,understandable since there is ab- maps, films, slides, photos, engrav- because we put the raw data insolutely no documented evidence of ings, imprits, seals and like mate- perspective to see UK trend andthe Rumanians in Transylvania any rials" over 30 years old, from the result of the Run lf"on minorityearlier than the 13th century and so possession of religious and cultural policies. Unfortunately, the trendthere is no linkage between the Da- institutions and private citizens, the points downward and if it does notcians and the first Rumanian expropriation of church archives, change for the better, a little cal-emergence in Transylvania leaving a antique chalices, altar cloths' and cuiation would help to predict thegap of more than a thousand years other irreplaceable items in 1974i qnd of the Hungarlian comunuaity ofin the Rumanian history, and 1975. Of course, if Rumani Rumania. May God prove that theYet, there is some intrinsic con. wants to make propaganda to put it- future cannot be calculated by mansection between the nationality self in favorable light, the befoce- and trends may change foe themuseums and the "permanence" of hand listed confiscations and espro- better.
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August 21, 1984

Submission for the Record
subcommittee on International Trade,
of the Committee on Finance
united States Senate

STATEMENT OF LASZLO PASTOR, CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
OF THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HUNGARIANS, IN CONNECTION
WITH THE FURTHER EXTENSION OF WAIVER AUTHORITY GRANTED BY
SUBSECTION 402(C) OF THE TRADE ACT OF 1974, COMMONLY REFERRED
TO AS "MOST FAVORED NATION STATUS" (MFN) TO HUNGARY AND RUMANIA

The National Federation of American Hungarians ("NFAH")

appreciates the opportunity to submit this statement on the

further extension of waiver authority to the Hungarian People's

Republic and the Socialist Republic of Rumania.

The NFAH has not, and does not now, oppose the extension

of Most Favored Nations ("MFNn) status to Hungary because of

the benefits to U.S. trade policies and to the Hungarian

people of expanded trade and because of the concomitant

economic reforms and relative liberalizing trends that have

been initiated in Hungary in the past. Recently, however,

there are disturbing signs of a reversion to more oppressive

policies. As stated by the Department of State's current

country Reports on Human Rights and Practices on Hungary:

The human rights situation during 1983 reflected
a contradictory pattern not unfamiliar to recent
"Hungarian history, with both positive and negative
developments. Notably, the authorities harassed
dissidents involved in samizdat (unofficial) pub-
lishing and distribution, indicating a desire to
control such activities more tightly. A "boutique"
used to circulate samizdat was forced to close.
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The harassment has taken several forms. For instance,

candor Csoori, the reknowned author and poet, was banned from

publishing for one year and sharply criticized in the press

for writing a foreward to an autobiographical work of a

Hungarian writer in Czechoslovakia who chronicled the oppressive

measures taken against the country's Hungarian minority.

More severe measures were taW.en against Gabor Demsky, a

Hungarian editor of.samizdat publications, who was tried

purportedly for assaulting a police officer. It, however,

was he who suffered a concussion at the hands of the police

after being stopped for harassment purposes because of his

dissident activities.

Therefore, we encourage this Committee to emphasize to

the Hungarian government that its human rights record is an

important factor which is taken into account by the Congress

when it considers continued or expanded trade. Specifically,

we urge that the Hungarian government restore the civil

rights of the intellectuals and others who are harassed on

political grounds.

The NFAH, as well as its individual members, have with

growing anxiety, followed the gross and persistent human

rights violations in Rumania. Particularly alarming is the

discrimination and persecution of the approximately 2.5

million Hungarian minority by the Rumanian government whose

obvious intent is to denationalize and assimilate the members
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of the group. Equally disturbing and tragic are the oppressive

measures taken against religious groups.

As stated by the Staff Report submitted to the Congress of

the United State by the Commission on Security and Cooperation

in Europe, dated November, 1982 at page 66:

Amnesty Internation, the International Human Rights
Law Group and ethnic constituencies in Western CSCE
states assert that the Romanian Government discrimin-
ates against minorities as a matter of policy. Others
maintain that no national policy of discrimination
exists per se, but that the government's emphasis on
national unity and societal change in effect permits
biased officials to engage in widespread discriminatory
practices with impunity. Since there are few realistic
opportunities, except for emigration, for redress of
human rights grievances, making the distinction as to
whether or not a discriminatory national policy toward
minorities exist makes little practical difference.

In fact, the widespread oppression under which the members

of the Hungarian minority live in Rumania is well documented.

These include the precipitous decline of Hungarian-language

educational institutions at the elementary and high school

levels and the elimination of Hungarian universities; the

dissolution of compact Hungarian communities; the suppression

of Hungarian and other minority languages; curtailment of

human contacts and cultural exchanges with Hungarians outside

of Rumania; harassment of churches and religious groups and

confiscation of their archives; falsification of census

figures and history; and the concomitant persecution of

individuals who raise their voice against political, social,

cultural and religious discrimination with the most outspoken
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individuals being arrested, beaten, condemned to forced-labor

camps or held incommunicado with little or no trace of their

whereabouts.

Examples of the persecution of individuals who speak out

against the Rumanian government's denationalization policies

include the arrest of Borbe Erno and Biro Katalin of Miercurea

Ciuc apparently for their articulated indignation over anti-

Hungarian fliers which they believed had been prepared and

distributed with the participation of the Rumanian secret

police. They presumably have been sentenced to several years

imprisonment, although nothing is known of their whereabouts.

A friend of theirs, Laszlo Buzas, also was arrested in connec-

tion with the charges against them, tortured by having his

nails torn out and sentenced to imprisonment for "treason."

Similarly, Visky Arpad of Sfintul Gheorghe disappeared in

february, 1983 after he was arrested by the Rumanian secret

police. Subsequently, in August, 1983, he was tried in

Bucharest and sentenced to five yo.ars imprisonment by a

military court for allegedly "slandering Rumanian' and for

"disseminating hostile propaganda."

Despite the extension by the United States of trade

benefits to Rumania during the past several years and despite

wishful thinking that continued trade without anything more

will somehow enhance human rights in Rumania, the contrary is

actually the case. Therefore, we urge this Committee to

signal the Rumanian government that the Congress will not
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ignore oppressive policies directed at Rumania's ethnic and

religious groups and continued trade benefits\ from the United

StaLes will not be extended unless some measures are taken to

ease the plight of those groups. If corrective measures are

not taken immediately MFN should be withheld.

As Rumania's suspension of the emigration tax clearly

demonstrated, Rumania can be quite sensitive and responsive

to the specter of losing trade advantages. The NFAH urges

the United States to use whatever leverage it may enjoy to

enhance the rights of Rumania's persecuted Hungarian and

other ethnic and religious minorities.
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Holstein Association 1 Soth Mon ...
Braleboro VT 05301

Telephone 802-254 4551
1885 1985 802 257 4651

Cable Holstein

August 20, 1984 TWX 710363 1871

The Honorable
John C. Danforth, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Committee on Finance
50-219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

I would appreciate it greatly if this statement could be included in the
printed record of the hearing on Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 402,
the Freedom of Emigration provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public
Law 93-618).

It is my privilege to relay to you the position of $olstein-Friesian
Association of America strongly recommending that the waiver authority
of The President under Section 402 (d) (5) of the Trade Act be extended
to July 3, 1985.

While the 44,000 members of the Holstein Association are not in a position
to make a Judgment regarding the emigration practices and policies of
the Socialist Republic of Romania, the Wungarian People's Republic and
the People's Republic of China, it is has been the consistent policy of
this Association that these three nations be granted nondiscriminatory
(Most-Favorite-Nation (MFN)) trade treatment under the authority of the
Trade Act of 1974 recognizing that they are the only nonmarket economy
countries which have been granted such status. Members of the Association's
staff have traveled extensively in these countries. I personally have
traveled in each of the countries and have a reasonable familiarity with
their policies and the benefits to be gained mutually by continuing
their MFN status.

With sincere appreciation for the favorable consideration of your Committee
of The President's waiver authority and his recommendation for the
extension of MFN treatment of these three countries, I am

Yours truly,

Rumler (
Chairr'an Emeritus
rhr/lmw
cc: Senator Robert Dole

Senator Robert Stafford
Senator Patrick J. Leahy

Holstein- Fresan Association ol America
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Constantin Negulescu
14 Alden Street

Malden, MA 02148

August 21, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TO HOLD HEARING ON CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S
AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE TRADE ACT
FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION PROVISION

Dear Sirs:

The press release regarding the above hearing came to my

attention after the hearing date of August 8, 1984 as I would

certainly have been present to orally argue the case of my sister

and her husband who have been refused their demand to emigrante by

the Romanian government. I will, however, set their case before

you so that you may clearly see how Communist countries such as

Romania use agreements made with the West to suit their purposes

totally ignoring the human rights clauses.

In February, 1975, I emigrated from Romania possibly with the

benefit of the Trade of Act of 1974. I am now an American

citizen, and reside along with my family in Malden,

Massachusetts.

My parents have come to visit me on several occasions since I

have been in the U.S., and in December of 1981 they again came for

a visit. At that time, it was decided they should remain in this

country for medical reasons and because of the hardships of living

40-844 0 - 85 - 26
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in Romania, especially for retired, elderly persons. They have

been granted permanent resident status by the Bureau of

Naturalization and Immigration here in boston.

I also have a sister, my parents' natural daughter, residing

in Bucharest, Romania, along with her husband (they do not have

children), who have also been granted approval of an immigration

visa to the U.S. They petitioned the Romanian government to

emigrate in September of 1982. Their names are Iulla and Ion

Letea and their address is Boulevard 1 Mal, 42-52, Bloc 35,

Scara B, Etajul 6, Apartment 61, Sectorul 1, 77482 Bucuresti,

Romania. My sister is a teacher and her husband, Ion, is a

university professor. A copy of his curriculum vitae is

enclosed.

We bave been in touch wit'. them regularly and all they have

been able to tell us each time for the past year is that they have

been told to wait patiently as their request to emigrate would be

resolved favorably. They were taken off their teaching posts

several months before the end of the academic year this year so

that their demand could be processed and are now without any kind

of paying job or means of support which is in itself a hardship.

In June of this year, they were told that they would not be

allowed to emigrate from Romania. Their case number in Romania is

142018.
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It is heard to comprehend how a country such as Romania can

be granted the treatment of most favored nation' as pertains to

the Trade Act of 1974 (enacted Jan. 3, 1975) when my sister and

her husband are not allowed to emigrate. Congress should not

allow the President's recommendation to extend the period of the

waiver authority of subsections (a) and (b) as stated in (d)(1) of

the Trade Act of 1974 on the grounds that Romania is in direct

violation of paragragh (1) of subsection (a) which states:

*denies its citizens the right or opportunity to

emigrate;...R

My sister and her husband were informed by the Romanian

authorities on June 18th that they would not be allowed to

emigrate. This was only weeks before the the waiver authority was

extended by the President for 12 months, to July 3, 1985.

Obviously the officials of that country knew there would not be

enough time for the violation to be made known.

I present this argument to you with the hope that my parents

can realize their dream of a unified family. We have made this

situation known to Senator Tsongas azad Senator Edward Kennedy of

Massachusetts in that they might be able to help bring my sister

and her husband to the U.S.

Thanking you for your time and attention to this letter.

Respectfully your

CONSTANTIN NEGULE U
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BORN:

STUDIES:

DEGREES:

LECTURES:

OTHER ACTIVITIES:

SCIENTIFIC FIELDS:
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CURRICULUM VITAE

LETEA T.ION

1937, November 12, Bucharest, Romania;
married; no children

- Faculty of Geology-Geography,
Bucharest University, Magna cum
Laude Diploma, 1959.

- Doctor of Geographical Sciences,
Jassy University (Prof. Ion Sandru);
Thesis: Geography of the World Oil
Industry. (Published 1974)

- University Assistant 1959. - 1969
- Lecturer 1969 - 1975
- Associate Professor 1975 - 1981

(Department of Geography, University
of Bucharest)

- The Economic Geography of the
Socialist Countries (1971 - 1977)

- The Theoretical Bases of Geography
(1968 - 1974)

- The World Economic Geography (1975
- 1961)

- Romania's Regional Geography
(1975 - 1981)

- The Geography of North and South
America (1977 - 1981)
(All at the Faculty)

- Chairman of the Earth Sciences
Faculty, Bucharest Cultural
Scientific University (1976 - 1981)

- Member of the Experts Commission for
International Schoolbooks Revision
(UNESCO Program)

- Meetings with geographers from West
Germany, France, Austria, Poland,
Holland (1974 - 1981)

- Period of study at Geografisk
Centralinstitut Kobenhavns
Universltet (1975 - 1976)

- Geography of Industry
- Geography of Transports
- Regional Geography
- Environmental Analysis and

Protectic
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PAPERS (SELECTED) BOOKS AND SCHOOLBOOKS

- The Geography of North and Central
America (Ed. Stiintifica si Encicl.,
Buc., 1977, 364 p.)

- The Economic Geography of Socialist
Countries (Ed. Did. si Ped., Buc.,
1976, 350 p.)

- The World Oil Geography (Editura
Stiintifica, Buc., 1974, 204 p.)

- The World Economic Geography (Ed.
Did. si Ped., Buc., 1980, 276 p.)

- The Ports of the Word (Ed. Encicl.,
Buc., 1969, 419 p.)

- Encyclopaedia of Geographical Dis-
coveries (Ed. Stiint. si Encicl.,
Buc., 1976, 387 p.)

- The Earth Energetic Resources (Ed.
Stiint. si Encicl.,Buc.,1974,84 p.)

- Eurasia (Schoolbook,1972,1976,1980)

STUDIES AND ARTICLES

- Over 60, especially in the following
reviews/magazines:

Terra
Analele Universitatii Bucuresti

Revue Roumaine de Geographie,
Geologle et Geophysique
" Comunicari de Geografie
" Studi, de Geografie
(Romanian, French, and English text
and summary)

CONTRIBUTIONS

- The NatiLnal Geographical Atlas
- Little Encyclopaedic Dictionary
- The District Geographical Encyclo-

paedia
- The Geography of the Romanian Danube

Valley

WORKS IN MANUSCRIPT: - Geography of World Transportation (a
dictionary)

- The Geopolitical Approach of the
World's Clobal Problems

- Geography of the Romanian Land
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REFERENCES: - Prof. Viggo Hansen, Geografisk Cen-
tralinistitut, Kobenhavns Universi-
tet, Haaraldsgrade 68, 2100 Koben-
havn, Darmark

- Prof. Arnold Beuerman, Director of
the Geographic Institut, Technical
University, West Germany, 33 Braun-
schweig, Steinbrecherstrasse 15.

- Prof. Chauncy D. Harris, Department
of Geography, the University of
Chicago, 5828 University Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60637, USA.

- Dr. Henk MeiJer, Rijksuniversiteit,
Utrecht, Geografisch Institut, Hei-
delberglaan 2, 3508 TC Utrecht,
Nederland.

- Prof. David Turnock, Department of
Geograppn,° Leicester University,
England, 21 Ingarsby Drive,
Leicester, England.

- Prof. St-nislaw Berezowski, Chairman
of the P6lish Geographical Society,
Ul. Karlowicza f.m. 11, Warszawa,
Poland.

- Ph.D. Nicolae Diria. Voice of
America, the Romanian Section, 20013
Washington D.C., USA.
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August 8, 1984 at 2:00 P.M.
President's authority to waive
application of subsection a & b
of Section 402, the freedom of
emigration provision of the Trade

Sir, Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618)

The undersigned Gooiman MaEdalena, a political refugee from

Romania, resident, along vith my husband and daughter, since

September 25, 1981 in Chicago, 2063 West Jarvis, 60645, would

like to bring to your notice the followings

I left Romania on the basis of passport for people without

citizenship and on June 14, 1982 we ( my family and I ) became

permanent residents in the United States.

On August 23, 1982 my parents have also oome to United States

and are residing at the same address with me and my family.

I Romania I have a sister and her family:

Deoa Maria-Ana nurse sister 11-26-1943

Deoa "ircea Physician brother-in-law 06-28- 1932

Deoa Monica student niece 07-07-1966

all residing in Bucharest, Str. Miron Constantinesou 10, bloc

081, So. C, aP. 114, Sector 6, phone 26-47-37.

They applied for emigration to the United States on .Mroh 1,

1980, having the file #101.465.

On April 11, 1980 they have also opened a file at the American

Embassy in Bucharest and on the same day they had also an interview

with r. James Lasiter , the American Consul in those days.

Immediately after applying for emigration, more exactly in may

of 1980 my sister was fired from her job and by brother-in-law was

removed from his job and sent in a very remote village.

After 3 years and 5 months of continuous harrasments and

oppresions from Romanian authorities, on August 5, 1983 as a result

of our numerous appeals made to the American authorities, Deoa family

was granted the large forms.
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The submitting of these forms was conditioned by the

resignation from his job of my brother-in-law and by not

permitting zfl niece to go to school.

Since August 23, 1983 Deoa family is without any means of

living.

Since that date the Romanian authori "is have also

interified their harrasments and oppresions against Deca family.

Although 6 months is the maximum legal period to issue the

passports - from the date of submitting the large forms - until

now Deca family did not receive any rely . The only thing they

are continuously told is to wait.

During the last meeting they had with the Passport Authorities

that is in July, 1984, they have been told that their prssports

have been approved and pioccessed since January of 1984 but they

are not given the passports because Deca :ircea has a sister who

is oOrking on contracts in Algeria.

.:y brdther-in-law , who does not t.Lintain any relations with

his sister for a very long time, did not 2ven know, that she is

working in Algeria , does not know ;hen she left cnd ho;. long

she is Coing to continue to stay tzere.

This shows clearly and these are unreasonable otives found

by the Romanian authorities just to prevent Deca faa ily to leave

Romania.

Here, in the United Sta.tes, i e appealed to nuforous American

officials : Senator Charles Percy, Honorable Dante Fascell,

President Ronald Reacan's Secretary as welt as to the State

Department, Co. mission for East Europe a.d Bureau of fuaLan ?Lithts,

askinc for their help in solving.lhis very old -nd difficult ca se"

as even Senator Percy said in his leuter of JIne, 1984 arT as was
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also mentioned in the telephone conversations I had on August 15,

1984 ith Senator Percy's Secretaries ( .s. Summers End -s. Sussien).

As you can see, this is typical e-se of reunification of the

faraily as my sister has both parents and the sister in the U.ited

States, and even if 4 years and 5 mLonths hc.ve passed since they

applied foe emiratior 'Ie romanian authorities continue to break

the agreements they have signed regardin human rights and cold

blooded torture and harras Deea family preventing them to leave

Romania.

I appeal to you with a desperate request and at the same time

as my last hope to understand the terrible situation Deca family

is facing and to help them obtain urgently the passports and the

required entry visas to United States so that they can come here

as soon as possible.

Please keep in mind that because of the continuous harass: e.ts

^or the last 4 years and 5 months, and especially the last year of

sufferings and tortures not to mention that for the last 1 ycar they

have no means of living and they are surviving due to the kindriess

and charity of friends, my sister is very sick and she is denied

any medical assistance, because according to the law she does not

have any rights as they allied for e.Agration.

Prolonging their stay in Romania might lead to loosing her

plus our parents, a,,ho are very old and suffering they miCht also di

as their only hope is to see their other daughter here, near them.

Being convinced that you "ill do whatever is in your po' er

to help us, I thank you very much.

(Gociman M.1agdalena)
2063 West Jarvis
Chicago IlLinois 60645
Phone: t312) 973-6242

AuCust 20, 1984
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA

DONALD R. KEOUGH AODRES3 REPLY TO
PRESIDENT P.O. DRAWER 1734

AND ATLANT GA. 30301
CHIEF OPRATtNG OFFICER

404 676-2121

August 16, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As you are considering the extension of the
President's waiver authority under Section
402 of the 1974 Trade Act, I would like to
express my strong support for continuing the
Most Favored Nation Tariff Treatment for
Romania and Hungary.

The Coca-Cola Company sells Coca-Cola in
both Hungary and Romania and recognizes the
importance of this business to its overall
operations. We value highly these business
relationships and believe it is necessary
to preserve the framework for this mutually
beneficial trade which benefits not only my
Company but the economic and political in-
terests of the United States as well.

In 1983, the United States had an overall
trade deficit of approximately $58 billion
This figure has almost doubled from only
the previous year.

These figures show how important it is for
the U.S. to emphasize international trade
as a national economic priority. We need
to try even harder to achieve a positive
trade balance whereby we would also be
creating more jobs for Americans. Denial
of fair tariff practices at this time would
only have an adverse impact on the climate
in which international trade can grow.
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Pg. 2
The Honorable John Danforth
August 16, 1984

It is my strong belief that continuing fair
trade practices with our bilateral trading
partners will further benefit our trade with
these countries and be in our country's best
interests.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to
monitor these trade agreements to insure
that our country's best interests are
served.

Sincerely,

Donald R. Keough

DRK:pm
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA

DONALD R. KEOUOH AOORESS REPLY TO

PRAN1DENT P, O DRAWER 1734

ANG ATLANTA, GA. 30301
CHIrr OPERATING OfliCER

404 676-21

August 16, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
337 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As you are considering the extension of the
President's waiver authority under Section
402 of the 1974 Trade Act, I would like to
express my support for continuing the Most
Favored Nation Tariff Treatment for the
People's Republic of China. I would fur-
ther recommend that the President's waiver
authority with respect to China be extended
on a multi-year basis, rather than annual
renewal. This would create a climate more
consistent with the expanding economic re-
lations between our two countries.

The Coca-Cola Company has been selling
Coca-Cola to China since 1979 and has opened
Bottling plants in Beijing and Guangzhou. A
third plant will open this year in Xiamen.
The U.S.-China Trade Agreement provides a
necessary structure for the kind of expansion
of trade with China that will benefit not
only my Company but the economic and politi-
cal interests of the U.S. as well. As China
moves forward with its internal modernization
and economic development, continuation of a
trade agreement that enables U.S. companies
to participate fully will only benefit the
U.S. economy.
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Pg. 2
The Honorable John Danforth
August 16, 1984

In 1983, the United States had an overall
trade deficit of approximately $56 billion.
This figure has almost doubled from only
the previous year.

These figures show how important it is for
the U.S. to emphasize international trade
as a national economic priority. We need
to try even harder to achieve a positive
trade balance whereby we would also be
creating more jobs for Americans. Denial
of fair tariff practices at this time
would only have an adverse impact on the
climate in which international trade can
grow.

It is my strong belief that the continua-
tion of fair trade practices would be in
our country's own best interests and a
positive factor in overall U.S.-China
relations.

I appreciate your continuing efforts to
monitor these trade agreements to insure
that our country's best interests are
served.

Sincerely,

Donald R. Keough

DRK:pm
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COMPREHENSIVE
mocounting corporation

21l COPMAJINUIVE URIVi AURORA, JLLINOIS 00o07 TELEPHONE 318/08S-1834

C'4Uk" To AU RD

July
Six1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
-Chairman
Senate Finance Committee
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Good morning, Senator Dole:

I would like to go on record to the effect I strongly favor that Romania should
again be given the status of "Most Favored Nation".

Romania is a country that repeatedly proves its consistency in fighting for peace
and understanding amongst people of the world. Romania is well knownfor its
interest in developing economic and cultural relations with other countries.
Despite the Soviet decision not to send athletes to the Olympic Games in Los
Angeles and their attempts to persuade other governments to do likewise, the
Romanian government made the courageous decision to participate fully in the
1984 Olympics.

As a point of interest, I recently was Chairman of the International Franchise
Association's First Annual Advertising, Public Relations and Marketing Seminar
(enclosed is a copy of the agenda) in Washington D.C. While at that Seminar,
we were honored by the presence of His Excellency Mircea Malitza, the Romanian
Ambassador. He addressed the audience and received an enthusiastic round of
applause.

The International Franchise Association is made up of almost 500 of the nation's
largest franchisor companies, with franchising representing 33% of all retail
sales, almost one-half million franchisees and $457 billion in sales.

I would like to express my thanks for your attention to this matter and your kind
consideration of my request.

Cordially, /

Leo G. Lauzen°
/cb

ease cc: His Excellency Mircea Malitza
Ambassador of Romania

-- NATIONAL HEADOMJATEAS
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July 16, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman of the Iternational

Trade Subcommittee of the
Finance Committee

460 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator,

Our company wishes to present to you this testimony in support
of President Reagan's recommendation in favor of the continu-
ation of Most Favored Nation tariff treatment by the United
States for its imports from Hungary.

ATALANTA has had a longstanding business relationship with
Hungary which starts as far back as 1969 when our firm initiated
a Veterinary Agreement between the United States and Hungary
which resulted in the approval of five meat packing plants in
Hungary that are today producing canned pork for export to the
U.S. market.

This operation has been immensely successful with an import
business of Hungarian canned meat which amounted to $33 million
in 1983.

Although canned pork products are not affected by the MFN tariff,
since the duty is assessed on the per pound basis, over the period
of these years Hungary has offered us many other food products
of high quality and highly acceptable to our market, such as
cheeses, fruits, vegetables, sausages, etc., whiich will benefit
from the MN treatment.

With the deficit in the balance of payment And the debts in hard
currency prevailing among many foreign countries, Hungary needs
more than ever the HFN tariffs to stimulate exports to the U.S.
and be given the opportunity to earn needed dollars, which ul-
timately will foster more exports of U.S. products to Hungary.

Very- truly yours,

Chairman of the Board

- IN 61 6S615 + S t l go": If5fu - L e oW - F- CAee- U CA M0 ATA UPI M 4*68 ThADATL
- , MO6 A IdNee IM T 4=006 C*em"Iolie F emWMaA - - 8"40 - WeyMV MCA SIM ATA UP
M99 IN USA UI8 WeeWm UMMO MI CAMI| AOMU5 TRADA.LADN - NEW YO4tl
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July 16, 1984

The Honorable John Danforth
Chairman of the International

Trade Subcommittee of the
Finance Committee

460 Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator,

On behalf of the ATALANTA CORPORATION headquartered at 17 Varick Street,
New York, I am pleased to submit our testimony in support of President
Reagan's recommendation for the continuation of the Most Favored Nation
Tariff treatment by the United States for imports from Socialist Re-
public of Romania.

The ATALANTA CORPORATION is a marketing organization for a wide variety
of high quality food products which are distributed throughout the United
States. These specialties are imported from over 40 countries through-
out the world, Inclduing processed hams and other pork cuts from Romania.
During 1983 ATALANTA imported close to $11.5 million of high quality
Romanian meats. In addition, ATALANTA is a member of the Romanian U.S.
Economic Council which operates under the administrative scope of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, but is autonomous in matters
of policy.

With the debts in hard currency prevailing among many foreign countries
including Romania, the MFN tariffs are more vital than ever to give
Romania the opportunity to foster its business with the United States
and earn dollars toward repayment of its debt.

ATALANTA believes that through normal trade relations with such countries,
the U.S. foreign and economic policy will be enhanced, leading to better
overall relations between East and West. This will not only enable U.S.
business to further develop trade relations with Romania, but will also
be a step toward securing world peace.

On behalf of ATALANTA CORPORATION, I wish to inform the United States
Senate that our company appreciates your consideration of our views.

VeryIruly yours,

George G. Gellert
Chairman of the Board

In TeW ,.aM.Me em WMSS 04 w'l U Sh rlni - Loben - FPS - Cons Unc PCA 32461 ATA UP ITT 4-I TRADATL

gXPOTI - en0s I Fron" WeI IT 04 cmffiAicaltere FroM Denmork - hetey - Spain - Hungac MCA INsN ATA UM
ALL uaANCKS IN USA USE W Wem UnIa 125187 CAlL1 ADDRESS TRADATLAN - N1* VOMK
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CAWE ADORSS
MOSC4AIADIS'
Cool USED

ABC SABDIEDrON LMP of1lD

IMPORTERS OF FINE FOOD PRODUCTS
28-30 No. MOORE STREET

May 11,1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnittee
2213 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

On behalf of the MOSCAHLADES BROS. Corporation headquartered
at 28 N. Moore Street, New York, N.Y., I am pleased to submit
our support for the continuation of the Most-Favored Nation
Tariff treatment by the United States for imports from the
Socialist Republic of Romania.

We are importers of foodstuffs and have been doing business
with the Socialist Republic of Romania for the past twenty-
two years and have had their fullest cooperation.

Very truly yours,

MOSCANLADES BIOS., INC.

H. Moscablades

EM:dk

40-844 0 - 85 - 27

COOE 212
TELEPHONE

15410
226- S4 11

5S412

* -CA6 -l
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O'mmy Ompoet 9*teenation.. Oxc.
77.18 30TH AVENUE- FLUSHINO. NEW YORK 11370- (212) 639-2459

may 15, 1984

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee
2213 Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator,

As president of OmMY IMPORTS INTERNATIONAL, Inc. I would like
to lend my company's support for the continuation of the most-
Favored-Nations Tariff treatment by the United States for im-
ports from the Socialist Republic of Romania.

OMMY IMPORTS is a relatively new company which specializes in
importing, marketing, and distributing various food products
from Eastern Europe. I expect our company to import approximat-
lly $1.5 to $2.0 million dollars of preserved fruits, vegetables,
meats, and honey from Romania during the 1984-1985 period. Al-

.--though ommY's imports from Romania are relatively small compared
to the total United States-Romanian bilateral trade, I expect
to increase our imports at a steady pace throughout the 1980's.
The possibilities for trade expansion are limitless consider-
ing the eightfold increase in bilateral trade from 1970 to 1978
with the United States enjoying a favorable balance of trade.

Romania must be viewed as the warmest friend the United States
has in Eastern Europe. It's leadership has consistently kept
a relatively independent stance in East-West relations. Through
normal trade relations between the two countries, the United
States can only expect to enhance it's friendship with Romania
and further East-West cooperation in the 1980's.

As president and principle of OmmY IMPORTS I would like to thank
you for considering my personal and company's point of view.

Sincerely,

mark ej osky
President /
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INOREY
MOREY MACHINERY, INCORPORATED
221 Cott Stmt
MItosn. New York 10540
(014) 343-1851 Telex 137491
Moreymach Middletown new yorketate

May 8, 1984

Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, International Trade Subcommittee for Finance
48W Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington DC f0510

Subjects REQUEST FOR SUPPORT OF ROMANIAN MOST FAVORITE NATION
STATUS

Gent lemen e

We are importers and distributors of heavy machine tools used in
all industries In the United States. We have recently concluded a
major import agreement with the National Romanian Machine Tool
Export Company (MASINEXPORTIMPORT).

We have enjoyed excellent relations and cooperation with the
Romanian machine tool industry of over 20 years. We hope that this
good relationship will continue indefinitely.

We strongly support and urge you to support the continuing
relationship of our two countries by renewing the Most Favored
Nation status of Romania. It is our understanding that other
countries, such as Yugoslavia and previously Poland, had their
most favorite nation status reviewed at a five year interval
instead of yearly. We feel that this would be more desirable in
promoting long-term business.

Most Favorite Nation status is important in making Romanian
products competitive on the American market, but this effect is
secondary to the promotion of a good business climate for American
companies in Romania.

We feel that our business was facilitated by Romania's Most
Favorite Nation Status, and urge you to support its
reconfirmation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Vice President

RTi sd

0 Ued Machinery Omlon 0 Import OlvSon 0 Expo Divvelon 0 RebulldIng ONlvIlon 0 Msiufacturlng DIVlon
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CHESSCO INDUSTRIES, INC. ij 2425 POST ROAD, SOUTHPORT, CT064M
20412534 TELEX "M CAtE "CHIESSO"

May 8, 1984

Sen. John Danforth
Chairman
International Trade Subcommittee
of the Finance Committee

4600 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Danforth: Re: USA/Romanian Trade

We have for the past nine years been the sole U. S.
importers of Romanian-made ball bearing machinery and parts.

During that time, we have established a business that
we believe has benefited both our countries. Under the
circumstances, we recommend that Romania continues to be
granted most favored nation status, and we would also ask
that you consider the possibility of making this renewable
on a five year basis.

Sincefflv 
y~ j~

Ant5~oVy omer
Assistant Vice President

AB/aw

Wholly OwnlndCompanlea A Divlsions ANCHORILITH KEM KO. INC F KOEHLER NDIJSTRIAL PRODUCTS, INC
U PROCESS RESEARCH PRODUCTS
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TESTIMONY T=E INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE O HMAN RIGHTS
O ROMANIA

BEFORE

SUBCOMITTEE -N INTERNATIONAL T DF THE DMITE FINANG
DZ =H M,,S. SENATE1I#2

August 8, 1984

Introduction And Recommendations

The late Senator Henry Jackson, a principal author of the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment, described the right to leave as "the
touchstone of all human rights" and "the traditional final
lifeline for victims of racial, religious, and political
persecutions." Our Family Reunification casework has revealed
all too poignantly that this is so. This conviction has spurred
us to monitor the right to leave in many countries throughout the
world, including Romania. It has led us to bring appeals
privately before numerous government authorities and in the
United Nations. It is prompting us now to present our findings
to this Subcommittee in the hope itwill benefit not only the
1000 Romanian families in our ciseload, but all Romanian citizens
seeking permission to emigrate.

Many of our cases, noted in Appendices to our testimony,
reveal instances of particular hardship. Merely for trying to
leave, some of these families have faced punishment under the
Romanian criminal code; some have suffered d facto reprisals;
and a number have been forced to endure interminable delays in
the processing of their exit applications. The urgency of the
circumstances in each of the dases prompts us to draw them to the
Subcommittee's attention.

Guaranteeing the right to emigrate freely is explicitly
required by the Jackson-Vanik amendments it I% also guaranteed in
basic international human rights instruments.' In addition,
family reunification is an important provision of the Helsinki
Accords, and the Madrid Concluding Document.

Unfortunately, the League has found that the Romanian
emigration process is characterized by arbitrariness, long delay
and reprisals. Instead of serving to remedy the plight of the
kinds of victims Senator Jackson spoke of, this process is all
too often being employed to maintain injustice.

We, therefore, recommend that before acting on the
Presidential waiver of Section 402, this Sabcommittee urge the
1 omanian Government to take the following steps:
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(1) Stop all reprisals and abusive practices against those
who seek to emigrate.

(2) Provide information regarding progress on the pending
emigration cases described in today's hearing and facilitate
their prompt resolution;

(3) Give priority treatment to applicants who are elderly
and sick since their cases reveal compelling circumstances, and
present no justification for denying emigration permission.

(4) Undertake efforts to simplify, publish domestically and
ensure the uniform application of emigration procedures;

kmAnia Laws Concerning Emigration

The right to leave is not safeguarded in Romanian law: it is
not mentioned in the current Romanian Constitution of 1965, as
amended, and there are no specific domestic laws guaranteeing the
right to leave. On the contrary, various provisions stipulate
lengthy and complex conditions for acquiring exit visas and
passports. In the absence of legal guarantees to protect
citizens' rights to leave, the State's claim of the right to
control the movement of its citizens goes unchallenged. Under
provisions of passport decrees, criminal codes, and civil laws
which legislate movement across the country's borders, the State
exercises unharnessed power to determine who may leave, when, and
under what circumstances.

The Government of Romania frequently assures the
international community that it uses these powers in a manner
which fully comports with its obligations under international
human rights law. It has even gone so far as to state publicly
and unequivocally that "Romanian citizens are also able to travel
to any cou n try in the world for personal reasons or as
tourists."

At best this is misleading. The following examination of
Romanian domestic law reveals that the right to leave is severely
qualified even on the face of the legislation. A review of the
League's extensive caseload demonstrates that these laws are
indeed applied in such a way that an alarming curtailment of
emigration rights results.

Article 12 of the Romanian Decree on Passports provides for
complete government discretion in the issuance of documents for
foreign travel. It empowers Romanian authorities to deny or
withdraw a passport when "by going abroad, (a Romanian citizen]
could prejudice the interests of the Roaniar% State or affect the
good relationship thereof with other states." The vague wording
of this decree permits arbitrary denials of passports and
contemplates restrictions on the right to leave far exceeding
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those permitted under international law, namely *those necessary
to protect national security, public order, pnblic health or
morals or the rights and freedoms of others."

Other legal provisions ensure strict State regulation of
movement from the country:

-- One decree governing travel limits the vajjdity of exit
visas to only six months from the date of issue.

-- Another stipulates that personal travel is permitted only
once every two years, with certain exceptions regarding family
reunification or obtaining medical care.

-- Yet another makes State permission for personal travel
contingent on *the limits of available foreign currencies as
established for this purpose through the annual State Plan and in
accordance with the criteria and preferential odex established
by the Resolution of Council of Ministers."'g

-- Before being permitted to leave to marry a foreign
national, citizens must also seek an?3receive separate permission
to wed from the Romanian Parliament.

There is no possibility for independent judicial review of
State denials of permission to travel. Under the Passport
Decree, a commission of the Council of Ministers has final say
concerning 'all activities of issuing passports and visas,
including...resolving the complaints against the decisions taken
by the othef 4 authorities charged with the issuance of passports
and visas."

Those who peacefully try to exercise their right to leave
against Government wishes face harsh criminal penalties. An
unauthorized crossing of the State border, or an attempt to do
so, is punishable by imprisonment from six months to three years.
Mihai Petrescu, whose case has been documented by the League, was
sentenced to eight months imprisonment after his attempt in 1972
to cross the Romanian border without official authorization;
although he has fully served the sentence, he continues to be
denied permission to leave. Peter Lung, also among the League's
caseload, was apprehended while attempting to cross the Romanian
border into Yugoslavia and sentenced to a six-month prison term
which ended on June 3, 1982. At that time, because of a hearing
problem, he was trying to go abroad for medical treatment which
he could not obtain in his country.

'gel ective Application

As noted above, Romanian law exempts travel for purposes of
family reunification and for obtaining medical care from certain
restrictions applicable in other cases of personal travel
(Resolution No. 424 of 1970). We have found, nevertheless, that
in practice travel from Romania is severely and routinely limited
irrespective of the would-be traveler's purpose.
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Many of the League's cases involve family members who wish
to emigrate to rejoin relatives abroad. As a result of travel
denials, husbands are separated from wives, and children from
parents. Even in the most compelling circumstances denials are
common.

The Petrescu family wishes to go to the assistance of their
grandfather, who is gravely ill. They are not permitted to
leave. Elisabeth Reiger has been trying for five years to
receive permission to go abroad to visit her father who is
ailing, yet she has not even been able to obtain the forms
necessary to begin the application procedure.

In other cases documented by the League, the applicant needs
to travel to receive medical care unobtainable in Romania.
Cristina Ionescu, herself a medical doctor, has been denied
permission to go to the U.S., the only place where she can
receive treatment for the disfiguring disease of the adrenal
glands fromwhich she suffers. Mihai Demeny has applied to go to
West Germany for adequate medical attention for diabetes and
partial paralysis from which he has been suffering. His
daughter, who lives there, would care for him. Edith Schuller
requires corrective treatment currently unavailable in Romania
for a congenital back disorder. Her sister, Elisabeth Roth, also
sought medical care outside Romania. She suffers from paralysis,
heart disease, asthma, ulcers, and arthritis.

Lengthy And Cubsm rocess

The inordinate delays in Romania's emigration application
process, noted in last year's League testimony, continue.

Partly responsible are the cumbersome and obscure procedures
of the process coupled with the bureaucratic indifference of
officials. Applying to emigrate is a two-level process in which
applicants must acquire, submit and receive decisions on both a
"short" and "long" application form. A number of individuals
have reported to us that even obtaining the forms can be a
frustrating and patience-testing process. On more than one
occasion it has been reported to us that after filing the
applications, one or both of the forms have been "lost" or filled
out incorrectly--such as containing a minor misspelling--giving
officials an excuse for requiring the entire process to begin
anew.

However, the length of the delays in many cases is so
extended that simple bureaucratic inefficiency cannot be blamed.
The League has documented 29 cases of families who first applied
to leave more than 20 years ago; 17 other families who applied
between 20 and 15 years ago; and another 13 famil ies who appl ied
between 15 and 10 years ago. Some of these families have
submitted as many as twenty applications without success
(Schmidt, Weiss, Muller, Wenzel, Kreuter). Many have never
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received any response to their applications, while others have
received flat denials without explanation. There can be no doubt
that such inaction reflects an intent by the authorities to deny
citizens their right to leave.

IThe Education TAx

In November 1982, Romania passed its 'Education Repaymtnt
Decree," which requires emigration applicants, except those above
retirement age, to repay in "hard currency" the cost of education
received beyond the compulsory level (10 years of schooling).
Since Romanian citizens are not permitted to own foreign
currency, and their own is not convertible, even a well-to-do
Romanian family which wants to leave cannot buy its way out
without help from abroad. This tax was clearly designed to be a
virtually insurmountable obstacle to emigration. Although we
reported last year on some 30 instances where this tax had been
assessed (and in some cases paid), we have received no reports
during the past year of its imposition upon would-be emigrants
who have appealed to us. We believe the non-enforcement of this
tax is due to the concern shown by this Subcommittee, its
counterpart in the House of Representatives, and the
Administration. If this Subcommittee were to pay concerted
attention to other restrictive measures inhibiting the right to
leave Romania, such as those outlined in this testimony, we
believe there could be similar positive results.

Priority /A1p in 19842 The ZEdCXI. And Infirm

The League wishes to draw the Subcommittee's attention to a
group of cases involving elderly and often ill applicants whose
children are already in the West. There can be no justification
for withholding emigration permission in these cases. The
individuals concerned are pensioned, and it has been many years
since they were members of the work forced in addition, these
cases do not involve issues of state security.

The League has documented twenty-five such cases in the past
year. They range in age from 62 to 90 years (See Appendix IV for
these old people's names, ages, and addresses).

Some are seriously ill, such as:

Margarita Weiss, who is paralyzed; Mihail Teleki, who has
heart disease and high blood pressure; Theresia lichelbach, who
suffers from hardening of the arteries as well as stomach
problems; Andreas and Anna Binder, who have, respectively,
rheumatism and phlebitis; Nikolaus Tomansky, who has circulatory
problems. Many of these people need medical treatment in the
West, and all badly need care.

Every one of these elderly people wishes to rejoin family
members in the West. Some of them are utterly alone; none of

I
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their relatives remains in Romania. Others may have one child in
Romania, but at the same time have several other children in the
West whom they reaL' they will never see again unless they are
allowed to leave soon, since they are of such advanced age.

Hardship in some families is particularly acute in view of
the very meager pensions on which they must subsist. In several
cases, these are as low as six or ten dollars a month.

A large number of these persons have been applying for
permission to leave Romania for many years, in some cases well
over twenty years:

Since 1961:

Johann and Ana Becker (71 years old and 63 years old);
Peter and Johanna Mutsch (90 and 82);
Nikolaus and Johanna Tomansky (68 and 65)j

Since 1962:

Mihal and Ecaterina Bodendorfer (66 and 62);

Since 1963:

Ignatz and Katharina Schmidt (81 and 77)1
Petru Procker (89);

Since 1965:

Sebastian and Anna Schneider (77 and 78);
Peter and Ecaterina Schweininger (75 and 71).

In some of these long-standing cases, younger family members
were allowed to leave, while their parents -- and sometimes one
sibling -- were denied that permission. Separating families in
this manner seems unnecessarily cruel.

As such examples make all too plain, the arbitrary nature of
decisions denying the exercise of one of the mo3t basic human
rights is especially harsh and unjustifiable for this group of
people, who must live every day with very little hope of ever
being with their families again.

RepriLals Experienced by Applicanta

In previous hearings before this Subcommittee, the League
noted that in addition to the problems encountered during the
application process itself, a large number of applicants are
forced to suffer other reprisals and forms of harassment. The
International League regrets to report that a variety of
reprisals against would-be emigrants continue to be reported by
the families represented in our caseload. For some, these
practices signify a continued campaign of intimidation against
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them--the same factors which initially prompted their desire to
leave; for others this treatment may mark the beginning of a long
and torturous ordeal.

The forms of abuse found in our documentation include
arbitrary arrest and detention; police beatings, surveillance and
other types of intimidation; discrimination in employment,
education, and housing; confiscation of property the denial of
medical treatment; and threats of imprisonment or involuntary
internment in psychiatric institutions. These reprisals are in
themselves violations of the fundamental human rights enshrined
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

At least fifteen of the League-documented cases report that
they have suffered harassment at the hands of the police in
connection with their desire to emigrate.

One of the most severe cases of reprisals reported to the
League concerns the Galalae family. After the head of the
household, Dr. Costel Galalae, applied for permission to join his
wife and three of his children in West Germany, he was subjected
to arrest and imprisonment on two occasions--in February and
again in June 1982. In addition there were police searches of
his home, and threats and denials of medical care. His patients,
colleagues, and friends were repeatedly summoned to the Security
Police office, where they were forced to sign declarations that he
politically opposed the Government. His niece, Paruschiva
Galalae, was reportedly beaten by police for refusing to sign
such a declaration. During his second period of detention,
beqonning on June 14, 1982, Dr. Galalae was taken to Porta-Alba
prior where he was forced to do heavy labor. Despite a
diseased liver, for which he has twice undergone surgery, a
dangerous heart condition, an abdominal rupture, a brain spasm
and faintieq spells, he reportedly has received no medical
treatment. On October 22, 1982, in Dr. Galalae's absence, an
Appeals Court in Constanza sentenced him to four years in prison,
reportedly for opposing the Government. After visiting Dr.
Galalae in November, his sister has averred that he is between
Life and death.* On humanitarian grounds, the League urges that
Dr. Galalae be permitted to receive competent medical care, as
well as allowed to exercise his right to leave the country.

In another case involving reports of police brutality, the
applicant, Vasile Tolan, Jr., reports being beaten by the local
police after applying for permission to leave. Another example,
Margaret Newmann, was summoned three times to the police station
at night for interrogation about her desire to leave, during
which time her young children were forced to stay at home alone.
The Koos and Wester families report that after applying to
emigrate their telephones have been monitored and their mail
intercepted. The Ionescu and Banu families report being
threatened by authorities after seeking permission to emigrate.
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Discrimination in Employment And Education

In Romania, the unemployed are often treated as secona-class
citizens and may even be criminally prosecuted for "parasitism.
Therefore, dismissal from employment can be a severe sanction for
an emigration application and an effective deterrent for others
who might like to apply. A number of individuals in League-
documented cases were fired from their jobs soon after requesting
permission to emigrate. According to our case files, twelve
persons, apparently blacklisted from employment, have yet to find
other work although they are skilled in their professions.
Included in the League's group are an aerospace engineer
(Bogdan), a hydropower expert (Gane), and teachers (Banhegyi,
Glesz, Dengel, Dimitrescu, Kables, Neumann). The case of
Alexander Bogdan is particularly disturbing an aerospace
engineer fired almost two years ago, he reports being shut out of
ten jobs in his field, and remains unemployed today.

In other cases, emigration applicants have been demoted to
lower-paying positions far benedth their capabilities: for
example, professors are being forced to work as unskilled
laborers in factories (lerugan, lonescu, Schuller); and a factory
foreman has been obliged to perform the tasks of a common laborer
(Sollner).

Another work-related reprisal constitutes the transferral of
some family members to work-sites located a great distance away
from their homes, resulting in the forced separation of families
and friends even within the country. Decebal Dimitrescu, an
engineer, has been transferred to a job 300 kilometers away from
his family and home of 25 years; and Mihail Vrabie was demoted to
a lower-paying job 150 kilometers from his family.

Students in families applying to emigrate have reported
discrimination with regard to education. A number of families
report that their children have not been permitted by authorities
to enroll in school (Gane, Dengel, Sauer). Gert:-de Deffert was
informed, after she applied to leave, that she would not receive
the academic degree she had earned.

Economic Sanctions

In addition to the economic hardships resulting from job
dismissals and demotions, emigration applicants sometimes suffer
other economic sanctions which aggravate their position.

These measures include eviction from homes (Galalae) and
confiscation of personal property (Wester). Many emigration
applicants are deemed ineligible to receive State benefits such
as medical and dental care, hospitalization and pensions.

In addition, some applicants, on the basis of Government
assurances that permission to leave is imminent, have sold their
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possessions and resigned from their jobs, only to face long waits
before the permission is granted.

Conclusion

The right to leave is not secured in Romania. Although a
number of Romanian citizens are allowed to emigrate each year,
there are many who cannot. The League has documented the cases
of 1000 families who currently are being denied permission to
leave Romania.

Romanian procedures concerning emigration are cumbersome and
arbitrary. Aft er applying for permission to leave Romanian
citizens face long delays, discrimination and harsh reprisals.
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FOOTNOTES
1The International League for Human Rights is one of the oldest,
non-governmental international human rights organizations.
Founded in 1942, and based in New York City, it works on a broad
range of human rights issues concerning countries in all regions
of the world. Some current League projects address human rights
violations in such diverse countries as Nicaragua, Iraq, Chile,
East Germeny, South Africa, Taiwan, El Salvador and Northern
Ireland. The League albo works closely with a network of forty
affiliates in some thirty countries throughout the world.
2 The invaluable assistance of Barbara Appel, Sandra Bieniek,
Amanda Moretti, Sharon Shreders, and Robert Tarrab in the
preparation of this testimony is gratefully acknowledged.
3 Congressional Record, December 10, 1975, and June 14, 1977,
Senator Jackson.
4 Since the 1975 signing of the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe ('the Helsinki Accords"), the
International League for Human Rights began receiving a steady
stream of personal appeals on behalf of Romanians who were denied
the right to emigrate to rejoin family members abroad.* Out of
this has grown the League's "Family Reunification Project."
Today the project works on behalf of over 1000 Romanian families
who are unable to leave to rejoin relatives living in the West.

This testimony is based on data concerning nearly 400 of
these 1000 cases who have appealed again to the League within the
past year. (See Appendices I through IV). Each case has been
systematically documented by the League through continuing
correspondence with close family members in the West and, where
possible, with the victims themselves.
5Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, to which Romania is a party, provides that "Everyone
shall be free to leave any country including his own."
6As one of signers of the Madrid Concluding Document, Romania has
agreed to the following conditions contained in that document:

1. The participating states will favorably deal with
applications relating to contacts and regular meeting on the basis
of family ties , reunification of families, and marriage between
citizens of different states and will decide upon them in the
same spirit.

2. They will decide upon these applications in emergency
cases for family meetings as expeditiously as possible, for
family reunification and for marriage between citizens of
different states in normal practice within six months and for
other family meetings with gradually decreasing time limits.

3. They confirm that the presentation or renewal of
applications in these cases will not modify the rights and
obligations of the applicants or of members of their families
concerning inter .a"i, employment, housing, residence status,
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family support , access to social or economic benefits, as well
as any other rights and obligations flowing from the laws and
regulations of the respective participating states.

4. The participating states will provide the necessary
information on the procedures to be followed by the applicants in
these cases and on the regulations to be observed, as well as,
upon the applicant's request, provide the relevant forms.

5. They will, where necessary, gradually reduce fees charged
in connection with these applications, including those for visas
and passports, in order to bring them to a moderate level in
relation to the average monthly income in the respective
participating states.

6. Applicants will be informed as expeditiously as possible
of the decision that has been reached. In case of refusal,
applicants will also be informed of their right to renew
applications after reasonably short intervals.
7 See e.g., UN document CCPR/C/l/Add. 33, pp. 12 and 13, 31 August
1978, Report of the Goverment of Romania to the UN Human Rights
Committee under Article 40 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.
8 Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 12 c.
9 See, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
Article 12 (3).
10Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 27.

llResolution No. 424/1970, Article 10d, e.
1 2 Passport Decree No. 156 of March 24, 1970, Article 15.
(Emphasis added.)
1 3Civil Code, Article 134.
1 4 Decree No. 156 of arch 24, 1970, Article 8b.
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APPIDIXZ III

APPEAL RECEIVED

IN 1984

EMIGRATION APPLCAT

ACKERMANN, Josef, Susana, Ewald,

ALBINGER, Ecaterina

ALINGER, Matei, Ecaterina

ALBINGER, Mathias, Suzanne,
Edeltraud, Elisabeth (Buch),
Mathias (Buch), Christoph (Buch).

ALTMAYER, Petru, Elisabeth,
Walter, Sva.

ANHEUR, Ecaterina, Johann, Rita

ANDRESCU, Mihal

ARZ, Johann, Kurt

ARE, Karl, Karin

AUBERMANN, Ecaterina, Matei, Erwin.

AUDI, Nicolae, Rozalia

BARNA, Viorel

BARTH, Waldtraud, Franz,
Thomas, Andrea

BASTING, Nicolae, Eva

BAUER, Claudia, Werner

BECKER, Elisabeth, Josef,
Katharina, Adelheit, A. thur

BECKER, Hans, Helmut, Anna, Harta,
Gerlinde, Marianne, Bruno, Astrid.

BEISSMAN, Stefan, Gerlinde, Bettina

BEISSMANN, Stefan, Anna,
Elisabeth (Jost)

BRIEDEK, Pavel, Tatiarna

BERENZ, Nicolae, Katharina,
Nicolae, Jr.

BIEBER, Stefan, Anna, Stefan, Elke

RESIDENCE

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Pishcia

Lenauheim

Peciul Nou

Bucharest

Medias

Agnetheln

Peciul Nou

Jimbolia

Oradea

Timisoara

Giarmata

Masloc

Peciul Nou

Vul can

Pischia

Timisoara

Colentina

Sampetro

Peciul Nou
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EMIAIN APPLCN RSDRC

BINDER, Stefan, Veronika, Anton, lecea Mare
Elisabeth, Elvine, Brunehilde.

BOCK, Paul, Regina,Karol, Paul Renate Communa Selimberg
BRANDL, Veronika, Klaus Ulrich, ecea Mare
Claudia, Karla, Horst, Gunter.

BRANDL, Victoria, Otto, Elke, Bruno Termina Mare

BRANDL, Werner, Renate, Ralf, Uwe Peciul Nou

BRAUN, Dieter, Rita, Karl

BERGERMEISTER, Gerlinde, Hans Moravita

CAPOTA, Petre Bucharest

CHERCIU, Mirella Timisoara

CHRISTIAN, Matthias, Susanna, Matthias Peciu Nou

COCRON, Elisabeth Tomnatic

CZIVAY, Nikolaus, Elisabeth, Anna, Peciu Nou
Elisabeth (Stein) Mathias (Stein).

DAIBEL, Helmut, Gertrud. Mediasch

DANCI, Margareta, Eugenia. Arad

DEWEL, Elisabeth, Dieter, Edith Strada Ogorului

DIAN, Francisc, Anna, Annemarie (Seeger) Peciu Nou
Herbert (Seeger), Silvia (Seeger),
Elisabeth (Anheuer).

DOBRESCU, Franziska, Johann, Dietmar Timisoara
Darius.

EBINGER, Peter, Eva. Bulgarus

EBNER, Josif, Katharina, Josif, Giarmata
Anne Marie (Tasch).
EICHINGER, Petru, Barbara, Anna Giarmata
(Poyte), Ion (Poyte) Eva (Poyte)

ENGELMAN, Ecaterina Peciu Nou

ESPERSCHIDT, Andreas, Annaliese, Sinpetru Mare
Herta.
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EMIGRATION APPLICANT

ESPERSCHIDT, Nikolaus, Hilde,
Gundolf, Egbert.

PANDER, Anton, Katherina,
Anton,Jr.,ElLsabetha, Werner.

FARCAS, Paul, Franziska.

PERCH, Margareta.
Elisabeth, Johann, Sigelhind,
Angela, Nikolaus Lux.

FIGULI, Martin, Agneta, Martin, Anna.

FORTLER, Valentin, Katherina, Walter,
Gerhard.

PRANK, EcaterLna, Teresla.

FRANK, Rosalia.

FRANZEN, Mathias, Barbara

PREKOT, Andreas, Ewa, Ernst,
Annemarie, Sonja.

PREY, Margareta

PROMBACH, Renate, Herbert, Alexandra.

GADELMEIER, Hermine, Josef, Heinz,
Christa, Margarete (Schemmel) Mark.

GARTNER, Ioan, Susanna, Eduard.

GAUG, Edith, Werner, Alfred.

GEHL, Horst, Maria, Helga, Volker
(Mehrbrot), Dagmar (Mehrbrot).

GEIER, Elisabeta, Josif, Ecaterina,
Hildegard, Anita.

GEIER, Peter, Elisabeth, Freddy,
Gunther.

GERBER, Prancisc, Hella, Josif
(Csaftary), Magdalena (Csaftary).

GERING, Josef, Katharina.

GIRSCHT, Priedrich, Johanna, Sofia.

Tomnatic

Masloc

Peciu

Jud. Timis

Corn Slimnic

Sanihaiul

Timisoara

Janova

Jimbol ia/Banat

Timi soara

Masl oc

Sanandre

Giamata

Sagu

Sibiu

Giarmata

Giamata

Nichidorf

Giarmata

Medias
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GLASS, Eva. lHedwig, Adam,

Melitta, Harald (Ganger).

GOTZ, Elisabeth, Elisabeth.

GOTZ, Eva, Francisc.

GRIFFATON, Josif, Ecaterina,
Jacob (Bastien), Prancisca (Bastien).

GRIFFATON, Mariana, Ralf

GREIF, Petru, Magdalena, Petru,
Elfriede, Armin, Arnold.

GRIESS, Mariana, Ignatz.

GROSS, Peter, Magdalena.

GUNI, Andreas, rlie, Adolf, Andreas

GUSAN, Ion, Zitta, Carol, Elena.

HARRAR, Manfred, ElvLne, Magdalena.

HEIDENFELDER, Michael, Ecaterina,
Egmont, Brigitte.

HENNING, Gerlinde, Wilhelm.

HERMANN, Petru, Elisabeta.

HERMANN, Petru Jr., Marianna,
Andrea.

HERZ, Petru, Magdalena.

HIRTH, Walter, Ana, Heribert, Heike.

HOCHST, Margareta, Matel.

HOLZ, H,.rtha, Peter.

HUBER, Elisabeta, Hans, Horst.

HUBERT, Anna, Eugen.

HUGEL, Mihail Margareta, Alfred.

HUGEL, Elisabetha.

HUMMEL, loan, Hedwiga.

Varias

Pischia

Pishcia

Tomnatic

Timisoara

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Tirnaveni

Giarmata

Tomnatic

Timisoara

Medias

Benecul de Sue

Timisoara

Giarmata

Timi soara

Com. Sacalaz

Timi soara

Ion Slavici

Suceava

Giarmata

Giarmata

Jud. Timis
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EMIGRATION APPLI

JERCBER, Leonhard, Margareta.

JOST, Erna, Walter.

JUST, Emil, Ella.

KAISER, Franz, Eva, Matei.

KARL, Rosemarie.

KARSAI, Zoltan.

KASNEL, Marianne, Katarina (Schneider),
Annemarie (Warres), Johann (Warres).

KASNEL, Johan, Elisabeth, Josef.

KASSA, Herbert, Maria, Brunhilde,
Siegfried, Helga.

KASZNEL, Eva, Josif.

KELETI, Anton, Sidonia, Herman,
Anton Erich, Franz Friedrich, Hedwig,
Aris Sebastian, Eduard.

KELTER, Ana, Ion, Christa.

KERN, Laurentius, Katherina,
loan (Schmidt).

KILCHER, Johann, Eva, Fredy.

KILIAN, Mateiu, Varvara, Norbert.

KILEER, Erna, Mathias.

KIRTZ, Franz, Waltraud.

KLEER, Antonia, Ecaterina, Gerlinde.

KLEMENS, Walter, Annemaria, Harald,
Heine.

KLEMENS, Herbert, Elisabeth,
Eli sabeth.

KLEIN, Elisabeth, Mihai, Robert,
Rodica.

Timisoara

Giarmata

Timisoara

Giarmata

Arad

Cl uj

Giarmata

Giarmata

Timi soara

Giarmata

Chizatau

Giarmata

Giarmata

Jud. Timis

Jud. Tim. s

Jud. Timis

Timisoara

Lovrin

Timisoara

Jud. Timis

Jud. Timis
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EMIGRATION A 1T AIDIM

KLEITSCH, Peter, Elisabeth, Robi, Tomnatic
Kathalin, Melinda, Maria Elisabetha
(Harrar).

KONIG, Matei, Anna. Pischia

KRACHTUS, Josef, Christine, Teremia

KRAMCZYNSKI, Adeltraub, Katharina, Giamatra
Peter, Renate, Detlef.

KRAMER, Ecaterina, Petru, Maria, Giarmata
Adriana, Christian.
KRAUS, Erich-Johann, Mathilde, Jud. Sibiu
Elke, Hans Erich.

KREISS, Katharina, Nicolae. Biled

KRENCZLEIN, Helena Masloc

KRUG, Josef, Rosalia. Janova

KUMAUS, Petru, Ecaterina. Giamatra

KUNAUS, Marianne, Johann, Erwin, Hans. Jud. Timis

KTMAUSZ, Peter, Barbara. Giamatra

KUNZ, Anna, loan, Gerda, Hermine, Pischia
Elizabeth (Gotz).

LAFLEUR, Anna, Nicolae, Nicolae, Jr. Jimbolia

LANGER, Johann, Sofia. Jud. Brosov

LAUB, Hans, Elena, Ewald. Jimbolia

LAUER, Ion, Elisabeta. Gizela

LAUER, Malvine, Erwin. Timisoara

LIKHAUB, Eva. Eva, Ignatz (Kirth). Giarmata

LINZ, Matei, Ana. Giarmata

LUCZAY, OttilLe, Elisabeth, Sven-Markus. Timisoara

LUIGI, Teodorescu, Pellegrino. Bucharest

LUPOIAN, Adela, Mircea, MihaL Radu Timisoara

LUSTIG, Georg, Marta, Gertrude.
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EMIGRATION APPLICA

LUX, NLcolae, Susana, Anna, Barbara.

MARX, Anna, Ecaterina.

MAURER, Erica, Franz, Oswald, Arlette.

MAUS, E1. sabeta.

MAYER, Barbara, Nikolaus, Ferdinand,
Helmut, Ilse,

MAYER, Ecaterina, Peter, Magdalena.

MELMER, Hannelore, Nikolaus, Richard,
Karin.

MICHELS, FrancLse Nicolae, Anna Teresia.

MOLITOR, Jakob, Michai, Matei, loan,
Hedwiga.

MUHLBACK, Walter, Erika, Robert, MonLka.

MULLER, Christof, Magdalena.

NEIDENBACH, Hildegard, Johann, Horst
Hans, Brigitte.

NIESS, Johann, Magdalena, Anna.

NIKLAS, Anneliese.

NIKLAS, Norbert, Elisabeth, ReSine,
Martina.

NIX, Johann, Katharina, Elisabeth,
Christiane, UlrLke, Giarmata.

NOLL, Margareta, Anton, Dietmar,
Christine, Elisabeta.

NOVAK, loan, Barbara, Norbert,
Sepp, Rosalia.

HOVER, Adam, ElLsabetha, Horst,
Denis, Agathe.

ONGHERTH, Johann, Else Renate, Luise
Waltraut, Elfriede Ilse, Heide Lore,
Edouard Hans.

ORTINAD, roan, Mariana, Ingrid, Hans,
Eva (Jost)

Giarmata

Peciul Nou

Pischia

Tomnatic

Jimbol ia

Giarmata

TiMisoara

Giarmata

Comuna Sacalaz

Jimbolia

Giarmata

Jimbol ia

Arad

Peciul Nou

Peciul Nou

Giarmata

Tomnatic

Arad

Siebenburgen

Sacalaz
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EMIGRATION APPLIA RESIDENCE

ORTH, Anna, Georg. Giarmata

PALIMARIU, Angela, Viorel, Robert, Claudia.

PELGER, Susanne. Sura-Mica

PETRI, Georg, Margareta. Giarmata

PFLANZER, Josef, Barbar. Grancieri

PIERRE, Nicolae, Franziska,
Elisabeta (Kelach).

POLEN, Emma Helena,.Jacob. Tomnatic
Melitta, Herbert (Krachtus).

PRINZ, loan, Ecaterina, Gerhard, Masloc
MelLtta, Patrick.

PROBST, Peter, Rosemarie, Nicolae (Lego) Giarmata
Ana (Lego), Annemarie (Lego), Gertrude
(Loser), Ana (Engel).

RADU, Simion, DidL, Catalin, Cathlin. Bucharest

REDL, Hildegard, Horst, Heidelinde Jasmine. lecea Mare

REGENT, Josef, Anna. Giarmata

REISZ, CrLstof, Mariana. Giarmata

REMMEL, Anton, Eva, Barbara. Simpetru-Mic

RENNON, Franciac, Ecaterina, Nicolae, Tomnn'tic
Monica, Elke, Edeltraud.

REITER, Anna, Karl, Erike, Margareta. lecea Mare

RENOTH, Eva, Franz, MonLka, Franz. Giarmata

ROSENAUER, Barbara, loan, Christina Stelelor
Karin, Barbara Hummerl.

ROSNER, Erna, Josef, Manfred, Lothar. Peciul Nou

ROTH, HeLdrun, Erich. Giarmata

ROTH, Maria, Jakob, Annemarie. Sanandrel

RJCKERT, SUsanna, Josef, Maria, Helmut. Giarmata

RUMESZ, Andreas, Elisabeth, Roland. Recas

40-844 0 - 85 - 30
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E.XIGREATION AUPLIM

SCHAWILJE, Hans, Erna.

SOELL, Peter, Victoria.

SCHEMNEL, Petra, Manfred.

SCHILLER, Margarete, Rheinhold,
Wolfgand, Henriette.

SCH IROKMANN, Anna.

SCHLAUCH, Nikolae, Anna, Peter, Beate.

SCHMIDT, Anton, Wilhelmine, Erich Roland

SCHMIDT, Elisabetha.

SCHMIDT, Erna, Francisc, Cristine.

SCHMIDT, Johann, Barbara.

SCHMIDT, Josif, Ecaterina.

SCHMIDT, Martin, Valeria, Ernst.

SCHMIDT, Susana, Anton

SCHMIDTZ, loan, Eva.

SCHNEIDER, Adam, Matei, Ecaterina.

SCHNEIDER, Francisc, Charlotta, Edith.

SCINEIDER, Pavel, Barbara.

S(HCNTHAL, Elisabeta, Johann, Ewald.

SCHUBKEGEL, Andreas, Katharina, Andreas,
Maria, Adelheid.

SCHUCH, Jakob, Maria.

SCHUH, Marian.

SCHUMMER, Gerlinde, Nicolae, Dieter
Klaus, Iolanda (Hepp).

SCHUMMER, Matei, Rosina, Josef, Margareta.

SCHWEITZER, Werner, Annemarie, Erich.

SCHWENDER, Anna, Wilhelm.

Giarmata

Sannicolaul Mare

Vizejdia

Timisoara

Benecul

Giarmata

Jimbol ia

Timisoara

Jimbolia

Giarmata

Simpetru Mic

Giarmata

Timi soara

Giarmata

Giarmata

Semlic

Simpetru Mare

Com. Secusigiu

Zaharina

Timisoara

Peciul Nou

Giarmata
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EMIGRATION APPLICATIO

SCHWIGERATH, Nicolae, Eva.

SEEGER, Ion, Ecaterina, Horst.

SEHLER, Mihal, Susana.

SEIBERT, Renate,

SONN, Steffen, Susanna.

STEINER, Franz, Elisabeta, Rita, onika.

SOREG, Josef, Anna-Katherina.

SPECK, Elisabeth.

SPITZ, Franz, Elisabetha, MelLtta,
Jutta.

STAMP, Ilse, Gerhard.

STRAUB# Josef, Margaret, Roland, Anita.

STREITMATTER, Carol, Czeiger, Lugoj.

STRICKER, Anna, Michael, Erika, Richard.

STROMER, Anna, Josef, Anna Seeler.

STUHL, Elisabeth, Petru, Helga, Gerlinde.

STUTZER, Nicolae, Katherina.

SUICA, Gertrude, Stefan, Daniel, Anita.

SZEIF, Erika, Johann, Brunhard.

SZATRON, Marliese, Josef, Gunther,
Reinhold.

SZTARON, Charlotte, Stefan, Hacald.

TANASE, Anca.

TELEKI, Mihaly.

THERNES, Elisabeta, Anton.

TILL, Ana.

TILL, Katherine, Ion, Arnold,'Bruno.

lonel

Peciul Nou

Giarmata

Strada Islaz

Peciul Nou

Arad

Ionel

Giarmata

Jimbol ia

Sibiu

Oradea

Lugoy

Giarmata

Peciul Nou

Peciul Nou

Moravita

Timisoara-Freidorf.

Janova

Timi soara

Timisoara

Bucharest

Mures

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata
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EMIGKAT&QN APPLI RESIDENCE

TJOSCHITZ, Anna, Franz, Peter. Giarmata

TOROK, Vasile, Maria, Maria. Aleea Carpati

TRENDLER, Michael, Maria, Johann, Timisoara
Charlotte, Thomas, Maria, Ignatz,
Margaretha, Anna Schwarz.

UMSTATTER, Georg, Horst, Elena, Peciul Nou
Benhard, Hudugar.

VASCAN, Vladimir, Etel. Masloc

VIGH, Maria, Alexander, Paul. Timisoara

WAGNER, Maria, Willhelm, Gabriel. Giarmata

WEBER, Michael, Elisabeta, Josef, Irmna. Giarmata

WEBER. Elisabeth, Nicolae, Erika, Reinhold. Sinnicolaul Mare

WEG ENDT, Georg

WEILAND, Sebastian, Anna. Giarmata

WEISMANDL, Nicolae, Ana. Comuna Tomnatic

WEISZ, Robert, Susana, Ralph. Timisoara

WEISZ, Pavel, Christina, Franisc, Voiteni
Elisabeta, Eduard, Anita.

WETZER, Andreas, Katharina. Sineptru Mare

WIESSENS, Francisc, Francisca, Nitchidorf
Anna (Csaftary).

WILD, Nicolas, Ekaterina, Gertrude Masloc
(Schuch), Francisc (Schuch), Hannelore
(Schuch), Frank (Schuch).

WILHELM, Elisabeth, Johann, Werner, Biled
Waltraud, Mathias, Margareta.

WILLING, Ekaterina. Jimbolia

WILLING, Johann, Franziska, loan. Jimbolia

WILWERTH, Walter, Johann, Theresia. Satul-Frumuseni

WINDRICH, Petru, Hannelore, Ionna, Giarmata
Oswald, Robert.
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EMIGRATION APPLIC&

WINKLER, Magdalena.

WQTEK, Josif, Anna, Arthur, Ralf.

WOLF, Manfred, Elfriede, Michael, Monika.

WOLF, Johann, Margareta.

ZAPPE, Margareta, Mathias, Peter.

ZEROES, Magdalena, Walter Franz, Susanna,
Christine, Hermine, Walter.

ZIMMER, Gertraud.

ZIMMERMAN, losif, Margareta.

ZIMMERMANN, Hermann, Anna, Norbert.

ZIPPEL, Karl, Anna, Alfred, Melitta.

ZIPPEL, Karl, Susanna.

ZOLTON, Karsai.

GiarNata

Giarmata

Judetal Timis

Sanpetru-4ic

Jimbol ia

Giarmata

Timiisoa ra

Giarmata

Timi soa ra

Timi soara

Sanandrei

Cluj
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APPENDIX IV

PRIORITY APPEALS IN 1984t

THE ELDERLY AND INFIRM

EMIGRATION APPLICANT

BACKER,
Franz Josef
Elisabeth

BECKER
Johann
Ana

BINDER
Andreas
Anna

BODENDORPER
Hihai
Ecaterina

EBERLE
Josef
Anna

FRANK
Nicolae
Margareta

PROMBACH
Gheorghe
Gertrude

GAL
Margarete

HELLSTERN
Mihai
Barbara

JOST
Marianne

KAHLES
Anna
Michael

KLECKER
Eva
Ana Lung (daughter)

LESSL
Varvara
Ioan
Petru

YEAB Z iUTh

1903
1924

1913
1921

1916
1321

1918
1922

1903
1909

1917
1919

1905
1910

1910

1919
1924

1934

1914
1908

1900
1926

1928
1927
1899

Jimbol la

Peciul Nou

Jud. Brasov

Masloc

Jud. Timis

Giarmata

Giarmata

Giarmata

Carnai

Giarmata

Lunga

Timisoara

Cheglevici
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MICHELBACK
Theresia 1911 Deta

MUTSCH
Peter 1894 Giarmata
Johana 1902

08ERTEN
Nikolaus 1917 Tomnatec

PICKLOR
Margareta 1910 Timisoara
loan 1910

PROCKER
Petru 1895 Giarmata

SCHAFFER
loan 1912 Giarmata
Ana 1915

SCHMIDT
Ignatz 1903 Giarmata
Katherina 1907

SCHMIDT
Mathias 1910 Giarmata
Ekaterina 1917

SCHNEIDER
Sebastian 1907 Giarmata
Anna 1906

SCHWEINING ER
Peter 1909 Lovrin
Ecaterina 1912

TOMANSKY
Nikolaus 1916 Giarmata
Johana 1919

TELEKI
Mihail 1908 Mures

TYOSITS
Katherina 1912 Glarmata

WEISS
Fulop 1905 Couaci
Margareta 1909
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DOCUMENfA'ION TO J. BIRNBUAM'S TESfIMONY, AUGUST 8, t 9 84

1. effect of the Cjadha Desision on Congressional legislative

veto relating to the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.

2. Letters from 190 members of the Congressional Human
Rights Caucus to Romanian President Ceausescu and

President Reagan.

3. Renewed Anti-Semitism in Romanian media.

4. Romanian emigration difficulties.

5. Persecution of Rpmanian Christians.

6. Humanitarial Parole i Letters from Helsinki Commission,
Senate Judiciary Committee and Foreign relations Committee

to Hon. George Shultz and Hon. Alan Nelson, Commisioner,INS.
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Jackson-Vanik: it has worked well
By William Korey

erhaps oce of the finest accomplishments of the
late Sen. Henry M. Jackson i the so-called Jack-
soa-Vanik amendment. Critics argue that the

damendmet has worked against long-range US-Soviet
accord.

The fact is Jackson-Vanik has worked to the benefit of
all mankind by underscoring t. eight of persons to leave
a nation.

Let's consider Jackso.Vanik for a moment.
On Sept. 14. L7& the distinguished Soviet physicist

Andrei Sakharov seat a remarkable -open letter" to
Congress urging adoption of the Jackson-Vanik legisa-
tion linking utade benefits for the USSR to ease Sovit
emigration procedures.

Current critics of Jackson-Vanik. drawing upon argu-
meau advanced by former Preskent Nizon and Henry
Kissinger. perceive the anneadment; as having been
counterproductive by actually reducing emigraton. They
cite statistics showing that Jewish emigration jumped
from several hundred in 1968 to 35.000 in 1973. The esca-
lation was seen as due to Nixon's "quiet diplomacy."
while the decline after 1973 was viewed as due to Jack.
son-Vanik's open pressure

But the evidence is overwhelming tQt Jackion-Vanik
mde possible the emigration of iar number. of edu-
cated Jews and in no way was responsible for lower emi--ram -.

The vagaries of Soviet emigration policy cannot be
seam a directy or rem indirecty rated to the congres-
sional amendment.

9 The USSR in Mach 1973. kenly awan of the yet-
to-be- Jacksoc-Vanik ameadmen - it was ap-
proved by both house on Dec. 20, 1974 - revoked an
incredible 1972 edict that had imposed exorbitant taxes
5n Jews with a higher education seeking to emigrate.
Would refuse most-favored-nation tariff
trament and subsidized credits to communist govern-
meanta that extracted more than a "nominal" tax on exit
vias. Some 1450 Jews had to pay approximately 87 mil-
lion during that eight-month period. How many were
kept fmm apyin because of the hig tax is not known.
What is known is that ten of thousands who emigrated

after March 1973 were not hindered or stopped because
they could not afford to pay the ransom tax.

e Similarly, Romani" this past June revoked a decree
requiring huge taxes from would-be emigrants who had
acquired higher education. Jackson-Vanik provisions
were clearly responsible. Jewish emigration from Roma
nia rose by 50 percent last year.

a Soviet Jewish emigration began dropping in early
1974. But this took place almost a full year before the
amendment was voted upon by Congress.

* Dr. Kissinger, in testimony before the Senate Fi.
nance Committee on Dec. 1. 1974, clearly indicated that
the Soviets were prepared to acquiesce with the require-
menus of Jackson-Vanik. If they later repudiated such
assurances, it was probably due to a totally different
amendment to a different bill - the Stevenson amend-
ment - which put a severely re' Ve ceding on credits
to the USSR. thereby negating the Soviet-American un-
derstanding on emigration.

* Between 1976 and 1979. while Jackson-Vanik was in
force, Soviet Jewish emgratuon rose annually, reaching
an unprecedented 51,000 people in 1979.

, Hungary was granted most-favored-nation tariff
tresatment under the provisions of Jackson-Varik in
1978. It is inconceivable that the USSR would have
permitted Hungary to accept this arrangement if the
Kremlin had firmly opposed the amendment.

Jackson-Vazuk was the first piece of American legisla.
tion that was inspired by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights - specifically Article XJII, the right of
everyone to leave any country. Particularly appropriate
for a "nation of immigrants," Sakharov also considered
it essential for establishing the "mutual trust needed for
deAnte.

For Sakharov, Jackaco-Vanik constituted a "policy of
principle" which. if rejected, would signify "a betrayal of
the thousands of Jews and non-Jews who want to -mi.
grate, of the hundreds in camps and mental hospItals. of
the victims of the BerUn Wall." His -open letter" w the
Congress a decade ago is as valid now as it was then

William Korey is director of inte'nstinal policy
reearch for B'nai B'rith Lournsonal.
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Congra of the nteb Statto
UWa4(ngOn, ;)C. 20515

May 14, 1984

President Nicolae Ceausescu
President of Romania
Bucharest
Romania

Dear Mr. President:

Wu represent the group of 190 members of the House of Representatives of the United
States Conress who recently formed the Congressional Human Rights Caucus. We have
noted with approval and interest the increasing number of US-Romanian contacts on
human rights matters, and in some areas differences between us have lessened as a result
of slightly improved emigration conditions.

Nevertheless, we feel obliged to voice our distress over the many serious violations of
the Helsinki Final Act still occuring within your borders. Many would-be emigrants are
subject to considerable sufferring and long delays in family reunification in the US, West
Germany, Israel and elsewhere.

In 1983 there was a substantial decline in Jewish immigration compared to 1982;
however, 1984 has seen an outflow of over 200 in January and March. It is important
that this monthly rate continue in the future until the emigration requirements of
Romanian Jewry are solved.

Another issue that deeply disturbs us is the number of anti-Semitic articles in Romanian
literary and popular press during the past year, such as the long insiduous article in the
widely distributed Scienteia Tineretului, on April 24th, 1983, the highly defamatory
poems by Corneliu Vadim Tudor in SeFtanana, of July 29, 1983, and in a new book
published in December 1983 attacking the Jews in general and chief Rabbi Moses Rosen
in particular.

We are deeply disturbed by the direct and calculated persecution of fundamentalist
Christians, who desire the freedom to worship according to their beliefs outside of the
state-sponsored churches. We are also concerned about other problems confronting
religious groups. According to the State Department's latest Country Report on Human
Rights Practices: "(Romanian) Government mistreatment of nonconformist members of
recognized religions is exceeded only by that directed at members of nonrecognized
faiths. Such demominations in Romania include the Jehovah's Witnesses, Mormons,
Christian Scientists, and the once-large Romanian Uniate Church." Members of these
religious denominations are not perinitted by law to attend services freely or practice
their religion.
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Numerous reports continue to testify to the enforced erosion of Hungarian educational
institutions and cultural activities, so that the substantial Hungarian minority in Romania
percieves itself as threatened with cultural extinction. The recent trial of four ethnic
Hungarians has heightened this feeling. We expressed concern in this regard in a letter
to Secretary Shultz, a copy of which was sent to Ambassador Malitza.

We earnestly hope that with increasing bilateral contacts regarding these matters, you
will find ways of allaying our serious concerns.

During this period when the U.S. President will make his determination as to the
continued extension of Most Favored Nation trading status to Romania, we have of
course communicated these concerns to him.
CordialJly,

Tom Lantos John Pre
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Conareta o the mniteb ftat%
Ua4(ntin' p.C. 20515

May 14, 1984

President Ronald Reagan
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

You will shortly be making your determination on the waiver of the force of Section 402
or the 1974 Trade Act in regard to Romania.

On behalf of the 190 members of the Congressional Human Rights Caucus, we wish to
voice our distress over the many serious human rights violations still being perpetrated
by the Romanian authorities.

Despite a slight lessening of personal harrassment of would-be emigrants and some
improvements in emigration procedures, great bureaucratic problems remain, causing
much suffering. There are still a number of long-delay cases of family reunification in
the United States, West Germany, Israel and elsewhere.

In 1983 there was a substantial decline in Jewish immigration compared to 1982;
however, 1984 has seen an outflow of over 200 in January and March. It is important
that this monthly rate continue in the future until the emigration requirements of
Romanian Jewry are solved.

Another issue that deeply disturbs us is the number of anti-Semitic articles in Romanian
literary and popular press uring the past year, such as the long insiduous article in the
widely distributed Communist Youth League newspaper, Scienteia Tineretului, on April
24th, 1983, the highly defamatory poems by Corneliu Vadim Tudor in the literary
magazine, Septamana, of July 29, 1983, and in a new book published in December 198l
attacking the Jews In general and chief Rabbi Moses Rosen in particular.

We are deeply disturbed by the direct and calculated persecution of fundamentalist
Christians, who desire the freedom to worship according to their beliefs outside of the
state-sponsored churches. We are also concerned about other problems confronting other
religious groups. According to the State Department's latest Country Report of Human
Rights Practices: "(Romanian) Government mistreatment of nonconformist members of

eognizedreligions is exceeded only by that directed at members of nonrecognized
faiths. Such demominations in Romania include the Jehovah's Witnesses, Mormons,
Christian Scientists, and the once-large Romanian Uniate Church." Members of these
religious denominations are not permitted by law to attend services freely or practice
their religion.

Numerous reports continue to testify to the enforced erosion of Hungarian educational
institutions and cultural activities, so that the substantial Hungarian minority in Romania
percieves itself as threatened with cultural extinction. The recent trial of four ethnic
Hungarians has heightened this feeling. We expressed concern in this regard in a letter
to Secretary Shultz, a copy of which was sent to Romanian Ambassador Malitza.
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During this period of your consideration of the waiver, when your leverage with
Bucharest is at its highest point, we look forward to your assurance that you will convey
our deep concerns to Bucharest in no less firm a manner than you did in 1982 and 1983.

John Porter

0 6-'o'
Tom Lantos
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0 1t4N C,,IEP RfIs h1 M &e To a slanderer from outside the Country

IR~owNl - IDSn4

Doleful gambler, you monument of hatred

satyr draped in cherry-colored shroud (1)

iow d.ire you straighten things in our culture (2)

you'd do better selling thread and buttons

beastly eyes, little

your grin's a pest, thief, with sharpened teeth

siainmtcriig iad t-mintryless

malefactor you are. with all your kind

greedy for cierythLng, though all you already have

ruCn liLy in your warm den

yet the ants in your pants make you

julip 1q Li' li crust

to crucify another sanctity

to whom I have been praying for a century!... (3)

(From the poetry book "Saturnalil"
by Corneliu Vadim Tudor
"Albatros" Publishing House - Bucharest,1983)

(1) Rosen wears a cherry-colored cassock during services.

(2) This is an alltision to Rosen's attempt to prevent the publication
of some anti-Semitic literature.

(3) Obviously Eminescu, the great 19th century Romanian poet. whose
anti-Semitic articles published in a book prompted a strong protest
from Rosen.
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INSTANCES OF ANTzsEmITISH ZN iRHANIA

It ".-1

The "Carte& omaneasca" publishing house of Bucharest printed in 1983
a book of prose by the great 19th century Romanian pcet Vasile Alecsandri. One
story (1) involves'a dialog between a farthing and a ducat. In a certain part
of the story, the ducat is lamenting his bai fortune of falling into "the slavery
of a Jewish Neron" and being "tormented in the torturer's hands like the Christians
in the time of paganism. Moved, the farthing wonders "how could the Rommian
people possibly stand so many thousands of those brigands". But there is a happy
ending to this sad story the ducat is freed when the Jew encounters two outlaws
in a forest known as "the death of kikes" and 'the enemy of the side curled.
The ducat joyfully narrates the killing of his masters

"Hit him, the thief yelled and pushed Leiba from his carriage down to
the ground. The Judah was struggling, desperatly shouting at the top of his voice:
Vai air, gevalt. But one of the thief put his knee on the man's chest and a hand
in his throat and his voice broke off instantly. The scene was not long because
soon the two lads returned to the forest leaving the usurer's body streched in the
middle of the road, breathless and with bulged eyes".

Rejoining their gang in the forest, the two heroes are asked figuratively
by their captain "if they caught the rabbit". "Was he fat?" - inquires the captain.
"Rather fat, since he couldn't run too well", answers the thief. "Perhaps he was
kosher", notes the captain cheerfully.

In another piece of prose included in the same book, Alecsandri describes
a "wretched" section of the city of Yassi in which he finds "a few Romean dwel-
lings yo~u can hardly see" in the midst of "lots of stinky inns owned by filhy Jews".
He depicts "a small and wretched house in which, through the broken glass o:. the
windows, you see a dozen kikes packed one over another and working in a stinky
atmosphere*. It is "a vile dwelling that inspires disgust and in which the filthy
kike exploits peoples bad passions".

Item 2

A literary almanac published in Yassi in 1983 contains another dialog of a
more famous writer, namely Voltaire, this time between a hen and a capon. The anti-
semitic flavor is more discreet here, though easily noticeable. The capon complains
about his cruel castration. And he quotes some Italian monks who suffered the same
ordeal as sayings "Men started by circumcising their fellow men and ended up cas-
trating them". The capon adds that he heard of "many countries, for instance that
of the Jews, where men sometimes eat each other". To which the hen replies "Its
just right for such a perverse species to devour itself so that the earth be purifiek
of this crowd*. (2)

(1) "The story of a Farthing and a Ducat" is considered to be Alecsardrils most
important work of prose. It was reprinted many times, but in the post-war
editions the antisemitic slurs have been deleted.

(2) This is an extract from Voltaire's "Philosophical Dialogs and Anecdotes".
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Itsm 3

"A Martyr's Epistle to the Traitors of the Country" is the title of a
poem by the contemporary Romanian poet Corneliu Vadim Tudor published in the
literary magazine "Saptamana", organ of the Committee for Culture and Socialist
Education of the Bucharest Municipality, on July 29, 1983. One verse reads as
follows I

I'm not talking about the foul foreigners
And the cavillings of other nationalities.
Everyone will get his reward.
It is with you, Romanians, that I quarrel.

"Foul foreigners" - in Romanian "lifte spurcate" - is an established
phrase to derogatorily describe the Jews. It was used by the Iron Guard propaganda-
as was Judah, which can be found in another verse of the same poem that abounds
in other respects as well in Iron Guard symbols and atmospherics.

The author was the main character in a previous outburst of literary
antisemitism, in 1980, when he wrote an infamous editorial in the same magazine
"Saptamana", subsequently retracted publicly under pressure.

Item 4
(1)1.

A long article of a very insidious nature published by the Communist
Youth Leaque's newspaper in April 1983, offers a new interpretation of the so-called
Proletcult that was a major vehicle for the Communist Party to impose its control
over Roeanian culture immediatly after the war. According to this new interpretatior
the Proletcultist approach was not a Soviet inspired literary and artistic movement,
but a Jewish "plot against the specificity of. the Romanian spirit". All the names
the article quotes are of well known Jewish intellectuals, whom it calls "dogmatists'
"The dogmatists - the article contends - put on any cloth as long as it was foreign,
marched under any banner as long as it was not ours; their stated goal, lately
denied, was and is the liquidation of the historical roots of the autochthonous
culture. How could one otherwise explain the fact that they are the ones to oppose
the republication of the works of ihai Ebinescu, N. lorga, Vasile Parvan, C. Cali-
nescu and others? They are even ready to throw themselves in front of the train
engine only to prevent Romanian writings from being published". This refers to
the efforts of some Jewish circles to stop the publication of viciously antieiti
works of sor* clasics.

The article was harshly criticised as antisemitic and fascist by Radio
Free Europe. In a response published a month later in the same newspaper, the author
denied any antisemitic inclination, but added a few more names of Jewish intellectue
to the list of culprits and several more points to the indictment.

41 "Guidelines for a Dialectical, Antidogmatic Approath to Literature and the Arts'
by Mihai Peln. Literary supplement of "Scanteia Tineretului", April 24, 1983.

40-844 0 - 85 - 31
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Anti-Semitic upsurge alarms Jewish community in Romania
By OSEPH FINKLETONE

Vear is gripping the Romanian Jewish
,.,imunity following appearance of sever-

virulently inti-Semitic articles in Ro-
:,:-nian papers and the publication of a
"sk of poems sladering the chief rabbi.
'-bbi Moses Rosen.
R,manian Jews believe that a group of

. -fascists has managed to regain influ-
•.'ial posts within the administration and

deliberately stirring up anti-Jewish
""'ludicev.
The anti-Jewish campaign is on a more
..ensive scale than the one three years
ri. which led to an apology being printed
a communist newspaper for a particu-

,,.y obnoxious article
Allegations are made in the latest news-
.,-Wr articles that the Jewish community.

., lich now numbers only 29.000. is more
t restedd in "selling whrskev" than in
.A.ure.
!t is thought that an attempt is being

made to use the Jews as scapegoats for the
economic plight of the country.

Surprise has been expressed by the abil-
ity of one leading anti-Jewish writer to
have two books published within a year. In
Romania, authors are normally limited to
one book a year.

The anti-Semitic author, Corneliu Vale.
nan Tudor. describes in a book of national-
istic poems Chief Rabbi Rosen in the most
insulting terms. After protests, the wornan
responsible for editing the book was sen-
tenced to three months' umpnosonmn,,t.
but the writer went free.

Such terms as "murderers of Jesus" and
"thieves" have been applied toJews Rosen
has been accused of slandering Romania

A protest meeting at the Choral Syna-
gogue in Bucharest was attended by 1,500
Jews, and calls were made to silence the
fascist anti-Semites. Permission was not
given by the authorities to have the reso-
lutions printed in the communal newsoa-

per. They have, however, been circulated.
and have evoked many messages of sup.
port from the country's intellectuals.

Rosen, who has been visiting Switzer-
land together with the 40-member lasy
Choir, confirmed the anti-Jewish out-
breaks and said that the country's remain-
ing Jews were deeply alarmed. Some even
feared being. expelled.

He intended to appeal to President Nico-
Ise Ceausescu and was sure that the presi-
dent would once again take action agaimt
the anti-Semitic slanderers.

"We will not remai-silent," said Rosbn.
"Aliyah to Israel is continuing, and the
economic situation of the Jews has not de-
teriorated, but we cannot allow people to
insult us

Jew sh Chronile N,'eus Servie

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

i
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USIA WIRELESS FILE 14, PAGE 18

U.S. CONCERNED ABOUT ROMANIAN ANTI-SEMLTISM --

ROMBERG TCLD OUESTICNESS THAT THE UNITED STATES "WCULD
RE';ARD ANY PFCURRENCE CF ANTI-SEMITIS3 IN ROMANIA VERY
SERIOUSLY" AND THAT THE UNITED STATES HAS EXPRESSED ITS
"CONCERN TO THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT AT HIGH LEVELS."

HE SAID THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION IS AWARE OF THE REPORTS
OF INCREASED ANTI-SENI1ISM IN ROMANIA AND IS "ACTIVELY
INVESTIGATING THEM."

THESE REPORTS, HE SAID, CENTER ON A BOOK OF POEMS
PUBLISHED RECENTLY IN RCMANIA, ESPECIALLY ONE POEM WHICH
ATTACKED CHIEF RABBI MCSES ROSEN PERSONALLY, AND JEWS IN
GENERAL.

"THE FACT THAT SUCH A POEM WAS PUBLISHED IN ROHANIA, A
COUNTRY IN WHICH THE GOVERNMENT CONTROLS THE MEDIA, IS OF
PARTICULAR CONCERN," ROMBERG SAID. "E HAVE UNCONFIRMED
REPORTS THAT THE UNSCLD CCPIES OF THE BOOK HAVE BEEN
RECALLED, AND THAT OFFICIAL" IF THE PUBLISHING HOUSE IHICH
PUBLISHED THE BOOK HAVE BEEN REPRIMANDED."
NNNN
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Romania harsh with Christian activists
By Hubert Huber

V IENNA - Romania. widely
considered to be a liberal

nation compared with other East
bloc states. is as harsh in its
treatment of active Christians as
any other country in the commu-
nist bloc.

On Aug. 10. four members of the
Baptist Church met in the cities of
Timisoara and Caransebes to dis-
tribute leaflets and display posters
calling on the government to
respect the rights of Christians in
Romanta and to release the Roma-
man Orthodox priest. Father
George Calctu.

Soon after commencing their
protest, the four Christians were
taken to the police station. interro-

fated and. after 5 davs. were sen-
tenced to 4 months in prison for
alleged anarchistic activities

After filing an appeal against
the court decision, their sentences
,ere extended to 6 months

Calciu. for whom they had dem.
onstrated, had been a teacher of
French and New Testament studies
at the Universit of Bucharest He

is serving a 10-year sentence for
supporting persecuted Christians.

The priest is reported to be
endure extreme suffer,, inder
inhutane priaon conditions and is
said to weigh no more than 40 kilos
- about 90 pounds.

Actions of the government
against Christians of every
denomination are manifold and
range from simple harassment to
severe persecution with long
prison terms and physical abuse.

In Mercim, a small town in the
district of Catas Severn, the
authorities shut off the electricity
to the Ibeal Baptist church. The
officials claimed dhat their actions
were justified by the general
energy shortage

In the town of Medias, Baptists.Adventists and Evangelical

Christian- hav had their churches
burglarwed Most of the liturgical
requisite, were stolen and the
church doors were broken from the
inside

In another incident. I he Catholic
cemetery\ in the Romanian capital.
Bucharest. %as defiled by
unknown vandals

Because of the systematic thor-

oughness with which these viola.
tons have been executed, the
affected Christians suspect the
state secret Police of planning and
initiating the disruptions.

Besides these raids on their
buildings and facilities. Christans
live with constant discrimination
from childhood to death.

Children of believers have
hardly any chance of gaining
higher education. They often are
mocked by their teachers, even m
elementary school.

Shortly before Christmas last
year. Cornelia Ologenau. a teacher
in Ttganesti in the district of
Teleorman. lost her job because
her pupils were considered to
believe too much in God.

"'Faith in God is ni: permitted,
according to the constiltuUon:' the
school authorities argued to justify
their action against Ologenau.

Attendance at Christian sem-
Inaries is subjected to such rigor-
ous control by the government that
hardly anyone is studying to become
a priest now. The Catholic the-
ological seminary in Sibiu in "lan-
AyIvaima was allowed to enroll only
two novices this year, although in
"lansylvania there are more than
30 parishes without priests to care
for the community

Government restrictions on the-
oloRical studies also are felt in the
Protestant seminary in Cluj. The
number of students has shrunk to
one-fifth of the original capacity of
the seminary during the last
5 years

AnY initiative on behalf of dedi-
cated Chrtstians to substitute for

the continuous shortage of priests
by supplying Bibles or religious
literature, however, is severely
Oppressed by the communist
regime.

Maria and Fibia Delapeta
recently were &caused by regional

"Faith in God is
not permitted,
according to the
Constitution," the
school authorities
argued to justfy
their dismissal of
the teacher.
newspapers of "trafficking literal -lure with religious, fascist con-
tents:' In a lengthy article, the
newspapers claimed that the two
sisters had traded Bibles for per-
sonal profit, spread slanderous
rumors about the Romanian state
and that both suffered from para-
noic delusions of being subjected
to religious persecution.

Both sisters belong to a Roma-
nian Orthodox community, whose
leader. Irajan Dors, has been
accused of being a Western agent.

Members of other Christian
denominations who supported the
two sisters also were criticized by
the local press for having become
instruments of extremist
rightwing propaganda against the
socialist state of Romania.

Because of the systematic thoroughness
with which these violations have been
executed, the affected Christians
suspect the state secret police of
planning and initiating the disruptions.

I
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DA/E.B. FASCELL COMMISSfON ON I SMCIR OLVER
c m SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE SM 0 cO

skLmut 6 "St
ROBERT DOLE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES DIN" STM, 0c¢TA

COAIWAd -WASHINGTON, D.C 20SIS MV H FI 400.%G A~ 3

July 12, 1984 IM M90

The Honorable George Shultz 8420409
Secretary of State
U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I would like to bring to your attention a matter which is
the source of ongoing public concern addressed to th3 CSCE
Commission, and which apparently places the United States at
odds witi its commitments under the Helsinki Final Act.

The problem involves the family reunification of a small
number of elderly parents, often in poor health, with their
children who have immigrated to the united States from Romania
under the Third Country Processing program (TCP). These
elderly parents, who do not yet qualify for admission to the
United States as immigrants, have often already received their
emigration papers from the Romanian authorities and are
therefore being kept by the United States from joining their'
children. Not only is this questionable on humanitarian
grounds, but it is inconsistent with our pledge in the Helsinki
Final Act to "deal in a positive and humanitarian spirit with
the applications of persons who wish to be reunited with
members of their family, with special attention being given to
requests of an urgent character -- such as requests submitted
by persons who are ill or old." The irony of the situation is
not lost upon the Romanians when we approach them with requests
on behalf of individuals of particular interest to the United
States.

I fully understand the reasons for our policy of phasing
out the TCP program in Romania and for the procedures recently
initiated to bring the program under better control. However,
there is a mechanism -- that of humanitarian parole -- which is
fully consistent with our policy and which would facilitate the
resolution of this small number of pending cases. I suggest
that such parole could be used in cases involving elderly
parents, more often than not in poor health and in difficult
living circumstances, whose only realistic source of support
are children living in the United States as legal residents.
As I understand from constituent mail to the CSCE Commission, a
number of these cases have been submitted for consideration for
humanitarian parole by the U.S. Embassy in Bucharest through
the State Department to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, but for some reason have failed to receive approval.

JUL 17 PM
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The Honorable George Shultz July 12, 1984
Page Two

Would it therefore be possible, Hr. Secretary, to initiate
discussions at the appropriate level between the State -
Department and the Immigration and Naturalization Service with
the goal of broadening the unwritten guidelines for humani-
tarian parole? This would permit the favorable resolution of
the small number of cases to which I have referred and would, I
believe, keep the United States in line with both the spirit
and letter of our commitments under the Helsinki Final Act.

Si n ere

ND B. FASCELL

Chairman

DBF/bf

Attachment: Representative List of Cases
Recently Submitted for Humanitarian
Parole
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The Honorable Alan C. Nelson
Commiss loner
Immigration and N3turalization Service
Rm. 7100
425 '1' Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20536

Dear Al:

It has come to my attention that a small number of
elderly Romanian citizens, many in poor health and living
under extemely difficult conditions, are finding it
impossible to Join their legal resident children in the
United States. They do not yet qualify for immigration
under existing programs, and most will likely not live the
several years necessary for them to become eligible.
Attached is a list of such cases. •

As a solution to particularly needy cases, the U.S.
Embassy in Bucharest has recommended that the Immigration
and Naturalizaton Service grant humanitarian parole to a
small number of individuals in this category, particularly
those whose only reasonable source of support are children
living legally in the United States. However, these
requests are being denied apparently because they do not
meet the criteria currently in use by the Office of
Refugees, Asylum, and Parole. The denial of parole to these
individuals, in my opinion, is questionable from a
humanitarian point of view, and places the United States in
contravention of its pledge under Helsinki Final Act to
promote family reunification, especially in cases involving
elderly or ill individuals.

k~
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I would ask that the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, perhaps in consultation with the State Department,
reexamine the guidelines used to decide such cases. No
major policy changes would be necessary,'and the number of
individuals I expect to qualify for parole would be limited.
A slight broadening of the informal eligibility requirements
to include a limited category of elderly parents would be in
the best interest of the individuals involved and, I
believe, of the United States.

since r ey 
ou 

:, ,

United States Senator

c.c. Doris Meisner

CEG:amm
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ROMANIAN FAMILY REUNIFICATION CASES
RECOMMENDED FOR

HUMANITARIAN PAROLE

Family Member in Romania

' Mr. and Mrs. Emanoil BIEGEL
(67 and 61 years old)

Nasaud, Romania and Cluj, Romania
(respectively)

Mr. and Mrs. Gheorghe COJANr (72 and 71 years old)
Gagesti-Vrancea, Romania

Mr. and Mrs. Alexandru GHIGHINA
, (74 and 72 years old)

Darasti, Romania'

Reiza KITNER
(70 year old widow)

Bacau, Romania

Mrs. Elena MICLOSESCU
1 (83 year old widow, blind in right eye)

Stanciova, Romania

Ana COSTEA
S (80 years old, widow, has cancer)

Negrilesti, Romania

Relative in the United States

Gheorghe BIEGEL
84-31 62nd Dr. Apt VI5
Middle Village, NY 11379

Gheorge COJAN Jr.
89-36 Springfield BLVD
Queens Village, NY 11427

Elena ALEXANDRU
Los Angeles, California

Alina MARCUS
2813 Ocean Ave., Apt 6-J
Brooklyn, New York 11235

Maria MANDREANU
14526 Birch Wood
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

[lie COSTEA
10015 Alexandra Blvd
Los Angeles, California 90706
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August 15, 1984

Mr. Jacob Birnbam
Center for Pessian and East European Jewry
240 Cabrini Blvd.
New York, New York 10033

Dear Mr. Birnbaum:

Thank you for taking time to cam to washington last week to meet with
Mr. Alan Safran. As Mr. Safran has now informed you, I have appealed to the
IMS for more lenient treatment of applicants for humanitarian parole.
Enclosed is a copy of ny letter to the Comnissioner of the INS. Also, we
have appealed to the Ptmanian emfbassy for the Somesfalean and Bendek cases,
which I know you have bee.. working on for several years.

I hope that nV interventions will be helpful, and I thank you for your own
diligence and omrmibment to so many causes worth fighting for.

Sincerely,

Charles H. Percy

Chainnan

CH:gtm

Enclosure
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August 14, 1984

Mr. Alan Nelson
Commissioner
Immigration and Naturalization Service
415 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20536

Dear Commissioner Nelson:

I understand that you now have under review certain proposals
by the Department of State concerning the granting of humani-
tarian parole to some applicants for immigration from Romania
to the United States. As you consider U.S. policy options, I
want to register my own strong support for granting hurtani-
tarian parole to the small number of sick, elderly parents and
young children from Romania whose applications for immigration
unfortunately have been denied.

These persons do not yet qualify for immigration because their
children or parents, who preceded them in coming to the United
States, have not yet become full U.S. citizens. However, they
face the added hardships associated with having been approved
for emigration by the Romanian government. They are in a state
of limbo. It embarrasses the United States to raise our concerns
for emigration when it is the United States in these particular
cases which is holding up the emigration process.

Therefore, I hope that you will consider the urgent nature of
these cases and offer humanitarian parole on that basis to the
small number of sick, elderly applicants and young children who
have petitioned to join their children and parents in the United
States. This would help restore our own adherence to the letter
and spirit of the Helsinki Final Act and would reinforce our
credibility as we petition month after month for more emigration
approvals by the Romanians.

Thank you for considering this proposal. I look forward to your
reply.

Sincerely,

Charles H. Percy

Chairman

CHP:gtm
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